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Elizabeth Bishop (1911–1979), one of the foremost modern American poets, lived in 

Brasil during seventeen-odd years beginning in 1951. During this time she composed the poetry 

collection Questions of Travel, stand-alone poems, and fragments as well as prose pieces and 

translations. This study builds on the work of critics such as Brett Millier and Lorrie Goldensohn 

who have covered Bishop’s poetry during her Brasil years. However, most American critics have 

lacked expertise in both Brasilian culture and the Portuguese language that influenced Bishop’s 

poetry. Since 2000, in contrast, Brasilian critic Paulo Henriques Britto has explored issues of 

translating Bishop’s poetry into Portuguese, while Maria Lúcia Martins and Regina Przybycien 

have examined Bishop’s Brasil poems from a Brasilian perspective. However, American and 

Brasilian scholars have yet to recognize Bishop’s journey of acculturation as displayed through 

her poetry chronologically or the importance of her belated reception by Brasilian literary and 

popular culture. This study argues that Bishop’s Brasil poetry reveals her gradual transformation 

from a tourist outsider to a cultural insider through her encounters with Brasilian history, culture, 

language, and politics. It encompasses Bishop’s published and unpublished Brasil poetry, 

including drafts from the Elizabeth Bishop Papers at Vassar College. On a secondary level, this 

study examines a reverse acculturation in how Brasilian popular and literary communities have 

increasingly focused on Bishop since her death, culminating in the 2013 film, Flores Raras 

(Reaching for the Moon in English). Understanding this extremely rare and sustained 

intercultural junction of Bishop in Brasil, a junction that no American poet has made since, adds 

a crucial angle to twentieth-first century transnational literary perspectives. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Mudam-se os tempos, mudam-se as vontades, 
muda-se o ser, muda-se a confiança; 
todo mundo é composto de mudança, 
tomando sempre novas qualidades. 
 
Continuamente vemos novidades, 
diferentes em tudo da esperança; 
do mal ficam as mágoas na lembrança, 
e do bem, se algum houve, as saudades. 
 
O tempo cobre o chão de verde manto, 
que já coberto foi de neve fria, 
e enfim converte em choro o doce canto. 
 
E, afora este mudar-se cada dia, 
outra mudança faz de mór espanto: 
que não se muda já como soía. 

Luís de Camões, 1524?–1580 1 

Times change, desires change, 
our being changes, trust changes; 
everything is composed of change, 
always taking on new qualities. 
 
Continually we see new things, 
different in all from hope; 
from evil, bitterness stays in the memory, 
and of good, if there is any, longing. 
 
Time covers the ground with a green mantle 
where it was already covered in cold snow, 
and at last transforms the sweet song into lamenting. 
 
And, besides this change each day, 
another change brings a greater fear: 
that change doesn’t change as before. 

 

1 Translation mine. 
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 In her later life, Elizabeth Bishop (1911–1979) referred to the years she lived in Brasil in 

a matter-of-fact way. On January 8, 1979, nine months before her death, she wrote her friend 

Ashley Brown, “. . . I don’t think there’s too much to say about me in Brazil—just those poems, 

and a few Brazilian ones since” (One Art 629). Her rather dismissive, perhaps even self-

depreciating mention of “just those poems” matches James Merrill’s take on the poet’s “own 

instinctive, modest, lifelong impersonations of an ordinary woman” (259). It is true that Bishop 

had not sought out Brasil as a long-term destination, but landed there on a cruise. Through a 

bond with a Brasilian woman, an aristocrat named Maria Carlota Costallat de Macedo Soares 

(familiarly known as “Lota”), along with an evolving relationship with the country as a whole, 

she stayed on longer than she had ever planned: seventeen-odd years beginning in 1951.2 This 

was extraordinary; few American writers have pursued such an extensive cultural journey in 

another country. 

 All too often the phrase “American expatriate writer” conjures up writers from the “Lost 

Generation” in Paris during 1920–1940: Ernest Hemingway, Sherwood Anderson, F. Scott 

Fitzgerald, Henry Miller, Ezra Pound, H. D., and Gertrude Stein among others. The majority 

flocked together to the same cafes or to gatherings in Stein’s salon. It is questionable how much 

of France they had room to absorb. Other writers, fewer in number, arrived in a second wave in 

the 1950s and 1960s, including Allen Ginsberg, Richard Wright, and James Baldwin. Of these 

2 The exact number of years Bishop spent in Brasil is difficult to track because she interspersed her time there with 
teaching positions in the U.S. in her later years. Sources vary greatly in how they tally her cumulative number of 
years in Brasil. From late 1951 through the end of 1966 she lived in Brasil full-time, but in 1967 she taught two 
terms at the University of Washington in Seattle. She returned to Brasil halfway through 1967, but spent 1968–1969 
in San Francisco (other than six weeks in Ouro Preto where she had bought and renovated a house). She spent time 
in Brasil on and off through 1971 in Ouro Preto, alternating her stays with teaching at Harvard.  Her very last trip to 
Brasil was in 1974. For matters of chronology, I have consulted Lorrie Goldensohn’s Elizabeth Bishop The 
Biography of a Poetry (“Biographical Information”) and Brett Millier’s Elizabeth Bishop Life and the Memory of It 
with its dated chapters.  
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Baldwin was the most adventurous, spending extended time later in Turkey between 1961 and 

1971. 

 Bishop went south when so many others had gone east. She chose to stay in a country 

virtually untouched by American expatriates at the time; as a result, she did not associate with 

groups of Americans in Brasil (though she had many visitors) and she had no preassembled 

writing community. Unlike many of the Paris expatriates, her stay was not limited to a few years’ 

visit but stretched closer to two decades in three different locations: Petrópolis, Rio de Janeiro, 

and Ouro Preto. Though she didn’t have the outward trappings of an ambassador, her poetry and 

her prose writing on Brasil acted the part, introducing the country to Americans during a time 

when most hardly knew it. Perhaps most surprising is that no American writer has had a 

comparable relationship with Brasil since. Bishop is still a cultural ambassador who has 

continued to reach deeply into Brasil over time.  

 In bringing Brasil to Americans, Bishop’s legacy includes writing and translation that 

span several genres. Her poetry collection, Questions of Travel (“just those poems”), later stand-

alone poems about Brasil, and several poetic fragments will be the subject of this dissertation as I 

trace Bishop’s cultural immersion.3 In addition, Bishop wrote a nonfiction volume, Brazil, with 

the editors of Life World Library; a piece for the New York Times (“On the Railroad Named 

Delight”); two memoir pieces (“A Trip to Vigia” and “To the Botequim & Back”); and other 

unpublished prose. As a translator she co-edited An Anthology of Twentieth-Century Brazilian 

Poetry with Emmanuel Brasil which features first-time English translations; translated a well-

known Brazilian diary, Minha Vida de Menina, into The Diary of Helena Morley (which includes 

3 See Table 1(Elizabeth Bishop: Brasil Poetry Chronology) at the end of this chapter for a list of all poems 
considered, composition dates, and publication dates.   
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an extended introduction demonstrating her detailed knowledge of Brasilian culture);  and 

translated stories by Clarice Lispector. Bishop was by no means a prolific writer; her published 

poems barely reach a hundred, and only seventeen of these are considered “Brasil poems,” 

written in or inspired by the country. Yet Brasil touches every genre that she ever tried. 

 Bishop avidly read poetry in Portuguese, including that of Luis de Camões (c. 1524–

1580), a Portuguese poet still regarded as a master of the sonnet. Her dedication of Questions of 

Travel to Lota4 in 1965 features a couplet from one of his sonnets. However, it is his sonnet on 

change, the epigraph to this chapter, that speaks in several ways to how I have come to see 

Bishop’s time in Brasil. Her early years in Samambaia, Petrópolis in the mountains above Rio 

were marked by rapidly changing times, changes in desires, and new things to see continually. 

Her later years in Brasil, first in Rio de Janeiro and then in the interior town of Ouro Preto did 

“transform the sweet song into lamenting” when she lost Lota, and in her final years, the fear 

“that change [didn’t] change as before” materialized as her time in Ouro Preto became solitary 

and stagnant. Yet in the end, Bishop affirms the “good” that she experienced in Brasil, and her 

late poems do carry some of the “longing,” the residue of the good that stays in the memory over 

time, that Camões describes. In “Santarém,” the poem about the Amazonian town that held 

Bishop in thrall, the speaker comments, uncharacteristically directly, “That golden evening I 

really wanted to go no farther; / more than anything else I wanted to stay awhile.”5 Even in “One 

Art,” Bishop’s most well-known poem and not specifically a “Brasil poem,” longing for Brasil 

creates an undercurrent.  

4 In Brasil it is customary to refer to people, even in formal situations, by their first name while American culture 
uses their last name. Thus, “Lota and Bishop” will be used in deference to the traditions of each country. 
5 All excerpts of Bishop’s poetry are taken from: Bishop, Elizabeth. Poems. New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 
2011, unless otherwise specified. 
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 “One Art” catalogues losses that increase in severity as the villanelle progresses, 

culminating in the loss of a person. When Bishop wrote the poem in 1975 (post-Brasil), she 

feared losing her companion of that time, Alice Methfessel, but this only builds on Bishop’s 

earlier and profound loss of Lota eight years before. In arriving at this final loss, Bishop must 

work through others, including the loss of place. “One Art” does not just trace accumulated 

losses, but also the way one loss is enmeshed and entangled with another. In this process the 

poem experiences a shift after the third stanza when generic losses switch to very specific losses:  

I lost my mother’s watch. And look! My last, or 
next-to-last, of three loved houses went. 
The art of losing isn’t hard to master. 
 
I lost two cities, lovely ones. And, vaster, 
Some realms I owned, two rivers, a continent. 
I miss them, but it wasn’t a disaster. 

 
Critics have suggested that Rio de Janeiro may be one of the lost cities, that the rivers point to 

the Rio Amazonas and the Rio São Francisco (the two major rivers which Bishop explored by 

boat in Brasil), and that South America is the lost continent. The “three loved houses” have 

attracted equal conjecture, but Bishop actually referred very specifically to their identities in a 

1977 interview: “  . . . one in Key West, one in Petrópolis, just west of Rio Bay, and one in Ouro 

Preto, also in Brazil” (McCullough 73).  

Even “my mother’s watch” intersects with Bishop’s Brasil time in some distant yet 

fascinating ways. The Elizabeth Bishop Papers housed at Vassar College contain a letter from 

Lota to Bishop dated 14-7-67 entitled “About our wills.”6 She writes to Bishop in English (the 

grammar is unedited): 

6 This letter and several others from Lota to Bishop were only recently given to the Vassar College Bishop Papers 
upon the decease of Alice Methfessel, Bishop’s executor. They were transcribed by David Hoak and made available 
as of March of 2014. 
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you for example are very detached of earthly possessions - you really care for a very few 
things, your work, your manuscripts, your mother golden watch, your silver bracelet your 
silver forks and knives? . . . Another request, I want your mother's gold watch for the 
simple reason that I saw you going in a panic each time that you thought you lost it . . . 
what means that it is almost the only possession that you care about it like hell . . . 
(Vassar College, Bishop Folder 118.4)  
 

Bishop only knew her mother through age five; after this Gertrude Bishop was committed to a 

sanitarium until she died when Bishop was 24. Lota’s perspective on Bishop’s mother’s watch 

sheds light on what an instrumental keepsake it was for her. Ricardo Sternberg, Professor of 

Spanish and Portuguese at the University of Toronto and a personal friend of Bishop’s in both 

Brasil and the U.S., has recalled why Bishop’s mother’s watch was unique: “I remember we 

were going to a movie and they [Bishop and Lota] were coming out of a movie. I was fascinated 

with her watch, which was a brooch. I told her that, and I told her [years later], ‘I was fascinated 

that you didn’t have one on your wrist.’ She told me that that was the watch that she mentions in 

her poem” (personal interview).  

These perspectives on the watch might be regarded as trivia outside the field of Bishop 

Studies, but they are more than details: they are a metaphor for why research on Bishop’s work 

from a Brasilian perspective matters, and how both archival sources (some of which have still 

not been explored, while others, like Lota’s letters, are growing) and personal sources (in the 

form of Bishopólatras—those in or from Brasil who are both fans and scholars of the poet) can 

provide a new outlook on Bishop’s Brasilian poems that has largely been absent in North 

American7 sources. Certainly the language barrier has played a role in the delayed informational 

exchange between the two Americas. While some Brasilians have written in English within the 

small but growing Bishop field in Brasil, important sources have been written in Portuguese for 

7 As Bishop was born in Canada, “North American” covers both Canadian and American Bishop scholarship. 
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audiences in Brasil.8 The great majority of American Bishop scholars do not speak Portuguese at 

all; a few with an interest in Bishop in Brasil learn functional Portuguese as they carry out their 

research, but this is often not a deep-rooted knowledge. And, as will be seen in Chapter 2, 

translations of Bishop’s poetry into Portuguese were late in arriving: the first, by Horácio Costa 

in 1990 was not regarded as successful, while the second more reputable version by Paulo 

Henriques Britto did not appear until 1999, twenty years after Bishop’s death.  

One of the main aims of this dissertation has been to minimize the void between Brasilian 

and American Bishop poetry criticism, a process which is only in its beginning stages. On a 

practical level, this has meant using the language and cultural skills I have developed through 

three separate moves to Brasil beginning in the late-1970s to speak with Bishopólatras, access 

journalistic sources in Brasilian archives, read critical commentary on Bishop’s work and 

Brasilian history in the original Portuguese, and make first-time translations of five letters 

Bishop wrote to her friend, Linda Nemer, in Portuguese (See Appendix A). While several 

American critical commentaries reserve a chapter (sometimes two) on Bishop’s poetry during 

her Brasil years,9 the only book length study dedicated to Bishop in Brasil is George Monteiro’s 

Elizabeth Bishop and After: A Poetic Career Transformed published in 2012. The time is ripe for 

more cross-cultural Bishop research, but the workers who can harvest rewards in both Americas 

are few.   

8 Among these are Duas Artes Carlos Drummond de Andrade e Elizabeth Bishop, a comparative study of Bishop 
and Brasilian poet Carlos Drummond de Andrade, by Maria Lúcia Milléo Martins published in 2006 and “Feijão 
Preto e Diamantes: O Brasil na obra de Elizabeth Bishop” the foundational dissertation by Regina Przybycien, 
published in 1993, slated to be published in 2014. 
9 See, among others, Bonnie Costello’s Elizabeth Bishop Questions of Mastery (Chapter 4), Lorrie Goldensohn’s 
Elizabeth Bishop The Biography of a Poetry (Chapters 1 and 9), Kim Fortuny’s Elizabeth Bishop The Art of Travel 
(Chapter 4), Susan McCabe’s Elizabeth Bishop Her Poetics of Loss (Chapter 4), and Thomas Travisano’s Elizabeth 
Bishop Her Artistic Development (“Driving to the Interior: Questions of Travel)  
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My project on Bishop in Brasil has been two-fold: the first, and smaller dimension, has 

been to trace the presence of Bishop in Brasil, in both popular and scholarly genres, since her 

death, but particularly in recent years. This is the focus of Chapter 2 (“Losing and Finding 

Bishop in Brasil”) which includes the remarks of her Brasilian translator, Paulo Henriques Britto, 

Professor of Portuguese and English at Pontifícia Universidade Católica (PUC) Rio, who 

published a third volume of Bishop’s Brasil (and other) poetry in Portuguese in 2012, 

strategically timed by the publisher to whet interest for the popular film by Bruno Barreto, Flores 

Raras. The film, about Bishop’s relationship with Lota, debuted in August of 2013 and evolved 

from the 1995 creative nonfiction book, Flores Raras e Banalíssimas by Carmen Oliveira. I also 

trace the work of Regina Przybycien, [“Prisbitchen”], the first Brasilian researcher of Bishop and 

Professor of Brasilian Literature at Jagiellonian University, Poland (and retired Professor of 

Literature at the Federal University of Paraná, Brasil), whose foundational dissertation on Bishop 

in 1993 will finally appear in book form in 2014.  

The rest of the dissertation (Chapters 3–7) traces how Bishop’s poetry chronicles her own 

journey of acculturation in Brasil. I argue that  Bishop’s published and unpublished poetic output 

from her Brasil years (and a few poems inspired by Brasil later), when examined 

chronologically, shows a marked progression from a tourist who knows little of the country to a 

cultural insider who increasingly uses Brasilian history, culture, the Portuguese language, and 

even Brasilian politics in her poems. Whenever relevant, I incorporate draft analyses of the 

poems using manuscripts from the Elizabeth Bishop Papers at Vassar College. Chapter Three 

(“The Long Entry”) examines Bishop’s earliest work in Brasil, including the only poem about 

her relationship with Lota, “The Shampoo.” It shows how she enters the country with the eyes of 

a colonizer and how she stands opposite Brasil as “Other.” Yet in a poem like “Questions of 

8 



Travel,” despite her internal debate of whether coming to Brasil is necessary, she begins to 

observe the natural landscape without the colonizer’s lens and to consider Brasil’s history 

through the simple images of clogs and wooden birdcages. Chapter 4 (“Settling In”) analyzes 

poems Bishop wrote in Samambaia, her first shared home with Lota. An analysis of the 

frequently anthologized “The Armadillo,” highlights the Brasilian cultural element of the fire 

balloon during the Festival of São João. Most American critics read “The Armadillo” in terms of 

Lowell’s status as a conscientious objector, but I show that Bishop dedicated the poem to Lowell 

eight years after she wrote it and that the poem reflects her Brasil-based outlook rather than 

Lowell’s political affairs in the U.S.  

Chapter Five (“A Seasoned Stay”) examines Bishop’s imaginative forays into Brasil’s 

“discovery” by the Portuguese (“Brazil, January 1, 1502”) and into her portrait of a witch doctor 

(sacacá) in the Amazon in “The Riverman.” The chapter also analyzes three unpublished 

political poems, unchartered ground for Bishop until now, and demonstrates how despite her 

foreigner status, she takes an avid interest in the surrounding political and social scene. After a 

decade in the country, Bishop’s concerns about “becoming a poet who can only write about 

South America” are examined as a way of resisting her own acculturation. Chapter Six (“Journey 

into Rio”) chronicles Bishop’s reluctant move to the city in an effort to support Lota’s work 

designing the Aterro, the landfill that she transformed into a city park. Bishop’s Rio poetry is a 

microcosm of her Brasil poetry at large: at first it keeps the city at a distance, but gradually it 

approaches the people at the heart of Rio. In my examination of “The Burglar of Babylon” and 

“Pink Dog” I utilize several Brasilian sources to understand why these two poems, in particular, 

have been regarded as “most Brasilian.” Chapter Seven (“Brasil in Memory”) traces how Bishop 

sees Brasil from Ouro Preto, her last residence in the country (in “Under the Window: Ouro 
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Preto”) and how she regards Brasil in retrospect through poems that she composed late in life, 

such “Santarém,” and “Crusoe in England.” The chapter examines Bishop’s perspective in 

regarding Brasil over time, her fusing of memory and imagination, and how “artifacts” from her 

Brasil time are informed by personal interaction. 

Yet Bishop would have not relished this analysis. Just nine months before she died, in a 

letter to her friend Ashley Brown on January 8, 1979 she had her say about those who were 

writing dissertations about her time in Brasil: 

. . . One thing I wanted to ask you about—and forgot—was that young man, Paulo Costa 
Galvão, from Rio. About his dissertation—I don’t think there’s too much to say about me 
in Brazil—just those poems, and a few Brazilian ones since. There’s another Ph.D.-er, an 
American girl, who has the same idea, I think—and I’ve been trying to discourage her, on 
the whole. Her idea was to go to Brazil (with husband!) for a year, look up all my ‘old 
friends’ (and enemies, I gathered, too) and so on—this is some sort of translingual (?) 
project—she has studied Portuguese. I think it is all very cooked-up and suspect. The few 
friends I had are mostly dead—or wouldn’t remember me—or have actually turned 
against me. 

Also—I really had almost no ‘literary’ life in Brazil—and made no impact! (One 
Art 629) 

So to the spirit of “Elizabetchy,” I apologize for any offense in the undertaking of this project, 

but I could do no other. And I beg to differ: you are still making an impact in Brasil. 

Table 1: Elizabeth Bishop: Brasil Poetry Chronology10 

Poem Composition Date11 Publication Date 
Chapter 3: The Long Entry 

“The Shampoo” 1952, early in year July, 1955 
New Republic 

“Arrival at Santos” Mid-December, 1951 June 21,1952 
The New Yorker 
              (table continues)

10 Three texts helped in the compilation of this chart: Elizabeth Bishop Life and the Memory of It by Brett Millier; 
Edgar Allen Poe & the Juke-Box, edited by Alice Quinn; and Elizabeth Bishop and The New Yorker, edited by Joelle 
Biele.  
11 Poems follow the order in which they are analyzed in each chapter. This order is generally based on approximate 
date of composition, but since date of composition is sometimes unknown, not all poems appear in chronological 
order. 
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Submitted March 14, published 3 
months later 

“Young Man in the Park” 1951 (?) Unpublished 
“Questions of Travel” Early 1950s Jan 21, 1956 

The New Yorker  
Submitted July 30, 1955, published 
6 months later 

Chapter 4: Settling 
“Manuelzinho” Mid-1950s May 26, 1956 

The New Yorker  
Submitted Nov 24, 1955, published 
6 months later 

“Mimoso, Near Death” Mid-1950s Unpublished 

“Squatter’s Children” Probably before 1955 April, 1956 
Anhembi (in Portuguese); 
March 23, 1957 
The New Yorker  
Submitted May 29, 1955, published 
a year and 10 months later 

“The Armadillo” 
Probably mid-1950s Published June 22, 1957 

The New Yorker 
Submitted August 15, 1956, 
published 10 months later 

“To Manuel Bandeira, With 
Jam and Jelly” 

Probably mid-1950s Unpublished 

 Chapter 5: A Seasoned Stay 
“Brazil, January 1, 1502” Probably before 1959 January 2, 1960 

The New Yorker 
Submitted October 15, 1959, 
published 3 months later 

“The Riverman” Probably before 1959 April 2, 1960 
The New Yorker 
Submitted  June 11, 1959, published 
10 months later 

“On the Amazon” 1960 Unpublished 

“Suicide of a Moderate 
Dictator” 

August 25, 1954, day 
after Vargas’ suicide 

Unpublished 

“A Baby Found in the 
Garbage” 

? Between 1951–1967 Unpublished 

“Brasil 1959” 1959 Unpublished 
(table continues) 
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“Electrical Storm” Probably 1959 May 14, 1960 
The New Yorker 
Submitted October 15, 1959, 
published 7 months later 

“Filling Station” Probably before 1955 December 10,1955 
The New Yorker 
Submitted July 30, 1955, published 5 
months later 

“Song for the Rainy Season” Probably before 1960 October 8, 1960 
The New Yorker  
Submitted June 9, 1960, published 4 
months later 

Chapter 6: Journey into Rio 
“Going to the Bakery” 1960 March 23, 1968 

The New Yorker 
Submitted April 24, 1967, published 
11 months later 

“Apartment in Leme” 1963 Unpublished 
“All Afternoons the 
Freighters—Rio” 

1962–1964 Unpublished 

“Twelfth Morning: or What 
You Will” 

January to February, 
1964 

April 2, 1964 
New York Review of Books 

“The Burglar of Babylon” April, 1963 November-December, 1964 
Cadernos Brasileiros and 
November 21, 1964 
The New Yorker 
Submitted January 29, 1964, 
published 10 months later 

“Pink Dog” 1963 February 26, 1979 
The New Yorker  
No Bishop submission letter; 
Howard Moss accepts 1/3/79 

Chapter 7: Brasil in Memory 
 “Under the Window: Ouro 
Preto” 

? Before September, 
1965 

December 24, 1966 
The New Yorker 
Submitted September 28, 1965, 
published 15 months later 

“Santarém” 1960 February 20, 1978 
The New Yorker 
Submitted October 1, 1977, 
published 4 months later 

“Crusoe in England” 1964? November 6, 1971  
The New Yorker 
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Submitted May 18, 1970, revision 
sent and May 19,  published 1.5 
years later 
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CHAPTER 2 

LOSING AND FINDING BISHOP IN BRASIL 

On a bright day in April, 2013, I traveled for eight very curvy hours on a bus ride 

between the interior city of Belo Horizonte, Brasil, where I was living, and the coastal city of Rio 

de Janeiro. Later I walked along the more moderately curved sidewalk paralleling Botafogo Bay 

as a rosy dusk sank into evening. The Botafogo district, less tourist-ridden than Copacabana or 

Ipanema, was filled with everyday people, some still bustling about their business. Across the 

bay the light from the cable car station atop the Pão de Açucar seemed to wink at me 

conspiratorially. I had been in Botafogo a few short weeks ago at the nearby Fundação Casa de 

Rui Barbosa, an archive for Brasilian literary research, when I had perused correspondence 

between Elizabeth Bishop and Brasil’s modernist poets Carlos Drummond de Andrade and 

Vinicius de Moraes. The offerings, though interesting, were limited, so I had left the library 

earlier than planned and had taken an extensive walk (in the wrong shoes) around the bay to 

Sugarloaf, enjoying the dramatic cable car ride to the top that I had remembered from years ago 

as a child. The view—lush green sculpted mountains, city blocks hugging the undulations of the 

shore, freighters appearing and disappearing along the turquoise sea between islands—was still 

stunning. 

This visit, however, I had a different mission; I carried a copy of an e-mail in my pocket 

from Bruno Barreto, one of Brasil’s top filmmakers, to remind me of it. Barreto, upon receiving 

my letter with questions about his latest film, had added my name to the invitation-only guest list 

for Brasil’s premier of Flores Raras, a film about the relationship between Elizabeth Bishop and 

her companion, Lota de Macedo Soares, during Bishop’s seventeen-odd Brasil years. Based on 

Flores Raras e Banalíssimas (Rare and Commonplace Flowers), a mixed genre book of fiction 
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and biography by Carmen Oliveira, the film represented a pinnacle in Brasil’s reception of 

Bishop, 34 years after her death.  Barreto’s mother, Lucy, a co-producer of his film company, 

had purchased the rights to Oliveira’s book in 1995; the evolution of the film had been a long 

and delayed process. Though it was being marketed predominantly as a love story, I had high 

expectations that Bishop’s Brasil poetry would be conveyed in some way, and that the film 

would show the intersection of her life within everyday Brasilian culture. 

Upon arriving at the Espaço Itaú de Cinema (Cinema Space Itaú, sponsored by a 

partnership of Brasilian banks), I was led to a generous-sized reception area. It featured an 

exhibit of black and white photography from across Brasil, including some remarkable shots of 

the Amazon, which Bishop surely would have appreciated. As many in the crowd made their 

way to the first of six stadium theaters, where Flores Raras was being shown, someone was 

missing: Barreto. Though other Bishop researchers who attended the New York premier spoke of 

his informative question/answer session after the film, he was not able to attend the Rio premier 

or the breakfast interview the next day which he had originally promised.  

When I sat down to take in the film, which characteristically began much later than the 

advertised 20:30 time, the opening scene showed Bishop and Robert Lowell seated on a bench in 

Central Park, New York, with Bishop reading aloud the first two stanzas of “One Art.” The 

movie portrays these stanzas as an incomplete draft. Lowell chides her for it being so short, 

calling it a poem that ends just as it gets going. Of course Bishop would know this; the poem is a 

villanelle! Was this going to be a film for people who didn’t know poetry, Bishop’s poetry in 

particular? Then I reflected back to the myriad letters between Bishop and Lowell, particularly 

during Bishop’s Brasil years, and how Lowell acted as the personal cheerleader of each poem 

Bishop sent him. In fact, Bishop on occasion was much more critical of Lowell’s work than he 
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was of hers. I realized that I was going to need a “willing suspension of disbelief” in viewing the 

film. If I could do that, it would probably be more enjoyable. The scenery soon following in 

Samambaia (though not filmed at the exact location) showed Brasil at its most vibrant lushness. 

Within this backdrop Bishop sketches out her earliest Brasil poem, “The Shampoo,” both 

inwardly and outwardly during the act of washing Lota’s hair. Yet after this point very little of 

Bishop’s poetry—and none of her Brasil poetry—made an appearance. Clearly the film would be 

delivering the relational emphasis that it advertised. At some point, however, I lay that fact aside 

to ask a larger question: how was it possible that this American poet with a borrowed home in 

Brasil through only the early 1970s, who wrote about the country in English—not Portuguese—

had become important enough to fill a large screen in a theater of Brasilians? And what role 

would Bishop’s poetry play in making her that important? 

__________ 

After Bishop’s death on October 6, 1979 and continuing for more than a decade, her 

literary and personal presence in Brasil seems to have been overlooked. It was as if she had left 

no footprint, despite the fact that she had lived in three separate locations in southeastern Brasil. 

Yet the media had mythologized her arrival in the country, chronicled her publication of North 

and South and A Cold Spring, and attentively followed her receipt of the Pulitzer Prize in 1956 

and to a lesser extent the National Book Award in 1970, both of which she received while a 

resident in Brasil—before coverage of her fizzled out after her death.12  

12 While some of her reviews and interviews have been translated in George Monteiro’s Conversations with 
Elizabeth Bishop (1996), others remain untranslated in Brasilian archives. 
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Vera Pacheco Jordão’s review of Bishop’s North and South— A Cold Spring, which 

appeared in 1955 (before Bishop received the Pulitzer) is among the earliest mentions of Bishop 

in the Brasilian media: 

The poems of Elizabeth Bishop are concise and exact, of a distinctness that results from a 
rigorous choice of each word and the wisdom of adequate rhythm. It is not a poetry of 
fluent lyricism but of discipline and self-restraint . . . There is a lucidity that gives the 
poet X-ray vision to learn that which is hidden below common appearances, along with a 
certain candor that permits her to see with new eyes that which habit has worn colorless 
for us. There is also a touch of fantasy, I would say humor, that leads the poet to agilely 
transport, in associations of rapid and unexpected ideas, the different planes of reality. 
(Jordão 14) 
 

Jordão’s description, while it resonates with American reviews of Bishop’s work, gives a new 

perspective on Bishop’s poetry. Much had been made of Bishop’s keen observational powers, 

but “a lucidity that gives the poet X-ray vision” and a “candor that permits her to see with new 

eyes that which habit has worn colorless for us” are fresh turns of phrase.  Jordão also captures 

the curiosity of Brasilians about Bishop’s personal life: “Taking care of the cat and the toucan, 

playing with the young daughter of the cook, talking with dedicated friends, retiring into the 

middle of her books in the study that was built on the height of the mountain, Elizabeth lives 

secluded in her personal world, only from time to time sending the United States a poem or story 

that is anxiously awaited there” (14). These personal and idealized glimpses of the poet occur 

relatively early in Bishop’s stay. 

Manuel Bandeira, one of Brasil’s foremost poets at the time, personally introduced 

Bishop to the Brasilian public in 1956 (five months after Jordão’s article), even though Bishop 

had already been in the country five years. Published in one of Brasil’s leading newspapers at the 

time, the Correio de Manhã, and entitled “Parabéns, Elizabeth” (“Congratulations, Elizabeth”), it 

congratulates Bishop on her Pulitzer and highlights Bandeira’s version of the story of how 

Bishop ended up staying in Brasil: 
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Elizabeth wanted to know the Terra de Fogo [Land of Fire] and took a ship that was 
going there. She stopped in Santos . . .  saw among the docks a cajú [cashew fruit] 
vendor, was tempted by that exotic fruit, set her teeth into one, and the result was a 
tremendous rash. Elizabeth was, but didn’t know it, violently allergic to cajús. She had to 
interrupt her trip, and she almost died. Lota Macedo Soares, who she met in Washington, 
ran to help from Petrópolis and took her to Samambaia where the poet has been living 
until today, and has already been for five years . . . Brasil gave luck to our dear Elizabeth. 
It began with the trap [in a good sense] of the cajú, but developed and ended up giving 
her a studio in Samambaia. People say that the studio is lovely. I shall visit it because it is 
always a pleasure to see the places where a great poet creates her images and gives form 
to her fears and discoveries during life. (Bandeira 5) 

Bishop was not keen on Bandeira’s rendition of her history. In a letter dated May 21, 

1956 to Pearl Kazin, she notes, “Manuel Bandeira wrote a little piece titled Parabéns, Elizabeth 

and relating, all wrong, the story of the cajú poisoning” (One Art 318). It was too late for 

corrections: the mythology about Bishop’s arrival and stay was already in motion. Bandeira’s 

pride in Brasil’s influence on Bishop’s work (“Brasil gave luck to our dear Elizabeth”) was 

echoed by other journalists. In a very short, authorless interview that appeared in the Correio de 

Manhã a few days before Bandeira’s column, the writer takes on the matter of the Pulitzer Prize 

money: “What does the poet intend to do with this money? Her plans are many. She thinks, 

however, she will use it to take a trip. Nevertheless she will return to Brasil since no other 

country has a greater seduction over her spirit” (“Miss Bishop, Prêmio Pulitzer de Poesia” 4). 

Yet none of Bishop’s poetry, either during her years in Brasil or at the time of her death, was 

translated into Portuguese for Brasilian audiences other than “Squatter’s Children” and “The 

Burglar of Babylon” in small Brasilian journals.  

Meanwhile, back in the U.S., Bishop’s Brasil years lived on in Questions of Travel, late 

Brasil stand-alone poems such as “Santarém” and “Pink Dog,” her Life World Library volume 

Brazil (1962), and her later Anthology of Twentieth-Century Brazilian Poetry (1972) for which 

she was both a translator and co-editor with Emanuel Brasil.  
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Bishop’s transnational background met with both fascination and resistance in Brasil, 

while it was met with obliviousness in the U.S., where not everyone was interested in the 

seventeen-odd years the poet lived in Brasil, a period regarded as a strange wrinkle for those who 

saw her as a North American poet. American critics felt no hurry in delving into the Brasilian 

cultural background of her poetry. Brasilian culture and Portuguese were relatively inaccessible 

to Americans who then, even more than today, tended to travel east rather than south. Even today 

many of the Bishop scholars who straddle both Americas tend to be on the fringe, but they see 

more potential for Bishop than the tourist newcomer and have the vision to observe how 

Bishop’s work eventually came closer to seeing Brasil through the eyes of a Brasilian. 

Questions remain, however: why was literary attention in Brasil closed to Bishop from 

her death until the early 1990s despite the fact that she was the only American poet to write 

about the country, opening it to readers who had never before considered the country? What has 

kept the door opening steadily since then up until the present? On one level, there is a 

straightforward answer: Bishop’s reputation grew most steadily after her death, and her 

recognition in Brasil paralleled, on a smaller level, her growing reputation worldwide. At the 

time of her death, this growth had not yet occurred, although the Pulitzer had made some 

difference. As Sternberg has observed, “Her increased reputation here [in North America] 

obviously had an impact in Brasil. The people there were quite aware of The New Yorker, 

especially Brasilian critics; they all read the same magazines that we read here” (personal 

interview). On another level, however, this is a thornier issue, mixing factors such as Brasilian 

politics and class with more intimate details of Bishop’s personal life which did not always 

resonate within larger Brasilian contexts. These possible influences deserve examination, for 

they have bearing on the sometimes ambiguous tone of Bishop’s current literary and popular 
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reception in Brasil alongside the enthusiasm with which many Brasilians have received her 

Brasil poems.   

Between the years of 1951–1967, while Bishop was the companion of Lota de Macedo 

Soares, she took an increasing interest in Brasilian politics, even though she had not been overtly 

interested in politics in the U.S. This interest was also punctuated by the women’s association 

with a journalist neighbor, Carlos Lacerda, who turned into an anti-Communist politician intent 

on perpetuating the downfall of the Marxist sympathizing president, João Goulart. This came to 

pass in 1964 with a military coup, supported by right-wing politicians who overthrew Goulart 

and established a military dictatorship which lasted until 1985. Lota and Bishop cheered on 

Lacerda until he became governor of Guanabara, the state created when Brasil’s capital in Rio 

moved to the new city of Brasília. By then Bishop became disenchanted with his policies, but she 

was already marked as “conservative” by the Brasilian artists and intellectuals who had no 

choice but go underground or leave the country. As Cynthia Haven puts it, “[Bishop] found 

herself in the uncomfortable position of defending the anti-democratic regime to her liberal 

friends among the predominantly left-wing American and Brazilian intelligentsia” (par. 5).   

Bishop lived in Brasil during one of the most tempestuous times in Brasilian history, a 

dividing point between the left and the right. Although Britto has commented that political anger 

between factions “doesn’t count for much anymore” (personal interview), it is still part of 

Bishop’s history in Brasil. For instance, the well-known singer/songwriter Caetano Veloso in his 

2003 book, Tropical Truth: A Story of Music and Revolution in Brazil, explicitly cites Bishop’s 

reaction to the 1964 military takeover: 

Bishop . . . praised the rallies organized in support of the military, explaining in letters to 
her friends in the United States that while those demonstrations had “originally been 
organized as anticommunist parades,” they “were becoming victory marches—more than 
one million people marching in the rain!” And she concludes: “It was totally 
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spontaneous, they could not all be rich and right-wing reactionaries.” . . . To discover her 
version of the coup d'état causes me some unease, but it is one more lesson, in these times 
when private virtues must be taken as the causes of public evils, to come to the 
realization that back then someone—a woman poet at that! —might thus sum up the 
military coup that sent to jail some of my finest schoolmates and professors: "A few 
brave generals and the governors of three important states got together and, after a 
difficult forty-eight hours, it was all over. The (favorable) reactions have been really 
popular, thank God." Apparently there was such a thing as right-wing good intentions. (6) 

Bishop, of course, had more to say about the takeover than what Veloso quotes here. However, 

his reaction to her account shows the impact of her remarks on the Brasilian intelligentsia, even 

in 1997, the year of the original publication in Brasil. Political residue from the past can adhere 

to the Brasilian soul over time.13 

While the left-wing found reasons to keep Bishop at arm’s length, the conservatives also 

had reasons for doubt: Bishop was a lesbian with long-standing alcohol issues, someone who did 

not fit neatly into the right-wing profile either. Some critics actually combine a litany of reasons 

from both political sides. This is the case with columnist Arnaldo Jabor, who wrote an 

enthusiastic review of the movie Flores Raras for the major newspaper O Globo, incorporating 

an insightful review of Bishop’s poetry and his own soul-searching reaction to it: 

I always heard of Elizabeth Bishop, but I only read her poems a few years ago when the 
excellent translation of Paulo Henriques Britto was published. Why didn’t I read her 
poetry during her time, I who liked poetry so much? Because . . .  she was Lota’s affair, 
advisor of Carlos Lacerda, the maximum enemy of the left ‘janguista’14 it was ugly to 
read her work. She was an ‘American lesbian,’ and certainly a ‘reactionary’—devastating 
words for us. It was like that in 1967. (par. 2) 

Jabor’s words in 2013 are more recent than Veloso’s in 1997, yet they show how political 

labeling of Bishop has prevented some Brasilians from exploring her work until recently. 

13 For instance, the Brasilian truth commission to look into the crimes under the military regime was not inaugurated 
until 2012; until then Brasil was one of the few post-dictatorship countries in Latin American that had not initiated 
such a program. 
14 Someone who followed João Goulart, the last leftwing president in Brasil in the early sixties before the military 
coup in 1964. 
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Societal and class influences also distanced Bishop from Brasil after her death. Lota,  

European-educated and a self-trained architect who later planned and implemented the creation 

of one of Rio’s most famous parks, had always been the center of attention in high-class circles. 

She drew together intellectuals and artists, propagating dialogue and creative activity. Between 

the mid-1940s and the military take-over in 1964 Brasil experienced a time of experimentation in 

democracy, a variety of political parties, and accompanying nationalism. This resulted in a 

fluidity in politics and a more socially unified Brasil, in contrast to the post-1964 years in which 

politics and class became very black and white. Thus, intellectuals and artists were not yet fully 

aligned with the left and associated with Lota, even though she leaned toward the right. 

However, Lota’s association with an American was an anomaly for both her political leanings 

and social class. During the 1950s and 1960s the north-south traffic of citizens of North 

American and Brasil was comparatively rare; a long-term, single, independent American 

expatriate in Brasil, particularly a female one, was almost unprecedented. Many of Lota’s friends 

grew jealous of this woman who seemed to monopolize Lota’s time and energy. They found 

reasons to dislike Bishop which only compounded after Lota’s overdose on tranquilizers and 

subsequent death in 1967. This occurred on American soil, during Bishop’s extended visit in 

New York. When Lota came from Brasil to visit her there, it was against the orders of her 

psychiatrist in Brasil. As Lota hovered in a coma for a week before her death, Bishop opted not 

to contact Lota’s family and friends, a fact that embittered all of them afterward. As a result, 

Bishop remained an isolated and sometimes scorned figure during her final years in Brasil.  

Yet in 1969 Bishop was awarded the prestigious Ordem de Rio Branco. Created in 1963, 

the annual award honors meritorious service to Brasil or to Brasilian studies by both Brasilian 
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and foreign citizens. While her personal life was convoluted after Lota’s death, her public life 

had a stamp of approval from the Brasilian government. 

Subsequent chapters will illustrate Bishop’s steady embracing of Brasilian culture 

through her poetry, but her day-to-day life was marked by linguistic limitations which some in 

the Brasilian literary establishment have found objectionable. In short, she was not a good 

speaker or writer of Portuguese, even though she found ways to communicate effectively with 

Brasilians. She seemed to realize this herself, referring to her lack of Portuguese progress in her 

letters as well as in a general statement  scrawled in the margins of a fragment of “Squatter’s 

Children:”  “[I HAVE / I’M BAD AT LANGUAGES / A POOR LINGUIST]” (Vassar College, 

Bishop Folder 57.9). Britto, in writing about his process of translating Bishop’s poetry, states: 

There was only one thing about Bishop that nettled me: her almost complete lack of  
interest in the Portuguese language . . . the fact that Bishop — a poet, of all people! — 
should have lived for over a decade in a country and not bothered to learn the language 
properly seems to point to a serious limitation in her, an inability to connect with any 
world wider than her immediate surroundings. (“My Six Years with Elizabeth Bishop” p. 
4) 

He does acknowledge the environments in Brasil where English or French were the social 

languages at hand (including much of Bishop’s time with Lota), which accounted for less 

Portuguese in her environment (personal interview). Bishop tended to speak Portuguese with the 

hired help who worked for her and Lota, but the language often did not extend significantly into 

her other relationships. 

Przybycien makes a distinction about the tendency of Brasilians to criticize Bishop’s 

Portuguese skills: 

Bishop was a perfectionist, and she always strove to find the right word, the right image, 
in her poetry, so much so that she took years to finish a poem. Because she was such a 
perfectionist (in her writings in English, of course!) I wonder why, when she used 
Portuguese words in her letters, she used to misspell them. Or, in other situations she 
used Spanish words in a Brazilian context. (personal communication) 
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As an example, Przybycien cites Bishop’s continual references to Rio’s “Flamengo Park” (the 

park that was the result of Lota’s work) as “Flamingo Park” when “Flamengo” was a popular 

name in Rio: it was the name of the most famous soccer team (personal communication). In the 

eyes of Bishopólatras, Bishop’s customary attention to precise detail suffered when it came to 

her use of Portuguese. Yet Britto and Przybycien both enthusiastically acknowledge Bishop’s 

savvy cultural awareness in her later poems such as “Burglar of Babylon” and “Pink Dog.”  

The emergence of Bishop’s work in Brasil has divided between two contrasting scholarly 

and popular paths. Due to the delay in a reputable Portuguese translation of Bishop’s poems, 

Bishop’s presence in popular channels (a fiction biography in 1995 and a play in 2006) took an 

earlier and stronger hold among Brasil’s literary public than any comparable creative offerings in 

the U.S. (such as Michael Sledge’s 2010 novel, The More I Owe You, on the relationship of 

Bishop and Lota and Sarah Ruhl’s 2012 play, Dear Elizabeth, about the letters between Bishop 

and Lowell.) The American public, which always had access to Bishop’s writing, has not had the 

same need to create a Bishop persona to fill in the blank. 

The silence surrounding Bishop and her work began to recede with the publication of the 

first translation of her poetry in Brasil in 1990 entitled Elizabeth Bishop: Poemas.15 Published by 

Editora Schwarcz Ltda., the translations are rendered by Horácio Costa, himself a prolific 

Brasilian poet and critic educated in both the U.S. and Brasil. Although the volume includes only 

five of the eleven poems of “Questions of Travel” along with Bishop’s later Brasil poems and 

other selected poems, it gave most readers their first taste of Bishop’s poetry. In his brief eight-

page introduction, Costa makes only positive general remarks about Bishop as a poet and 

15 The following source is the only one with a succinct, complete chronology of Bishop’s Brasil-based publications: 
Monteiro, George. Elizabeth Bishop in Brazil and After: A Poetic Career Transformed. Jefferson: McFarland & 
Company, Inc., Publishers, 2012, p. 7–8. 
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participant in Brasilian culture. For instance he claims, “In her long permanence in Brasil, the 

feminine viator Elizabeth Bishop obtained what could be called a complete exhibition of the 

national “thing”: language and history, customs and landscape, literature and the arts,” putting 

full confidence in her absorption of Brasilian culture (13). Later he praises her work as a 

Brasilian poetry translator in An Anthology of Twentieth-Century Brasilian Poetry: “Obviously, 

the excellence of these translations . . . points to her extensive knowledge of Portuguese, 

relatively rare in foreign poets, residents or not, without a doubt a fruit of the grace that can be 

observed in study abroad and systematic dissemination of our literature in general and of our 

poetry in particular" (14). The negative assessment of Bishop’s Portuguese by later Brasilian 

Bishop critics clashes with Costa’s generous appraisal. 

There was only one problem with Costa’s translation: absolutely no one in the Brasilian 

literary scene actually liked it. August Massi, a Brasilian poet and Professor of Brasilian 

Literature wrote in his review of the book: 

 . . . I confess that in light of the affinities between the poet and the poet-translator, I 
expected more of this Brazilian anthology . . .  The introduction, for example, owes us a 
more complete and complex image of Elizabeth Bishop. Another objectionable aspect: 
the translation, in various moments, does not recover for our language the simplicity, 
economy, and precision of the original, as occurs, for example in the translation that 
Manuel Bandeira made of ‘Lullaby.’ (3) 

Costa’s poetic language seems clunky compared to Bishop’s original. Britto has noted, “Nobody 

knows why he did what he did” of Costa’s translation and that Editora Schwarcz was “extremely 

embarrassed about the whole affair” (personal interview). Britto would eventually publish his 

own translation of the poems in 1999 with much greater success and acceptance, leading to 

further translations in two subsequent volumes, one published as recently as 2012.  

In the meantime, however, Brasil’s first and still foundational Bishop dissertation, 

“Feijão Preto e Diamantes: O Brasil na obra de Elizabeth Bishop” (“Black Beans and 
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Diamonds: Brasil in the Work of Elizabeth Bishop”), was completed by Regina Przybycien in 

1993. In the work, titled after Bishop’s book on Brasil that she never published, Przybycien 

seeks to answer the question: “How does a foreigner, who has long been a resident of another 

country, define herself, existing between two cultures, in an entry-place that is ambiguous and 

always somewhat precarious?” (11). Her answers revolutionized Bishop Studies in Brasil, and 

Brasilian and North American researchers refer to her with reverence. She remains the main 

reference for anyone interested in Bishop’s work in Brasil. However, it may be the largest irony 

in Brasilian Bishop Studies that such a touchstone has not yet been published; it remains a 

battered paperback among the hardbound volumes at the Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais 

(UFMG, the Federal University of Minas Gerais), its half detached cover begging for tape 

(which I brought during my several visits). After she finished her work, Przybycien, who was 

nursing her ill mother, “put the dissertation in a drawer and forgot about it” (personal interview), 

although other Bishop scholars have continually interviewed her about the material. Although 

UFMG accepted it for publication, it has languished fourteen years, the plans interrupted by 

university strikes and the long delay in obtaining permission for the quotations. Currently it is 

slated to be published in 2014, but only in Portuguese; most North American researchers will 

still not have access to it. 

Przybycien’s biography has contributed to her unique perspective on Bishop’s Brasil 

years. Growing up with a Polish heritage in the city of Curitiba in southern Brasil, she spoke 

Polish before Portuguese and her name caused her difficulty:  

Every time, for example that somebody asked my name, and I said, “Regina Przybycien” 
they said, “Huh? What?” I always wanted very much to be Brasilian, to be like anybody 
else. So this double heritage for me, for a long time, was a problem . . . I found an affinity 
for Elizabeth Bishop’s situation—the person, but also the poet. In a sense, I identified 
with some of the things that I was trying to process. (personal interview) 
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In addition to empathizing with the problems of a foreigner in Brasilian culture, Przybycien has 

been sensitive to the regional differences in Brasilian culture that Bishop herself experienced 

when she moved from Rio to the more insulated interior town of Ouro Preto. She recalls that 

during her years teaching at the University of Ouro Preto before earning her doctorate, the locals 

were “very suspicious of professors who came from big cities . . . We were pretty much like a 

small ghetto at the university” (personal interview). In identifying with Bishop’s own isolation in 

the same community, Przybycien felt like a “foreign person” and used her own sense of 

estrangement as a starting point for her own writing on Bishop, asking how one “deal[s] with 

different cultures with the sense of being an ‘Other’” (personal interview). Although Przybycien 

does not trace Bishop’s acculturation process in her work, she is especially attuned to the 

moments when Bishop is most outside Brasilian culture and the moments when she is closest to 

it. She also captures the sliding scale of ambiguity in Bishop’s reaction to Brasil in her work, 

noting her “position . . . between fascination and repulsion” (International Bishop Conference, 

2011, remarks).  

A few years later in 1995, Britto’s translation of One Art, Bishop’s letters, appeared as 

Uma Arte: as Cartas de Elizabeth Bishop. It was published by Companhia das Letras which 

would later publish Britto’s three volumes of Bishop poetry translations. This Brasilian version 

possesses an important addition from the original: an appendix of letters. In addition to letters to 

other Americans, it includes letters to Brasilians: the then-contemporary poet Carlos Drummond 

de Andrade (whose poetry Bishop translated for An Anthology of Twentieth-Century Brasilian 

Poetry, Emmanuel Brazil (Bishop’s co-editor of the anthology), and Linda Nemer (Bishop’s 

close friend in Ouro Preto). Bishop wrote in Portuguese only in the five letters to Linda Nemer 

(See Appendix A for first-time English translations). Britto notes that in these letters that he 
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corrected the most egregious Portuguese mistakes, but he let the lesser errors remain (personal 

interview). Of the letters as a whole he has commented, “[They] are probably the best letters 

from that period that I know,” citing their many details about life in Brasil during the 1950s and 

1960s (personal interview). 

Another enthusiast of Bishop’s letters is Armando Olivetti, a Brasilian editor and 

specialist in Bishop’s prose. He is the author of a Master’s thesis on Bishop’s letters (“Pontos 

Cordiais: As Carta Brasileiras de Elizabeth Bishop”—“Cordial Points: the Brasilian Letters of 

Elizabeth Bishop,” 2003) and a doctoral dissertation on Bishop’s prose (‘Recortes na paisagem: 

uma leitura de Brazil e outros textos de Elizabeth Bishop” — “Cuttings in the landscape: a 

reading of Brazil and other texts of Elizabeth Bishop,” 2009). A. Olivetti has compared the 

American and Brasilian versions of One Art. Just as the Brasilian version includes letters absent 

in the American version, the reverse is also true. A. Olivetti has regretted that the Brasilian 

version has cut some letters that show Bishop’s growing relationship with the country. In 

particular, he cites a letter that Bishop wrote to Ilse and Kit Barker on November 23, 1953 (only 

two years into her stay in Brasil) that he finds noteworthy for two reasons: 

First, Bishop speaks in relation to Lota [and] she discovers that Lota gets sick whenever 
she has to make a decision. It is very important to say this; she is speaking about Lota’s 
personality. Second, [Bishop] explains some Brasilian expressions: “He is a gran fino,” 
an old Brasilian word [which means] “He is really rich.” She explains in English for other 
Americans what this means. And “She is uma uva” [“She’s a grape”], praise for a woman 
[meaning], “She is pretty,” also an old expression that isn’t used any more but was used 
back then. (personal interview)  

A. Olivetti considers this letter instrumental in showing Bishop’s deepening relationship with the 

country (personal interview). 

Also in 1995, the same year that Bishop’s letters were made available in Brasil, the first 

popular book in which her Brasil life played a prominent role was published: Oliveira’s Flores 
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Raras e Banalíssimas (Rare and Commonplace Flowers). Oliveira researched the material 

extensively for five years using personal interviews with Brasilians, correspondence of Bishop 

and Lota, Brasilian newspapers and magazines, and numerous secondary sources. The result 

resists classification in a single genre. Neil Besner, the book’s translator and a Canadian Bishop 

scholar at the University of Winnipeg, who was raised in Brasil notes, “The book crosses two 

genres—fiction and biography—intentionally . . . Carmen Oliveira did not commit an error with 

this text of apparently crossed genres: she knew exactly what she was doing” (International 

Conference on Language and Literature). Oliveira has been a border crosser in other ways: as a 

Brasilian, she was one of the first female graduate students at Notre Dame, and more recently she 

has collaborated in Bishop scholarship with Barbara Page, Professor Emeritus of English at 

Vassar, forming a rare bicultural research duo in Bishop Studies.  

Her book, while dramatizing the relationship between Lota and Bishop, emphasizes Lota 

as the centerpiece of the work. Lota’s role was not lost on the book’s initial Brasil reviewer, who 

noted how Oliveira “withdrew from unjust oblivion this exuberant and intelligent woman who 

gained importance in Rio for having devised the Parque do Flamengo” (Cortes 2). Oliveira notes 

in the same review, “There was nothing about Lota in Brazil. I want this book to revert this 

injustice. She was a muse in her fifties, an admirable figure whose fundamental role was to 

represent the transition into modernity” (Cortes 2). Expressed this way, Lota is the perfect 

counterpart for Bishop as a modern poet. In Oliveira’s portrayal of their partnership, Bishop 

herself began to enter the popular imagination of Brasilians as the book became a Brasilian best-

seller. 

Flores Raras was the first Brasilian-based work about Bishop to move from south to 

north via Besner’s 2002 translation which rendered Flores Raras e Banalíssimas into Rare and 
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Commonplace Flowers. Besner indicates the changing views of Bishop based on the language of 

representation, how “under many Brazilian eyes [she is] nastily critical and dismissive of 

Brazilian culture” and how “under North American eyes then and certainly now, [she is] the 

greatest modern North American poet to write ‘about’ Brazil in her poetry” (“Elizabeth Bishop, 

Dona Elizabetchy” 58–59). He relates some of the difficulties inherent in the translation process: 

recounting in English Bishop’s steps in learning Portuguese, representing the language of the 

volatile cook at Samambaia who “speaks and behaves in a pungent idiom,” and finally rewriting 

Lota’s letter to the governor, filled with formal language and yet conveying Lota’s annoyance 

with him (“Elizabeth Bishop, Dona Elizabetchy” 61). The subtitle of the book, originally “The 

Story of Lota de Macedo Soares and Elizabeth Bishop” (the names are reversed in the American 

version) reminds us that the two books are distinct, yet, as Besner notes, “closely related, 

something like fraternal, rather than identical twins” (65). The book received many positive 

American reviews including one in The New York Times that concludes: 

'' . . . Rare and Commonplace Flowers'' performs an invaluable service: unforgettably 
memorializing the remarkable Lota de Macedo Soares, and in the process filling in a 
crucial gap in Bishop's biography. . . It honors a deeply moving love between two 
brilliant women: each highly public, a celebrity in her own nation; each deeply private, 
and happy (for a time) in the fragile heaven of their home. (Nussbaum par. 7) 
 

Back in Brasil, Flores Raras would ultimately become the inspiration for Barreto’s 2013 film of 

the same name, which would premier in Brasil and then reach audiences in Europe and the U.S. 

 By 1999 two significant interrelated events occurred which indicated that Bishop was 

taking a firmer hold on Brasilian literary culture: the publication of a broader (though still small) 

translation of Bishop’s Brasil poems and the first international conference on Bishop in Brasil. 

Paulo Britto’s first book of Bishop’s poetry translations, Poemas do Brasil, was published by 

Companhia das Letras. He strategically chose sixteen poems identifying with Bishop’s Brasil 
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experience, arranging them thematically rather than in their usual order under the headings of 

“Discovery,” “Passion,” “Detachment,” “Rejection,” and “Loss.” Britto calls his first volume of 

translations “sort of cooked up” as it was published strategically before the international 

conference which was held May 19–21, 1999 (personal interview). The poetry audience in 

Brasil, as elsewhere, is small, and he estimates that at the most 3,000 copies were printed 

(personal interview).16 However, his subsequent O Iceberg Imaginário (The Imaginary Iceberg) 

in 2001 with poems from all of Bishop’s periods and his recent Poemas Escolhidos de Elizabeth 

Bishop (Selected Poems of Elizabeth Bishop) in 2012 with the majority of her poetry are both 

available. 

 One of the features of Britto’s original book which is particularly intriguing is its lengthy 

forty-five page preface, “Bishop in Brasil,” which Britto liked enough to have reprinted in his 

recent 2012 Bishop translation, Poemas Escolhidos de Elizabeth Bishop (Selected Poems of 

Elizabeth Bishop). Britto, who clearly admires Bishop’s poetry enough to have published 

multiple translations of it and who has delivered a thoughtful address about his translation 

process entitled “My Six Years with Elizabeth Bishop,” emphasizes his ambivalent side in his 

introductory comments about Bishop’s reception of Brasil. This topic as a whole is thorny and 

convoluted for several reasons, including the fact that there is no other expatriate with whom she 

could be compared during the time, and the fact that her letters are full of both admiration and 

exasperation toward her borrowed culture. It is relatively easy to concentrate on only one side of 

the equation and trace it through her letters to the exclusion of the other side. Thus Britto makes 

many critical claims, beginning with what he perceives to have been her attitude toward Brasil. 

For example, her initial encounter with Rio was a harbinger for increasing antipathy toward the 

16 Just over ten years later in 2010, however, I could find only one copy in an on-line used book site. 
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city over the next twenty years (Poemas do Brasil 12), the imperfections of Brasil were a source 

of pleasure for her (14), she never ceased to feel like an exile in Brasil, and her consciousness 

that Brasil wasn’t her place was accompanied by a deep sense of discouragement about the 

prospects of the country (18), and her admiration for Brasil was always associated with the idea 

of primitivism (22).  

In the sphere of Bishop’s literary pursuits, Britto continues: “With relation to the writers 

that she knew personally, Bishop is . . . caustic. Upon seeing a photo in which Manuel Bandeira 

appears writing in a hammock, she observes: ‘I think this is the spirit of Brazilian literature’” 

(25). Here he interprets Bishop’s comment (along with many others) in a negative light, but other 

interpretations are equally valid. In considering Bishop as a translator of Brasilian poetry, Britto 

summarizes her work, “Suffice it to say that in my view, the level of quality of these versions is 

in general inferior than would be hoped of such a notable poet” (39). I give these examples for 

two reasons: First, as will be seen, Bishop’s poetry itself shows a different journey than these 

claims appear to make; her acculturation process is never stagnant or limited to an unchanging 

point of view or attitude. Second, and quite surprisingly, very few if any of the other Bishop 

researchers with whom I spent time and interviewed (either American or Canadian speakers of 

Portuguese or Brasilians) had read this preface. It is one thing for scholars to be unaware of how 

Bishop’s Brasil poetry is introduced, but another matter when considering the general Brasilian 

public. What about those who are curious about Bishop, pick up a volume of her poetry in 

Portuguese, and turn to the preface in search of guidance? It is extremely important to consider 

what views of Bishop the Brasilian literary public has been absorbing. They too may carry 

ambivalent attitudes toward Bishop as a person; hopefully their reading of Bishop as a poet will 

permit them an alternative narrative. 
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The first conference in Brasil on Elizabeth Bishop, “The Art of Elizabeth Bishop: An 

International Conference & Celebração in Brazil,” occurred in Ouro Preto twenty years after 

Bishop’s death. Its way was paved by an earlier international conference in 1997 held at 

Worcester Polytechnic Institute in Massachusetts which set Bishop on an international stage for 

the first time. As observed by Maria Lúcia Milléo Martins, Professor of Literatures in English at 

the Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina (Federal University of Santa Catarina), “This was 

really a turning point because we had not only American scholars, we had scholars from Europe, 

from Japan . . . I think this was an event for American Bishop scholars to listen to what others 

were doing, not only Brasilian scholars, but others . . . from this event on, these kinds of 

interactions began to flourish” (personal communication). This broadening of Bishop Studies 

into an international focus fed the organization of the 1999 Ouro Preto conference largely 

organized by Sandra Regina Goulart Almeida, Professor of Literatures in English at the 

Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais (Federal University of Minas Gerais). She worked with 

the University of North Carolina (where she and other Brasilian literature students had studied 

with George Lensing) to orchestrate a major international gathering which produced a rich 

resource of conference essays in The Art of Elizabeth Bishop, published by the Federal 

University of Minas Gerais in 2002. Despite the Brasilian publisher, the volume, edited by 

Almeida along with two other Brasilian professors, is in English. Roughly half of the twenty-

three essays are by Brasilians; the other half are by Americans (and one Canadian). However, the 

essays have not been accessible for Americans; for example, the Library of Congress still does 

not have it in its collection. Thus, much of what transpired in the 1999 conference, including the 

fresh insights on Bishop’s Brasilian work, has slipped away unnoticed by most American Bishop 

researchers. 
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Bishop once again entered the popular Brasilian imagination in 2001 with Marta Góes’ 

play, Um Porto Para Elizabeth Bishop which became A Safe Harbor for Elizabeth Bishop when 

it moved from Brasil to New York in 2006, in the same south-to-north cultural transmission as 

Flores Raras. Góes, an American-born journalist and author who grew up in Samambaia, saw 

Bishop and Lota in the community upon occasion. Her play weaves together Bishop’s poems, 

letters, and interviews to create a one-woman monologue which premiered in the southern city of 

Curitiba and toured Brasil’s major cities. In Brasil the play had greater success than expected, 

with revivals staged years later. A February 2011 review in the Jornal do Brasil for a staging in 

Rio claims that the play was “not to be missed for lovers of good theater” (Andrade par. 5). In its 

limited five-week run at an off-Broadway theater in 2006, reviews were much less favorable. 

The biting concluding lines of The New York Times review read: “Bishop's literary stature is of 

course assured, but this unrewarding treatment of her life reminds us that for the once illustrious, 

it is possible to keep losing even after you're dead” (Isherwood  par. 8). This Brasilian 

imaginative treatment of Bishop, even with the incorporation of her letters and interviews with 

those who knew her, did not thrive in its movement from south to north.  

Also in 2006, Martins published Duas Artes, a scholarly comparative study of the poetry 

of Carlos Drummond de Andrade and Bishop. Martins, who defended her doctoral dissertation 

on the same subject at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, under the guidance of 

American Bishop scholar Lloyd Schwartz, faced a difficult choice of whether to publish her 

book in English or to rework it in Portuguese. She opted for the latter: “I thought that we did 

need something about Bishop here in Brasil. We had Carmen’s [Oliveira’s] book, but it’s a 

different kind of book. It’s a biography but it’s like fiction . . . Then I thought, ‘I need to share 

this research.’ In fact, what I had to do was rewrite my dissertation.” (personal interview). In 
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adding additional material on Bishop, who was much less widely known in Brasil than 

Drummond, she specifically wanted to “publish a book for people interested in Bishop’s poetry” 

(personal interview). The result is a fascinating comparative analysis of the poems and poetic 

sensibilities.  

Bishop and Drummond both lived in the Copacabana district of Rio at the same time and 

exchanged several letters, although their only in-person meeting was an accidental encounter at a 

Rio restaurant. Bishop contacted Drummond first. In a June 27, 1963 letter she clearly sets the 

parameters for their friendship:  

I have heard that you are ‘shy’ with strangers—well, unfortunately, so am I, and I also 
speak Portugese [sic] badly. So I thought that rather than telephoning or calling in person, 
it might be a good idea to confine our relationship to writing, for the time being—” 
(Elizabeth Bishop Poems, Prose, and Letters 851). 
  

Two years later on June 28, 1965 she writes to him again, asking him to support Lota’s Parque 

do Flamengo in his newspaper column: “We both think that your column in the Correia [sic, 

should be Correio] da Manha is the best and the most influential one, and also: you have by far 

the most pleasing and non-antagonizing way of putting things . . .” (Arquivo-Museu de 

Literatura Brasileira da Fundação Casa de Rui Barbosa). Her later correspondence with him 

centers on his poems which she translates in her Anthology of Brazilian Poetry.  

 Martins analyzes parallels in the poets’ treatment of subject matter during several phases 

of their lives, with a close look at their Rio years. She observes that both poets had views of the 

Atlantic from their Copacabana apartments, inspiring Drummond to write “O mar, no living” and 

Bishop to compose “Apartment in Leme” (97). They both take on the “urban dramas” of the city, 

Bishop in “The Burglar of Babylon” and Drummond in “Morro da Babilônia” or “Hill of 

Babylon,” the same favela that is the backdrop of the action in Bishop’s poem (153). She notes, 

“It is the sensibility to the nuances of human delicacy in the middle of the frightening violence of 
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the favelas that approaches the vision of Bishop and Drummond” (153). Even today many 

Brasilians consider Drummond to be at the forefront of modern Brasilian poets, just as many 

Americans consider Bishop in a parallel position in the U.S. Despite the marked difference in 

cultures, Martins very convincingly highlights complementary sensitivities at work.  

 The fall of 2011 brought the second international Bishop conference hosted in Brasil, 

again in Ouro Preto, in honor of the hundredth anniversary of the poet’s birth. This time, rather 

than an American university, the graduate departments in Letters of two Brasilian universities: 

the Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais (Federal University of Minas Gerais) and the 

Universidade Federal de Ouro Preto (Federal University of Ouro Preto) hosted the conference. 

Entitled “Deslumbrante Dialética: O Brasil no Olhar de Elizabeth Bishop” (“Dazzling Dialectics: 

Brasil in the Eyes of Elizabeth Bishop”), the conference was smaller than its 1999 predecessor, 

but it pooled key Brasilian Bishop specialists as well as a handful of American and Canadian 

researchers with special interest in Bishop’s Brasil work. Fourteen selected conference papers 

(nine in Portuguese and five in English) were published on CD-ROM with the content divided 

into three areas: Life, Memory, and Translation; Visions of Brasil; and Poetic and Intertextual 

Dialogues.  

Lloyd Schwartz, Bishop’s main editor and Professor of English at University of 

Massachusetts in Boston (as well as poet and music critic) was keynote speaker. He recalled the 

Brasilian history of some of the later arrivals to the Bishop canon. When he returned from his 

first trip to Brasil in 1990 he brought with him “a handful of new poems by Bishop never seen 

before in the United States” (“Editing Elizabeth Bishop” 2). Some of these, including the love 

poems “Close, close all night” and “Dear, my compass still points north” he received from 
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Bishop’s Ouro Preto friend and inn proprietor, Lilli Correia de Araujo. Americans first read them 

in his article in The New Yorker in 1991. 

The conclusion of A. Olivetti’s paper, “Escrever Brazil: Elizabeth Bishop e Seus 

Projetos” (“Writing Brazil: Elizabeth Bishop and Her Projects”), was the first time that I, as a 

newcomer to the Brasilian Bishop field, had heard a Brasilian address some of the tensions in 

Brasilian Bishop Studies between perceptions of Bishop as a person and Bishop as a writer and 

poet about the country: 

Some Brasilians have not been able to unlink Bishop from her arrogant foreign image, 
with her sidelong glance over the country; others see her as an extremely—or 
excessively—sensitive person who never lost the capacity for indignation. Searching to 
mitigate, and where possible, enhance these judgments, we remember another affirmation 
of the author in a 1977 interview, already at the end of her life:  “I have no theories about 
Brazil, unlike so many people. Immediately upon arriving I did have theories and they 
were sharp ones. Little by little those theories evaporated. Brazil became my home.” 
(Monteiro 80) (“Escrever Brazil” 69–70) 
 

These are not just encouraging words; in her quote Bishop acknowledges her own 

relinquishment of resistances during her stay in Brasil, the same process that marks her Brasil 

poetry over time.  

 Bruno Barreto’s Fores Raras (Reaching for the moon in the American version), which 

opened in Brasilian theaters in August of 2013 and American theaters in December of 2013, is 

Brasil’s most recent Bishop offering. As mentioned, the genesis of the film was long delayed, 

and Barreto only took on the project after the involvement of two influential women in his life: 

his mother, Lucy Barreto (also co-producer of his film company), and his former wife, Amy 

Irving, who played the part of Bishop in Marta Góes’s A Safe Harbor for Elizabeth Bishop in 

New York in 2006. Lucy Barreto remembers eating lunch with Bishop and Lota at Samambaia 

and refers to the “intimacy and “complicity” between them: “At times, one would be on one side 

of the room and the second on the other side, in different conversations. But one would look at 
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the other with a half-smile, and you could see they were in constant communication. It was 

something very special, and I never forgot it” (Rohter, “Love Story” par. 3) A fan of Carmen’s 

Flores Raras, she bought the rights to the book in 1995, but her son was not interested in the 

movie project. When Barreto saw his then-wife, Irving, act as Bishop in A Safe Harbor, he was 

moved by the poem “One Art,” as the couple was in the midst of a separation. However, he still 

wasn’t sure how to approach the movie until he read the poem for himself in 2008: “I wanted to 

tell the story because it spoke of loss” (Morisawa par. 3). Thus two preexisting imaginative 

homages to Bishop paved the way for the screen.  

 The result of Barreto’s initial impulse is a film that is almost wholly in English, that 

Barreto himself has marketed as “a film for the world, on a subject that also arouses curiosity in 

the exterior, because the work of Elizabeth Bishop only began to be discovered [in Brasil] in the 

last ten years” (de Almeida par. 9). The film has, in fact, been shown in Europe, Brasil, and the 

U.S. in that order. It features Gloria Pires, one of Brasil’s most versatile and highly respected 

actresses, well known from her myriad of roles in various telenovelas since childhood, as Lota. 

Most sources agree that she is the most dynamic force in the movie. Miranda Otto, a relatively 

unknown Australian actress who portrays Bishop, gives a more staid performance than some 

might desire, but she captures the quiet intensity of the poet along with her survival instinct, 

despite her alcoholic binges and the loss of Lota.  

Even before its Brasil premier, the film received second place in the Berlin Film 

Festival’s Public Prize, and reviews in Brasil were generally enthusiastic. Many Brasilian 

reviewers were more concerned with explaining the history of Bishop and Lota’s relationship, 

Bishop’s personal history in Brasil, and occasionally Bishop’s poetic history than critiquing the 

film. Some reviews address the film’s portrayal of a gay relationship but note that this was not 
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the focus of the film. For instance, a review in the major newspaper Folha de São Paulo 

concludes, “Crucial detail: ‘Flores Rares’ is not a film about homosexual love, the simple fact 

that it deals with two women is indifferent—the spectator does not have time nor disposition to 

approve or recriminate the love of Elizabeth and Lota” (Calligaris par. 7).  Returning to Jabor’s 

review for O Globo, the columnist holds the most insightful view of Bishop’s place as a poet in 

Brasil: “Bishop wrote many poems about Brasil in the 1950s and 1960s, where you see a merged 

Calvanist irritation with our problems, a deep compassion for social helplessness, [and] a rare 

love for the fragility of the people, found only a few times in Brasilian poets” (par 5). From his 

own readings of Bishop’s poetry, he adds a detailed, specific note about Bishop’s treatment of 

the poor: 

We are accustomed to epically idealizing the people [the poor] or ignoring them with 
arrogance. We are used to laughing at their ignorance or we transform the mess into a 
kind of cultural pride as if the permanent failure and other characteristics were . . . a 
treasure of our destiny of “malandros”17 . . . Elizabeth Bishop, no. She looks at each open 
wound, looks at the drunk black man, the leprous dog on the street, the solitude of the 
bandit Micuçu on the hill of Babylon, . . the distasteful colored cakes in the bakery, the 
plastic sandals of the poor mothers in Ouro Preto, the proverbs on the bumpers of the 
trucks, . . . the armadillos and owls fleeing the burning, . . . all of this misfortune 
vegetating in the middle of majestic landscapes, cut by waterfalls and trees. And [she] 
cries, taking Homeric binges in the dirtiest bars. Bishop loved Brasil with deeper eyes 
than ours. (par. 14–16) 
 

The specific references to Bishop’s Brasil poems in this expansive catalogue, all of which do not 

necessarily reference Brasil’s poor but show her awareness of Brasilian culture at large, are 

remarkably apt in their detail and relevance to Bishop’s open-eyed treatment of Brasil in her 

poems. Yet only the last phrase in the catalogue (“And [she] cries, taking Homeric binges in the 

dirtiest bars”) references Barreto’s film. 

17 The “malandro” is a Brasilian rascal or vagabond, someone who defies social categories. 
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 This hearkens back to my initial impressions of the film in the Botafogo theater, and my 

realization that unlike Jabor’s listing of images, the film features very little of Bishop’s Brasil 

poetry and its images. An approximate line about the excesses of Brasilian nature from one of 

Bishop’s early Brasil poems, “Questions of Travel,” makes its way into a fictitious National 

Book Award speech. In reality, however, Bishop detested making speeches and never made this 

one (she had Lowell accept the honor for her back in the U.S.). By 1970, the year of that honor, 

Bishop’s Brasil poetry had progressed far beyond her first impressions into the poems Brasilian 

critics call “most Brasilian” during her stay in Rio. This is one way that the film perpetuates her 

outsider, American-clinging presence while in her work she has clearly “gone into the interior” 

of Brasil. In addition, in the film everyday Brasil itself, beyond the Eden-like setting of 

Samambaia, is strangely limited, and spoken Portuguese is almost incidental. Only the fleeting 

scenes where a woman dances the samba, a black man from a bar rescues Bishop from a drunken 

binge and returns her to Lota (the “Homeric binge” Jabor references), and a brief scene between 

Lota and some local children on the road to Samambaia show any local flavor. Interestingly 

enough, the first two of these scenes must have been afterthoughts based on viewer input; a 

Bishop scholar related that they were not included in an earlier screening of the film in another 

city.  

Bishopólatras around Brasil have echoed some of the critiques of my initial viewing. 

Przybycien, for example, has commented, “The way [Barreto] films the landscape of Petrópolis 

and Rio de Janeiro was fantastic, but . . . I think her poetry is not present at all in the film” 

(personal interview). Martins has observed, “I think that for Brasilians or whomever who 

watched the movie and was not familiar with Bishop, it doesn’t show much about her 

relationship with Brasil” (personal interview). A. Olivetti noted the somewhat limited portrayal 
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of Bishop in Brasil, noting that if, through the film, “Bishop had been established as a foreigner 

in the country in multiple living situations, geographic displacements, and the intention to ‘have 

a house that was only hers’ [her later home in Ouro Preto] it might have weakened the focus of 

the film—a love story—but it certainly would have enriched [her] character . . .” (personal 

communication).  

When I viewed the film a second time almost four months later, my viewing perspective 

had somewhat altered. Rather than taking a mental scorecard with the poetic and cultural 

particulars of Bishop’s experience into the theater with me, I tried to see it through the eyes of 

someone witnessing the arc of an exceptional and ultimately tragic relationship. I realized that, 

like Oliveira’s Flores Raras, Lota would naturally receive more emphasis as a native Brasilian in 

Rio than Bishop, and that Bishop’s cultural experience would be sublimated to what has been 

perceived as her personal experience with Lota. The words of Besner, who knows the original 

work intimately through his translation process, provide some perspective: “Bishop’s attitude 

towards Brazil is conveyed in a kind of shorthand that is not always successful. But the 

emotional truth of the relationship—which Bruno advised us was his aim to convey rather than 

making a film about an artist [during the New York premier]—is everything” ( “Reaching for the 

Moon” par. 4). I realized that Bishop’s cross-cultural relationship, which had somehow 

miraculously reached the big screen, opened up possibilities for viewers to discover what Bishop 

had to say about their country in her poetry. Strategically, Britto’s latest and most substantial 

translation of Bishop’s poetry, Poemas Escolhidos de Elizabeth Bishop, was waiting in 

bookstores for awakened poetic appetites.  

The film has taken Bishop from academia into some less likely places in Brasil. For 

instance, Mônica Morse, the adopted daughter of Mary Morse, Lota’s companion before Bishop 
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and a supporting character in the film, has written a book which will debut in 2014 about her 

memories of growing up with the three women. Partly an effort to correct the fiction of the 

screen, it will include her impressions of Bishop, who she called “aunt” and who she credits as 

contributing to her education, “especially good manners” (Balbio par. 3). The film has attracted 

some everyday people as well, as I discovered on a research trip to Florianópolis, an island off 

the southern state of Santa Catarina. I had interviewed Martins, a Bishopólatra in the main city 

but was staying in a more remote location in the north of the island. One evening I walked a few 

blocks down from my pousada to a small snack bar and ordered a pastel com frango e catupiri, 

“feito na hora,” a puffed pastry filled with chicken and cheese, made right then as I waited. It 

arrived, delicious and larger than the norm. When I complimented the woman who made it, she 

wanted to know why I was there at low season. She stopped me when I got to the Bishop part 

and said, “Oh Elizabeth, the one in that film that came out who was with Lota, the landscape 

artist for the Aterro in Rio.” She had known of Lota for a long time, but Bishop was new to her. 

She hadn’t seen the film yet, but she was curious: what were her poems like?  

Part of the answer to this question is that Bishop’s poems are under a process of 

adjustment and fine tuning as they chronicle her acculturation process during her Brasil stay, 

much like contemporary Brasilian culture as it reacquaints itself with them. However, unlike the 

popular persona of Bishop, a woman with rather fixed expatriate attitudes apart from the heart of 

Brasilian culture, the speaker in the poems engages in a steady journey into Brasil as she allows 

herself, over time, to be drawn into the country’s history, folklore, politics, and language. The 

“fresh off the boat” voice in “Arrival at Santos,” unimpressed and flat as she surveys a landscape 

that she deems meager is almost unrecognizable from the voice in “Pink Dog” who encounters a 

diseased and homeless canine on Rio’s city streets and delves into the social and political 
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challenges of the poor of that city. Understanding the junction of Bishop as an American poet in 

Brasil has had its challenges. Most Americans do not possess the cultural or linguistic readiness 

to have insight on what, exactly, Bishop might be acculturating to during her stay. On the other 

hand, Brasilians’ access to Bishop’s actual poetry is still a relatively recent phenomenon, and 

many in the meantime have constructed a persona who may not align with the evolving speaker 

in the Brasil poems who becomes a cultural insider over time. In addition, Bishop’s political 

association has been a barrier for those who might most appreciate her poetry. Despite this, a 

strong cadre of Brasilian Bishop scholars possesses insights on Bishop’s Brasil poetry that U.S. 

scholars have barely heard. In taking on a detailed analysis of Bishop’s published and 

unpublished Brasil poetry, I aim not only to be a conduit for these relatively unheard Brasilian 

voices, but also to straddle the distances between both Americas, capitalizing on the poetry 

written in my first language with the cultural nuances of my second. We need to better 

understand this extremely valuable, rare, and sustained intercultural junction of Bishop in Brasil, 

a junction that no American poet has made since. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE LONG ENTRY 

 Bishop’s Brasil chapter, the stop-over in Rio de Janeiro on a world cruise that expanded 

like yeast into a bread that would sustain her for much of the rest of her life, initially appears like 

a somewhat random jaunt of a forty-year-old woman in search of life apart from the staleness of 

stateside patterns. Prior to Brasil, Bishop was pigeon-holed in artistic communities where she 

was expected to embody the label and life-style of “the poet,” an appelation that seemed to make 

her uncomfortable. The context for “being a poet” was both elusive and claustrophobic; she 

didn’t fit into the traditional spaces writers often carve out for themselves. Unlike many mid-

century poets, Bishop did not pursue poet-in-residence and teaching positions at colleges and 

universities; in fact, she only took her first teaching job at age 55 (at the University of 

Washington). Nor did she seek the limelight in public readings. Yet in 1950 she was chosen for 

the highly visible position of Consultant in Poetry to the Library of Congress, partly due to the 

rallying of her friend, Robert Lowell, a former consultant. The post forced her into the public 

readings she had largely avoided and myriad “unofficial duties” that also enforced the role of the 

public poet on someone thoroughly private. Before this, at the writer’s colony of Yaddo, she felt 

constrained by the isolation of an exclusively artistic community and the way that her personal 

life (which included binge drinking as a form of escapism) was on display. As a means of 

comparison, during 1950 Bishop’s poet contemporary and confidante, Robert Lowell, easily 

negotiated one poetic venue after another: he taught the spring term at the Iowa Writers’ 

Workshop, moved on to Kenyon College to teach for six weeks, participated at a poetry 

conference at Harvard, and finally flew to Florence for some writing time. Lowell was an ideal 

player in the game of being poet. Theodore Roethke, whose position at the University of 
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Washington Bishop took over for a semester in her later Brasil years, and who also earned a 

Pulitzer and the National Book Award (twice), thrived on a steady diet of university teaching at  

Lafayette College, Pennsylvania State University, Bennington College, and Michigan State 

University before the University of Washington. Bishop was different; she needed a larger space 

in and of the world in which to live and work, something non-prescribed and less constricting to 

her imagination; without it, she could head into a depression such as that she experienced during 

her time at the Library of Congress and Yaddo.  

 Bishop was always at her peak—in the way she saw and processed the world, as well as 

in the way the world fit her—in extended travel. By age forty, travel was engrained in her, 

although international travel had been on hold in recent years. Even if she considered the options 

of the “armchair traveler” and the superficial tourist in “Questions of Travel” (“Should we have 

stayed at home and thought of here?”), she was neither of these. Rather she used both poetry and 

correspondence to absorb and to process her surroundings in a contemplative process that 

meditated on her experiences. This way of digesting her environment allowed her to have an 

intense engagement with whatever she saw. If Bishop’s external experience narrowed down to 

poetry venues, she began to lose her joie de vivre. For Bishop, travel may have been synonymous 

for what Travisano has called her “appetite for fresh experience [which] enabled her to grow 

artistically while escaping the constriction and self-pity fostered by unrelieved self-

contemplation” (132). Travel was the external journey that enabled the interior journey.  

Perhaps her bicultural roots in Canada in addition to the U.S. and early involuntary 

shuffling between the two set up Bishop’s lifelong habit of travel. Her earliest memories were of 

Great Village, a tiny town, ironically named, in Nova Scotia, where she spent much of her early 

childhood in the care of her maternal grandparents after her mother, Gertrude, succumbed to 
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permanent mental illness following the death of Bishop’s father. Once Bishop’s mother was fully 

committed to a sanitarium, Bishop’s paternal grandparents stepped in, moving Bishop to Boston 

at age six, intending to care for her indefinitely, but in fact only keeping her nine months, due to 

Bishop’s intense unhappiness. Bishop’s Aunt Maude in Nova Scotia took her in for a period after 

this, followed by another shift back to Boston to day schools for her high school education. As a 

result, Bishop never felt she could fully settle in anywhere, particularly during holidays when she 

had to figure out her destination. 

  The rest of Bishop’s pre-forty years build up a readiness for Brasil in her repeated 

efforts to explore new locations, fueled by a relentless restlessness. While her stateside residence 

in her post-college years included New York City, Key West, and Washington, D.C. her travel 

locations were equally diverse. Between her sophomore and junior year at Vassar she joined a 

classmate for a walking tour of Newfoundland. In 1935, just out of college, she left for she spent 

almost a year in France with college friends (including forays into England, Morocco, and 

Spain). Millier notes, “[h]er notebooks are suddenly lively again with plans and drafts for stories 

and poems, bits of description, and pithy quotations of French conversation” (88). She also 

began to translate French poetry on-location. This is the first of many times where travel injects a 

keenness into Bishop’s senses that sparks new writing, and her extended years in Brasil only 

intensify this pattern. Another trip to Europe less than a year later featured travel in Ireland, 

France, and Italy. Bishop did consider travel to South America for the first time in 1941, but 

wartime travel restrictions intervened. Instead she spent five months in Mexico in 1942 with the 

intent to learn Spanish. Her efforts to find a tutor and apartment were facilitated by Pablo 

Neruda, who Bishop later acknowledged as an influence on her work as the two “championed 

geography as a truth” (Millier 166). Like Bishop, Neruda’s residence away from his home 
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country of Chile (in France, Mexico, and Peru, as well as exile in Argentina and various 

European countries) reflected in his writing. It is significant how Bishop’s seventeen-odd year 

stay in Brasil, by far her longest international stay, assimilated her activities in France and 

Mexico and intensified them. She not only translated several Brasilian poems during her stay but 

published An Anthology of Twentieth-Century Brazilian Poetry shortly after she moved back to 

the U.S. She spent time with Brasilian poets, in particular Manuel Bandeira in Rio and Vinicius 

de Moraes in Ouro Preto. And, sometimes like a fly on the wall, she collected “pithy quotations” 

from the Portuguese around her, a few of which entered her poems in the set Questions of Travel 

and later stand-alone poems.  

 But the Bishop who embarked on a journey around the world to Europe in November of 

1951, courtesy of a Lucy Martin Donnelly Fellowship from Bryn Mawr College, appeared to be 

displaced, personally as well as geographically. Her relationship with Marjorie Stevens during 

her years in Key West had ended in 1946, and her friendship with Tom Wanning in 1948 (which 

may have been romantic but is not well documented) had fizzled. In many ways she was an adult 

orphan, an echo of her childhood. Despite her active correspondence with others, like Lowell, 

Bishop rarely had a stable community in one location or the semblance of familial relationships 

that she could rely on.   

Critics sometimes depict Bishop’s meeting of Lota de Macedo Soares, the woman who 

became the glue that held Bishop in Brasil so long, as an out-of-the-blue encounter, but Bishop 

had actually met Lota in New York nine years earlier in 1942. She had corresponded with Lota 

and her friend Mary Stearns after their visit, and intended to call on them in Petrópolis during her 

Rio stop on her trip. Bishop’s violent allergic reaction to the fateful cajú during the visit enabled 

her to receive the endearing attention of Lota and her friends. Bishop soon adopted a Portuguese 
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term of endearment, “coitado,” (roughly translated as “poor, dear thing”) for her own use. 

Monteiro notes that the word “seems to absolve a victim of all blame, all responsibility” (34); it 

embodies the fact that Bishop no longer needed to fend wholly for herself.  Over the next four 

months, she recovered and grew better acquainted with Brasil and her host, delayed her departure 

to Buenos Aires, and flew back to New York with Lota to gather her possessions in order to 

move to Brasil. By then Lota had promised (and later delivered) Bishop her own writing studio 

at Samambaia, the Portuguese name for a giant fern and the namesake of Lota’s property and 

home-in-progress in Petrópolis. While the fateful cajú was the hinge between Bishop as a 

transient visitor versus Bishop as a semi-permanent resident in Brasil, Bishop treated the 

transition with her characteristic reticence. In a letter to her first biographer, Anne Stevenson, 

dated December 30, 1963 she writes: 

I think you could put in Lota’s name—I owe her a great deal; the next book of poems will 
be dedicated to her, and we have been friends for 20 years or so. (We also own, and are 
still building, this house together.) Something like: ‘November, 1951—went on a trip to 
S.A. with the money from Bryn Mawr. Stopped over in Rio to visit Maria Carlota de 
Macedo Soares, an old friend, got sick—and then stayed on—and on—However you 
wish to phrase it. (409) 
 

However Bishop chose to retell the story and reference Lota, her first published Brasil poem, 

“The Shampoo,” encapsulates the private intimacy and intensity of her relationship with this 

“dear friend:”  

And since the heavens will attend 
as long on us, 
you've been, dear friend, 
precipitate and pragmatical; 
and look what happens. For Time is 
nothing if not amenable. 
 

 In Bishop’s early Brasil days, her relationship is solely with Lota, not yet with Brasil at large. If 

Bishop had visited Lota in Morocco or Japan and suffered the fateful cajú allergy, most likely 
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she would have stayed on in any of these locations because of Lota’s presence.  

But who was this woman on whom Bishop publicly chose not to expound? Like Bishop 

her background was bicultural; though Brasilian by birth, she was brought up in a convent in 

Belgium, and her French was better than her English. Largely self-educated (she did not attend 

university), she zealously pursued diverse fields, owning a clothes-making business; studying art 

and becoming a disciple of Portinari, an important neo-realist Brasilian painter; and pursuing the 

study of architecture and applying its principles to her own home which she helped to design. 

Lota’s aristocratic background included a father from whom she was estranged, the owner of one 

of Rio’s leading newspapers of the time, O Diário Carioca. She was a landholder in Petrópolis, 

selling property every so often to support herself. Yet finding a long-term career was a challenge 

until her later years when Carlos Lacerda appointed her the designer and developer of the 

“Aterro.” Short for Aterro do Flamengo, it was the stretch of undeveloped landfill that Lota 

eventually converted into a vast and multi-faceted park, Parque do Flamengo. 

The best way to become acquainted with the mature Lota is through her obituary that 

appeared in the Jornal do Brasil on September 28, 1967: 

For a long time, Dona Maria Carlota Macedo Soares was known as a friend of poets and 
artists, who arrived in intellectual circles. But it was only when Rio lost one of its 
beaches to gain a grand garden area that the whole city spoke of her, calling her the 
Mistress of the Aterro. It was she who, using an authority rare in women, who appeared 
everywhere to stop the Parque do Flamengo from being transformed into trash.  
In these disputes she appeared with full responsibility. She spent the day working in the 
Foundation Parque Flamengo of which she was president during the time of Governor 
Lacerda and insisted in giving orders personally. She was accustomed to talking with the 
press  . . . and liked to “tell everything plainly.” Daughter of the journalist José Eduardo 
Macedo Soares, founder of the Diário Carioca, she grew up accustomed to “confronting 
the facts objectively.” Cultured and extremely personable in all that she did, educated in 
the exterior in art criticism and urban studies, intimate friend of the English [sic] poet 
Elizabeth Bishop, she was called “authoritarian,”— since she didn’t use sweet words 
when she criticized—and “strange”: she was a woman with white hair who drove her 
own Volkswagen and appeared in long pants, smoking one Lucky Strike after another, to 
give orders to the workers of the Aterro. (Departamento de Pesquisa) 
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This “strange” woman selected her company from those whose backgrounds contrasted 

with hers. She adopted her son, Kylso, rather impulsively when she encountered him in a garage 

where her car was being fixed. When she saw he was suffering from polio she vowed to invest in 

the necessary medical technology to allow him to walk more easily. Later his five children were 

constant visitors. Before Bishop arrived, she had been living with her companion, Mary Morse, 

for ten years, an American who had had a career in dance in the U.S. before moving to Brasil. 

Due to her own estrangement from her nuclear family, Lota was somewhat of an adult orphan 

herself.   

Lota quickly became crucial for Bishop. Arthur Gold and Robert Fizdale, a duo-pianist 

team. were Lota and Bishop’s friends and frequently saw the women in Brasil. Gold comments 

on the women’s relationship: 

One has to understand Lota to understand Elizabeth because Lota was the most volatile, 
outgoing, almost exhibitionist Latin type. She was very small, not particularly good 
looking, but immensely vivacious, and in a sense, everything Elizabeth wasn’t. She was 
Elizabeth’s south, the Latin side of her character. Elizabeth delighted in all the 
exuberance that Lota had . . . Lota had all the poetic insights into the details of life that 
Elizabeth had, but in the Macedo sense, not the Marianne Moore sense. (Fountain and 
Brazeau 136–137)   
 

Marianne Moore, Bishop’s poetry mentor earlier in life, shared Bishop’s quietly observant, 

Andante-paced way of seeing the world; the “Macedo sense” was more of an Allegro tempo, 

taking everything in at once with a sweeping glance. While Gold falls into the stereotypes of the 

Latin versus Northern temperaments, Lota did act as a megaphone in promoting Bishop and her 

work; alone Bishop’s personality tended to take on a background role. 

Four months into her stay, Bishop writes to Robert Lowell, “I started out intending to go 

all over the continent but I seem to have become a Brazilian home-body. . . I wasn’t particularly 

interested in Brazil to start with, but it was my freighter’s first stop” (Words in Air 133). “The 
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Shampoo,” published in 1955 but written at the onset of Bishop’s Brasil stay, meditates on the 

domestic everyday life of this “home-body” at Samambaia. Ashley Brown, a Fulbright professor 

in Brasil during 1964–1965 who became one of Bishop’s close friends, recalls the context: 

I remember well the way E. used to wash Lota’s hair. I saw them as I was coming around 
the terrace in Petrópolis on a sunny day. There was something about the water [being] 
very hard in one place and soft in the other, so the [process entailed] some sort of a 
plastic [container] of water [in addition to the basin that Bishop described in the poem.] 
E. used to make quite a thing of it. Lota loved it. It was a ritual E. made [into] a poem. 
(Fountain and Brazeau 142) 
 

 By the time Brown met Bishop, the hair washing ritual had probably been in place for ten 

years. The poem not only illustrates a personal relationship and devoted ritual, but can also be 

read as a doorway into other parts of Brasil for Bishop.  The ritual is rooted in the midst of the 

natural world of Samambaia, in the flora that attracted Bishop in her other early Brasil poems 

such as “Questions of Travel” and “Brazil 1, 1502.” It encapsulates a more relaxed relationship 

with time that Bishop acquired while in Brasil, a newfound confidence that the present time was 

expansive enough for both her work and the enjoyment of momentary pleasures. 

 Yet “The Shampoo” is tightly crafted, sonnet-like in its condensation and the paradoxical 

turns in each of its three stanzas, although it is longer at eighteen lines. It adheres to a strict 

abacbc rhyme scheme and is syllabically conscious, not in the precise syllabic verse of Marianne 

Moore, but in its maintenance of approximate syllabic patterns from stanza to stanza. For 

instance, the first line of each stanza always has eight syllables, the middle lines tend to have 

fewer syllables, and the last line has eight or ten syllables. An iambic rhythm maintains itself 

until the invitation to the shampoo in the last two lines, which flowers with trochaic rhythms that 

set themselves apart in the reader’s ear: “—Come, let me wash it in this big tin basin, / Battered 

and shiny like the moon.” Both final lines begin with stresses, coinciding with the switch in 

address to the imperative.  
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The brief poem, in its guise of a domestic ritual, chronicles the growing intimacy  

between the two women. As the closing poem of A Cold Spring, one can argue that it is the last 

love poem to appear in Bishop’s published work, even if it marks only the midpoint of her 

writing life. Even her later “One Art,” which many read as an elegy for Lota, concentrates as 

much on the speaker’s accumulated losses as on the lost relationship. Early drafts of “The 

Shampoo” reveal a particularly affectionate tone. The first draft includes a passing endearment 

that reflects her emotional landscape at the time. As she pieces together the final two lines, she 

introduces them with the Portuguese for “My love” and underlines it: “Meu amor, / let me wash 

it in this big tin basin, / battered & shiny like the moon” (Vassar College, Bishop Folder 57.6). 

While the expression is common in Brasil, both as a term of  romantic endearment and as an 

affectionate address, the fact that Bishop considers adopting an intimate Portuguese expression 

this early in her work is significant for both her cultural and emotional journey into Brasil. It 

emphasizes Bishop’s entry into Brasilian culture through relationship from the very beginning. It 

is one thing to assemble a new vocabulary in a new language, but another to integrate its 

emotional expressions. By the second draft, “Come” has already taken its place and remains until 

the last draft, where she marks it out and inserts “Well,” although “Come” wins in the published 

version.  

Even the slight mask of Portuguese was probably too forward a gesture. Bishop had 

always been careful to separate her private life from the personas in her poetry; even Brasil, with 

its more open and emotional personalities, would not tempt her to confessionalism. After “The 

Shampoo” Bishop’s more intimate poems go underground into fragments and unpublished work 

while her poetry about her Brasil experiences, both as observer and participant, proliferates. 

Even though the relationship with Lota fuels both Bishop’s early forays into Brasilian culture 
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and her writing about this culture, Bishop’s reluctance to reveal this relationship, after its 

seedling phase in this particular poem, is an irony of her Brasil years. The inspiration from Lota, 

largely unspoken but ever-present as an undercurrent, becomes masked on the surface.  

“The Shampoo” manifests different kinds of movement: the speaker starts with natural 

earthly observations (the rocks and the lichens growing on them) and shifts to more fantastical 

celestial imaginings (the rings around the moon that meet the spreading lichens, the heavens that 

will surely show favor to the “us,” and the shooting stars in Lota’s hair, romanticizing the streaks 

of grey.) The poem demonstrates a movement in its pronouns that emphasizes the couple over 

the individuals who comprise it. It begins with “our” and “us,” resting first on “our memories” 

and the heavens attending on “us,” the couple. The communal “our memories” only appears in 

the third draft of the extant six drafts of the poem. Before this draft, Bishop chooses “my” 

instead: “within my lifetime they have not changed” in Draft 1, and “within my memory they 

have not changed” in Draft 2. Apparently Bishop consciously expanded individual memory into 

communal memory in this process, emphasizing union. Later the “you” takes precedence as the 

speaker describes her friend’s character and her black hair. In the concluding invitation, the 

speaker, who takes action in the ritual, is assertive, but her tone stays within the realm of a 

request, rather than a command: “Come, let me wash it in this big tin basin.” The implied “you” 

is in the subject position, rather than the “I,” which appears only as “me” in the object. In terms 

of importance, the “I” is last, the “you” in the middle, and “us” (and “our”) first. 

Each stanza features a yoking of opposites, paradoxical tensions which heighten the 

complexity of the poem. The lichens are “still explosions,” which expand only microscopically 

over time and yet appear like the chaos of a moment. Lichens consist of a fungus attached to an 

algae (or bacteria) that live in a symbiotic relationship. While they are widespread and may be 
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long-lived, they are sensitive to disturbances in the environment. If Bishop is indeed subtly 

comparing growing lichens to the growing relationship of the speaker and the beloved, she is 

prescient in choosing an organism in which the fate of both parts is intertwined and dependent on 

a stable external environment. In this initial stanza Bishop also plays with the multiple 

definitions of “shocks:” While she compares the spreading lichens to sheaths of grain set up in a 

field in a circle, “shocks” foregrounds the hair that appears in the last stanza.  

In the second stanza, the speaker describes her friend as “precipitate and pragmatical,” 

pairing irreconcilable parts of her character: “precipitate” implies impulsiveness and a lack of 

deliberation while “pragmatical” implies a thorough tending to everyday affairs. Drafts show 

Bishop struggling to choose these adjectives. As confirmed in drafts of other poems, she has an 

uncanny knack for nailing down form and structure (defined here as what she chooses to reveal 

when) early on. For instance, in Draft 1 she writes out the rhyme scheme, abacbc, for two 

stanzas, filling in some rhymes and leaving others blank, almost as a poetic exercise. By Draft 3 

the material in each stanza unfolds in the same order as the final version. While form and 

structure steadily hold their course, Bishop uses her adjective choices as fine tuning knobs that 

she adjusts back and forth. To describe Lota in the second stanza she toys with “impatient and 

intelligent” in Draft 2, “demanding and too voluble” in Draft 3, and only arrives at “precipitate 

and pragmatical,” in Draft 5. This pair trumps the other pairs in its alliteration, parallel four-

syllables, and opposed definitions. Yet the fuss is warranted; she is embarked on the delicate 

process of encapsulating the beloved in two words. In the third stanza, the big tin basin appears 

“battered and shiny,” hard to visualize since denting usually can’t sustain brilliance. These 

paradoxes characterize not only her developing relationship, but also her understanding of Brasil 
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as a land of contradictions and vicissitudes. Years later, when Bishop was approached as a 

“Brasil expert” by Life World Library and wrote a volume on the country, she writes: 

Exploding birth rate and infant mortality, great wealth and degrading poverty—these are 
the two big paradoxes. But along with them come many smaller ones repeating the 
pattern, overlapping and interacting: passionate and tough patriotism combined with 
constant self-criticism and denigration; luxury and idleness (or admiration of them) 
combined with bursts of energy; extravagance and pride, with sobriety and humility.  
(Brazil 11)  
 

These smaller paradoxes, “overlapping and interacting” are those that Bishop sees both in her 

personalized Brasil in Samambaia and in the country at large.  

 And yet, despite the multiple paradoxes, the poem has continuities that reach across the 

stanzas. For example, Monteiro notes that the “concentric shocks” of the lichens at the beginning 

are actually echoed in the last stanza in the “big tin basin;” he references the “concentrically 

placed, nested tin basins—smallest to largest—for sale at any weekly fair [feira, or street market] 

in Brazil” (129). A reader would need to have the cultural knowledge to give this single basin its 

context within a set of basins, but once noted, it creates a symmetry that frames the poem.  

The second stanza features a speaker who is confident in her perception of time being 

generous. She begins with the assumption, “And since the heavens will attend / as long on us. . .” 

and later asserts, “For Time [note the capitalization] is nothing if not amenable.”  The stanza 

allows time to expand, enabling the relationship to mature and develop. “[L]ook what happens” 

she says, her delighted wonder resulting from her confidence in time as a positive force. Yet her 

reticence leaves the specifics of what actually does happen to the reader’s imagination. Millier 

connects this newfound sense of time’s benefits directly to Brasil: “Elizabeth’s gentle truce with 

the passage of time (‘Time is / nothing if not amenable’); and the easy intimacy of the final lines 

were all newly acquired pleasures that came to her with Brazil” (248). This ease with the passage 

of time that Bishop apparently developed in her early Brasil years is remarkable when juxtaposed 
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with an entry in her diary written on June 23, 1950, the year before she arrived, when she penned 

“Just about my worst, so far” underneath the bold letters of the diary’s cover: “The Year 1950:” 

I think when one is extremely unhappy—almost hysterically unhappy, that is—one’s 
time-sense breaks down. All that long stretch in K.W., for example, several years ago—it 
wasn’t just a matter of not being able to accept the present, that present, although it began 
that way, possibly. But the past & the present seemed confused, or contradicting each 
other violently & constantly, & the past wouldn’t “lie down.” (Vassar College, Bishop 
Folder 77.4) 
 

Time in “The Shampoo” is not only whole rather than fragmented, but the past does not 

“contradict” the present as it did for her in her years before Brasil. 

 Bishop does, however, allow time to speed into the future for a moment: “The shooting 

stars. . . are flocking where, so straight, so soon?” The premature grey of Lota’s hair has a 

destination to which it hastens, a darker moment in an otherwise bright poem. Lorrie Goldensohn 

refers to a “darker luminosity” in this poem when compared to the preceding poem in A Cold 

Spring, “Invitation to Miss Marianne Moore,” as “the moon presides over union with the dear 

dark-haired friend” (136). However, not only the moon feeds a darker undercurrent. Bishop’s 

earlier more literal title of the poem, “Gray Hairs,” might have reinforced a hastening of age, 

even death. Although the poem appears to rest in the blissful present, Bishop’s draft process 

shows a preoccupation with changing tenses, which also hint at this darker vein. In Draft 3, when 

the poem first becomes relatively intact, she writes, “Look what happened” [italics mine] in the 

past tense, rather than “happens.” In her final draft, Draft 6, she writes, “you were, dear friend. . 

.” [italics mine] rather than “you’ve been, dear friend.” She appears torn between wanting to 

write about a moment in time and writing about the continuum of time throughout the 

relationship. In the end, the present wins out, but not without a battle.  

 Twelve years after she composed this poem, a month after Lota’s overdose and 

subsequent death during her visit to Bishop in New York in 1967, Bishop writes to her Brasilian 
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friends, Magú and Rosinha Leão: “I am trying to write a poem for [Lota] and shall finish one of 

these days—but it is queer—I almost feel as if I had prophecied [sic] it all in that little poem that 

she liked so much, about the SHAMPOO. . .” (Vassar College, Bishop Folder 113.8). Bishop 

herself seems to have experienced the shadows of the poem, perhaps as a portent of Lota’s fate. 

She never brought to fruition the “Aubade and Elegy” she intended in Lota’s memory. Among 

her notes for the poem, assembled from the Vassar Bishop Collection by Alice Quinn in Edgar 

Allen Poe and the Juke-Box, is the repeated refrain, “no coffee can wake you” and this more 

obscure line: “no—your life slowed to that of the rock first the lichen then the rocks” (221), a 

fragment that appears meaningless until one remembers the lichens exploding on the rocks at 

Samambaia in Bishop’s first words dedicated to Lota. Through the lens of “Aubade and Elegy,” 

“The Shampoo” appears as a memorial even though Bishop, at the time of composition, did not 

intend it to be. 

 Two footnotes concerning the publication and context of “The Shampoo” within 

Bishop’s output make the poem unique among her other Brasil poetry. Millier comments that the 

poem “made the rounds” for years (both The New Yorker and Poetry rejected it) before it was 

finally published in the New Republic in July of 1955 (248). It was a homeless poem during the 

time that Bishop herself was in limbo regarding how long South America was to be her home. 

While Millier wonders why the editors of journals were rejecting the poem, and if they “found 

themselves unable to recognize this new Bishop tone or unable to accept what is clearly a love 

poem between women (248),” it is equally as important to note Bishop’s tenacity in pursuing 

publication. The New Yorker published much of her subsequent Brasil poetry through a “first-

read” contract it offered her back in 1947; she did not have to search for a place for these poems. 
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In the case of “The Shampoo,” she had to promote a poem with a markedly different, more 

intimate voice, and it is surprising that she persevered in the publication process. 

A note on Bishop’s general publication process, beyond the exceptional case of “The 

Shampoo,” is in order here. The time between Bishop’s submission of her poems to The New 

Yorker and their publication of them was sometimes quite extended. Particularly in the case of 

some of her later poems, this explains why Bishop had ample time to supply her editors with 

updated drafts over time, although the unreliability of the mail between Brasil and the U.S. made 

correspondence prolonged and difficult.  

 “The Shampoo,” as the closing poem of A Cold Spring, follows the only other Brasil 

poem in the volume, “Arrival at Santos.” These poems sit apart from the later poems Bishop 

wrote and chose for the subsequent Brazil section of Questions of Travel when the two books 

were published together in a single edition. It is informative to see these two poems in a dialogue 

at the end of the book. In following each other, they take on a question/answer function. The 

speaker in “Arrival at Santos” is disenchanted and unmoved with her landing at Santos, and 

when she leaves the coast for the interior, presumably in search of something else, her 

destination is unclear. “The Shampoo,” reveals this destination as her relationship with Lota. 

Brown once suggested that Bishop move “Arrival at Santos” to the beginning of Questions of 

Travel as an introduction. Apparently Bishop agreed with his advice. Later he said, “I should 

have suggested that she put ‘The Shampoo’ with the Brazilian poems” (Fountain and Brazeau 

192). However, Bishop never did; “The Shampoo” does not reappear as part of Questions of 

Travel. If Bishop had followed Brown’s advice, Lota’s presence would be more tangible in the 

set, and the poem might act as more overt inspiration for the rest of the Brasil sequence. On the 

other hand, “The Shampoo” as the conclusion of A Cold Spring acts as at least a weak hinge 
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between the two books, a connector of love with place. Without “The Shampoo,” Lota’s 

presence is veiled in the poems of Questions of Travel: although we hear her voice in 

“Manuelzinho,” Bishop identifies her only as “a friend of the writer,” and although we may 

sense her spiritual presence in “Song for the Rainy Season” (“House, open house. . . / darkened 

and tarnished / by the warm touch / of the warm breath, / maculate, cherished, rejoice!”), any 

allusion to her is subtle.  

Yet Lota does appear elsewhere: as the dedicatee of Questions of Travel. Bishop, an 

admirer of the Portuguese poet Camões, chose the last two lines of one of his sonnets as her 

dedication: “ . . . O dar-vos quanto tenho e quanto posso, / Que quanto mais vos pago, mais vos 

devo.” (I give you as much as I have and as much as I can, / for the more I pay, the more I owe.”)  

The quote speaks of someone with an endless debt to pay, and Bishop’s Brasil poems, by virtue 

of this dedication, point back to the source of this debt. She does not include a translation of the 

Camões. This may have preserved some privacy, but using Portuguese alone also gives credit to 

her adopted country and Lota.  

Despite its darker moments, “The Shampoo” conveys an ease and comfort of place that 

Bishop’s early poems in Questions of Travel, concerned with the arrival of the twentieth century 

tourist and the sixteenth century Portuguese in Brasil, lack entirely. “Arrival at Santos,” as 

opposed to a ritualistic domestic scene, features a series of unsettled moments and ends in 

motion rather than rest. Published by The New Yorker on June 21, 1952, and begun in December 

of 1951, it does share with “The Shampoo” a tight rhyme scheme, in this case abcb throughout 

the ten stanzas.  

It begins: 

Here is a coast; here is a harbor;  
here, after a meager diet of horizon, is some scenery:  
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impractically shaped and--who knows?--self-pitying mountains,  
sad and harsh beneath their frivolous greenery . . . 

The poem is a junction of tension between these unremarkable first sights of the port of Santos 

seen through the eyes of the first-world tourist versus the tourist’s “immodest” expectations of 

this new land. The speaker cannot reconcile the two, leaving this as an unanswered question of 

the kind she expands upon later in “Questions of Travel.” The tourist in “Arrival at Santos” 

wants something to marvel at, to take her new places (both mentally and geographically), but 

instead observes only the most generic of scenery. The tourist in “Questions of Travel” runs 

around fulfilling her “immodest demands for a different world,” by watching the sun set “the 

other way around,” tracking the “tiniest green hummingbird in the world,” and staring at the 

mystery of “inexplicable old stonework.” Yet she calls these behaviors “childish.” Only by 

taking the time to see Brasil via ordinary sights in ordinary time (apart from the guidebook) can 

the tourist gain a foothold in the culture. At the close of “Arrival at Santos,” “driving to the 

interior” (of both the country and her own mental appreciation of it) at least begins in this 

direction. However, only through progressing through the complete Brasil section of Questions 

of Travel can one observe a gradual diminishing of expectations as the speaker grows enough to 

face this new land closer to its own terms.  

“We see things not as they are, but as we are,” Milton’s aphorism from Paradise Lost, is 

a fitting epitaph of “Arrival at Santos.” Both the generic quality of what the speaker sees and the 

adjectives she chooses to describe it (all of which reflect a perceived lack from her viewpoint) 

emanate from a jaded point of view. This perspective includes the inherent difficulties in how a 

first-world person processes a third-world country and, in the case of Bishop personally, the way 

the mind works when it has operated under a depressive low as she experienced during 1950.  

Within her first draft, Bishop consciously chooses the indefinite pronouns that litter the opening 
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stanza (“a coast,” “a harbor,” “a meager diet of horizon,” “some scenery”) by scratching out her 

original definite article “the.” She maintains the indefinite pronouns for the remaining three 

drafts. While she characteristically fine tunes her adjectives (she describes the mountains as 

“improbable, impartial” before arriving at “impractically shaped” and “self-pitying”) her final 

choices all describe the scenery in weak and negative terms that could also be self-referential: 

“self-pitying,” “sad and harsh,” “feeble,” and “uncertain.” After a respite during which the 

passengers board the tender (a process characterized by caution in the diction choices “gingerly,” 

“careful,” and “Watch out!”) the only positive adjectives in the poem, “beautiful” and “kind,” 

qualify her fellow American passenger, Miss Breen. The subliminal message is that only the 

familiar can be beautiful and sympathetic. The adjectives then return to their negative tone with 

“unassertive” and “inferior.”  

The kind of detachment bred in Bishop’s speaker has been codified by structural critic 

and feminist, Julia Kristeva, who notes that aloofness can qualify the foreigner on his or her 

journey: 

Indifference is the foreigner’s shield. Insensitive, aloof, he seems, deep down, beyond the 
reach of attacks and rejections that he nevertheless experiences with the vulnerability of a 
medusa . . . Not belonging to any place, any time, any love . . . The space of the foreigner 
is a moving train, a plane-in-flight, the very transition that precludes stopping. As to 
landmarks, there are none. His time? The time of a resurrection that remembers death and 
what happened before, but misses the glory of being beyond: merely the feeling of a 
reprieve, of having gotten away. (7)  
 

The arriving tourist in Bishop’s poem exudes this sense of displacement. Landmarks do not 

interest her, and the specifics of the country of arrival (the flag, coins, postage stamps) are no 

cause for engagement. She has “gotten away” from situations that might have been dismal 

(though we have no way of telling), but she is disinterested in where she is headed, finding 

everything meager. 
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What is not meager as seen through the narrator’s eyes (with the exception of Miss 

Breen), are the speaker’s own expectations, her 

. . . immodest demands for a different world,  
and a better life, and complete comprehension 
of both at last, and immediately,  
after eighteen days of suspension? 
 

 She wants instant enlightenment about herself and a marked change in her world simply through 

switching location, a fallacious American assumption. As Kim Fortuny has observed in her 

analysis of the poem, “Prescribed expectations of the exotic. . . not only hinder the appreciation 

of the moment; they put ‘immodest demands’ on reality that say more about the subjective 

longings of the viewer than the objective experience does” (34). In this early poem then, one 

learns more about the narrator’s state of mind and cultural values than the actual place of Santos, 

Brasil.  

The poem’s tone changes in the fourth through sixth stanzas, dissolving the speaker’s 

interior musings and forcing her to focus on the present action: the passengers are leaving the 

freighter that has been their home for weeks and are embarking on the tender that will take them 

to the foreign harbor of Santos. This intermediary movement between the known and the 

unknown inspires two-sided diction which projects the speaker’s attitudes into the unknown. 

According to the Oxford English Dictionary, “tender,” is not only “a small ship used to carry 

passengers, luggage, mails, goods, stores, etc., to or from a larger vessel” (“Tender,” def. n.1, 3b) 

but also “an offer of anything for acceptance” (“Tender,” def. n.2, 2)  and, in verb form, “to treat 

with affectionate care; to cherish, foster; to take care of, look after” (“Tender,” def v.2, 4d).  

While the speaker identifies nothing in this new landscape that she would accept as her own, 

Bishop did receive an offer from Lota to cohabit her home in Petrópolis and to work in her own 

custom-built studio. The timing of this offer, between the end of Bishop’s allergic illness in 
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December of 1951 and her return to New York in April of 1952 to gather her possessions for the 

move to Brasil, coincides with the composition of “Arrival at Santos.” Bishop’s rewritten future 

may not have been far from her mind: on the verso of the second page of the first draft, “Maria 

Carlota Costallot [sic] de Macedo Soares” appears in Bishop’s hand. She misspells “Costellat” 

and the “e” of “Soares” fights with an “a” with neither appearing to win (Vassar College, Bishop 

Folder 57.4). This rehearsal of a name may reflect the Bishop’s consideration of the tender 

extended by its namesake.  

As the passengers disembark in the sixth stanza, they must move “down the ladder 

backward” into the tender. “Backward” may not only refer to the tourists’ impressions of the new 

country and the way they label it, but also their  psychological approach as they face a foreign 

culture with stereotypes and preconceptions rather than with open-mindedness. The descent is 

into the midst of “twenty-six freighters / waiting to be loaded with green coffee beans.” These 

tourists too, are “green.” The coffee beans can mature into browns on their journeys to remote 

locations across the world, but the tourists’ transit to shore will be too short for them to journey 

into maturity.  

This transition into the intermediary vessel comes with cautionary admonishments and 

perceived dangers: “Please boy, do be more careful with that boat hook! / Watch out! Oh! It has 

caught Miss Breen’s / skirt! There!” These five exclamations cluster together in the poem, and 

the tone goes from sotto voce to forte. Brasil, with the tender as a kind of ambassador, has the 

potential to “catch” the tourist unawares, like the hook that has caught Miss Breen’s skirt. 

“There!” and the later “There” work as parenthesis around the description of Miss Breen as a 

respite from the present dangers. They act as settling devices for the tourists’ ruffled composure 

and serve as curious counterparts to the “Here’s” of the initial stanza (“Here is a coast; here is a 
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harbor; / here, after a meager diet of horizon, is some scenery:”) Rather than referencing home as 

“there,” they possess a self-calming effect (as in “There, there now. . .”) that gets the tourists 

back to their status quo after some dangerous excitement. 

 The speaker regards Miss Breen as a stable, American influence, an anchor during not 

only these transitory moments, but conceivably throughout the journey and possibly beyond. No 

wonder the boat hook incident incurs such excitement; the speaker’s stability has been 

threatened.  Miss Breen’s stanza is intact from the first draft of “Arrival at Santos,” even down to 

the stanza break between the end of the seventh stanza (“Fall”) and eighth (“ ’s, New York.”). 

Bishop repeats Miss Breen’s name three times in the fifth through seventh stanzas, almost as a 

kind of incantation. This repetition is especially significant when one considers that Bishop 

names no other woman in Questions of Travel or the stand-alone Brasil poems. While she names 

male characters such as Manuelzinho, Balthazár, Tobias (the cat), Micuçu, and even Mr. Swan in 

future poems, she does not even identify Lota by name. 

 In a letter to Lowell on November 26, 1951, “Somewhere off the coast of Brazil,” Bishop 

refers to Miss Breen: 

“. . .a 6 ft. ex-police woman who has retired after being head of the Women’s Jail in 
Detroit for 26 years. She’s about 70; very gentle and polite—tells how she accidentally 
solved such and such a murder, in an apologetic way, & confessed she was written up in 
‘True Detective Stories.’ She also has day-dreams of going down through the Straits & 
up the West coast—has also invited me to inspect a few jails with her en route.” (Words 
in Air 130)  
 

If Bishop had not extended her stay in Brasil, she probably would have sailed around the tip of 

South America and up its western side in the company of Miss Breen. Millier singles out Miss 

Breen as “a vision of an accomplished and successful lesbian life, not at all secretive or ashamed, 

at a time when [Bishop] was herself at a major transition” (239). While this may be true, Miss 

Breen enters this poem and Bishop’s life at a time when Bishop also needed a model of self-
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sufficiency as she undertook the unknown. But Miss Breen, with her “beautiful” and “kind” 

features, is only a fleeting influence; she does not reappear in Bishop’s other Brasil poems. 

Perhaps there was no need: Bishop is soon in the company of a native guide. 

 Both the speaker and Miss Breen need to connect to what is American in this foreign 

place. Bonnie Costello notes that they “seem, indeed, to be looking for home as much as fleeing 

one. They nevertheless cling, like the colonialists before them, to the comforts of home: ‘The 

customs officials will speak English, we hope, / and leave us our bourbon and cigarettes’” (140). 

The speaker and Miss Breen are like colonists arriving in Brasil, but wear a postcolonial guise. 

They exemplify a twentieth century “arrival,” while “Brazil, January 1. . .” will trace a more 

literal arrival of Portuguese colonists. Bishop’s Portuguese conquistadores have undisguised 

desires in Brasil: the land, the forests, the Indian women. But what do these tourists want with 

the country? Other than keeping a hold on their bourbon and cigarettes their wishes are more 

inward, vague desires for improvement: “a different world / and a better life.” The lines about 

their bourbon and cigarettes reflect more expatriate concerns than all of Bishop’s other Brasil 

poems. After this moment, the desire to retain America in the midst of the Other has no place, for 

Bishop goes far enough into the “interior” of Brasil to expand new interests in the people, the 

flora, and the various cultures of Brasil and to gradually leave security blankets behind.  

 But not yet. For now the speaker’s eye is back to the generic accompanied by personal 

fears. She has already referred to the flag as a “strange and brilliant rag,” and now refers to “the 

unassertive colors of soap, or postage stamps— / wasting away like the former, slipping the way 

the latter / do when we mail the letters we wrote on the boat. . .” These lines embody the 

speaker’s anxiety of being cut off from those with whom she communicates as she lands in a 

foreign place. A long-time maid of the household, Joanna dos Santos da Costa, once said that it 
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was her impression that Bishop wrote more letters than poetry (Fountain and Brazeau 170); for 

Bishop letter writing was a way of preserving not just a social persona, but her own core. Yet 

another kind of writing informs these lines about soap and stamps. Bishop’s 1950 diary includes 

an entry on Friday, February 10 in which she makes only one observation: “Colors of soaps, 

stamps, and railroad-tickets—all alike.” Under this, written in thinner ink appears: “(used in 

1952!)” (Vassar College, Bishop Folder 77.4). Clearly Bishop reviewed her own diaries and 

notes and found within them material for her poetry, regardless of the continent on which she 

resided at any given time. 

The last stanza, with its possibility of “inferior” glue as the cause for slipping postage 

stamps, sets up a final ringing rhyme with the “interior” that the tourists are driving to. The 

problem with “interior” ringing with “inferior” is one of negative expectation: the reader now 

anticipates, alongside the speaker, that the interior will bring more “inferior” sights and 

experiences, on one hand. On the other, “driving to the interior” sets up a quicker tempo, a direct 

journey into something completely removed from the generic port. Despite the rhyme, the 

poem’s conclusion allows room for future discovery. Whether a conscious move by Bishop or 

not, “the interior” has linguistic ties to Portuguese: “Viajando para o interior” (“Traveling to the 

interior”) is a common Portuguese expression. This connection to the Portuguese language early 

on makes it probable that the ensuing poems will find deeper ways of seeing and understanding 

Brasil beyond the tourist perspective. Monteiro points out that in an earlier stage of composition, 

the poem seems to have born the title “To the Interior” and shows how Bishop’s use of the 

phrase is both consonant with Brasilian usage and yet not fully mastered (37). While Brasilians 

generally say that they are traveling to “the interior” when they leave the coast and head inland, 

the idea of the “interior” is not comprised of large inland cities like São Paulo or Belo Horizonte, 
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but rather remote, less sophisticated destinations (37). So perhaps Bishop understood the concept 

in part. More importantly, however, what will “interior Brasil” become for Bishop? How will her 

later Brasil poems reflect more “interiority” than her initial ones?  

To make the journey to the interior of Brasil, one has to stop looking back at one’s former 

home; those who cannot do this can become mired in the transition without ever truly arriving 

and living in the new culture. Bishop exemplifies this danger in her outlining of a homesick 

young immigrant newly arrived in what is conceivably Brasil in “Young Man in the Park,” an 

unpublished poem. It raises the issue of Bishop’s unpublished Brasil poems: several are collected 

in Edgar Allen Poe and the Juke-Box and many are presented in facsimile version in Poems 

(2011). Yet others, such as “A Trip to the Mines” about the slave history in Ouro Preto (which 

will be analyzed later) remain virtually unnoticed in the Vassar College archives. One wonders 

why they might have been overlooked.  

“Young Man in the Park” shares the phrasing of “the interior” with “Arrival at Santos,” 

which led Alice Quinn to conclude that the undated draft of the poem stems from the early 

1950s, alongside “Arrival at Santos” (Bishop, Edgar Allen Poe 96). In a journal from the same 

period, next to early drafts of “Arrival at Santos,” Bishop writes, “I thought I was travelling in 

the dark, but no one aboard seems to have the foggiest idea about anything ahead of them” 

(Edgar Allen Poe 96). This quote also applies to the lost immigrant she depicts in the poem, who 

can only sit with his feet through the back of a park bench, his head on the back of his hands, 

pining for home. The poet addresses the man, “[Y]ou have put the back of a park bench like a 

fence a barred gate / between you and the interior.” Unlike the tourists in “Arrival at Santos,” we 

never see his arrival at the port, only his body lost in transition, mired to the bench that 

barricades him from the new land. 
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At first the poem toys with the word “back” in a game of wordplay:  
Back. He put his legs through the back 
Of the park-bench, turning his back 
Back.  
He put his legs through the back 
Of the park bench, turning his back 
on the ships and the harbor. 
He dropped his head down 
And dropping his head 
On the back of his hands. . . (Bishop, Edgar Allen Poe 96) 
 

“Back” describes the immigrant’s physical posture here, but it also ties into the idea of 

“descending backward” into the tender in “Arrival at Santos;” in both cases, the backward 

positioning in relation to the new describes a reluctance to face difference. “Back” appears 

eleven times in the 33-line draft; of these seven occur within the first ten lines. As the first word 

of the poem, followed by a period, it suggests the idea of “elsewhere,” “home,” and “past.” 

However, Bishop clearly voices this sense of “back” only in the penultimate line of the poem 

(“He wants to go back”). There is also the “back” of the park bench, the young man’s 

physical “back” (referenced three times) and the “back” of the young man’s hands which cushion 

his dropped head. In fact, the young man’s whole posture suggests a turning away from the 

interior of the new country. 

 One of the most fascinating aspects of the poem is how Bishop attaches value judgments 

to the directions the man chooses to face: 

No, he is fixed in his posture 
his legs the wrong way around 

 facing the right way 
sitting the wrong way round. . . 
 

The poem is almost a visual riddle in which one has to imagine the man’s posture. He faces the 

“interior,” which the poet calls “the right way,” but sits “the wrong way round” on the bench; 

rather than having his back to the bench, the man straddles it with his arms as he buries his head 
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in his hands. In the poet’s mind, facing the interior head-on with no obstruction is “the right 

way” to encounter the new country, yet the man’s posture and the park bench barrier prevent him 

from taking part in an open greeting. This is clearly not the “right” behavior, as the poet 

addresses him: 

O homesick young man,  
That’s not the way 
To conquer [the] country 
The voyage is behind you 
and here is your labor. . .  
 

“Conquer” is a jarring word choice; its aggression stands out in a poem filled with passivity. 

Why should an immigrant have to “conquer” the country—can’t he simply move there and get 

on with his new life? But Brasil, with Portuguese conquistadores (as well as Dutch and French at 

different points of its history), has a built-in history of conquest that must have been on Bishop’s 

mind. Lines in other drafts of the poem read, 

The statues all bravely looked 
The other way—waved their swords or hats or whatever they happened 

     To have in their hands  
(Vassar College, Bishop Folder 68.3) 
 

Apparently the young man’s lack of exploratory interest and obsession with home is a source of 

shame to the statues of the conquistadores who cannot look at him, men of action who plunged 

into the land with their swords, ready to fight to claim it as theirs. They are the epitome of 

colonial power, while the young man signifies its absence. This is the first time Bishop overtly 

attends to the colonization of Brasil, although the arrival of the tourists in Santos suggests it. 

Colonization becomes both theme and undercurrent in other early published poems such as 

“Questions of Travel” and “Brasil, January 1, 1502.” In fact, Bishop enters Brasil through an 

identification with its colonial history and through some of its more contemporary vestiges, such 

as the patron/squatter dynamic in “Manuelzinho.” As she is also a cultural outsider venturing in, 
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her early understanding of Brasil through a colonial vantage point is understandable. Yet the 

longer she stays in Brasil, the more her poetry identifies with those native to the country: the 

riverman, the black boy Balthazár, the escaped criminal Micuçu in “The Burglar of Babylon,” 

and the hairless “Pink Dog” that stands in for the poor of Rio’s favelas.  

While the inspiration for this unpublished poem could have been an actual person Bishop 

observed, he may also be her own unspoken alter ego exemplifying the dangers of wallowing in 

a homesick transition too long, turning from travel to displacement. Frances Bartkowski 

distinguishes between the two: 

Consider the term travel as a verbal substantive that means not only leaving home for 
some place else, but also calls up the capacity for movement, a lack of fixity, a 
knowledge of shifting grounds. Travel would then suggest an affirmative sense of 
groundlessness, while displacement would suggest another side, an underside of a 
dynamic—that moment when the headiness of motion turns to anxiety, disavowal, the 
abyss in the ground. (85)  
 

The man on the bench appears as if he wants to be absorbed into such an abyss; a person who is 

displaced often cannot make things happen but can only wait for things to happen to him or her.  

He may embody the doubts Bishop encountered as she pondered the difference between visiting 

Brasil as a tourist versus actually emigrating there. Shuffling between homes was characteristic 

of Bishop’s life-style. Part of her may have wished for some kind of home to miss—except in 

reality she had no stable point of return back in the States—while another part of her may have 

longed to fully own Brasil as home.  

This suspension between homes can, on one hand, grant newfound relaxation in the time 

spent apart from domestic duties and regular employment. On the other hand, the stretch of time 

can encourage ruminating and philosophizing about the legitimacy of existing apart from a 

regular schedule and responsibilities. Productivity has to be measured in less qualitative ways, 

and the impact of what one gains through travel is often immeasurable during the actual event 
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and better understood in retrospect. If we try measure the experiences of travel in the same way 

we measure our everyday life and accomplishments, we can start to wonder whether travel itself 

is truly necessary. This latter concern punctuates “Questions of Travel,” which appears as the 

last of the triptych of introductory Brasil poems in Questions of Travel. Published on January 

21, 1956 in The New Yorker but composed earlier in the 1950s alongside “Manuelzinho” and 

“Squatter’s Children,” this is the first Brasil poem for which Bishop chooses free verse, even 

though the poem ends in two rhyming quatrains. The free verse allows the poem’s movement of 

thought to determine the formal movement. The relaxation of form suits the roving eye and free 

questioning of the speaker, and allows a liveliness of complicating thought, which ends in the 

two more formally crafted stanzas in which the speaker debates whether coming to a place like 

Brasil is necessary, or whether an armchair traveler with a vivid imagination might receive the 

same travel benefits.  

Bishop’s first draft of the poem shows her concern about the role of imagination and its 

loss in an arresting statement: “A loss of imagination / Can lead one self to destruction” (Vassar 

College, Bishop Folder 57.8). The presence or absence of imagination becomes a life or death 

issue here. Even if Bishop has established the fact that within this poem, in particular, the 

presence of imagination is of crucial importance, and the sentence becomes a road not taken (it 

disappears  in the other seven drafts of the poem), it relates to the speaker’s struggle about the 

how necessary travel is. Does the loss of imagination occur because the armchair tourist cannot 

imagine other places (and thus needs to travel or be in danger of self-destruction)? Or does it 

occur in two possible scenarios of the “real” tourist?  First, in seeing everything personally, 

does he or she leave nothing to the imagination, which is also destructive? Or second, could the 

imagination of the tourist have painted the place differently in anticipation so that the arrival 
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creates a gap between the imagined and the real? An anxiety about imagination subtly underpins 

the poem: we need imagination desperately when considering the unknown, but only until we 

have encountered the real-life details of a place that we absorb through our senses. This anxiety 

permeates the beginning of the poem, with the speaker becoming almost claustrophobic about 

the “too many waterfalls,” “crowded streams,” and the “pressure of so many clouds,” perhaps 

overwhelmed by what she had not imagined. Later, in “Santarém,” imagination is also a 

concern for Bishop, more specifically how it might color memory, but there the anxiety has 

vanished, and the poem spreads out luxuriously without the nervous energy of this speaker. In 

“Questions of Travel,” the speaker turns from her initial anxieties to present sensory details that 

specifically reference Brasil’s aesthetic and cultural history in a convincing argument that travel 

is indeed necessary, that imagination itself is not enough. As Thomas Travisano has observed, 

“[s]uch startling facts” that the poem reveals “are real surprises that imagination cannot 

transcend but instead must serve” (142).   

The evolution of the title, “Questions of Travel,” is the most complex of all the Brasil 

poems. As Bishop chooses one option, crosses it out, and adds another, the main issue is 

whether the emphasis will be on the country or the tourist at hand. From the first title choice, “A 

Strange Country,” Bishop progresses through “Another Country,” “Problems of Travelers,” 

“Questions of Travelers,” “Nagging Thoughts Traveling,” “Problems of Travel,” “Questions of 

Travel,” “Travellers’ Questions,” and finally returns to “Questions of Travel” in Draft 7 of the 8 

drafts (Vassar College, Bishop Folder 57.8).  “Questions of Travel,” the most open-ended 

choice, both avoids labeling Brasil as Other (as in the case of the first two title choices) and 

deemphasizes the tourist as a problematic individual. The title emphasizes questions about the 

travel experience: what lies between the tourist and Brasil. Although the questions are not 
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specifically geared to travel in Brasil, the observations in the third stanza are specific to the 

country. Notably, Bishop’s first draft contains no questions. It may have taken her some time to 

see that the accumulation of questions becomes both an organizational device of the poem and a 

filter through which the speaker processes her early Brasil sights and experiences.  

The opening stanza finds the speaker overwhelmed by Brasil’s natural landscape:  
There are too many waterfalls here; the crowded streams 
hurry too rapidly down to the sea, 
and the pressure of so many clouds on the mountaintops 
makes them spill over the sides in soft slow-motion, 
turning to waterfalls under our very eyes. 
 

Others have noted the language of excess in phrases such as “too many waterfalls,” “crowded 

streams,”  “hurry too rapidly,” “so many clouds,” and “spill over the sides.”18 Later the speaker 

likens the politicians’ speeches to “rain.” But why are these forms of water “too much” for the 

speaker to process? Water implies ceaseless movement and can be a figure for an overwhelming 

deluge of constant detail, synonymous with the barrage of stimuli with which a foreign landscape 

floods a visitor. Bishop was attracted to water in various contexts, such as the ocean’s edge as 

the backdrop of “The Sandpiper” in the “Elsewhere” section of Questions of Travel. Yet the 

shorebird, while aware of the ocean’s constant roaring, focuses on the pebbles, making them its 

world. Ingestion of detail depends on the level of focus. Bishop was a fascinated observer at the 

junction of the great South American rivers of the Tapajós and the Amazon. She chose the coast 

as her home again and again in Key West, New York, Rio, Seattle, San Francisco, and Boston. 

What may have overwhelmed the speaker of “Questions of Travel,” is the way that water in its 

18 See Costello, Bonnie. Elizabeth Bishop: Questions of Mastery. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1991, p. 
153; Fortuny, Kim. Elizabeth Bishop: The Art of Travel. Boulder: The University Press of Colorado, 2003, p. 63; 
Britto, Paulo Henriques. Elizabeth Bishop Poemas do Brasil. São Paulo: Companhia das Letras, 1999.  
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myriad forms permeates the landscape so frequently in Brasil (with the exception of the parched 

Northeast); it is not just reserved for the coast.19  

The Brasilian landscape is also a sounding board for time, which accelerates and 

decelerates as it does in “The Shampoo.” The speaker tracks waterfalls-in-the-making when she 

notes that the “mile-long, shiny, tearstains” will become waterfalls “in a quick age or so, as ages 

go here.” The ages move quickly in Brasil, a fact supported by the colonial history embedded in 

the contemporary Jesuit church birdcages and the gas attendant’s clogs in the third stanza. And 

yet, “the mountains look like the hulls of capsized ships, / slime-hung and barnacled.” This 

imaginative image suggests a shipwreck and the notion of being shipwrecked in Brasil, stranded 

with no way out, while the barnacles hint at petrification and stagnation. It is no accident that the 

next stanza opens with, “Think of the long trip home” now that the boat has not been in use and 

is encrusted with growths. The speaker is in this place temporarily, but with “the long trip home” 

as a possible deterrent to leaving the country, she may also be considering questions of residency 

rather than questions of travel.   

  This both continues the anxiety in the opening of the poem and encapsulates the debate 

about whether it’s better to stay at home or to have ventured forth. Six questions proliferate in 

the second stanza: the first two deal with whether staying home would be more beneficial and the 

effects of that choice, and the last two deal with the tourist being overwhelmed and oversatiated 

by the tourism experience. However, I would like to focus on the two middle questions: “Is it 

right to be watching strangers in a play / in this strangest of theatres?” and “What childishness is 

19 In a larger context, the Amazon River in north central Brasil is still the largest in the world in terms of volume of 
water. In southern Brasil, the Foz do Iguaçu, comprised of 275 different waterfalls, “spills over” the dense rainforest 
vegetation for miles. But even along the “Mata Atlântica,” the remaining strip of rainforest along the Atlantic coast 
of states like Rio and São Paulo where the speaker of the poem is more likely situated, waterfalls and streams make 
frequent exclamatory punctuation.  
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it that while there’s a breath of life / in our bodies, we are determined to rush / to see . . .” These 

questions specifically approach the intersection of the tourist with the inhabitants and sights of 

the new country. How the tourist interacts with these facets of culture not only reflects her 

character but qualifies whether she will be an observer or an eventual cultural participant, 

decisions that Bishop herself had to make and remake during her extended time in Brasil.  

“Is it right to be watching. . .” captures the ethics of gazing at “the other” as object and 

asks whether this is permissible behavior. The speaker is concerned with the morality of looking 

when the object is another person, as opposed to an inanimate object or animal (such as the sun, 

the stonework, or the tiny green hummingbird highlighted in the following lines). At this point in 

her observation Bishop identifies only generic “strangers” she is beholding, for she knows no 

individuals. These “strangers” at a distance are “in a play / in this strangest of theatres.”  The 

theater is a way of framing that which would otherwise be overwhelming. It is not the “real 

world,” but a fantasy world that one can visit and from which one can return home. In the 

process, the tourist will have no attachment to the actors. Despite the distance between the tourist 

and the Brasilians, the fact that the speaker questions her own stance as an observer shows a 

cultural sensitivity that paves the way for human interactions later in the set.  

The fourth question focuses on the reasons for an inherent childishness in the tourist that 

causes her to rush around to see various sites related to the trivia of travelling. This mentality of 

dashing off to see a checklist of places before one dies often means superficially glancing at a 

recommended sight and then rushing on to another. The tourist visits a site because of a novelty 

(“the sun the other way around”), a record (“the tiniest green hummingbird in the world”), or a 

mystery (“inexplicable old stonework”), but in the process she will likely not assemble these 

parts into a cultural whole. While such sights are “always, always delightful,” the fact that they 
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are “instantly seen” suggests the eye of the ever-present camera doing the looking and snapping 

up sights. Meanwhile the photographer lacks time or inclination to truly digest, assimilate, or 

appreciate the depth of the cultural realities beyond the images.  

In Draft 4 of the eight extant drafts, Bishop toys with the tourist becoming a more 

invasive presence, testing the limits of the “inexplicable and impenetrable” old stonework.20 She 

writes how the stonework is “[i]mpenetrable even with the thinnest of knife-blades / if the 

traveler happens to have a knife blade with him” (Vassar College, Bishop Folder 57.8). The wall 

is probably made by an ancient native builder who fit multi-sided rocks together into walls 

without any cement between them. The knife-blade, in addition to its violent presence, suggests 

the tourist prying open secrets not meant for him or her; it carries the glimmer of colonization, 

which must have been present in Bishop’s mind, for she expands upon this in the next stanza 

through other everyday artifacts.  

The third stanza, which begins with “But surely it would have been a pity / not to have 

seen . . .” and continues with “not to have heard. . . ,” “not to have pondered. . . ,” and “not to 

have studied. . .”  displays a feast of the senses (sights and sounds) and a feast of the mind 

(pondering and studying). In answer to the question, “Should we have stayed at home and 

thought of here?” it offers a bulk of evidence in the negative. It shows a tourist who, rather than 

flitting about, “instantly seeing” sights as in the second stanza, chooses to meditate on what she 

sees, suggesting that how one assembles sensory raw materials makes the difference between a 

seasoned traveler and a superficial traveler. Significantly, this stanza marks the first time in 

Bishop’s early Brasil poetry that everyday Brasil begins to gain focus beyond either a generic 

20As in the case of “precipitate and pragmatical” in “The Shampoo,” Bishop perfectly matches alliterative sound and 
syllabic counts of “inexplicable” and “impenetrable”. 
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port or a naturalistic wonderland. She displays commonplace sights and sounds of 1950s Brasil, 

which also carry a past historical narrative, for the reader. Uncovering this narrative requires an 

awareness of Brasil’s historical and domestic history.  

The stanza reveals the narrator juxtaposing scenes and artifacts of aesthetic value 

alongside cruder counterparts. She begins with a natural image, “trees along this road, / really 

exaggerated in their beauty” and moves to the “sad, two-noted, wooden tune of disparate wooden 

clogs” that clack over a “grease-stained filling-station floor.” Later she comments on the “less 

primitive music of the fat brown bird / who sings above the broken gasoline pump / in a bamboo 

church of Jesuit baroque.” Above something broken and useless, a beauty of spirit gives hope in 

the midst of dysfunction. Though probably not Bishop’s intention, this might be an appropriate 

metaphor for Brasil as a whole in the 1950s as it tried to recover from the chaos surrounding the 

suicide of President Vargas and the eventual election of President Kubitschek, who guided Brasil 

into a period of intense industrialization. Brasil desired a democratic, industrialized status as a 

nation but had not yet attained it. The “rain / so much like the politicians / speeches” toward the 

end of this stanza might reflect the never-ending parade of words as three short-term successors 

filled in as president between Vargas and Kubitschek during this time. 

As the speaker catalogues what she sees in Brasil, her adjectives are not laudatory: “sad,” 

“disparate,” “grease-stained,” “broken,” “crudest,” “careful and finicky,” and “weak.” Yet she 

strives to make historical connections between these images to create meaning, something that 

the narrator in “Arrival at Santos,” with her limited perspective, cannot attempt. The images in 

this third stanza create neither a rosy picture of Brasil, nor a derogatory critique, but a 

perspective on everyday reality. Marta Góes, Brasilian playwright of the one-woman show, “A 

Safe Harbor for Elizabeth Bishop,” once said of Bishop: “Hers wasn’t the typical tourist’s image 
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of Brazil, all bedazzled, but a mixture of exasperation and enchantment with the country, which 

is exactly the way that we Brasilians also feel” (Rohter, “Arts Abroad” 1). Bishop’s speaker is 

beginning to show this mixed perspective. Although she never begins this poem with 

bedazzlement, she does view Brasil through a spectrum of colors, rather than through the black 

and white glasses she wore initially. The possibility of the speaker’s enchantment with Brasil 

emerges here for the first time. 

The clogs, with their complex but hidden historical background, become the first 

everyday artifact: 

But surely it would have been a pity. . . 
—Not to have had to stop for gas and heard 
the sad, two-noted, wooden tune 
of disparate wooden clogs 
carelessly clacking over  
a grease-stained filling-station floor. 
(In another country the clogs would all be tested. 
Each pair there would have identical pitch.) 
 

The speaker implies that missing the “sad, two-noted, wooden tune” would have been a loss. Had 

the clogs possessed the uniform pitch of “another country,” the “tune” would have been less 

complex, and possibly not worth hearing. On the other hand, “another country” may stem from 

the myopic view of someone from the Global North comparing practices with the Global South 

that are “inferior.” The speaker’s tone in this specific moment is mixed. 

 For the average reader, however, the insertion of “clogs” into the stanza conjures up 

pictures of Dutch wooden shoes rather than something Brasilian. The clogs actually represent the 

phenomenon of how Portuguese colonists introduced an item that, once exclusive, eventually 

became integrated into multiple classes in Brasilian culture. Their use continued well into the 

twentieth century, before they began to die out in the 1930s and became increasingly rare during 

Bishop’s early Brasil years in the early 1950s. Surprisingly, one has to dig deeply into Brasilian 
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sources to discover their background. Flávio Guerra, in his book, Crônicas do velho Recife 

(Chronicles of Old Recife), outlines the characteristics and benefits of clogs or “tamancas:” 

[They were] a crude footwear, made of only a piece of wood as a sole and straps of 
leather above to mold and grasp the feet. The era of plastic had not yet arrived with its 
sandals, and because of this, during the wintertime or in the muddy streets of the old city. 
. . it was common to use the tamanco [name in Portugal], that didn’t let the least moisture 
pass through. (161) 
 

He emphasizes their use in the workplace (the mills and sugar warehouses) and the home, and 

describes how they can be found on the street boy, the housekeeper, or the middle class man at 

home from work (161). What used to be unique to the Portuguese conquerors became a multi-

class domestic commodity. Like Bishop, Guerra specifically notes the sound of the clogs: “they 

produced a characteristic clatter when one walked in them inside the house: toc, toc, toc. . . 

(162). What Bishop observes in a cursory assessment turns out to be neither a simple nor a 

“primitive” domestic artifact (the latter will be discussed shortly), but one with historical 

significance and domestic practicality which only began to disappear when people could afford 

newer rubber crepe soles. Ironically, the “primitive music” of the clogs originated with the 

colonizers themselves. 

 But this is only the first artifact; the speaker moves on to another, with its associated 

sounds: 

—Yes, a pity not to have heard 
The other, less primitive music of the fat brown bird 
Who sings above the broken gasoline pump 
In a bamboo church of Jesuit baroque: 
Three towers, five silver crosses. 
 

As Goldensohn indicates, “‘the sad, two-noted, wooden tune’ of the clogs should be pondered in 

connection with the music of ‘the fat brown bird / who sings above the broken gasoline pump’” 

(34). Later in the stanza the speaker refers to her own pondering on “what connection can exist 
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for centuries / between the crudest wooden footwear / and. . . the whittled fantasies of wooden 

cages.” Bishop’s familiarity with the artifacts of Brasilian culture underscores the developing 

central idea of the poem: cultural awareness can only be gained through one’s attentive presence 

in the culture. The reader, however, is challenged: without historical background on the clogs 

and the Jesuits in Brasil, he or she cannot be privy to the connections that the speaker ponders. 

 In Bishop’s drafts of the poem, “a bamboo church of Jesuit baroque” only appears in 

Draft 7 of the eight drafts. While the clogs and their sound appear in the first two drafts, the 

birdcage-church first appears in Draft 3 (or Draft 4—these two drafts are not marked) as “a 

Salamonic church of wooden slats,” which she crosses out and substitutes in handwriting, “a 

harbor church.” Only the descriptive phrase “Jesuit baroque” pins the birdcage to Brasil’s 

specific history, making it probable that Bishop intended this stanza to convey some kind of 

historical lesson, no matter how muted.   

 Therefore, the role of the Jesuits in the colonization of Brasil deserves an overview. 

Sérgio Buarque de Holanda (1902–1982), one of Brasil’s most highly regarded historians, wrote 

in his influential 1936 Raízes do Brasil (Roots of Brasil): 

It was the Jesuits who represented, better than anyone [in Portugal] the principle of 
discipline through obedience. The same in our South America, they left this memorable 
example with their restrictions and doctrines. No modern tyranny, no theorist of the 
dictatorship of the proletariat or of the totalitarian state, achieved even a glimpse of the 
possibility of this miracle of rationalization that the priests of the Company of Jesus 
achieved in their missions. (39) 
 

This power of the Jesuits in their missions is more remarkable when one considers the estimate 

of Brasil historian Bradford Burns that only 128 Jesuits arrived between 1549 and 1598 (35). For 

two hundred years they single-handedly maintained most of the best educational facilities of the 

colony, and “in a very real sense they conquered Brasil spiritually” (35).  However, the 

landowners and Jesuits differed in the treatment of the Indians. While the planters enslaved them 
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to increase their labor supply, the Jesuits herded the nomadic Indians into villages where they 

attempted to convert them to Christianity while allowing them to continue their own language 

and some traditions. Both methods of incorporating the Indian failed. By 1759 a power hungry 

prime minister, Pombal (who ruled through the weak Portuguese king, José I), expelled 600 

Jesuits from Brasil, harboring suspicions that the Jesuits plotted against him and were planning 

to challenge the secular government (Burns 106). After this, colonial education suffered 

indefinitely.21  

Although the Jesuit missions in Brasil are mostly rubble today, they recreate themselves 

in folk art, including the intricate bamboo songbird cage of the poem. Bishop herself purchased 

such a cage.22 It is a colonial icon, an attempt to contain Brasil’s colonial foundations in the 

Catholic Church and in the Jesuit discipline necessary to build such a church. Building churches 

out of native materials and native populations is not easy, nor is crafting hand-made birdcage 

churches out of thin sticks of bamboo. Although Bishop is bent on repeating the birdcage image, 

it loses power each of the three times it returns. Its “three towers and five silver crosses” in the 

first image dissolve into “the whittled fantasies of wooden cages” and then “the weak calligraphy 

of songbirds’ cages.” Thus, the poem itself undermines the image it projects. Inside is the “fat 

brown bird who sings,” whose song and spirit leave the confines of the cage, like the spirit of the 

native Brasilian or the caboclo (person of mixed native and white ancestry) who ultimately could 

not be contained in the life-style or the religion of the Jesuits. Together, the cage and the bird 

hang above “the broken gasoline pump,” the outside object underneath the folk art. Fortuny finds 

21 Despite the general absence of the Jesuits from then on, many have remained in Brasil’s collective memory, 
including Padre José de Anchieta, who founded the College of St. Paul in 1554. This eventually became the city of 
São Paulo. 
22 Street fairs often sold bamboo bird cages in the 1970s when I first lived in Brasil. Their presence was sparse, 
however, when I lived in Brasil again in 2000 and 2013. 
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another kind of colonialism lurking nearby: “It is no accident, figurative or factual, that the 

wooden clogs clack over ‘a grease-stained filling-station floor’ or that the birdcage hangs above 

“the broken gasoline pump.” ‘Developing’ countries like Brazil are the new colonies in the post-

World War II economic order in which Ford and Mobil Oil are the latest victor-conquerors” (75). 

The stanza shows potential for layers of colonialism, yet music floats between them. 

Looking at the wooden clogs and the birdcage together, finally pondering on “what 

connection can exist for centuries between them,” we now have some tentative answers. They 

are laced with the vestiges of colonialism that does not fully hold. The clogs, initiated by the 

conquering Portuguese, become “every man’s shoe.” The birdcage, with its strict Jesuit 

architecture, is after all a “fantasy” which the bird sings right through. The artifacts as bearers of 

history are either extinct or on the path to extinction, suggesting that a new Brasil may be in the 

making. Yet Bishop’s subtle lessons of history are tucked into a more domestic setting that can 

be easily missed. As Fortuny reminds us, “[H]istory—the kind we conscript to textbooks or wait 

for experts to interpret—is often available in domestic remnants, fantastic artifacts, the disparate 

physical details that dovetail in the least probable places” (73). In addition, what lies beyond the 

dovetailing is worth notice. As Goldensohn has noted, “Birdsong, the pour of rain, the weak 

calligraphy of the birdcage, and the disparate tapping of wooden shoes, and then the flood of 

golden silence in which the counter-response begins, are all a source of musical speech, a live 

circuit of telling apparently enclosing us, in which questions of travel implicitly become 

questions of decoding” (34). For the speaker, who enters Brasil in these early poems through past 

and present colonialism (recall the “Young Man in the Park”), these sounds point to an 

alternative way of entering the country that counterbalances colonial history.  
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However, the speaker lets a word slip out that indicates a strain of colonial attitude: 

“primitive.” It is somewhat masked in a comparison between the clogs and the fat brown bird: 

the “less primitive music of the fat brown bird” insinuates that the music of the clogs is indeed 

quite primitive. The Oxford English Dictionary gives both neutral and pejorative definitions for 

the adjective form of word: “original; not developed or derived from anything else; archetypal; 

essential, or fundamental” (“Primitive,” def. BI1) versus: “old-fashioned; simple, basic, 

rudimentary; unsophisticated, or crude” (“Primitive,” def. B3a). The latter definition notes that 

although this meaning originally had a “commendatory implication, it is now frequently 

depreciative.”  “Primitive” is an ironic word choice in this context; the fat brown bird has 

probably existed much longer than the clogs and is thus a more primitive entity, although 

apparently its melody is not. Interpretation of the “primitive music” can go in several directions. 

Do the clogs have “primitive music” by virtue of the fact that they only make a two-noted tune 

(and the bird can do much more), or by virtue of the fact that the two individual clogs can’t 

match the same note in their “tune” because Brasil is a more “primitive country” in which such 

things as clogs aren’t tested for uniformity? Or, could they simply have “primitive music” 

because they are handcrafted in an antiquated way? Whatever the case, the poem plays with 

ambiguity; within these alternatives Bishop may prescribe a judgment for the reader rather than 

letting him or her make the call based on evidence.  

 As reflected in Table 2, Bishop toyed a great deal with choosing descriptive adjectives 

for this “clog music,” but she only arrives at “primitive” in internal edits of Draft Seven. Then it 

stays, seeming to satisfy her more than the earlier adjectives. 
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Table 2: Evolution of “Primitive” in “Questions of Travel” Drafts 

Draft Evolution of “Primitive” 
One [Though the clogs have made an appearance, the brown bird has not.] 
Two “the other music, rich & inventive of millions of caged song-birds” 
Three “the richer music of the fat brown bird”  

[Bishop crosses out “richer” in pen] 
Four “the richer and more inventive music / of that big caged bird” 
Five  [Fragment doesn’t include this part of poem.] 
Six “and the richer and more inventive music / of the caged birds.” 
Seven Other 

“the happier music of the fat brown bird”             (less primitive) 
[Bishop crosses out “happier” in pen. She adds “other” in cursive above it. 
At the end of the line she prints “(less primitive).”] 

Eight “the other, less primitive music of the fat brown bird” 
Vassar College, Bishop Folder 57.8 

Bishop’s conscious choice of “primitive” appears at first to reinforce the criticism of 

Britto, who claims, “Bishop’s love for precisely the ‘primitive’ aspects of Brasil was combined 

with condescension” (“Elizabeth Bishop as Cultural Intermediary” 492). While the reader might 

catch Bishop’s speaker in momentary “condescension” here, he or she must also consider the 

overall arc of Questions of Travel, with this early poem featuring a speaker new to the country. 

Bishop never again chooses “primitive” or a synonym in her later Brasil poems. In addition, the 

“primitive music” of the clogs, as contrasted to the bird’s music, does have a nonhuman source; 

the speaker does not directly label Brasilians or their culture. Although these points may not 

mitigate disparaging overtones, continued analysis will show how adjustments of attitude and 

opinion characterize Bishop’s poetry over time. The speaker of these poems evolves; this 

moment of condescension is passing state. While Bishop later picks humble subjects such as 

Manuelzinho and the Riverman, her concerns for and treatment of these subjects are 

sophisticated and multifaceted.  

After this extended outward gaze at Brasil, the speaker turns to self-reflection. Costello 

views this self-reflection as the second of the two “staying influences” of the poem, influences 
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which “resist the broad sweep of the first stanza;” the first influence is the attention to the unique 

particulars exemplified in the past stanza (154). She points out that these “anchors” do not 

necessarily offer the possibility of “a better life, a different world and complete comprehension 

of both,” the demands of the traveler in “Arrival at Santos,” but that “self-location and attention 

to individual facts promote her engagement with an alien world” (154). Here self-location 

balances the external stimuli. Most striking to the ear in this transition is the “sudden golden 

silence” following the sounds of the clogs, the bird, the two hours of the politicians’ unrelenting 

oratory, and the speaker’s own musings. The side effects of travel in a radically different culture 

can be overstimulation and a temporary loss of the self. The silence shifts the focus from these 

pitfalls and allows the speaker to return to the internal channels of self-questioning, but now 

through the act of writing rather than through ruminating thoughts.  

In the final two stanzas, italicized and enclosed with question marks, with their 

introduction of rhyme (aaba), one wonders whether the questions are a recapitulation of the 

opening questions or an introduction of new questions, an opening outward. Perhaps the answer 

is “both:”   

"Is it lack of imagination that makes us come 
to imagined places, not just stay at home? 
Or could Pascal have been entirely right 
about just sitting quietly in one's room? 
 
Continent, city, country, society: 
the choice is never wide and never free. 
And here, or there . . . No. Should we have stayed at home, 
wherever that may be?" 
 

These final lines act as a frame for the poem, in a similar way that the “strangers in a play” acts 

as a device to frame people and their actions which are otherwise overwhelmingly foreign. The 

reference to Pascal stems from his statement, “All man’s miseries derive from not being able to 
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sit quietly in a room alone.” Bishop first inserts this reference in Draft 5, but she questions 

Pascal’s statement: “Could Pascal have been not entirely right / about just sitting quietly in one’s 

room” (italics mine)? Her wording continues through the published version. It is odd choice for 

Bishop to use both quotes and italics in these final lines. The speaker seems both to have come 

out of her interior thoughts into actual utterance (the quotation marks) and to still be inside her 

own head (the italics).  

Drafts show that Bishop fussed about how “wide” and “free” the choice is to travel to a 

particular place. In the third or fourth draft (the Vassar numbering system is not clear for these 

drafts), the choice of where to travel starts with some freedom: The speaker notes, “the choice 

was never too wide or never too free.” The choice is even personalized, for Bishop inserts “my” 

above “the.” By Draft 5 she switches the tense to the present without “my,” and by Draft 7 small 

diction changes limit the freedom: “the choice is never wide and never free.” This is the wording 

of the published version. What has limited the traveler in her choice of continent, city, country, 

and society? Since Bishop did make this a personalized choice in an early draft, it is relevant to 

turn to her biography. After she landed in Santos, Bishop intended to visit Lota and continue on 

her cruise around South America. With the intervention of the fateful cajú, she found herself 

prolonging her stay and pushing back her cruise. Yet in letters to Robert Lowell, with whom she 

corresponded the most regularly during her Brasil years, she writes in March of 1952 (three-and-

a-half months into her Brasil stay) that she still intends to travel onward: “. . . I think by next 

winter I’ll have had enough for a while and will have saved enough money to go to Europe, from 

here, probably, or Buenos Aires” (Words in Air 134). After a very uncharacteristic gap in her 

correspondence, Bishop writes to Lowell over a year later on July 28 of 1953, “Well, Brazil is a 

much more unlikely place than Amsterdam, certainly, and I’d never have picked it. But it is a 
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combination of circumstances that make it wonderful for me now, and it really looks as though 

I’d stay. . . Here I am extremely happy, for the first time in my life” (143).  Her continent, city, 

country, and society (composed of the upper classes of Lota’s circle and the lower class of the 

servants and workers in their home) have been charted out for her.  

The speaker’s final question, “Should we have stayed at home, / wherever that may be?” 

appears at first to mirror the first (“Should we have stayed at home and thought of here?”) 

However, it has disclosed a crucial fact: home itself has an arbitrary location rather than a 

common reference point. In fact, home may even be a false choice in the end. If home is not the 

center of gravity, then the speaker can potentially be more receptive to the kinds of observations 

she records in the third stanza, even considering such observations as characteristics of a new 

home. Her choices for travel destinations have narrowed because she may now be surveying the 

makings for “home” around her.   

The bossa nova composer and pianist Antônio Carlos Jobim once said, “Brazil is not for 

beginners” (qtd. in Rohter, Brazil on the Rise 8). This holds true when considering the jaded 

tourist in “Arrival at Santos,” the dejected young man on the park bench, and the overwhelmed 

new resident in “Questions of Travel.” By the time Bishop had published “Questions of Travel” 

in 1956 after five years in the country, she was still a beginner in many respects. However, 

unlike the speakers in these early poems, Bishop had access to a multi-faceted resource in Lota, 

who provided a cultural jump start. After her appearance in “The Shampoo,” Lota will hum 

along, barely audible, in the background of Bishop’s work. In life, however, she will help Bishop 

construct a new definition of home. Once Bishop is settled, the security this home offers will in 

turn allow her to delve more deeply into Brasil 
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CHAPTER 4  

SETTLING IN 23 

Bishop seems to have answered the question of whether it was “right to be watching 

strangers in a play in this strangest of theatres” in the affirmative by the time she began drafting 

“Manuelzinho” (“Little Manuel”) in the mid-1950s. The publication of the poem by The New 

Yorker in May of 1956 marks a turn in Bishop’s Brasil writing toward specific human subjects 

rather than travel philosophy. Bishop’s living circumstances now begin to inform her choice of 

subjects. Manuelzinho, however, was not the object of a tourist’s passing glance. As a squatter 

and sometime domestic help on the estate Bishop shared with Lota, he was rooted in Samambaia 

in the town of Petrópolis. He and his family lived on the steeper part of Lota’s land above the 

house, and Bishop, with her beginning Portuguese, was probably much more an observer of his 

interactions with Lota and his own family than a participant. The result of her observations is   

her most comprehensive poetic character sketch. 

In a letter to May Swenson in January of 1956 Bishop reveals the identity of the “friend 

of the writer [who] is speaking”: “The New Yorker took a long, long poem—to my great surprise, 

it was such an impracticable shape for them. It’s supposed to be Lota talking, and I do hope you 

will like it” (One Art 315). Later in a letter to her friends U.T. and Joseph Summers, dated 

October 19, 1967 she notes, “Actually, Brazilians like ‘Manuelzinho’ very much. I’ve had 

several English-reading friends tell me, ‘My God (or Our Lady), it’s exactly like that.’ And that’s 

why Lota is supposed to be saying it. . .” (One Art 479).  Brazilians would have no access to the 

poem in Portuguese until thirty years later in 1999, yet the reception of some Brasilian critics 

23 The analysis of “The Armadillo” in this chapter has been previously published: Neely, Elizabeth. “Beyond 
Lowell: Elizabeth Bishop’s ‘The Armadillo,’ Fire Balloons, and the Threat to a Home in Brasil.” Revista Alpha Nov. 
2013: 27–35. Reproduced with permission from Centro Universitário de Patos de Minas Gerais, Brasil. 
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would be as enthusiastic as that of her Brazilian friends in 1967: “Manuelzinho” has been 

“singled out for praise as [a] snapshot of daily life and [a] Brazilian type during that period,” 

(Rohter, “Arts Abroad” 2).  

By featuring Lota’s voice, Bishop is able to opt out of the dialogue and avoid making 

herself a representative of the higher class. As a spectator she does have a purpose: she shows 

through Lota a legitimate cultural interaction rather than an interaction between a cultural insider 

(Manuelzinho) and a cultural outsider (an American expatriate). But where does Bishop locate 

herself in the poem? James Longenbach points out that Bishop’s note, “A friend of the writer is 

speaking,” makes it “seem as if Bishop were afraid that the poem’s exasperation with a servant 

would be mistaken for her own. . . But this voice is partly Bishop’s of course; she sometimes 

complained about her servants in similar terms (both in letters and in “House Guest)” (478). 

However, “House Guest,” published in 1969, is a much later poem, and Bishop’s early Brasil 

letters tend not to harbor servant-oriented complaints. She is allied neither with Manuelzinho nor 

with the speaker, but rather is a spectator who creates the poem from the outside. Here her usual 

piercing scrutiny is channeled through a more dramatic, performative poem.  

Bishop’s scrutiny, via Lota’s voice, first registers Manuelzinho as “a sort of inheritance:”  

Half squatter, half tenant (no rent)— 
a sort of inheritance; white, 
in your thirties now, and supposed 
to supply me with vegetables, 
but you don’t; or you won’t; or you can’t 
get the idea through your brain— 
the world’s worst gardener since Cain. 
 

“Inheritance” has connotations for both the squatter and his female boss or patroa. Manuelzinho 

represents a connection to the land that the speaker has inherited from her father, who owned the 

land before her. It is probable that squatters have been present on the land even longer than the 
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speaker’s family has owned it. As a squatter, Manuelzinho has inherited his squatting rights from 

his father and grandfather—three generations that have been on the property. A long-standing 

Brasilian prototype, squatters tend a small portion of an owner’s land, raise generations of 

families on it, and do not pay rent.  

However, squatters are expected to perform everyday duties for their patronos in 

exchange for the property rights they receive. In this case, Manuelzinho is “supposed / to supply 

[the patroa] with vegetables,” but Bishop’s first look at Manuelzinho shows a mercurial gardener 

whose exploits do not satisfy the conventional wishes of his patroa. He gardens for the art and 

novelty of it, rather than for good eating. Cabbages and lettuces mix in beds with red carnations 

and alyssum in a tangled cacophony. It is possible that this squatter-gardener creates these mixed 

beds to detach himself from the wishes of his patroa and thus hold some sway over her. Bishop 

notices other ways Manuelzinho goes against the grain (beginning with his gardening); for 

instance, he ignores the variety of what he has planted and eats only “boiled cabbage stalks.” 

Manuelzinho is intent on making his presence known through behaviors his patroa views as 

deviant. As Fortuny has observed, “Fighting the speaker all the way, Manuelzinho impresses his 

‘self’ on the poem with the obstinate passion of a mute painter” (23). At first it is difficult to tell 

whether Manuelzinho is consciously fighting the speaker with an ulterior motive or whether his 

nature is naturally contrary to his patroa’s.  

Whatever he does manage to grow becomes ruined by heavy rains or umbrella ants. 

Bishop translates this variety of ant directly from the Portuguese (formigas guarda-chuva). 

These ants chew down large leaves in their jaws at night, and then they transport them on their 

heads to fertilize fungi, which they eat underground. Similarly, Manuelzinho and his family often 

hide their existence. When it rains Manuelzinho hides “his head and back inside a sodden burlap 
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bag,” Taking cover makes some sense, even if the burlap bag is the only convenient shield. Yet 

Manuelzinho’s children, with “blue sugar bags on their heads,” scuttle by the narrator “like little 

moles aboveground, / or even crouch behind bushes / as if [the patroa] were out to shoot them!” 

Here the simple act of the children carrying a lunch to their father appears to be a threatening 

venture. What compels them to hide their faces in sugar bags? And why do they “scuttle” by the 

speaker as if trying to avoid some sort of punishment? The children will “grab at once / for an 

orange or a piece of candy,” but the speaker deems it “impossible to make friends” with them, as 

if she has tried and failed. The squatter’s children avoid being seen, but through the act of 

writing Bishop uncovers their existence, as well as their discomfort in being exposed. 

 Manuelzinho, who sees his patroa often, presents her with a “mystic three-legged carrot” 

and “a pumpkin bigger than a baby.” These fantastic vegetables may not only be the result of his 

surrealist gardening; their seeds, which the patroa purchases specifically for his efforts, are 

“imported.” They clearly don’t work in conventional ways in Brasil’s soil.24 It is difficult to tell 

whether the patroa shows delight or harbors disappointment upon receiving these gigantic 

samples, although one suspects the latter. She probably would not retract the epithet she has 

attached to Manuelzinho: “the world’s worst gardener since Cain.” 

 These monstrous vegetables also embody the way the speaker sees Manuelzinho 

functioning daily in either excesses or lacks, seldom at balance. He experiences two deaths in a 

row: the cow that eats poison grass and immediately dies (when no one else’s cow does), 

followed by the death of his father. He lacks money for the funeral and then when his patroa 

24 Bishop, also “imported,” had a personal fascination with such vegetables. In a letter to Robert Lowell dated 
August 26, 1963 she relates how she had watched a mass meeting of newly elected President Goulart on television: 
“The best moment was when a farmer handed the President up a monster mandioca root—about 25 lbs., a huge 
phallic symbol. This was so Brazilian—giant vegetables are revered. I have a ‘pumpkin big as the baby,’ you may 
remember, in a poem” (One Art 417). 
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supplies it he “[goes] and hire[s] a bus / for the delighted mourners” with great fanfare. Yet by 

the fifth stanza he appears at the owner’s door, “sniffing and shivering, / hat in hand, with that 

wistful / face” seeking penicillin from the pharmacy or Electrical Baby Syrup.25 Notably, his 

meekness is not a ploy for self-gain, but for the benefit of his children. When he approaches the 

owner with his account books (presumably a record of his small duties on the land) the amounts 

swell without their decimal points and “mount to millions.” Even his simple straw hat he wants 

to paint into something else: a grander gold or green.  

Bishop renders Manuelzinho as a man not entirely of this world, particularly in the third 

and fourth stanzas. He is like a “gardener in a fairy tale” and his work is that of a “fairy prince,” 

not that of an everyday practical worker. His character contains mystical and religious elements 

that are not fully explained. His holey hat that flies off as he scurries to fulfill his patroa’s 

commands might be perceived as “holy,” with its gold paint over the straw. When he jumps out 

of his clogs (the same, no doubt, as those Bishop describes in “Questions of Travel”) he leaves 

“three objects arranged / in a triangle” in their own kind of trinity. Costello notes that this 

“magical trinity . . . is opposed to a solemn Christian ritual by an atmosphere of fancy” (82). This 

sort of fancy blurs the boundaries between life and death; when his father lies cold ready for 

burial he states, “But you know, I don’t think he’s dead.” He tells his patroa that he prays for her 

nightly, contrasting his spiritual life-style with her annoyance about it. The speaker desperately 

wants Manuelzinho to be sensible and realistic, but he marches to his own spiritual drummer. 

Manuelzinho does not only live and work in relationship to his patroa, but is the head of 

a family that hovers in the poem’s periphery. His two children and wife are the same characters 

that appear in “Squatter’s Children,” and the poems, viewed in relation to each other,  create a 

25 No Brasilian I have spoken to is familiar with this medicine, which was probably a kind of vitamin tonic. 
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family portrait, even if somewhat fragmented. The children’s reluctance to be seen contrasts with 

the children who populated the main house at Samambaia for several years. Lota’s adopted son, 

Kelso, with his growing brood of five children visited frequently and were long-term visitors 

between 1955 and 1960. In 1955, Bishop became godmother to the cook’s infant daughter, Maria 

Elizabeth (or “Betchy,” Bishop’s namesake). Lota’s former companion and still-current 

neighbor, Mary Stearns Morse, adopted her first daughter, Monica, in 1961; both lived together 

at Samambaia for a time while Morse’s house was being finished. However, the behavior of 

Manuelzinho’s children, who remain nameless in both poems, exemplifies the difference 

between children in the main house and children of a squatter. In “Squatter’s Children” Bishop’s 

perspective of them is distant: they are a “specklike girl and boy” who “play at digging holes,” 

almost turning into the moles Bishop likens them to in “Manuelzinho.” Yet despite their 

appearing hidden, these children represent the fourth generation of squatters on the land, an 

enduring generational presence. 

 The squatter’s wife, also nameless (although Bishop gives her name, Jovelina, in her 

unpublished poem, “Gypsophilia”), sews and mends, keeping all of the family “covered,” 

holding them together “patch upon patch.” In “Squatter’s Children” she is known only as a 

disembodied voice, but here she takes on the role of repairer and shares her husband’s fanciful 

touch: Manuelzinho’s bright-blue pants are “draped in [the] blueprints” of the white thread in 

which she traces their outlines over and over. Ironically, her handiwork resembles blueprints of a 

home that she and Manuelzinho will never fully possess.  

 The family, despite being “twined in wisps of fog,” somewhere up above the main house 

of Samambaia, is beheld by the ever-present eye of the poet, who also witnesses them “coming 

down at night, / in silence” with their horse or Formoso, the donkey. Bishop chooses this 
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Portuguese name (“beautiful” or “handsome”) to replace the donkey’s real name, “Mimoso” 

(“tender” or “sweet”) from an earlier draft. Other than a possible reference to gender, why she 

bothered is unclear since one name does not sound better than the other within the context of the 

poem. Perhaps the literal translations actually mattered to Bishop at this stage during her Brasil 

stay. She refers to “our donkey, Mimoso” in a letter to Robert Lowell dated February 2, 1959, 

and its presence clearly catches Bishop’s attention more than once. In an unpublished poem, 

“Mimoso, Near Death,” Bishop writes about the old donkey that goes to die in an unlikely 

setting: 

The donkey named “Dainty” 
(he’s as tough as a—donkey) 
stands in the old blue truck-body 
that lies on the hillside as if he were 
ascending in it like Elijah (Edgar Allen Poe 121) 
 

The humble donkey goes onto the “stage” of the car body to live out its final moments, much 

like how Manuelzinho makes his own show of his father’s funeral, hiring a bus to accommodate 

the mourners. Yet the author’s unanswered queries later in the poem bring “Questions of Travel” 

to mind, despite their application to a lowlier subject: “What did he do? What did he believe? 

Where does he think he’s going?” (Edgar Allan Poe 121). The donkey, like the squatter family 

who owns him, matters.26  

As one of Bishop’s most fully developed poems, “Manuelzinho” is a complex study of 

changing tone as conveyed by the speaker. Britto writes in his extensive forty-nine page preface 

to the Brasilian version of Bishop’s Brasil poems, Poemas do Brasil: “In ‘Manuelzinho’ Bishop 

26 Though “Mimoso, Near Death” never reached the level of revision Bishop required for publication, she uses some 
of its material later in her later Brasil poem, “Under the Window: Ouro Preto.” She notes the bumper stickers on the 
rear of the old truck, including one that reads, “There’s no money in it but it’s amusing.” In “Under the Window: 
Ouro Preto” this becomes “Not much money but it is amusing,” the words of the “gallant driver” of a Mercedes-
Benz truck to the passersby when it pulls into the town square.  
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for the first time clearly spills into a poem the conflicting sentiments that inspire for her the 

‘backward’ Brasilian. She treats him with a mixture of value, affection, condescension and 

irritation. Without a doubt, the most intense component is irritation” (20). While Britto catches 

the changing shades of the speaker’s attitudes, his insistence on irritation as her prevailing 

emotion causes him to ignore the speaker’s penitence and resolution to improve her relationship 

with Manuelzinho at the close of the poem. Bishop’s references to Manuelzinho’s religious and 

artistic inclinations indicate that she does not see him through a simple “backward” label. In fact, 

during the 1950s in Brasil the squatters and peasants, “backward” people, were starting to gain 

political power, a fact which not only plays into the subtleties of the power structure outlined in 

the poem, but also into the “underground” aspects in the daily lives of Manuelzinho and his 

family previously discussed. Rather than fixating on a single outlook, the poem can be read as 

the speaker’s journey into tolerance for the man who cohabits her land, even though she passes 

through many intolerant moments as part of the process.  

 Two observations from the drafts of this poem give insight into this journey of tolerance. 

The first draft (typed with many handwritten additions) begins with what becomes the near-

conclusion of the published poem: “You helpless, foolish man, / I love you all I can, / I think, or 

do I?” It appears that Bishop had the endpoint of the speaker’s attitude—a kind of ambiguous 

acceptance—in mind in her initial stages. In the many handwritten additions to that draft she 

writes, “I apologize here & now / & take off my hat (unpainted) to you. / But can’t you change?” 

Here the speaker regards Manuelzinho as an aberration which must adapt to her norm, but in the 

final version she attempts to change her own attitude: “Again, I promise to try.” Bishop gives the 

speaker the wisdom to realize that rather than changing Manuelzinho, she can focus on changing 

herself. 
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 The speaker shows a gradual metamorphosis from outwardly blaming Manuelzinho for 

what she does not like in him to inwardly identifying her own lack of patience and tolerance 

toward him. In the second stanza she claims, “I can’t endure it another minute,” with the 

undefined “it” pointing to any of his behaviors that annoy her. She then accuses him of stealing 

her telephone wires although apparently she has no evidence. She yells at him to fetch her 

potatoes and “[has] to hand over some more” money to him because he does not use it in the way 

she has prescribed for his father’s funeral. Yet by the fifth stanza she is able to “dream together” 

with him about “how the meek shall inherit the earth,” and by the penultimate stanza she realizes 

that calling him “Klorophyll Kid” in front of her visitors is “unkind.” She is beginning to have 

insight into her own behavior.  

 Critics have commonly read “we dream together / how the meek shall inherit the earth—

or several acres of mine” as the speaker’s sarcastic aside on the Sermon on the Mount text of 

Matthew 5:5 (“Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth”). However, considering the 

then-current history of Brasil, the comment may not be as tongue-in-cheek as it appears. Rather, 

it may express the patroa’s deep-rooted fear about losing her grip on her own property based on 

the territorial gains squatters and peasants achieved in other locations in Brasil beginning in the 

mid-1950s. Even today, Brasil has a radically different concept of land ownership based on 

squatter’s rights, also called adverse possession or usucapião in Portuguese. The current 

legislation provided by the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Brasil (1988) allows a 

squatter, or posseiro in Portuguese, to get a title to land from the actual owner by using the land 

publicly and in a peaceful way, without the intervention of the owner. If this occurs for a specific 

and continued period of time, the posseiro may be able to claim this property as his/her own 

through a lawsuit called “Ação de Usucapião” and acquire the title (J. Santiago par. 1). The roots 
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of this process began between the end of World War Two and Brasil’s military coup in 1964. 

Some Brasilian historians believe that “the great divide in Brazilian politics during the legislative 

debates about the new constitution [during this time] was . . . whether to grant to the president 

broad powers to promote massive agrarian reform” (Sachs et al. 38). 

 During the mid-1950s, the backdrop of this poem, Francisco Julião, a young lawyer and 

deputy from the Brazilian Socialist Party, was instrumental in creating peasant leagues which 

provided rights and new power to squatters and peasants during changing agricultural practices 

in rural Brasil. These organizations alarmed the aristocratic landowning class as they questioned 

the security of their own property-holding rights. A recent Brasilian history with a concentration 

on the twentieth century describes the status of the workers in these leagues:  

The members of the Peasant Leagues . . . were not rural wage earners but foreiros, 
resident workers of the plantations abandoned by the descendents of the land owners who 
had been granted title,  foro, to the land. When the planters’ descendents attempted to 
regain control of the abandoned estates, they tried to resume the traditional practice of the 
cambão, requiring free service on the estate infrastructure, without having fulfilled for 
years the role of protector which workers deemed necessary to consider the landowner a 
“good boss.” The threatened foreiros approached Julião. . . about bringing the case to 
court. (Sachs et al. 38–39) 
 

Julião’s court battles resulted in the 1963 Rural Worker Statute which regulated labor relations in 

rural areas, favoring the rights of posseiros. The fact that a previously voiceless rural group 

challenged their former landowners in court, putting them on equal footing with their former 

masters (at least for a limited time, before the military repressed the most militant of the peasant 

league members), is remarkable.  

These events in Northeastern Brasil claimed national attention, and evidence exists that 

Bishop was aware of them, at least in the early 1960s as she prepared her text for her prose 

volume Brazil. It is reasonable to assume that this awareness began even earlier. Bishop read 

multiple newspapers daily, especially in the early 1960s.  In a letter to Robert Lowell dated 
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September 16, 1961 Bishop notes, “ . . . every day begins with going through all the papers—

another batch at 1 PM” (Words in Air 377) in reference to the attention the women give to 

Brasil’s political situation and its influence on the security of Lota’s politically appointed job in 

designing the Aterro. Later in the same letter she asks Lowell whether he smokes cigars and 

informs him that Brasil has excellent ones. Then, in an aside she writes: 

Oh heavens—my smallest thought is a journalistic cliché these days. I’ll have to put that 
[the cigar information] into Chapter VII, I suppose. Also—why does all the toothpaste 
turn to cement these days? What about the food and drug laws? How strong is the Julião 
movement in the northeast? (Words in Air 378) 
 

The Brazil volume itself, to which Bishop refers here, features a picture of Julião in Chapter 9, 

“Struggle for a Stable Democracy.” The caption reads, “Messianic leader, Francisco Julião meets 

with sugar-cane workers in Pernambuco. His Peasant League movement demands the breakup of 

the region’s huge estates” (Bishop, Brazil 142). Granted, Bishop did not compose the chapter 

headings or the captions, but in working on the book she was surely aware of them. Bishop and 

Lota were clearly informed of these events in the Northeast and they must have wondered more 

than once about their influence on the squatter family on their own land. The meek inheriting 

“several acres” of Lota’s land must have seemed like a distinct possibility. 

 What can we ultimately make of the relationship between the patroa and the squatter-

gardener considering this concurrent history? Fortuny reminds us that our interpretation of this 

relationship depends upon whether our vision includes a double perspective of the point of view 

of the patroa speaker and the man who works on her land:  

[T]he promises being made [to Manuelzinho by the speaker] are understood as socially 
responsible only if Manuelzinho matters to us as much as he does to the speaker at the 
end of the poem. How we interpret the elitism of the poem will depend on whether we 
choose to register the socioeconomic inequities of the speaker-subject relationship or the 
wry heroics and steady will of the subject. The writer directs us to do both. (22)  
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In pre-1950s Brasil, the ultimate survival of a man such as Manuelzinho depended on the 

patrono who wielded all the power. Britto sees the power in the relationship from this 

perspective: “All that he does, he does wrong; if he survives, it is thanks to his patron and 

protector. . . who at the same time despises him and feels guilty for despising such an inoffensive 

man” (Poemas do Brasil 20). Others, such as Willard Spiegelman, see the end of the poem as 

setting both characters on the equal ground of a new beginning where the relationship “turns 

upon the seeming inequality between them and upon their reversal of roles, when  ‘superior’ and 

‘inferior’ lose all meaning” (166). A third view is that the characters, while not finding true 

equality, come closer to each other in their approaches. While the agrarian reforms of the mid-

1950s do not manifest themselves in the poem, their historical context can contribute to a reading 

that elevates Manuelzinho’s position and lowers the patroa’s. Manuelzinho’s persistent quirks as 

a protesting gardener, whimsical believer, and family provider fuel his insistent knocking on the 

patroa’s door, literally and metaphorically. Ultimately, the patroa’s door is open to him, despite 

herself.  

 Bishop also composed “Squatter’s Children,” which acts like a satellite to 

“Manuelzinho,” in the mid-1950s, though it precedes the latter in Questions of Travel. Since it 

has been overshadowed by its neighbor poem, readers often do not recognize that the poems 

feature the same family on the same land at Samambaia. With the absence of Manuelzinho and 

only a disembodied voice standing in for the nameless mother, the children themselves link the 

two poems. Notably, of Bishop’s Brasil poems, only “Squatter’s Children” and “The Burglar of 

Babylon” were published in Brasil before the U.S. The Brasilian magazine Anhembi published 

“Squatter’s Children” in English with a small note of explication (in Portuguese) in April of 

1956 (Britto, Poemas do Brasil 57), almost a year before its appearance in The New Yorker in 
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March of 1957. The magazine had the poem a full year and ten months before it was published, 

the longest lag time of any of her poems. 

Bishop indicates that “Squatter’s Children” may have pulled her out of a poetic lull. In a 

letter to Lowell on May 20, 1955 she refers to an earlier letter to him (lost in the mail) in which 

she “complained bitterly about not being able to write a decent poem, ever again . . . and then 

after forcing myself—it took five months—to finish one rigid, 32 line, completely artificial 

thing, it worked, and now I seem to be writing again” (Words in Air 162). The form may be an 

artificial imposition, but its content, after Bishop’s five revisions, is not; her attention to form in 

writing the poem was more than just an exercise. Anne Stevenson, Bishop’s first biographer, has 

proposed that Bishop utilized form to negotiate topics of ethical complexity that otherwise might 

strand her in chaotic waters: “whenever she knew she was writing not only from personal 

experience but from observations relating to serious moral issues, she tended to choose tight 

forms and demanding stanza patterns” (106). This may be the case here, as in the later poem 

“Pink Dog” which also deals with the plight of the poor. For this poem she chose four stanzas of 

eight lines each in iambic tetrameter, with the exception of the fourth line in iambic trimeter. The 

abcaddee rhyme scheme, including some approximate rhymes, gives the poem the same 

consistency as the harbingers of rain and the storm that permeate its content.  

 Despite its build-up of rain and cloudburst, “Squatter’s Children” is a more quietly distant 

poem than “Manuelzinho:”  

On the unbreathing sides of hills 
they play, a specklike girl and boy, 
alone, but near a specklike house. 
The sun's suspended eye 
blinks casually, and then they wade 
gigantic waves of light and shade. 
A dancing yellow spot, a pup, 
attends them . . . 
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The children comprise tiny parts of a landscape rather than taking center stage as their father did 

in his stand-alone portrait. Long-distance vision was Bishop’s specialty. Brown recalls, 

“Elizabeth was always seeing things that I didn’t immediately see. She was very farsighted, in 

fact. I remember once we were in the little penthouse she and Lota had in Rio. I said there was a 

freighter crossing the bay, and Elizabeth immediately described everything that was on the deck” 

(Fountain and Brazeau 197). In a similar way, Bishop spots the children playing not just with 

their father’s tools, but specifically with “a mattock with a broken haft.” Although the speaker 

gazes at the children and records their every move, the distance that separates her from the 

children is both literal and temporal. By the last stanza her gaze extends into the future of these 

fourth-generation squatters, which encourages an extension of our vision as well.  

Bishop’s letters show an affinity for young children, not only the ones at Samambaia, but 

also those outside her door. She supported such children outside Samambaia when she could. In 

her last letter from Brasil to Lowell (dated June 15, 1970) from her later home in Ouro Preto, she 

describes taking in a young boy, Adão, from the street. She writes, “He has no mother and lives 

alone with a father whose profession is driving other people’s donkeys. I make him come in and 

sit down and eat, otherwise his camp-followers, bigger boys, take everything from him” (Bishop, 

Words in Air 677). The place of children in 1950s–1970s Brasil culture mirrors the polarization 

of Brasil’s economy. Within the family and in the family’s intersection with small businesses 

and institutions, Brasilian children, like Italian children, have been nurtured and coddled, a 

source of delight even when a family’s resources can barely support them.27 Yet the Brasilian 

street child, often cut off from family systems, cannot receive this nurturing support and must 

27 Even as a foreign child in Brasil in the 1970s I vividly recall the one-on-one attention waiters in restaurants 
bestowed upon my brother and me and the playful banter of vendors at the neighborhood feira (outdoor market) that 
made us look forward to weekly shopping. 
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survive alone. The squatter’s children in this poem, in the absence of their father at that moment 

and in the presence of their mother’s voice, “ugly as sin,” occupy a place in between these two 

poles, similar to their intermediary position of living on the land but not owning it. The poem 

moves from the speaker’s straightforward observations about the children in their “borrowed” 

natural setting to her direct address to the children, with a veiled wish for their improved well-

being in the future.  

Setting is especially important to the poem; we are situated not in or near the main house 

of Samambaia, the meeting point of Manuelzinho and his patroa, but rather on a patch of 

borrowed land that the squatters use. The children play on “unbreathing sides of hills,” a contrast 

to the lush vegetation further down the slopes. “Unbreathing hills,” as opposed to the “frivolous 

greenery” in “Arrival at Santos,” suggests an arid and rocky terrain, unresponsive to human 

efforts at cultivation. The landscape in this area of Petrópolis, like that of Rio, has implications 

for the social strata of society. Wealthier citizens make their homes in the lush, tropical 

vegetation of lower altitudes, while the poor, in their favelas, make do in the barren soil and 

rocky crags above.  

As in “Questions of Travel,” water runs throughout the poem. The language in the first 

stanza suggests water even before it starts to rain: the children “wade gigantic waves of light and 

shade” even before the “[c]louds [pile] up.” In the second stanza the clouds turn into a storm and 

the children’s laughter “spreads effulgence in the thunderheads,” as if directly influencing 

nature’s drama. By the third stanza the children’s home becomes a “little, soluble, / 

unwarrantable ark” (with its triplicate adjectives) and the rain becomes something from which 

their mother wants them to come in. Rather than succumb to her wishes, the children remain 

outside, where the “threshold of the storm / has slid beneath [their] muddy shoes” and they 
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become wet in the larger house of nature (or possibly heaven): “Its soggy documents retain / 

[their] rights in rooms of falling rain.” The children align themselves with the land and the 

elements, rather than with the little house from which their mother beckons, a fact that we will 

return to later.  

Only the second stanza focuses on the children’s actual imaginative play, which has 

larger connotations about the manual labor of the poor in Brasil’s society. The children’s actions 

take on a joyful aura, building on the “dancing yellow spot” of the pup in the first stanza, and 

extending to the children’s laughter as they attempt to take up their father’s broken mattock and 

drop it with a clang. On another level their play mirrors the adult squatters’ attempts at making a 

living: the ground must be broken and hoed to plant food, but it is hard and unresponsive. Their 

only tool is a mattock with a broken handle; even intact it would remain a burden because it is 

too heavy for two children to lift together. The “workers” are a mismatch for the tool, the tool is 

a mismatch for the job, and the land is a mismatch for a fruitful yield of crops. Yet the children 

persist and laugh in their play that mimics work in their barren environment. 

 The center of the poem, the second and third stanzas, references the children’s parents, 

but their bodily presences are conspicuously absent, confirming that the children are “alone,” as 

the first stanza indicates. The mattock with its broken haft is Manuelzinho’s. Perhaps it is 

humorously fitting that the only trace of the mercurial gardener is a nonfunctional tool. In Draft 

Five Bishop suddenly capitalizes “Father” for the first time and then slashes it through to 

indicate a change back to the lower-case. The capitalized “Father” remains in Draft Six, but has 

disappeared in the published version. Possibly she experimented with the “father” in terms of a 

providential Father or an earthly father with authority, before referencing the absent children’s 

parent in the ordinary lower-case “father.”  
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The speaker portrays the children’s mother only through her voice, “ugly as sin,” rather 

than as the utilitarian yet fanciful seamstress of “Manuelzinho.” The voice repels the reader in 

addition to the children. This linking of “sin” to the female occurs again in the somewhat later 

poem, “Brazil, January 1, 1502” (though this poem occurs earlier in the published sequence): 

“Still in the foreground there is Sin: / five sooty dragons near some massy rocks.” Later the 

speaker highlights “the smaller, female one . . . her wicked tail straight up and over. . .” Why 

does Bishop connect the mother’s voice here and the female lizard in the later poem with sin? 

Her own personal history with her absent mother from age five onward might provide 

background to these poems. Notably, Bishop rarely mentions any kind of “mother” in her poetry. 

In the drafts of the poem, Bishop battles whether or not to include “Mother’s voice” and whether 

to capitalize it. On the verso of Draft 1 she chooses “human voices,” but in Draft 2 she changes 

this to “mother’s voice.” In Draft 3 she returns to “human voices, “ but in Drafts 4–5 she has 

decided on “mother’s voice.” Only in Draft 5 does she capitalize “Mother,” as if she now wants 

to cement the choice. Whatever the capitalization, this mother is fallen. While the children have 

an “ark” (unwarrantable as it is), that can weather what might be coming, the mother does not.  

“Mother” may extend beyond Bishop’s personal history into Brasil’s Catholicism. 

Stevenson believes that Bishop intended “Mother” to “introduce the idea of Mother Church—

Brazil’s oppressive Roman Catholic religion,” as opposed to the concept of Mother Earth (109). 

Following this line of thought, the Mother Church sins against Mother Earth, for it “[preaches] to 

a hopelessly poor and disadvantaged population a false doctrine of eternal happiness for ‘good’ 

obedient people in Heaven” (109).  Yet this may not necessarily be the case; often outsiders have 

perceived Brasil’s Catholicism as oppressive while many Brasilians themselves have not. 

Moreover, the Catholic Church in Brasil in the mid-1950s did not enact such a patronizing 
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treatment of the poor as non-Brasilians might assume. Brasilian historians cite Catholic and 

Communist labor groups as the major agents in ensuring the enforcement of rural workers’ laws 

and in creating rural workers’ unions in the mid-1950s, which included squatters (Sachs et al. 

39). In other words, the church at this time was advocating justice in this world, rather than in the 

next.  

More important than “Mother’s voice” is the fact that the children ignore what it 

commands: to come in out of the rain. They stand outside the house while the dirt of the 

“unbreathing hills” turns to mud at their feet. The children, even “wet and beguiled,” prefer 

nature’s house to the one from which their mother repeatedly calls them (Stevenson 108). 

Significantly, their mother’s voice turns out to be just as ineffective as their father’s tool. In this 

moment, the children are like orphans, a familiar status in Bishop’s own life, as they make do 

and attempt to survive in nature by their own means. In her first draft of the poem, Bishop 

sketches out an additional stanza, half typed and half handwritten, that directly encourages the 

children to stand apart from the house:  

Pretend you do not hear; stand still, 
holding the mattock and the pet, 
the house will soon forget. 
Let them fear exposure 
the stupid thunder of foreclosure. 
Since when has any other pretext 
moved from one place to the next? (Vassar College, Bishop Folder 57.9) 
 

It is a pity that Bishop quickly edits out these lines when she drafts the poem a second time on 

the verso of Draft 1. Diction like “foreclosure” and “moved from one place to the next” resonates 

with the concerns of the adult squatters, which at some level must influence their children. Still, 

questions must be asked of this draft, as well as of the finished poem: Who is responsible for the 

squatter children and for the poor? Where is their place? Is squatting a solution or part of the 
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problem? These are not easily answered. Bishop, of course, is master at raising questions both 

overtly or covertly, especially in her poetry relating to ethical concerns. She then leaves us to 

attempt the answers and to ask more questions, such as: Why does the speaker give these 

children this particular advice? These are complicated lines: the speaker gives the children a 

direction to ignore those pressures that are actual forces in adult lives. 

 As travelers (and as early residents) in lands that are not our own, we often resume the 

long-lost position of the child. As Barkowski observes, 

Countless journeys and their narrations begin with a harking back to a moment that 
recalls the helplessness of infancy; when learning a language . . . in the context of a new 
culture we rely on the truism that we must become like a child again in order to achieve 
any success in the venture. However, as children, we encounter but do not consider the 
forms of power at stake in such becoming; as travelers we are apt to think precisely in 
these terms, for we are not at home, and our helplessness is very often cast in a mode of 
needing nevertheless to reassert our right to be, to have, to make ourselves understood, 
and to have our way. (xix) 
 

The speaker, while making her way in the new culture, and presumably reliving the life of the 

child in the process, wants the children to hear her adult voice, even in her own imagination. It is 

an alternative to the mother’s voice. Because she lives the life of a child and of the adult 

concurrently, her voice can be a source of power for the children, along with the mansions, 

documents, and rights she cites in the poem’s concluding stanza.  

The conclusion of “Squatter’s Children,” which has been interpreted both negatively and 

positively, can both intrigue and baffle the reader:  

Children, the threshold of the storm 
has slid beneath your muddy shoes; 
wet and beguiled, you stand among 
the mansions you may choose 
out of a bigger house than yours, 
whose lawfulness endures. 
Its soggy documents retain 
your rights in rooms of falling rain.  
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As the speaker addresses the squatter’s children directly for the first time, she carries the power 

of a promise, albeit a wary one: somewhere there is a place that the children have the right to 

inhabit. One interpretation of that place, based on the poem’s celebration of the children’s 

preference for an earthly house over their mother’s, is nature itself. Another interpretation 

emphasizes the lines, “the mansions you may choose / out of a bigger house than yours” based 

on John 14:2: “In my father’s house there are many mansions” or a heavenly place for all, 

including the squatter’s children. However, the text also supports a third possibility threaded 

through the legal diction of “lawfulness,” “documents,” and “retain your rights.” The legal and 

political gains of squatters in Northeastern Brasil in the 1950s might possibly extend to other 

areas, making patrons legally responsible for their squatters. This interpretation emphasizes the 

end-line emphasis of “retain” over the “soggy documents,” which in their soaked state are in 

danger of disintegrating. We are left with a paradox: the physical documents barely hold together 

yet they retain the squatter children’s rights. The legal rights are tenuous, yet real.  

 The subsequent poems in Questions of Travel, “Electrical Storm” and “Song for the 

Rainy Season,” build on the consistent sense of place in Samambaia outlined in “Manuelzinho” 

and “Squatter’s Children.” However, before them Bishop composed “The Armadillo,” one of her 

most anthologized poems. Although a compositional date does not exist, it was published in The 

New Yorker on June 22, 1957. Through its dedication, it is her only Brasil poem linked to Robert 

Lowell. It inspired his own “Skunk Hour” and earned Lowell’s great commendation. He 

comments to Bishop in a letter dated April 28, 1960, “I carry ‘The Armadillo’ in my billfold and 

occasionally amaze people with it” (Bishop 324). However, many critics overlook the fact that 

Bishop initially did not dedicate the poem to Lowell, and thus he may not have directly inspired 
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the poem when she penned it. In a letter Bishop sent to Lowell on August 2, 1965, eight years 

after “The Armadillo” was published, she writes,  

I don’t think I told you—but I finally decided to put your name under the Armadillo 
poem, since you have liked it. I have a longer, grimmer one, about Copacabana beach, 
too, that is to be dedicated to you—but I didn’t get it done in time and I did want to 
mention you somehow or other in this book. Well when it appears, it may be a bit better 
than ‘The Armadillo’” (Words in Air 582, italics mine).  
 

Bishop’s unpublished “Apartment in Leme,” which she refers to here, remains virtually 

unknown, although it is a rich and promising draft. Her letter shows her concern about attaching 

Lowell’s name to one poem as she assembles her upcoming volume, Questions of Travel, also 

published in 1965 like this letter. Bishop decides to dedicate “The Armadillo” to Lowell for the 

simple reason that he admired it, not because she singles out the poem as connected to Lowell for 

personal reasons. She probably would have been amazed to see that “The Armadillo” has 

become one of her most well-known poems and to witness the ways in which Lowell’s 

background and beliefs have become attached to the poem.   

 Granted, Lowell was Bishop’s most consistent correspondent and confidante during her 

Brasil years, in particular. Their conversational letters are generally regular, and when one takes 

a leave of absence, the other writes persistently until there is an answer. They span Bishop’s pre-

arrival in Brasil in 1951 (she writes him from her freighter) until she finally leaves what became 

her temporary home in Ouro Preto in 1970 and begins teaching at Harvard. In fact, their letters 

during Bishop’s roughly seventeen Brasil years fill 549 of the 798 pages of Words in Air, or 

almost 69% of their complete correspondence. 

 Critics have linked Lowell and his personal anti-war views to “The Armadillo” even 

though none of the Bishop-Lowell correspondence mentions it. Penelope Lauran’s critical essay, 
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“‘Old Correspondences’: Prosodic Transformations in Elizabeth Bishop,” written in 1979, the 

year of Bishop’s death, seems to have begun the association. She writes, 

. . . Bishop dedicated [“The Armadillo”] to Robert Lowell, who became a conscientious 
objector when the Allied command began fire-bombing German cities. Bishop's poem 
points directly to these fire bombings, which wreaked the same kind of horrifying 
destruction on a part of our universe that the fire balloons wreak on the animals. In the 
last quatrain, the "mailed fist," besides being a familiar figure of speech for threats of 
war-making, represents the protective "armor" of a soldier which is suggested by the 
armadillo's carapace. (81) 
 

As a result of her analysis, the fire balloons have become synonymous with the fire bombings in 

Europe for other critics and readers, a fact which has prevented exploration of the balloons as a 

uniquely Brasilian phenomenon. Even those not wholly persuaded by Lauran’s analysis have 

referred to her position in their writing; for instance, in Lorrie Goldensohn’s analysis of Lowell’s 

“Skunk Hour” alongside “The Armadillo,” she summarizes Lauran’s position as “see[ing] the 

dedication of the poem as a sympathetic response to Lowell’s pacifist objections to the Dresden 

fire-bombing” (188).  

If one reads the poem as one Bishop wrote specifically for Lowell, one can indeed equate 

the fire balloons with bombs, and Lowell, a conscientious objector, with the armadillo. In a letter 

to Bishop on October 28, 1965, after naming “The Armadillo” as one of Bishop’s “absolutely top 

poems” Lowell comments, “I see the bomb in it in a delicate way” (Bishop, Words in Air 591). 

“Delicate” seems an odd choice of adjective for Lowell to pair with “bomb,” if bomb here is to 

be taken in the context of the violent bombs dropped on Europe. Perhaps he is reiterating 

Bishop’s depiction of fire balloons as both fragile and threatening. But what is the context for his 

observation? Lowell is ticking off a list of his favorite poems in Bishop’s newly published 

Questions of Travel (1965) and is including brief details and commendations about each poem. 

After this sentence he moves on to the merits of “The Riverman.” His mention of “the bomb” 
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may not at all equate with the European fire bombings but rather something else in his own mind 

he never expands upon. If Lowell did, in fact, inspire this poem, one might see the fire balloon in 

an additional context: its beautiful but inflated beauty and subsequent crash may reflect his 

personality augmented and overshadowed by his bipolar illness. Five years after the publication 

of “The Armadillo,” Lowell and his wife, Elizabeth Hardwick, visited Bishop in Brasil. During 

their stay, Bishop witnessed Lowell suffering one of his high episodes, and he was eventually 

hospitalized in the U.S.   

 On the other hand, if Lowell did not actually inspire the poem—and the correspondence 

between Bishop and Lowell strongly supports this possibility—it needs to be examined through 

other lenses. I suggest that the specificity and timing of the Brasilian holiday of São João, the 

background of the cultural icon of the fire balloons, and the fire balloons’ disruption of both the  

environment and the domestic life of Bishop and Lota at Samambaia make it a poem that is 

rooted more deeply in Brasil and in Bishop’s domestic circumstances there than in any outside 

influence. 

In the rush to construct the poetic dialogue between Bishop’s “Armadillo” and Lowell’s 

“Skunk Hour,” some critics forget to consider what specifically makes “The Armadillo” a Brasil 

poem: the time of year when the action unfolds during the “Festa de São João” (or “Junina”), the 

cultural phenomenon of the “frail” but “dangerous” fire balloons, and the background of the 

particular saint “still honored in these parts,” all of which Bishop refers to in the initial six lines 

of the poem: 

This is the time of year 
When almost every night 
The frail, illegal fire balloons appear. 
Climbing the mountain height, 
rising toward a saint 
still honored in these parts,  
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the paper chambers flush and fill with light 
that comes and goes, like hearts. (Bishop 103) 
 
The “mountain height” is part of Samambaia; thus, “The Armadillo” continues the same 

natural setting as “Squatter’s Children,”  “Manuelzinho,” and “The Shampoo,” but now this 

environment, including Bishop and Lota’s home, is under a literal and metaphorical threat.  The 

“we” that observes this threat (the pronoun appears only once in the sixth stanza) is the same pair 

as the dear friends in “The Shampoo.” This makes it reasonable to wonder if the displacement of 

the animals out of their nests and lairs illustrates the speaker’s real or imagined fear about threats 

to the domestic environment of Samambaia.  

 The fire balloons identify the holiday as the “Festa de São Jõao” (Feast of St. John)  

which falls on June 24 and marks the birth of John the Baptist. Since according to the Gospels, 

John was born six months before Jesus, the June holiday is also known as “Junina” (June 

Festival), and it coincides with the winter solstice. Thus the “saint / still honored in these parts” 

is not an exotic or unknown Brasilian, but rather St. John, known the world over. The celebration 

was originally introduced by the Portuguese during the colonial period in Europe and was 

brought to Brasil where it mixed with native and Afro-Brasilian customs (Mariuzzo par. 8–9). 

The festivities in Brasil, the largest in the world, focus on rural life and often feature people 

dancing to country music in folk costumes. Because the holiday coincides with the corn harvest, 

dishes such as pamonha (a mixture of corn, sugar, and coconut milk) accompany the festival. On 

the evening of June 23, Catholics in Brasil, as in many other countries, light bonfires. “The frail, 

illegal fire balloons,” or balões, are aerial extensions of these fires.  

 However, embedded in these opening stanzas and their references to the Festa de São 

João is a more personal note from Bishop. She focuses on the light inside the balloons “that 

comes and goes, like hearts,” taking the reader back to the domestic setting of the poem. Maria 
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Clara Pereira, former English Professor at the Universidade Católica de Petrópolis, sees this line 

as making the poem lyric as well as narrative, and in her reading the balloons or hearts indicate a 

“love that suddenly turns dangerous and abandons or destroys” (personal communication). As 

readers we expect to see “fire” associated with the balloons, but not necessarily the “flush and 

fill” of light that suggests either a heart beating or the heart in stages of waxing or waning 

passion. From the beginning of the poem then, Bishop hints at the physical danger of the fire 

balloons but also the metaphorical danger of inconsistent love.  

 Bishop reveals the structure of her poem very carefully, moving from the general 

background of the fire balloons to the specific balloon that falls on her property. She spends 

four-and-a-half stanzas describing the fire balloons in an aesthetic, generally benign way, then 

illustrates the crash of a balloon for a stanza-and-a-half in the middle of the poem, and spends the 

last four stanzas showing the effects of the crash on the animals in the environment. She 

polarizes her diction between fragility on one hand (“frail,” “comes and goes,” “falter,” 

“wobble,” “toss,” “receding,” “dwindling,” “forsaking”) and danger on the other (“illegal,” 

“flush and fill,” “flare,” “dangerous,” “egg of fire,” “splattered,” “flame”). Her coupling of 

“frail” and “illegal” in the third line hints at their danger even though she keeps her language in 

check until the moment of impact. The abab rhyme scheme, which begins definitively, becomes 

muted as Bishop chooses more and more slant rhymes as the poem progresses. 

 The wind is the catalyst for unbalancing the fire balloon and is the agent of its fall. It first 

enters in the fourth stanza in a hypothetical situation where it can cause the balloons to “flare and 

falter, wobble and toss,” and in another hypothetical situation in the fifth stanza where “the 

downdraft from a peak / suddenly [turns it] dangerous.” By the sixth stanza a balloon has fallen 

“against the cliff behind the house,” presumably from such a downdraft, but this is not the first 
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time: it is “another big one.” The “we” that follows has witnessed this event before, but now they 

are witnesses of a destruction of greater magnitude. 

The popular Brasilian folksong, “Cai Cai Balão” (“Fall, Fall, Balloon”), borrowed by 

composers such as Heitor Villa-Lobos (1887-1959), whose music Bishop heard in concert during 

her early Brasil years, is still sung by Brasilian children today:  

Cai cai balão, cai cai balão 
Aqui na minha mão, 
Não vou lá, não vou lá, não vou lá 
Tenho medo de apanhar 
 
Fall, fall balloon, fall, fall balloon 
Here in my hand, 
I won’t go there, I won’t go there, I won’t go there 
I’m afraid to catch it. 
 

The child in the song fears catching the balloon not only because of the fire danger itself, but 

also because of the potential punishment he or she might receive from parents for doing so. 

“Apanhar” can mean to seize or grab, but also to get a beating. Built into the song is the kind of 

paradox that appears in Bishop’s poem: the magnetic attraction to the beautiful illuminated 

object floating in space and the simultaneous repulsion from it because of its inherent danger.  

In Brasilian literature the balloons take on nostalgia as children send self-crafted paper 

ones up to the sky. One way to understand the nature of the fire balloons is through the poem 

“Na Rua do Sabão,” (“On Soap Street”) by Manuel de Bandeira (1886–1968), the first Brasilian 

poet with whom Bishop spent time in the early 1950s. While much of her early reading in 

Portuguese was dedicated to the Portuguese poet, Camões, whose sonnets she revered and 

recommended, it is likely that she also read Bandeira’s work, including this poem originally 

written in the 1930s. He begins with three lines from the folksong: 

Cai cai balão 
Cai cai balão 
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Na Rua do Sabão! 
O que custou arranjar aquele balãozinho de papel! 
Quem fez foi a filho da lavadeira. 
Um que trabalha na composição do jornal e tosse muito. 
Comprou o papel de seda, cortou-o com amor, compôs os gomos 
             [oblongos . . . 
Depois ajustou o morrão de pez ao bocal de arame. 
Ei-lo agora que sobe—pequena coisa tocante na escuridão do céu. 
Levou tempo para criar fôlego. 
Bambeava, tremia todo e mudava de cor. . . 
 
Fall, fall balloon 
Fall, fall balloon 
On Soap Street! 
What it cost to arrange that little paper balloon! 
The washerwoman’s son made it, 
The one who works at the newspaper typesetter and coughs a lot. 
He bought tissue paper, cut it with love, 
     joined the elongated sections, 
then attached the tarred wick to the wire mouthpiece. 
Look at it now as it climbs—a little thing moving in the sky’s darkness. 
It took time to get its wind. 
It vacillated, trembled, and changed color. . . (Slater 62, changes mine) 
 

Bishop’s balloons that “flare and falter, wobble and toss” in the presence of wind reflect the 

fragility of the fire balloon and its maker in Bandeira’s poem. Later Bandeira’s balloon survives 

slingshot attacks by street urchins and a man’s warning that the city’s ordinance prohibits fire 

balloons. The balloons are illegal here, just as in Bishop’s poem.28 Bandeira’s illegal fire balloon 

is not apprehended by the police nor is it caught in “the downdraft from a peak.” Rather it climbs 

“muito serenamente,” very serenely to the sea. Bandeira’s poem shows the beauty of the balloon 

that cannot be detained, and an unspoken and invisible link to the child who made it—possibly 

Manuelzinho’s children in the case of Bishop’s balloon. 

28 It wasn’t until 1998 that a New Environmental Crime Law prohibited not only the release fire balloons, but also 
making, selling, or transporting them. A rhyming advertising campaign by the police accompanied the law in 2008: 
“Soltar balões não é legal, É crime ambiental.” (“Releasing balloons is not legal; it’s a crime that’s environmental,” 
C. Olivetti,  par. 1) The slogan includes a play on words: “legal” also means “cool.”  
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 After the fall of the fire balloon in “The Armadillo,” the witnesses, presumably Bishop 

and Lota, observe how its flames physically mark each animal that leaves the environment it 

invades. The owls’ “whirling black-and-white” is “stained bright pink underneath,” the armadillo 

becomes “rose-flecked” with either sparks of fire or blood, and the baby rabbit jumps out “short-

eared,” appearing as “a handful of intangible ash / with fixed, ignited eyes,” either reflecting the 

fire, filling with metaphorical fire, or literally catching on fire. All these creatures become 

transformed in the eyes of the viewers. 

But the burst balloon also forces animals out of their homes. A pair of owls is the first to 

leave. In fact, if Bishop had not included the last stanza with the armadillo’s raised fist, the 

image of the owls and the loss of their nest would become central. Implied is the pair of women 

watching the pair of owls leaving the scene. In fact, Bishop focused on the owls in her draft 

process. She entitled the poem “The Owls’ Nests” in her first two drafts; “The Armadillo” 

appears only on the third draft after she crosses out “The Owls’ Nests.” The drafts also show a 

progression from the owls simply “circling out of sight” to the more urgent, “they shrieked up 

out of sight.” The loss of the owls’ nest due to the fire is clearly traumatic; Bishop emphasizes 

this by the repetition of “nest,” first as a verb in the seventh stanza (“We saw the pair / of owls 

who nest there . . .”), and then as a noun in the eighth (“The ancient owls’ nest must have 

burned”). Domestic threat is central here; there is something disquieting and precarious about 

how quickly an environment can be undone. 

 The animals’ enforced homelessness—the armadillo who “left the scene,” the baby rabbit 

who “jumped out,” and especially the owls who are forced from their nest and “shrieked up out 

of sight”—may reflect Bishop’s latent fears of losing her own home and newfound domestic 

stability in her relationship with Lota. Bishop is six years into her Brasil stay at this point, long 
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enough for the honeymoon to be over and for her to be wondering about her future. The 

destruction of the owl pairs’ nest threatens the domesticity of the human pair watching them (the 

“we” who “saw the pair of owls . . . flying up and up”), even in the pristine location of 

Samambaia, the home that Bishop and Lota worked so hard to establish. Lota had even installed 

a sprinkler system on the roof, specifically for these Junina celebrations (Bishop to Baumann, 24 

June 1955, Vassar College). A poem that has been read too easily as a biographical commentary 

on the absent Lowell has much to say about the situation of the present speaker. 

Bishop shows this same concern about safety and the fragility of human relationships in 

another domestic poem set in Samambaia, “Song for the Rainy Season.” There the luxuriant 

natural setting including the “rainbow-ridden” rock, its waterfalls, and wildlife (including the 

owls once again) will all “differ” in a projected later era. Then the rock will be bare, the 

waterfalls will “shrivel in the steady sun,” and the owls will move on. Whether the disruption to 

domestic setting is real in the case of “The Armadillo” or imagined in the case of “Song for the 

Rainy Season,” Bishop possesses an uncanny knack for predicting a difficult future even in the 

midst of a harmonious present. Yet for a poet perpetually searching for a home, anticipation of 

disruption is an underlying current, even during these fifteen-plus years of settled living in 

Brasil, the longest period of domestic stability that Bishop ever experienced. 

The parting image of “The Armadillo” features not the pair of owls but the armadillo, the 

only animal who receives a second look by the speaker and who uses a human gesture in 

response to the disaster, even if by ignorant “coincidence.” What is this Brazilian armadillo, or 

tatu? Armadillos in Brazil now, and presumably in the 1950s, come in two varieties: the 

Brazilian Three-banded Armadillo and the Southern Three-banded Armadillo. Their form of 

protection is to roll into a completely sealed armored ball when threatened, a posture that 
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northern armadillos (such as nine-banded armadillos in Texas) try to imitate, but cannot 

successfully pull off, contrary to popular myth (Stuart 36). The fact that Bishop’s armadillo 

defies its customary response to danger and instead shakes its fist makes it remarkable, whether 

or not the gesture really occurred—although Bishop herself championed accuracy in her poems. 

She displaces any signs of moral outrage over the fire balloons’ damage onto an animal affected 

by it; this incidental gesture speaks more loudly than human words.  

In setting the real or imaginary fist aside for a moment, the armadillo retreats as a 

survivor. It leaves the scene “[h]astily, all alone . . . head down, tail down,” its body close to the 

earth. Pereira calls the armadillo a “humble loser” and asks, “Is that what Bishop feels herself to 

be?” (personal correspondence). It is an interesting question when one considers Bishop’s 

departure from her later home in Ouro Prêto after she has lost Lota to suicide. Certainly the 

armadillo’s shell and its ability to curl into a ball to protect itself suggest an independent self-

protection that reads Bishop’s later life into the poem. 

 The final stanza accomplishes much more than an armadillo shaking his fist; it 

encapsulates the whole poem at once for a concentrated impact:  

Too pretty, dreamlike mimicry! 
O falling fire and piercing cry 
And panic, and a weak mailed fist 
Clenched ignorant against the sky! 
 

 Here the italics indicate that this quatrain is different than the others. They might in 

themselves be a tool to create the “dreamlike mimicry,” indicating how the fire balloons mimic a 

beauty that hides their danger, or, as Stevenson reads the stanza, how the fire balloons 

illegitimately imitate the stars and planets described in the third and fourth stanzas (81). Perhaps 

these lines relate to the last two italicized quatrains of “Questions of Travel.” As Goldensohn 

observes, “Like the italicized lines in “Questions of Travel” which show Bishop briefly 
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experimenting with the same summary function, these lines reach for a broader, more 

comprehensive significance” (190). She links this “comprehensive significance” to what she 

perceives as a shared weaknesses among the “head-down panicked armadillo and the baby 

rabbit, “ Manuelzinho,” and the weak flashes of inquiry” of the squatter’s children” (190). 

However, I believe that while these poems, all composed at Samambaia around the time, should 

be linked, connecting them through perceived weaknesses oversimplifies the more sophisticated 

ways in which Bishop approaches her Brasilian subjects. While these subjects could be viewed 

superficially as victims of their environment, each finds ways to assert itself. The armadillo 

leaves the scene in a posture that defies the instinct of its species. Its head may be down and its 

retreat may be hasty, but rather than a panicked victim, it is a survivor in search of a new home. 

Manuelzinho, who may first appear “weak” in the eyes of his patroa, uses his wits to gain her 

backing to support his immediate family and sponsor his father’s funeral. His children—the 

squatter’s children—defy their mother’s repeated requests to come in out of the rain and instead 

enjoy nature’s gift of the moment, with a hint of a possible inheritance beyond the moment. In 

Brasil Bishop does not just observe, she shows how her subjects orchestrate their survival while 

she negotiates the peaks and valleys of her own survival. 

 Returning to the matter of the dedication, Schwartz, shared an anecdote during the 

international Bishop conference (2011) which sheds further light on Bishop’s intent when she set 

Lowell’s name alongside the title. In the fall of 1970 Bishop returned to Boston from Brasil to 

give a poetry reading at Harvard. During the reading she said that she wanted to clarify a mistake 

that had happened in the past; she had personally picked “The Armadillo” to read in order to 

rectify this error. She then said that she had added the dedication to Lowell because he had 

dedicated “Skunk Hour” to her and she wanted to return the favor. The poem itself had nothing 
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to do with him. Despite her public clarification, dedication myths have ironically persisted 

through the years. Expanded communication between American and Brasilian Bishop 

researchers through international conferences has been a recent phenomenon, but as American 

audiences have the chance to become more aware of the setting and culture of Bishop’s poetry 

written in and inspired by Brasil, new ways of seeing and understanding poems like “The 

Armadillo” will challenge and ultimately change some of the interpretive assumptions that have 

long been taken for granted in Bishop’s Brasil-based poetry.  

 And what of Bishop’s own survival, with her first five years in Brasil now behind her? 

As a traveler she explored much of the Southeast coast: Rio, São Paulo, and smaller towns 

between and beyond them. She went into the interior to lay eyes on Ouro Prêto, the Baroque 

town that would eventually become her home, but her larger expeditions to the Amazon, Bahia, 

and further reaches still lay before her. Like the armadillo leaving its home, Bishop’s poetry and 

life experiences would begin to branch out of Samambaia into Brasil at large.  

As Bishop’s Brasil years spread out before her, giving her a sense of expanded time, 

space, and financial resources, what prevented her from publishing more poetry with Brasil as its 

subject? Her 1965 volume, Questions of Travel, includes only eleven poems in the initial section 

entitled “Brazil”. After this volume she published only five more stand-alone poems about 

Brasil. The second half of Questions of Travel, entitled “Elsewhere” contains eight poems, 

several about her childhood home of Nova Scotia. The two sections were originally separated by 

“In the Village,” an autobiographical prose piece about her Nova Scotia childhood. Recently 

published correspondence between Bishop and her editors at The New Yorker (Elizabeth Bishop 

and The New Yorker in 2011) has revealed that Bishop composed two of the poems in 

“Elsewhere,” (“Filling Station” and “Sandpiper”) in Brasil, but they are purposely free of any 
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identifying cultural characteristics.29 Certainly the growing security of her Brasil circumstances 

allowed Bishop to return to her childhood memories for the first time in either poetry or prose. 

As Goldensohn observes, “In this contact with the deepest layers of her own history, at the 

farthest physical and temporal remove from her northern childhood, Bishop begins to 

acknowledge its profoundly estranging effects, and this occurs in prose . . .” (174). As a result, 

the poems and story about Nova Scotia that share space with the Brasil poems in Questions of 

Travel also took their share of creation time.    

Yet another factor influenced Bishop’s choice not to abandon herself entirely to Brasil as 

subject. In April of 1960, some years after Bishop wrote “Manuelzinho,” and five years before 

she published Questions of Travel, she reveals in a letter to Lowell a deep-seated fear about 

becoming a poet specializing in only one subject: 

But I worry a great deal about what to do with all this accumulation of exotic or 
picturesque or charming detail, and I don’t want to become a poet who can only write 
about South America, etc. It is one of my greatest worries now, how to use everything 
and keep on living here, most of the time, probably, and yet be a New Englander-herring-
choker-bluenoser at the same time . . . (Words in Air 37). 
 

In Brasil as in other ports of call, Bishop desires to be one on whom nothing is lost, yet wants 

neither to lose her North American roots, nor to become a regionalist poet of South America in 

the process. One wonders if Bishop’s turning to write about her roots in Nova Scotia in this 

period leading up to the publication of Questions of Travel in 1965 was not only a result of her 

comfort in feeling “at home” in Samambaia, but also a direct result of not wanting to become “a 

poet who can only write about South America.” Bishop was never one to be tied to one kind of 

poetry.  

29 See Bishop’s correspondence with Howard Moss about “Filling Station” in Elizabeth Bishop and The New 
Yorker, p. 158–159 and about “Sandpiper” p. 246. 
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Perhaps her fears were unfounded, for the then-contemporary critics of Questions of 

Travel did not equate Bishop with Brasil. Robert Mazzocco, in his review of the collection for 

New York Review of Books does not even mention Brasil in the first part of his critique. He 

focuses more on her overall style “in which everything is marvelously apparent, yet with a kind 

of askance look, detached and a little amused. . . Or you get a series of painterly statements 

narrowing down to a personal cry which somehow remains mysteriously impersonal, as in ‘The 

Armadillo,’ one of the beautiful new poems in Questions of Travel” (Mazzocco par. 2). Here the 

setting of “The Armadillo” (though not all the content) could have been anywhere where 

armadillos exist. In addition to not wanting to become an expatriate regionalist poet, Bishop’s 

characteristic long-term revision process may have caused her to abandon abundant poems-in-

progress. These fragments must be acknowledged for two important reasons: first, they show 

evidence of her acculturation process and second, they display a range of observations which she 

mines to create her fully developed poetry.   

One of the impediments in Bishop’s continued progress as a resident of Brasil, aside from 

being a writer, was her oral command of the language. As discussed, Bishop thought poorly of 

her own language learning skills. Others confirmed this. Gold notes, for example, “Elizabeth 

always struggled with Portuguese and really had a dreadful American accent in every language” 

(Fountain and Brazeau 138). Yet others, Brown among them, observed Bishop’s social graces: 

“She would easily strike up a conversation with very simple people. Elizabeth could move 

[between] different social levels with a certain amount of ease. She could move among poor 

people, terribly poor people, without any problem at all” (Fountain and Brazeau 198). For these 

kinds of social interactions, she would conceivably need to be understood. Some Brasilian 

Bishop scholars maintain that Bishop’s oral skills were less than effective, while others feel they 
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were downright poor, although in Brasil most Americans are known for their lack of polished 

Portuguese. This matter of debate is less pertinent to Bishop as a writer, but more relevant to the 

person that Bishop projected during her time in Brasil, and how she figures into Brasilian 

memory. In addition, it influences her access to Brasil without mediation by Lota, a subject 

which becomes increasingly important in Bishop’s final Brasil years preceding and after Lota’s 

death in 1967.  

At this point in her stay, Bishop already ventured beyond the isolation of her own writing 

and social circles at Samambaia to learn about the Brasilian literary scene through her friendship 

with the aforementioned poet, Manuel Bandeira. Bandeira, in fact, was known for not speaking 

any English in public, so Bishop must have used her developing Portuguese with him. She would 

later intersect with other Brasilian poets, and eventually translate some of their work for her 

Anthology of Twentieth-Century Brazilian Poetry (which she dedicates “To the memory of 

Manuel Bandeira” in 1972), but she begins with one-on-one interactions and gift exchanges with 

Bandeira, who lived nearby in Rio.  

In her correspondence to Lowell on July 28, 1953, Bishop mentions Bandeira having 

translated some of her poetry for an English-Portuguese literary supplement. She refers to him as 

“The Brazilian poet, a man of about 65” (Words in Air 142) and continues, “I have been trying to 

return the compliment, I’ve read quite a lot of Brazilian poetry by now, and it is all graceful, and 

slight, I think, although Bandeira is sometimes extremely witty, like a gentler Cummings” (142). 

In a letter to Paul Brooks written the same day, she writes of her project translating a book from 

the Portuguese,  Minha Vida de Menina (translated as The Diary of Helena Morley) about a 

young Brasilian girl growing up in Diamantina, a diamond-mining town in the interior state of 

Minas Gerais. She calls it “a real literary ‘find’ and a ‘gem’” and notes how Bandeira plans to 
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introduce her to the author, Alice Brant (Bishop, One Art 269). Bandeira did enable Bishop to 

begin a series of conversations with Brant as she translated the book, which was published in the 

U.S. in 1957, the same year as “The Armadillo.” Bishop’s twenty-seven page introduction to the 

translation shows her familiarity with Brasilian folk culture and her fascination with everyday 

Brasilian life, from daily food, to flora and fauna, to history and politics. It has been praised by 

Brasilian as well as American critics. Obviously her translation work, conversations with the 

author, and trips to Diamantina inform her own poetry as well.   

 A lighthearted vein runs through Bishop’s interactions with Bandeira. One of her most 

humorous vignettes to Lowell chronicles Robert Frost’s visit to Rio, and Bishop’s invitation to 

Frost to lunch at a friend’s house (with Bandeira in attendance) after his reading at the American 

embassy. In a letter dated November 30, 1954 Bishop describes how the friend invited “Brazil’s 

‘leading poet,’ who’s an awfully nice man but who refuses to speak any English at all—Frost 

refuses to speak anything else—and they are both extremely deaf. So lunch was rather a strain, 

with me screaming away in any old language I could think of at one end of the table, and Frost’s 

daughter Lesley holding forth endlessly to some poor bored Brazilians at the other end . . .” (One 

Art 154).   

As Bishop became acquainted with Bandeira, she made him a gift of marmalade she had 

made herself along with one of her unpublished poems, “To Manuel Bandeira, with Jam and 

Jelly.” Bandeira, known for his love of sweets, was a gracious recipient of both. The final lines 

conclude: 

and, Manuel, may this silent jelly 
speak sweetly to your poet’s belly, 
and once more let me say I am 
devoted with a  jar of jam (Bishop, Edgar Allen Poe 106). 
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In a 1977 interview with Beatriz Schiller for Jornal do Brasil, Bishop cites his two-line response 

poem: “I wish I had two bellies / because of your good jellies” (Monteiro 79)—a poetic dialogue, 

but in English. 

 Bandeira sent Bishop a hammock for Christmas of 1953, following which Bishop 

comments in a letter to Pearl Kazin the following February, “[S]ince then I’ve seen pictures of 

him writing in one, so I guess that’s the Brazilian spirit in literature” (One Art 289). A poem 

from Bandeira to Bishop apparently accompanied the hammock. Entitled, “ . . . E.E. Cummings,” 

it thanks her for her jam and the volume of 71 Cummings poems Bishop gave him. It concludes: 

An 
d now— 
get into this Brazilian hammock and 
let me sing for you: 
“Lullaby 
“Sleep on and on. . .” 
Xaire, Elisabeth. (Bandeira 370) 
 
Bishop may have tried hammock writing in the spirit of Bandeira. The Vassar Bishop 

Collection contains a small, not especially well-focused snapshot of her in a hammock, taken 

from the torso up. It may have been Bandeira’s gift, for it is Brasilian in style, made of a full 

blanket of cotton in a sling with fringes rather than in the rigging style of many American 

hammocks. Bishop reclines, dressed in a white or light cotton blouse with a starched collar. Her 

face turns away from the camera as she looks out at the vegetation of Samambaia. Her right 

hand, resting on her stomach, is relaxed. However, the blouse makes her appear somewhat 

formal and uncomfortable in the setting, and her body appears to rest on the hammock rather 

than relaxing into it. This is Bishop in Brasil at this moment, resting on the gifts of the country 

she has adopted as home, but not completely settled into them.   
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CHAPTER 5 

A SEASONED STAY 

 Bishop did not confine her writing to the boundaries of Samambaia indefinitely. In 

considering the trajectory of Bishop’s writing in Brasil, Martins recalls an observation by 

Adrienne Rich that poets begin their writing looking at themselves and their beloved ones, but 

only open up their poetry to the world when they are more mature (personal communication). If 

Brasil was Bishop’s rebirth in middle age, then this progression holds true for her work.  

Even from Samambaia, Bishop’s gaze in looking at Brasil began to shift after her first eight to 

nine years in the country; her poetry turned from her immediate setting to the larger geography 

and history of the country.  

In her initial Brasil poetry Bishop’s speaker mirrors herself; the “I” is closely held as she 

reflects on her personal circumstances and evaluates a new place. She moves on to writing about 

Lota (through “Manuelzinho”) and the small community around her at Samambaia, but she still 

focuses on her immediate surroundings.  Now, however, Bishop begins to consider the vastness 

of Brasil in all senses. Her outlook will change to encompass more remote places and national 

concerns. She will free her imagination to backtrack historically to the country’s beginnings, and 

then move geographically forward into the Amazon to chronicle a shaman’s initiation. She will 

also explore Brasil’s then-current political problems and social challenges in a series of 

unpublished poems with a new directness in tone and content. When the “I” returns during this 

trajectory it will either embody the everyday life concerns of the sacaca in “The Riverman,” or it 

will direct itself toward the challenging everyday realities of the Brasilian people in “Brasil 

1959,” but it will not return to the meditative gaze focused toward the self. When Bishop’s 

subject matter does return to Samambaia after this deeper foray, something will have changed. 
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The final two poems she writes there before moving on to Rio have nuances of loss, whether a 

loss of intimacy or a loss of projected future resources. Even in Brasil, one can’t go home again.  

  Bishop is still intent on the process of entering Brasil, but now, in “Brazil, January 1, 

1502” she exchanges her more personal impressions for a historical perspective: she shows 

through narrative action how Brasil became a colonized country with the arrival of the 

Portuguese. She only arrives at this action through the speaker spending long, lyrical moments 

describing the natural world she—along with the conquistadors—encounters.  While the poem 

appears as the third of the triptych of “entry” poems into Brasil in Questions of Travel, Bishop 

wrote it later than “Arrival at Santos” and “Questions of Travel,” and did not publish it until 

January 2, 1960 in The New Yorker. The key issues of the tapestry motif and its significance, the 

encroachment colonization threats on the pristine natural world, and the genesis of the mixed 

race Brasilian people all play out in the mostly end-stopped lines of this 53-line free verse poem.  

In the opening two lines, “Januaries, Nature greets our eyes / exactly as she must have 

greeted theirs:” we are invited simultaneously into history and into natural sights of the present 

moment, through the odd plural of “Januaries.” The description of the initial scenery begins in 

speculation but then becomes present tense in a riot of textures and colors. Readers sometimes 

assume that the poem illustrates the initial discovery of Brasil, but in fact the backdrop is a 

second voyage of discovery by the Portuguese explorer Gaspar de Lemos. The poem draws from 

his natural impressions on January 1, 1502 and his error in assuming Guanabara Bay was the 

mouth of a giant river. Rio de Janeiro, founded here much later on March 1, 1565, was named for 

this mistaken “river” and the month of its discovery. As Travisano notes, the Portuguese arrived 

at the peak of summer, when vegetation was at its most lush (137). This is the backdrop of 

Bishop’s poem. 
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The speaker portrays nature as female before she launches into the details that comprise 

two-thirds of the poem: “Nature greets our eyes / exactly as she must have greeted theirs.”  

Przybycien highlights that it is uncommon for Bishop to personify or feminize nature (“Brazil, 

January 1, 1501” 98). This may have been no accident as the poem ends with the female natives 

fleeing the jungle; both have been invaded by a masculine force. Przybycien also links Bishop 

with the naturalists who explored Brasil before her “because she shares with them the habit of 

observation” and because she avidly read their works during her voyage to Brasil and her then-

current reading on the country (98). Yet for all the preciseness of her natural observations, 

Bishop uses the artist’s eye, not the scientist’s.  

Notably, as Bishop traces the intricacies of the flora and fauna, she never uses a proper 

noun to delineate a specific type, despite her affinity for Darwin and his scientific work. Even 

Darwin, in his first encounter with the Brasilian forest, is overcome: “The elegance of the 

grasses, the novelty of the parasitical plants, the beauty of the flowers, and glossy green of the 

foliage, but above all the general luxuriance of the vegetation filled me with admiration” (qted in 

Porter 154). Later in The Voyage of the Beagle Darwin shows how the Brasilian natural world 

dwarfs his capacity for classification: “It is easy to specify the individual objects of admiration in 

these grand scenes; but it is not possible to give an adequate idea of the higher feelings of 

wonder, astonishment, and devotion, which fill and elevate the mind” (qted in Porter 154). 

Bishop too elevates fascination over classification. The closest she comes to classification is 

calling the scaling-ladder vine, “‘one leaf yes and one leaf no’ (in Portuguese).” The vine, with 

its leaves alternating between the left and the right rather than side to side, inspires it name (A. 

Olivetti, personal communication). While precision of description concerns her, she is not 
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interested in categorization. Her effusive details tumble out as if just-uttered, best illustrated in 

the initial extended sentence of the first stanza: 

Januaries, Nature greets our eyes 
exactly as she must have greeted theirs: 
every square inch filling in with foliage–– 
big leaves, little leaves, and giant leaves, 
blue, blue-green, and olive, 
with occasional lighter veins and edges, 
or a satin underleaf turned over; 
monster ferns 
in silver-gray relief, 
and flowers, too, like giant water lilies 
up in the air––up, rather, in the leaves–– 
purple, yellow, two yellows, pink, 
rust red and greenish white; 
solid but airy; fresh as if just finished 
and taken off the frame. 
 

In Bishop’s earlier Brasil poems we never encounter this brilliant palette that includes blue, blue-

green, olive, purple, pink, rust red, greenish white, and even the self-correction that expands 

“yellow” into “two yellows.” In “Arrival at Santos,” we find only “frivolous greenery” and the 

“feeble pink or blue” of the warehouses, while the port itself is “the unassertive color of soap.” 

Now the perspective is different: nature unfolds vibrantly in front of us, along with the 

willingness of the speaker to encounter what is “Other” up close (not only nature, but later the 

colonizers who tear into it). In the first of her nine drafts, Bishop tries a more disturbing color for 

the flowers: “blood-red,” but by the verso of the first draft “rust red” has already replaced it. The 

blood may have been a too-ominous suggestion of the colonizers’ aggression in the last stanza.  

Nature appears as lush as it was in “Questions of Travel” in this first stanza, but the speaker is 

not overwhelmed by it. In looking at it as art, she delights not only in its variation but also its 

seeming permanence once it is “finished / and taken off the frame.” 
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Throughout the poem, Bishop’s diction reflects the “tapestried landscape” from the 

epigram of art historian Kenneth Clark. By the third line, with “every square inch filling in with 

foliage” the poem becomes a puzzle: are we looking at a live landscape or are we viewing a 

tapestry of landscape? The “square inch” is the ideal scale for a tapestry; it also brings into focus 

something as once-vast as the Mata Atlântica. This rain forest populated the entire Atlantic coast 

of Brasil when the Portuguese arrived, but is now only a tenth of the original size (Conservation 

International par.1). By the opening line of the second stanza, “A blue-white sky, a simple web, / 

backing for feathery detail,” the sky acts as the warp of the loom while the “feathery detail,” 

perhaps the fronds of the ferns, is the woof. The “big symbolic birds” [that] keep quiet, / each 

showing only half his puffed and padded, / pure-colored or spotted breast” may only be emblems 

on the tapestry, or they may refer to a real species: the Sabiá, Brasil’s national bird that appears 

in twelve varieties of varying sizes. Similar to the nightingale, it is known for its song, so the fact 

that the birds “keep quiet” here may indicate something is afoot.30 Later in the stanza the rocks 

are “worked with lichens,” suggesting a kind of needlework or embroidery on the tapestry. By 

the last stanza, however, the carefully worked tapestry is “ripped away” by the conquistadors. 

What might art historian Sir Kenneth Clark have intended behind the phrase 

“embroidered nature . . . tapestried landscape,” and more importantly, how does Bishop 

incorporate his ideas to create her rainforest landscape? Goldensohn, in reading Clark’s 

Landscape into Art, summarizes Clark’s vision of the medieval tapestry: 

It is a flat two-dimensional art frozen into symbol . . . ‘Embroidered nature,’ as Clark 
uses the phrase, ‘finds expression in the subject of the ‘Hortus Conclusus’ or walled 
garden, along with the theme of the Unicorn tapestries. While the ‘embroidered nature’ of 
the Unicorn tapestries is peaceful, domestic, and feminine, still Clark attaches no gender 

30 Bishop specifically mentions the Sabiá in a letter to Joseph and U.T. Summers on November 26, 1957: “The 
national bird of Brazil . . . I’m sure, is a cousin of our robin. It’s called the Sabiá and all the poets write about it. It 
looks very robin-like, only not so deep a red breast, but the song was what made me think it was a robin at first.  
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significance to either embroidery or tapestry as art forms, for him their importance lies in 
their particular reading of nature” (200) 
 

From Clark’s writing, Goldensohn extracts “the static, two-dimensional non-vanishing point 

perspective” of the art form as being most interesting for Bishop (201). Bishop’s poem mirrors 

this two-dimensional format throughout the first stanza and over a third of the way through the 

second; foliage fills in “every square inch,” with no one aspect of flora or fauna taking 

precedence over another. Everything is seemingly foregrounded; there is no background yet. 

This two-dimensional appearance, however, is a baseline for the later three-dimensional texture.  

The tapestry suddenly acquires depth when Bishop mentions a foreground for the first 

time: “Still in the foreground there is Sin.” As she focuses on the lizards that occupy this 

foreground that we were unaware of until this moment, the descriptive flora becomes an implied 

background. Bishop’s peculiar view unsettles us; up until now we have been so focused on the 

texture of the foliage that we never realized it was only detail. When the poem first appeared in 

The New Yorker, its two-column formatting resulted in “Still in the foreground there is Sin” 

opening a new stanza in the second column, spatially emphasizing its shift of attention. In later 

versions it is embedded in the second stanza, making “Sin,” and the lizard(s) as its carriers, 

somewhat more disguised. At this moment, threat enters the poem. Both flora and fauna possess 

conflicting and disturbing elements. In the speaker’s sketching of these threats, the poem shifts 

from a lyrical meditation to a narrative with increasing forward momentum.    

Threat here is triple-layered, beginning with the “five sooty dragons” (and later the 

highlighted female), moving to aggressive forms of vegetation in competition near the lizards, 

and ending in the final stanza with the introduction of the “Christians, hard as nails.” These 

Portuguese conquistadors slice into all of the previously described landscape in pursuit of 

resources and the native women it shelters. When “Sin” breaks into the Eden-like scene it refers 
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mostly to the female lizard whose back is to the speaker, “her wicked tail straight up and over, / 

red as a red-hot wire.” The lizard’s posture is so “hot” that the speaker cannot focus on her at 

first. Instead she examines the “massy rocks” near the lizards in a seven-line detour, dramatizing 

the competing forms of vegetation on them, rather than the lizard in heat:  

The rocks are worked with lichens, gray moonbursts 
splattered and overlapping, 
threatened from underneath by moss 
in lovely hell-green flames, 
attacked above 
by scaling-ladder vines, oblique and neat, 
“one leaf yes and one leaf no” (in Portuguese).  
 

 The poem’s diction becomes aggressive after “Sin” has been introduced: the rocks are 

“threatened,” the moss has “hell-green flames,” and scaling-ladder vines “attack” from above. 

The target of all this aggression is the lichens. We have seen them before, in the “still explosions 

on the rocks” that punctuate the landscape of Samambaia in “The Shampoo.” If the lichens in the 

early poem remain unchanged in the memories of the speaker and her beloved, here they are 

fighting change, hinting at the more invasive threat of the conquistadors. From below, the moss 

threatens in “lovely hell-green flames,” a strange image of traditional Christian punishment 

because flames are never “lovely” nor “green.” The scaling-ladder vines, despite seeming 

“oblique and neat,” assail the lichens from above.  

“One leaf yes and one leaf no (in Portuguese),” in addition to describing the scaling 

ladder vine, may point to the various nonverbal messages in the poem such as the seeming “yes” 

of the lizard with her tail up versus the “no” of the women who retreat into the landscape. Bishop 

tinkers with this line the most in the poem’s drafts. She is unsure whether to attribute it to the 

Portuguese language or to keep it more generic as the drafts progress: “as the Portuguese word 

it,” “as Portuguese say,” “as children put it,” “as Portuguese put it,” “to use the language,” and 
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“in Portuguese.” Although Bishop does not write the saying in Portuguese, she consciously 

attributes it to the language, the first time she has done so in her Brasil poems. This, along with 

the Brasilian colonial history, creates a more Brasilian-made poem than her earlier ones.  

But now the speaker returns to the lizards: “all eyes / are on the small, female one, back-

to, / her wicked tail straight up and over, / red as a red-hot wire.” She catches this particular 

female lizard, third in the series of threats, in a natural act. Not only are all the other lizards’ eyes 

on her, but our eyes are too, perhaps because of her choice of the word “wicked,” labeling the act 

as morally wrong. The drafts show Bishop in a quandary about whether to choose this particular 

word. The first three drafts show “her wicked tail,” but by Draft 4 she has crossed “wicked” out. 

It is completely absent in Drafts 5 and 6 but returns to stay in Draft 7. The female lizard in heat 

might be equated with the native women who appear in the next stanza. As Solange Ribeiro de 

Oliveira notes, “To the Conquerors’ eyes, an Indian woman stands out in the shape of a female 

lizard, the snake in new-found Eden” (46). On one hand, the native women are a source of 

temptation for the conquistadors, but on the other, according to the men’s egocentric viewpoint, 

the women appear to be there for the taking. This can only be true, however, if the poem shifts in 

perspective from the lyric “I” in the first two stanzas to the view of the conquistadors in the line, 

“Still in the foreground there is Sin,” a view proposed by Przybycien (100). If we keep with this 

premise, then the colonizers coin the word “wicked,” and with this diction they have already 

begun their colonization. In the words of Przybycien once again, “The paradox of colonized 

nations is that the constructed speech or discourse is the speech of the other, the speech of the 

foreigner colonizing” (96). This is, of course, true in determining which language becomes 

spoken and by whom, but also in determining which words describe which situations. Only 

outsiders would term a lizard in heat “wicked.” 
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Finally, in the third and final stanza, “Just so the Christians, hard as nails, / tiny as nails, 

glinting / in creaking armor, came and found it all . . .”  The men came and found the new world 

of Brasil “just so:” with fertile and exuberant nature, with its fauna apparently just as fertile—

and by extension, the female natives in that landscape. In a poem so far concerned with 

vegetation and lizards, however, the arrival of people is somewhat of a surprise. De Oliveira 

describes what she calls “Bishop’s poetics of displacement—a strategy which disguises interest 

in people in the guise of topographical or iconographic references” (43). She claims, “Bishop’s 

poetry never quite gives up the hide-and-seek game where the riches of landscape and scenery 

almost succeed in veiling a central interest in people and even in social issues” (47).31 Her 

comments aptly describe this poem, with the entry of two diverse kinds of humanity in the last 

stanza. Much more is at stake now than the first two stanzas would ever disclose: the arrival of 

the “finders” of this new place who will apparently take on its female residents by force and 

create a new race, an act that will create the original Brasilians. The conquerors and the native 

women, in their final position of the poem, stay with us in a drama that even conflicted nature 

cannot convey at the same level of intensity.  

Two passing similes (“the Christians, hard as nails, / tiny as nails”) have larger 

ramifications. These armored men, who will later pierce and rip the hanging fabric of vegetation 

and the women who live in it, are miniscule. The Portuguese are brutal and aggressive, but as 

Przybycien points out, they are “tiny like tin soldiers before the immensity of nature which they 

31 Oliveira has a somewhat different take on Bishop’s balance between people and social issues versus nature; other 
Brasilian critics concentrate more on Bishop’s affinities with nature in Brasil. For example, Paulo Britto, in his 
preface to Bishop’s Brasil poems (Poemas do Brasil) notes: “What really fascinated Bishop in Brasil was nature; the 
customs of simple people woke in her a curious distance, and the Brasilian high culture interested her little, with the 
exception of a very reduced number of writers. In contrast to Lota, who manifested indifference for nature and a 
horror of all that was primitive, Bishop was always attentive to the animals and plants . . .  (26). In referring to 
Bishop’s “Brasil, 1959” Almeida talks about the speaker taking “refuge in the eroticized and stereotypical nature of 
the foreign country” (111). 
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face” (103). Although this is true at their moment of entry, these tiny men (along with their 

descendents) will deforest it until little is left. Their entry marks the end of the virgin forest and 

its pure-blooded natives. 

What has now become of the tapestry that characterized the first stanza of the poem? The 

flora of this new world does not reveal the courtly pleasures of the old. There are “no lovers’ 

walks, no bowers, no cherries to be picked, no lute music.” Even before the men rip into the 

tapestry it is already disintegrating—despite the fact that the fertility of the landscape is 

“corresponding, nevertheless, to an old dream of wealth and luxury,” not to mention yielding the 

“new pleasure” hinted at by the lizard in heat. The pursuit of this “brand new pleasure” fuels the 

rest of the poem: 

Directly after Mass, humming perhaps 
L’Homme armé or some such tune, 
they ripped away into the hanging fabric, 
each out to catch an Indian for himself–– 
those maddening little women who kept calling, 
calling to each other (or had the birds waked up?) 
and retreating, always retreating, behind it. 
 

The pursuit of the native women means ripping away “into the hanging fabric.” Bishop’s choice 

of preposition here is significant; she could have just as easily chosen “at the hanging fabric,” but 

“into” continues the view of the tapestry as three-dimensional. The vegetation yields more layers 

of activity and procreative fauna than first met the eye of both the speaker and the conquistadors. 

This ripping is a crucial moment: the conquistadors pursue their destruction while the narrator 

separates from it, as will be detailed presently. The violent destruction of nature and sexual 

pursuit are inseparable.  

The pillaging of the Portuguese is all the more offensive, especially to Puritan 

sensibilities, because it occurs “[d]irectly after Mass.” The carryover tune from mass with its 
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ironically self-referential text, “the armed man is to be feared,” can only bolster the men’s 

aggression. Gilberto Freyre, author of the most esteemed histories of Brasil, the 1933 Casa-

Grande e Senzala (The Masters and the Slaves), gives perspective on the intersection of the 

Portuguese conquistadors’ sexuality and religion. Bishop read Freyre during her Brasil years and 

included his work in the bibliography of her non-fiction Time-Life volume Brazil.   

[T]heir sexual morality . . .  was Mozarabic in character: Catholic morality rendered 
supple by contact with the Mohammedan, and more easy-going, more relaxed than 
among the northern peoples. Nor was their religion the hard and rigid system of the 
Reformed countries of the north, or even the dramatic Catholicism of Castile itself; theirs 
was a liturgy social rather than religious, a softened, lyric Christianity with many phallic 
and animistic reminiscences of the pagan cult. (55) 
 

This more relaxed Christianity contrasts greatly with the austere faith of the Jesuits who arrived 

soon after in Brasil, although many of them, according to Freyre, had their own battles with 

licentiousness (85). However, a more permissive faith was not the only influence that enabled 

these men to mix with the native women without hesitation. Freyre traces the Semitic and 

African strains of the Portuguese in Europe, creating: 

a miscibility no colonizing people in modern times has exceeded or so much as equaled  . 
. . From their first contact with women of color, they mingled with them and procreated 
mestizo sons; and the result was that a few thousand daring males succeeded in 
establishing themselves firmly in possession of a vast territory and were able to compete 
with great and numerous peoples in the extension of their colonial domain and in the 
efficiency of their colonizing activity. (11) 
 

In other words, the Portuguese incorporated the Other rather than isolating themselves from it, a 

behavior opposite the Puritans who separated themselves from the natives in the American 

colonies. Often critics overlook that in this poem, Bishop shows the genesis of a new race, the 

Brasilian people. This began with the first generation of Portuguese/native mix, the mamelucos, 

followed by the mix of succeeding generations called the caboclós, later joined by the mix of the 

African slaves with the Portuguese to produce mulatos. 
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By the close of the poem, the native women have retreated into the rainforest or “the 

hanging fabric,” calling to each other unless “the birds waked up.” The men have not yet closed 

in and captured them. Goldensohn, in a feminist reading of the poem, sees this moment as a 

source of strength for the women: “Still, it is the final image of her poem that seems decisive: 

held within a prolific and seductively beautiful Nature, the men are cruel, narrow, and 

dangerous; yet as the poem freezes the hunt during the play of female retreat, in their 

concessiveness, or lack of it, the bird women keep all the power” (207). While true within this 

suspended moment, the reader knows what will happen next: the women will lose both their 

sexual and racial purity. Yet they will still have their own language—their calls, even within the 

ambiguity of whether the listener hears the women or birds in them. Although the women’s 

language will eventually mix with that of the colonizer, it will have an important lateral role 

among these and other native peoples.  

The construction of a national identity in Brasil, a process in which these native women 

were instrumental, involves the construction of language—in this case, the inclusion of the Tupi 

language. Charles Wagley, the American anthropologist who spent substantial time in the 

Brasilian Amazon, and whose book, Amazon Town, Bishop references in the epigraph of “The 

Riverman,” describes why the Tupi language proliferated even as the Portuguese began their 

colonization. The missionaries, who arrived soon after the conquistadors, learned Tupi, used it as 

an intermediary language for teaching Christian doctrine, and reduced it to a European script 

(Wagley 41). “A generalized and modified form of this language came to be known as the 

‘lingua geral’ (the general language) and was used for teaching and for preaching Christianity in 

Brazil. Native people of other tongues were taught lingua geral and it became the language of 
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the Indian-European mestizos” [or caboclós] (Wagley 41).32 However, the native woman was 

not only a physical and linguistic presence in the formation of Brasil. Freyre places her in a 

unique position in establishing the patterns of the Brasilian family and habits of Brasilian people 

as a whole: 

[S]he must . . .  be considered a worth-while cultural element, at least so far as material 
culture goes, in the formation of Brazilian society. Thanks to her, Brazilian life was 
enriched . . . with a number of foods that are still in use today, with drugs and household 
remedies, with traditions that are bound up with the development of the child, with a set 
of kitchen utensils, and with processes having to do with tropical hygiene—including the 
frequent or at least daily bath, which must greatly have scandalized the sixteenth-century 
European, who was so filthy in his own personal habits. (87) 
 

These “maddening little women”—maddening as they both angered and aroused the men, 

escaping the men’s dreams as they retreat into the rainforest—had a life-style that today we 

would consider less primitive than that of the newly arrived Europeans. They facilitated an 

environment that would have taken the Portuguese infinitely longer to master had they been on 

their own. Since the first waves of conquistadors brought no Portuguese women with them, the 

Tupi women were the true mothers of the Brasilian people.33   

 Let us shift away from cultural history to the speaker’s position in relation to the 

colonizers. Not all critics approach this rather thorny question, but among those who do, some 

see a strong identification between the speaker and the Portuguese. Tom Gardner, for example, 

 aligns the speaker with the colonizers, even up through the moment of the ripping:   

32 Many words in modern Portuguese borrow from the Tupi language. For example, the word carioca which 
indicates someone born in the city of Rio, stems from a Tupi word meaning “from the white man’s house.” Many 
geographic locations in Brasil are Tupi names: Iguaçu Falls, the beach of Ipanema in Rio, and the state of 
Pernambucu, as are everyday words such as abacaxi (pineapple) and  jacaré (alligator). Even Brasil’s second largest 
bank, Itaú, is Tupi for “black stone.” (A. Olivetti, personal communication)  
33On a related note, while the Brasilian birth rate remained high through the early 1960s, the heart of Bishop’s Brasil 
years, it has since decreased dramatically. From a national birth rate of 6.3 in 1960, the rate fell to 1.9 in 2009, a 
tenth of a percent less than the U.S. birth rate of 2.0 in the same year (Gorney 103 and 120). The 2011 National 
Geographic article that traces this change credits Brasil’s strong-willed women as a top factor for this change (110–
111).  
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When Bishop returns to the explorers in the third stanza with her chilling ‘just so the 
Christians . . . / . . . came and found it all, / not unfamiliar,’ then, she is still primarily 
focused on herself. Her eyes have just done what theirs had. She had relied on ‘an old 
dream’ and a set of correspondences to get her hands around something new; she now 
finds herself ripping away into a world which, maddeningly, retreats, always retreats 
from her” (143).  
 

In contrast, I propose that at the moment of the ripping, Bishop separates herself from her prior 

identification with the colonizers. Though she may have been initially aligned with them, she 

disentangles herself from the tapestry by remaining a viewer. Her perspective, particularly at the 

point when the lizards enter the poem, becomes increasingly uneasy. Rather than keeping her 

gaze on the conquistadors at the end of the poem, she focuses on the women they pursue: where 

they go, and how they attempt to escape through communication in their own language (or even 

in imitation of the birds around them). While the colonizer ultimately uses the tapestry for his 

own ends and proceeds to tear it apart, Bishop, as a viewer, does not set out to destroy. 

 The moment of ripping in “Brazil, January 1, 1502” is significant for another reason: it 

uses Bishop’s final departure from using colonization as an entry into Brasil. The modern 

colonist who guards her American bourbon and cigarettes in “Arrival at Santos,” the tourist who 

chooses clogs and the birdcage as colonial symbols in “Questions of Travel,” and the patron who 

wants her hired help to redo his gardens with “imported” seeds in “Manuelzinho” will give way 

to a new cast of entirely Brasilian characters: the shaman-in-training in “The Riverman;” 

Balthazár, the young black boy in Cabo Frio north of Rio (“Twelfth Morning: or What You 

Will);” Micuçu, the mulatto outlaw on the fringes of Rio’s society escaping through a favela 

(“The Burglar of Babylon); and the homeless dog wandering the streets of Rio, a symbol of the 

poor of the city (“Pink Dog”). Bishop can only draw on these native characters through living in 

and with Brasil over time. Her stay seasons her perspective beyond differences and first 

impressions. Now she can look beyond the natural boundaries of Samambaia and into the politics 
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and problems of contemporary Brasilian society. Increasingly her perspective is less of an 

outsider and more as a resident influenced by the same forces as Brasilian themselves. Bishop 

will no longer grill herself on the necessity of travel or attempt to examine who she is in Brasil: 

tourist and foreigner? Colonizer? Expatriate? With the removal of both internal and external 

colonization throughout the remaining Brasil poems, Bishop’s poetry will attempt to answer a 

new question: who and what is Brasil? 

She begins to approach an answer to this question through her portrait of the shaman in 

“The Riverman,” published in 1960 along with “Brazil, January 1, 1502.” Her speaker  

is a cabocló descendent of the original native Brasilians, an “other” within an environment still 

foreign to her: the Amazon. Her own visit there in February of 1960 will occur only after she 

sent the poem off to The New Yorker to be published (in April of the same year, just three 

months after “Brazil, January 1, 1502” appeared in the same magazine). Her point of view has 

changed from would-be colonizer to native—not simply a native person enmeshed in a habitual 

way of life, but one who desires to go deeper into tradition by becoming a sacaca, or healer. In 

“The Riverman” she incorporates folklore for the first time in her Brasil poetry. Bishop rarely 

writes a Brasil poem that does not carry her personal testimony of what she has seen, but here 

she risks a leap into a secondary source for her information: Charles Wagley’s Amazon Town.  

Bishop’s choice to use a first-person narrator for her longest Brasil poem has significant 

ramifications for her own journey of acculturation. In the overt “I” of “Arrival at Santos,” the 

narrator is most closely aligned with Bishop herself at the moment of her first encounter with 

Brasil. This “I” is the most distanced from the country, seeing only the alterity of the scenery, 

flag, currency as “Other” as it clings to the remnants of home. In “Manuelzinzho,” the speaker 

inhabits Lota, the Brasilian closest to Bishop, and a step closer to Brasilian culture at large. Yet 
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the tone of much of the piece accentuates the distance between the privileged and 

underprivileged classes in Brasil; the “I” considers behaviors it finds objectionable in the 

squatter Manuelzinho.  

Now for the third time, Bishop employs the “I,” but it inhabits a persona even further 

removed from her. The “I” of the riverman is her most imaginative immersion into Brasilian 

culture yet. Here she enters Brasil in a new way through the imagination, while simultaneously 

examining the transformation of the self. She inhabits the man’s body and soul as much as 

possible, even from the limitations of her vantage point. We follow the man’s immersion in his 

environment and his transition from an everyday river dweller into a sacaca. In this process the 

“I” narrates his own world view, free of colonizer resistance within the poem or the poet. The 

persona here, unlike Manuelzinho, is invented, but the fact that he is from deep in Brasil’s 

interior results in a wider exploration of geography and culture. The movement of Bishop’s “I” 

(as well as “eye”) has rippled out from the initial plunge of her encounter with Brasilian culture. 

She removes her presence from the center of the poem and finds ways to allow someone else to 

speak. Her first-person narrations have become more distanced from her poetic self so she can 

more intimately encounter the culture. Bishop’s “I,” when it returns again later in the political 

poem “Brasil, 1959,” will project toward the Brasilian people themselves, continuing this 

progression. 

 This more pronounced encounter with Brasilian culture resulted in rather polarized 

assessments of the poem among those closest to Bishop. She herself had a negative view of it: 

“This Amazon one is the one I like the least, so I thought I’d send it off first” [to The New 

Yorker] Bishop writes to her doctor Anny Bauman on July 9, 1959 (One Art 373). Nine months 

later she writes to Lowell, “You don’t have to like the ‘Riverman’ poem. Lota hates it, and I 
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don’t approve of it myself, but once it was written I couldn’t seem to get rid of it. Now I am 

doing an authentic, post-Amazon one that I trust will be better” (One Art 182). It is unclear 

whether the “authentic, post-Amazon one” is the beginnings of “Santarém,” which lay unfinished 

until 1978, or “On the Amazon,” an unpublished fragment Bishop penned on her Amazon trip. 

However, both chronicle her own experience which must have been more “authentic” in her own 

mind. Lowell appears to be as taken with the poem as Bishop is dismissive of it when he replies 

to her in April of 1960, “I wouldn’t worry about the Amazon poem—it’s the best fairy story in 

verse I know” (Bishop, One Art 321).  

 Examining the background of Lota’s reaction to the poem shows how Bishop’s attitude 

toward Brasilian culture differed radically from her friend’s. Bishop, like her riverman in his 

foray into the world of the shaman, entered Brasil as an outsider seeking initiation. The subjects 

of her initiation, however, whether carvings of saints, paintings done in “primitive style,” or her 

keen observations of the life-style of a domestic worker or a man in the Amazon, are all cultural 

elements that she would not readily encounter in Washington or New York City. These elements 

of Brasilian culture that Bishop prized are the very same elements that Lota sought to dismiss.   

 Despite her status as a Brasilian cultural “insider,” Lota was motivated to tend to aspects 

of that culture that kept pace with outside cultures. She tended to avoid anything in Brasil that 

she viewed as “primitive,” including the native inhabitants of her country. She often planned 

trips to various ports of call in Europe; she was born in France, not Brasil, and educated in 

Belgium. Lota’s touchstone was most often European society at large or that lived in Rio. 

Anything authentically “Brasilian” meant a mental backtracking for her; she believed in “Brasil 

para frente,” the seemingly sophisticated forward-moving and progressive Brasil rather than the 
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traditional Brasil.34 When Bishop finally embarked on her Amazonian trip, she did not travel 

with Lota but with a journalist friend, Rosinha Leão, and her nephew. In focusing on the 

Brasilian cabocló and folklore in “The Riverman,” Bishop not only turns to the primal essence of 

Brasilian culture, but takes a step away from Lota as her main Brasilian influence. Though her 

impetus is Wagley’s text, she embarks on a new journey through Brasil on her own. 

 Bishop’s entry into the poem is through the interaction of the riverman and the dolphin, a 

common Amazonian mammal with mythical connotations Bishop gleaned from Wagley: 

I got up in the night 
for the Dolphin spoke to me. 
He grunted beneath my window, 
hid by the river mist, 
but I glimpsed him—a man like myself. 
I threw off my blanket, sweating; 
I even tore off my shirt. 
I got out of my hammock 
and went through the window naked. 
My wife slept and snored. 
 

The triggering event of this poem is the Dolphin’s summoning of the riverman for his initiation 

as a sacaca. As the riverman responds to it, there is nothing between him and the river—no 

clothing, and no particular loyalty to his wife, to whom he does not say good-bye as she lies 

sleeping. Bishop refers to the Dolphin by its Portuguese name, “boto,” throughout eight drafts of 

her poem, and although she is not explicit about its mythical properties, she was surely aware of 

them through Wagley. He notes that boto has strong sexual associations in the minds of people 

of Itá (Wagley’s fictitious name for the Amazonian community he studied) and other Amazonian 

communities: “The animal itself is thought to have great sexual potency and magical powers. It 

is said that fishermen have had intercourse with boto males which they killed on the beach. The 

34 Brasilian modernist artists, in contrast, viewed a return to primitive roots as necessary in order to go forward. In 
fact, the whole Brasilian modernist movement which began with a modern arts festival week (Semana de arte 
moderna) in São Paulo in 1922 had a strong primitive basis. 
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sexual organs of the female are strikingly similar to those of a woman . . .” (239). The boto is 

able to swim through sexual boundaries of gender, transforming itself according to situation. 

Przybycien extends this reading of the dolphin’s sexuality, making it a vehicle for Bishop in 

writing about difficult matters such as homosexuality: “The dolphin appears as a man to the 

riverman, who follows him irresistibly to his magic kingdom under the river, leaving behind his 

conventional way of life. The poem suggests, among other things, fluidity and continuous 

transformation of sexual/gender roles” (“Elizabeth Bishop in Brazil” 67).  

Bishop was probably aware of the Dophin’s alternative ways when she chose it to initiate 

“The Riverman,” although an American audience would be unaware of its properties. Early in 

her Brasil correspondence she commented to Lowell that it was much easier to live out the life 

she wanted to in Brasil. In their remote residence of Samambaia, Bishop and Lota could 

orchestrate their own comings and goings without public fanfare. Bishop must have begun to feel 

more secure in her lesbianism, and certainly less on display than she would have been in the 

States in the fifties and early sixties. Perhaps this is why she can take the risk of using Brasilian 

folklore to hint at a kind of gender fluidity that marked her own life.  

 By the end of the first stanza the riverman follows the dolphin into the river where 

“suddenly a door / in the water opened inward.” This inward-opening door is a counterpart to 

“we are driving into the interior” that closes “Arrival at Santos.” However, the latter takes the 

reader up to a threshold but never crosses it; we never get to the interior. Here we not only cross 

the threshold but are immersed on the other side. We have finally arrived in the most interior 

setting possible, in a place where the sacaca’s journey of initiation mirrors that of the artist, 

possibly Bishop herself. His journey is one of descent into and underneath the river.35 If the 

35 The poem is a fascinating study of downward movement, predominantly carried out through prepositions. The 
first stanza begins, “He grunted beneath my window, and “I went down to the river” (twice). The second continues, 
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poem is on one level a metaphor for the process of becoming an artist, this descent through the 

water is akin to exploring the layers of consciousness of the artist’s soul. 

 The second stanza introduces the other key mythical figure, Luandinha, but only after the 

riverman has partaken in drinking cachaça (Brasilian rum), and smoked cigars or “green 

cheroots.” These activities presumably bring about the trance-like state necessary to elicit 

Luandinha’s serpentine presence. She speaks a language that the riverman does not know but 

seems to passively understand: 

Then a tall, beautiful serpent 
in elegant white satin, 
with her big eyes green and gold 
like the lights on the river steamers— 
Yes, Luandinha, none other— 
entered and greeted me. 
She complimented me 
in a language I didn’t know; 
but when she blew cigar smoke  
into my ears and nostrils 
I understood, like a dog, 
although I can’t speak it yet. 
 

As Bishop describes in her note, “Luandinha is a river spirit associated with the moon.” Her 

name, composed of “lua” (moon) and “inha” (diminutive feminine ending), makes her a “little 

moon” that reflects the original moon in her “elegant white satin.” The riverman can only 

continue his initiation on the nights of the full moon because it reflects the presence of 

Luandinha.36  

“I’m not sure where I went, / but miles, under the river,” and the riverman’s “special weeds” are “under [his] 
canoe.” He comments, “we journey from here to there, / under the floating canoes.” Stanza 5 refers to “that magic 
mud, beneath / the multitudes of fish” and the “deep, enchanted silt.” Stanza 6 concludes, “When the moon burns 
white. . . I’ll be there below. . .”  The speaker comments on how he will see the canoes of his godfathers and cousins 
over his head and hear their voices talking. He addresses them, “You can peer down and down or dredge the river 
bottom but never, never catch me.” 
36 Wagley, in his study of the community of Itá, comments on the “cobra grande,” a large snake that appeared in the 
community that residents believed lived in the deepest parts of the river. He relates, “For an entire week during our 
1948 visit to Itá, no one dared fish at night because a giant snake had appeared on two successive nights in the river 
just in front of the town. Two fishermen had actually seen its great luminous eyes closing in upon them as they sat in 
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 The interaction between the riverman and Luandinha is especially significant in its 

ramifications for language learners, including Bishop as a student of Portuguese. The verb 

“complimented” in English may actually make less sense contextually than a similar verb in 

Portuguese, “cumplimentar,” which Bishop may have heard echoes of in “She complimented me 

/ in a language I did not know . . .” In Portuguese “cumplimentar” does not mean “to 

compliment” but “to greet” or “to welcome.” The Portuguese meanings for the verb better fit the 

context of the poem as the riverman and Luandinha meet for the first time. The riverman says he 

doesn’t know Luandinha’s language, yet after she blows cigar smoke into his ears and nostrils he 

says he “understood, like a dog, / although [he] can’t speak it yet.” Goldensohn connects Bishop 

herself to this moment, citing her response to Ashley Brown in 1966 when he asked her about the 

influence of Portuguese on her English: “I don’t read it habitually—just newspapers and some 

books. After all these years, I’m like a dog: I understand everything that’s said to me, but I don’t 

speak it very well” (214). In language learning passive understanding precedes language 

generation. While Bishop probably felt much more comfortable listening to Portuguese rather 

than speaking it, the poem’s drafts reflect a significant development in Bishop’s language 

learning: in her use of “compliment” she uses an English word in a Portuguese way.  

 Bishop also chooses specific Portuguese words in her compositional process. To 

approximate Amazonian folklore and the life-style of the riverman, Bishop uses the authentic 

Portuguese words “boto,” “cachaça,” and “festa.” She uses “boto” in some contexts from her 

earliest drafts, and it persists until Draft 6 when she crosses it out and writes in “dolphin.” In a 

reverse process, she uses the English word “rum” (“They gave me a shell of rum” and “We drank 

their canoes. They went to their hammocks sick with fright” (236). The residents of Itá were surely accustomed to a 
variety of snakes in their environs; they would have only had this fear if the snake resembled something else—in 
this case, its size and “great luminous eyes” conjure up Luandinha.  
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rum and smoked / The green cheroots”) throughout the first five drafts of the poem, but in Draft 

6 she crosses it out and writes in “cachaça,” which remains in the published version. For 

Luandinha’s party, Bishop uses the Portuguese “festa” (when the moon shines on the river / and 

Luandinha gives a festa”) until Draft 7 when she writes in “party.” It is clear from these 

examples that although the Portuguese alternative does not always win out, specific Portuguese 

words were her first instinct. Bishop keeps the name “Itá” (that Wagley chose to protect the real 

name of the community, “Gurupa”) in the lines, “They showed me room after room / and took 

me from here to Itá” through seven drafts. In the final draft she crosses it out and types “Belém,” 

which remains in the published version. Portuguese for “Bethlehem,” Belém is the entrance gate 

to the Amazon and is located 100 kilometers from the Atlantic Ocean on the Pará River. For her 

readers, Belém has a better chance of being recognized. 

In the third stanza the riverman engages in repeated moonlit river trips, acquiring the 

tools of his trade, and gradually changing his habits and his appearance. Wagley writes of the 

origins of the sacaca in the Tupi Indian shamans: 

The Tupi-speaking Indians of the Amazon forest depended upon their medicine men or 
shamans, whom they called pays, to protect them against the demons, to cure sickness, 
and to relieve them of the misfortunes caused by the spirits . . . In communicating with 
the spirits which they controlled, they went into trance states, even into cataleptic 
seizures. These trances were induced by swallowing large quantities of tobacco smoke, 
and by dancing and singing to the rhythm of a gourd rattle. The Indians believed that all 
disease had a magical or supernatural cause. . . (225–226)  
 

Some of the shamans called themselves pagés and “practice a mixture of aboriginal and modern 

spiritualistic belief,” but the sacacas, as told to Wagley by the people of Itá, are the greatest 

pagés (227). At the time of his interviews in the late 1940s, few of these sacacas were left. They 

had all of the abilities of the original Tupi shamans, including a mythical power: they were able 

to travel enormous distances under water and to stay under water for days or weeks (227). These 
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descriptions give a context to the riverman’s underwater parties and his traveling upstream and 

downstream, “faster than you can think it.”   

 Bishop’s first draft of the poem, rather than incorporating the mythical figures of the boto 

and Luandinha, centers exclusively on the figure of the sacaca. Her working title is, “The River 

Man becomes a Sacaca,” and underneath, underlined, is “Juca might become a Sacaca.” Her 

introductory note reads: 

(This poem is supposed to tell the story of how a man in a remote village in the 
Amazonian region became a shaman, or witch doctor. True sacacas are very rare 
nowadays; the usual witch doctor is a page, a lower form who sometimes works with land 
spirits instead of river spirits. The names at the end are of famous sacacas of the past fifty 
years or earlier. The factual detail comes from AMAZON TOWN by _________ and 
from conversations with Brasilian friends. (Vassar College, Bishop Folder 57.16) 
 

Like Wagley, she emphasizes both the distinctions between the pagés and the sacacas and the 

dying nature of the sacaca’s profession. In fact, “The Riverman” can be read as a eulogy for a 

way of life which had almost vanished in the 1960s, at least in the parts of the Amazon that were  

known to outsiders at the time.  

 Bishop had an eye in Brasil for whatever was on the verge of vanishing. “Like Lévi-

Strauss, [she] lamented the disappearance of what she believed were authentic cultural 

manifestations” (Przybycien, “Elizabeth Bishop in Brazil” 68). In writing “The Riverman” she 

preserves a dying way of life. As a collector, Bishop was concerned with other kinds of 

preservation: she bought records sambas with an authentic style she felt was disappearing, and 

she eventually took these back with her to the States. She bought carved wooden saints and 

“carrancas,” wood carving used on the bows of steamboats on the São Francisco River 

(Przybycien 69) which have an extremely fierce, devilish appearance. Like the bamboo birdcages 

shaped into Jesuit churches, they crowded the shelves of artisan shops and souvenir stands in the 

1970s, but now are increasingly difficult to find.   
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 Despite her interest in the appearance of authentic cultural artifacts, Bishop does not 

create a memorable physical portrait of the sacaca-in-training, perhaps because she had never 

seen one herself. Yet the sacaca could be an arresting figure, like this one encountered in the 

upper Amazon in the 1940s, described by ethnobotanist Richard Evans Schultes: 

He wore a black cusma tied at the waist, a necklace of jaguar teeth, pounds of glass 
beads, a magnificent corona with a halo of erect macaw feathers, and a cape of parrot 
feathers that hung down his back to the waist. His ears were pierced by the tail feathers of 
a scarlet macaw; his wrists were decorated with leaves . . . The beads and feathers, the 
sweet leaves on his arms, and the delicate motifs painted on his face were a conscious 
and deliberate attempt to emulate the elegant dress of the spirit people that the shaman 
met when he ingested yagé [drug made from an Amazonian vine to bring on trances and 
visions]. (Davis 174) 
 

In contrast, Bishop notes understated physical changes and behaviors in the riverman that appear 

to have little to do with his ritualistic role: 

I don’t eat fish any more. 
There is fine mud on my scalp 
and I know from smelling my comb  
that the river smells in my hair. 
My hands and feet are cold. 
I look yellow, my wife says, 
and she brews me stinking teas 
I throw out, behind her back.  
 

The riverman can no longer eat one of the main staples of his region. In the last stanza he refers 

to his “magic cloak of fish” that swerves as he swerves in his river journeys; he has become their 

ally rather than their hunter. The fine mud in his scalp and the smell in his hair suggest his 

permanent entrenchment in the river. His extremities are cold on land, as if he is no longer at 

home there. His wife notices that he appears yellow and brews him “stinking teas,” apparently to 

combat his changing color, but he throws the tea out when she isn’t looking. The riverman’s 

transformation suggests a permanent alignment with the river, as if he were becoming the river 

itself or something that grows on its banks. These physical changes, combined with the affinity 
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Bishop shows for individual Portuguese words in this poem, make a case for a central aspect of 

the riverman’s transformation.“Sacaca,” most often translated as “witch doctor” or as 

“herbalist,” has another definition: it is an Amazonian plant, a species of the Croton. An 

antidiuretic and an antiflammatory, it has been used as an antidiabetic agent; its leaves are used 

in medicines, and its roots are used in healing teas (“Croton Cajucara Benth.-Sacaca” par. 1 and 

par. 6). With her interest in Brasil’s flora and her “conversations with Brazilian friends” that she 

references in the introduction of her first draft, Bishop may well have been aware of this double 

meaning. One can read “The Riverman” as the transformation of the riverman into a double 

healer: the sacaca himself and also the medicinal plant of the same name that grows in and 

around the river.  

This poem is not only a manifestation of Bishop’s interest in folklore, but a vehicle for 

her concern about the Amazonian environment. McCabe observes that nature is an essential 

aspect of the riverman’s spirituality and that “Bishop’s poem is as much about respect for the 

environment and ecological balance as it is about Otherness; many of the spirits in Brazilian 

folklore and superstition guard against exploitation of nature, protecting it from hunters and 

fishermen who kill too much, as we learn from Wagley” (175). Environmental concerns are 

threaded throughout the poem, particularly in the fifth stanza in which the speaker expounds on 

the river’s many benefits and catalogues a sample of its wildlife (fish, pirarucús, turtles, 

crocodiles, crayfish, worms).  

Bishop’s focus on fauna continues in a fragment entitled “On the Amazon” that she also 

composed during this trip, but here her subject is an embalmed crocodile that has been 

manipulated by humans for the tourist trade: 

(oh gentle crocodile 
“embalmed and stuffed with straw” 
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with your head cruelly bent down to your breast 
to look like a dragon, I suppose 
no wonder you cry  
tears of yellow varnish, [all] down your belly—) 
 

A prose account of the same trip continues her notes on the fate of wildlife from the region: “. . .  

dogs everywhere—one or two usually in the hotel lobby under the cabinets full of trash from 

STERNS—jewelry on and Amazon soueirs [sic] in the other—stuffed alligators, pocketbooks—a 

small collection of badly stuffed birds, but beautiful birds—” (Vassar College, Bishop Folder 

55.2). The embalmed crocodile and the stuffed birds are the other side of the pristine display of 

Amazonian fauna. Bishop exhibits a consciousness about the wildlife of the region before such 

an awareness was either as widespread or as fashionable as it would become in later decades.  

 The riverman’s praise of the river and its base, the “magic mud,” makes it possible to 

visualize him either as a sacaca gathering the ingredients for his trade or as a plant with its roots 

in the silt. The middle of the fifth stanza leaves the reader with a heightened awareness of the 

river’s riches, far beyond the riverman’s personal ambitions: 

Look, it stands to reason  
that everything we need 
can be obtained from the river. 
It drains the jungles; it draws 
from trees and plants and rocks 
from half around the world, 
it draws from the very heart  
of the earth the remedy 
for each of the diseases— 
one just has to know how to find it. 
But everything must be there 
in that magic mud . . . 
and all is sweetness there 
in the deep, enchanted silt. 
 

In these lines the river “drains” and “draws” (twice), siphoning out the best that the Amazon has 

to offer. “Magic mud” is the Amazon’s foundation. Bishop uses it to frame her catalogue of 
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Amazonian fauna on both sides (calling it “deep, enchanted silt” the second time), just as mud 

sediments frame the river itself. All the time that the riverman spends under the river brings him 

closer to this mud, integral to his trade because of the plant life it supports.37  

 Rivers—their fauna, silt, banks, and the flora they support through huge volumes of 

water—-are central to Brasil’s topography, delineating not only geographic boundaries but 

boundaries between native and colonizing populations. Freyre writes how the rivers have given 

the Brasilian landscape a drama that sometimes goes out of control: 

. . . so far as the needs of the men who created Brazil were concerned, these formidable 
masses of rivers and waterfalls only in part, never wholly, lent themselves to the 
civilizing functions of regular communication and utilization for purposes of power. 
When one of these great rivers overflowed its banks in the rainy season, it would 
inundate everything, covering cane fields and killing cattle and even the inhabitants . . . 
Without any balanced volume or regularity of course, varying extremely as to conditions 
of navigability and utility, the great rivers were undependable collaborators—if we may 
call them that—of the agriculturist engaged in shaping the economic and social life of our 
country. (34–35) 
 

In Freyre’s description we can see why the Amazon is the territory of the cabocló, with their 

once proliferating numbers of shamans and sacacas. These cultures seem to have “worked with” 

the rivers, understanding and incorporating their rhythms, respecting their wildlife, and using 

their resources for their own survival—as opposed to the Portuguese whose agricultural and 

economic schemes were for the purpose of building an empire and in so doing overcoming the 

civilizations they found. In writing and publishing “The Riverman” immediately after “Brazil, 

January 1, 1502” we see how Bishop is exploring the Brasilian landscape and people from both 

the outside-in through the colonizer’s perspective and inside-out through the cabocló’s view. In 

doing so, she makes a rapid change of perspective.  

37 Today the Amazon ranks among the three largest contributors in the world of fluvial sediments to the oceans 
(Goulding et al. 10). The rich sediments left in the river’s flood plains are ideal for agriculture. Within this soil there 
is great mineral wealth: the largest high-grade iron ore deposits in the world today are in the Tocantins Valley, 
bauxite in eastern Amazonia, and petroleum in the western part (Goulding et al. 10). 
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 In  her correspondence Bishop shows a passionate connection to the real Amazon that she 

visits in her February 1960 trip, from which three of her few surviving letters to Lota. In the 

third, from February 28, 1960, she writes, “But I love the Amazon—we must go back. I have 

already all kinds of information about the trip from Manaus to Iquitos, and ships . . .” Later she 

calls the trip “one of the most amazing experiences of my life” (Vassar College, Bishop Folder 

32.8). She writes to Lowell two months after her trip on April 2, 1960, “I want to go back to the 

Amazon. I dream dreams every night—I don’t know quite why I found it so affecting” (Bishop, 

One Art 383). She never did go back, except to return to writing “Santarém” at the end of her 

life, the beginning of which she also penned on this trip.  

 The poem ends with the “total immersion” of the Riverman, an echo of the speaker in “At 

the Fishhouses” who sees the seal submerging itself in the ocean. Travisano points out the 

parallels in Bishop’s work with that of the submerged riverman: “As in Bishop’s own work, the 

riverman’s power to transform the ordinary, to make mud into magic, depends, first, on 

answering a strange call and second, on serious study and devotion, reflected in imagery of ‘total 

immersion’” (161). In writing this poem Bishop is too immersed in Brasilian culture to turn 

back, just as the Riverman cannot reverse his calling on his moonlit journeys under the surface of 

the Amazon. Travisano continues, “‘The Riverman’ reveals an author who is now able to 

penetrate and comprehend the alien consciousness of a Brazilian native from a distant place and 

class. Her poems are no longer about the act of observation (as ‘Brazil, 1502’ and ‘Questions of 

Travel’ had been); instead they frankly observe” (162). If Bishop had not explored the riverman 

and his habitat, she may not have made the bridge into the frank observations that characterize 

her subsequent Brasil poetry. Her imaginative journey using the “I” of a native Brasilian allows 
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her to take the risk of immersing herself in a completely new environment. She too has been 

transformed by this immersion.  

 In addition, Bishop’s place in Brasil outside her writing was slowly changing. On her 

Amazon trip, she was more closely allied with her travel companion, Rosinha Leão, than to some 

Americans she encountered on the journey. In an undated letter to May Swenson she notes, “I’ve 

seen some lovely animals—also four unlovely Americans—oh dear, why do we export such 

awful ones . . .” (Bishop, Edgar Allen Poe 323). Bishop was herself one of these “unlovely 

Americans” as the “I” of “Arrival at Santos, but now, nine years later, her cultural encounters 

have allowed her to shift her position. One of the reasons Americans can seem so “ugly” abroad 

is because many do not try to immerse themselves in the context of the surrounding culture, 

instead bobbing above the cultural currents, calling attention to themselves. After nine years in 

Brasil, Bishop found some fundamental differences between herself and other Americans she 

encountered. She was no longer one of them, but as Brasilian critics unanimously agree, she was 

never about to “go native” either. Instead she was beginning to reside in “the space in-between,” 

the term that Brasilian cultural theorist Silviano Santiago coined to describe the seemingly empty 

area between the polarities created by neocolonists and the “natives” in Latin American 

culture.38 In beginning to take up residence in this space in her poetry, Bishop journeyed in a 

different way than other expatriates of her time and beyond her time. 

One of the ways she marked this journey was by attempting to examine Brasil’s 

contemporary politics, holding them up for observation (for a time, at least) as she had other 

subjects. Rather than a political poet, however, Bishop has been more frequently viewed as a 

38 See Santiago, Silviano. The Space In-Between: Essays on Latin American Culture. Durham: Duke University 
Press, 2001, Chapter 2 (“Latin American Discourse: The Space In-Between). 
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social critic, often allying herself with outsiders and /or critiquing insiders. For example, in “A 

Miracle for Breakfast” Bishop examines social inequality, calling it her “Depression poem” and 

her “social conscious poem, a poem about hunger” (Brown 297). The speaker hopes the “lone 

cup of coffee and one roll” of the rich man on the balcony might be multiplied in a miracle of 

New Testament proportions, feeding the hungry on the street below. It never happens, only 

perhaps in a waking dream by the speaker. A little later in “Songs for a Colored Singer” Bishop 

explores both social inequality (“None of the things that I can see / belong to me” says the 

speaker upon examining the objects around her) and gender inequality as the speaker’s husband 

leaves her for another and she is left to survive on her own. 

Prior to moving to Brasil, Bishop maintained a pose of general political disengagement, 

yet her theories went through various phases. By the time she was at Vassar in the early 1930s, 

Bishop notes in an interview with Brown, “Politically I considered myself a socialist, but I 

disliked ‘social conscious’ writing . . . Then I tried anarchism, briefly” (Brown 292–293). She 

says nothing else about herself politically since that time, other than: “I’m much more interested 

in social problems and politics now than I was in the ‘30s” (Brown 293). Yet until Bishop’s 

Brasil years, the subject of politics rarely enters her letters.  

Bishop’s Brasil years provide the setting for forays into more overtly political poems (in 

additional to social justice poems) of a kind that she did not pursue back in the States. Bishop 

chose not to publish these poems, and in most cases they are unfinished drafts. In all cases, they 

cast off the veil of reticence that characterizes much of her other writing. They represent a 

political streak that Bishop did not pursue the same way in her prose, even in her 1962 Brazil 

volume. Taking on the labyrinth of Brasilian politics at any level meant that Bishop was 
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beginning to absorb a very complicated political landscape, incorporating the media and the 

circumstances of everyday Brasilian citizens into her own daily life.  

Bishop’s lesser known political poems from Brasil, including “Suicide of a Moderate 

Dictator,” (1954), “A Baby Found in the Garbage” (mid-1950s), and “Brasil, 1959” (written 

during events of that year) register her deepening acculturation into Brasil. Politics, because they 

were a “given” in Bishop’s home culture, could be somewhat ignored there. In her new culture, 

they become an entity that she has to consciously enter and are therefore much harder to dismiss. 

Many expatriates wear blinders, ignoring the political vicissitudes in a borrowed culture and 

instead following the political news and elections back home. However, from her earliest years 

in Brasil, Bishop had a personal connection through Lota not only to Brasilian politics, but to an 

increasingly political figure, the women’s neighbor Carlos Lacerda. A journalist who would later 

become a politician, he lived on land that Lota had previously owned in Samambaia in addition 

to his apartment in Rio. Bishop was finely tuned to the comments of everyday Brasilians she 

encountered concerning the country’s often-changing political scene (its switch from a 

democracy to a dictatorship in 1964, for example). Her poems demonstrate that she also tuned 

into the local media: newspapers in “Suicide of a Moderate Dictator” and “A Baby Found in the 

Garbage” and the radio in “Brasil, 1959.”  

“Suicide of a Moderate Dictator,” the most polished of these three poems, is more 

politically open than any of Bishop’s earlier poems. However, it shows the means of revealing  

political truths rather than identifying the truths themselves. The first stanza, a single complex 

sentence, attempts to trace the path of these truths:  

This is a day when truths will out, perhaps;  
leak from the dangling telephone ear-phones 
sapping the festooned switchboards’ strength; 
fall from the windows, blow from off the sills, 
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—the vague, slight unremarkable contents 
of empting ash-trays; rub off on our fingers 
like ink from the un-proof-read newspapers, 
crocking the way the unfocused photographs  
of crooked faces do that soil our coats, 
our tropical-weight coats, like slapped-at moths. 
 

Truth is exposed, “perhaps,” through a variety of means: a leak through a telephone’s ear-

phones, a fall from windows, and in blowing off the sills, emptying the ashtrays, and rubbing off 

newsprint onto one’s fingers. In the densest part of the stanza (and in fact the whole poem) truth 

comes out “crocking” the same way the unfocused photos of crooked faces (from the 

newspapers) soil coats. “Crocking” is a telling verb choice because of its multiple definitions. 

According to the Oxford English Dictionary, “crock” can mean “to smut with soot or grime; to 

soil; defile” when used as a transitive verb (“Crock,” def. 10). As an intransitive verb, as it used 

here, it means “to become feeble, collapse, give way, or break down” (“Crock,” def. 11). The 

“crooked faces” of the breaking newspaper story both soil and collapse, just as the dictatorship 

has soiled and collapsed the country.  

This stanza, however, has much to hide. We never know the contents of these truths that 

“will out,” and the presence of “perhaps” at the end of the first line means that these truths may 

not “out” themselves at all. This undermines the rest of the poem and reinforces the everyday 

events of Rio that continue in the last stanza as if nothing significant has happened. “Perhaps” 

even undermines the dedication to Lacerda; although on one level the newspaper references 

appear to honor his work against the newly dead dictator, another level insinuates that despite his 

editorial efforts, some truths will remain hidden. Even in this initial stanza the poem begins to set 

up the path of backing out on itself, a process that will finish in the third stanza. 

 The poem’s “moderate dictator,” Getúlio Vargas, ruled between 1930 and 1954, though 

not consecutively. Thomas Travisano, in his commentary on this draft when it was first 
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published in The Georgia Review in 1992, accounts for the “moderate” label: “[Vargas’s] 

support of land reform and social welfare accounts, in part, for Bishop’s epithet ‘moderate,’ but 

resistance to his regime grew as he came to depend increasingly on a corrupt political machine 

and on the military to maintain political control” (“‘With an eye of Flemish accuracy’: An  

Afterward” 613). Vargas controlled Brasil under a variety of labels that reflect the country’s 

constantly changing political system. In a recent history of Brasil, Roett summarizes: 

Few, if any, political characters are more controversial in Brazilian history than Getúlio 
Vargas, who governed Brazil in different guises for eighteen years as provisional 
president from 1930 to 1934, as the indirectly elected chief executive from 1934 to 1937, 
as a ‘soft’ dictator from 1937 to 1945, and as the directly elected president from 1951 
until his suicide in 1954 (37).  
 

A strong supporter of industrialization and the working class during his presidential campaign, 

he greatly angered conservatives by announcing a 100% increase in the minimum wage (Roett 

46). One of these conservatives, Lacerda, objected to Vargas limiting the powers of Congress, 

jailing and torturing his political opponents, and censoring the press.  

 During Vargas’s final years in office Bishop had already attempted to define herself 

politically in Brasil, as demonstrated in a letter to Kit and Ilse Barker dated August 29, 1953: “I 

move only in very anti-Vargas circles. Things are looking very bad for him now, though. But 

there is another awful man who is determined to be the next President and probably will be, just 

through publicity” (One Art 271). Earlier in the letter she writes, “I don’t know a single 

American here . . .” (One Art 271), so early in her stay, Bishop is not simply associating with   

expatriates and their views. Even if her anti-Vargas view parallels Lota’s, she is actually 

choosing a political stance, something she rarely did in the U.S. 

 Carlos Lacerda repeatedly used the daily newspaper he founded, Tribuna da Imprensa, to 

denounce Vargas. In fact, he composed some of his editorials in the peaceful environment of 
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Lota and Bishop’s home in Samambaia (Fountain and Brazeau 167). As a result of his scathing 

critiques, some of Vargas’s closest advisors attempted to assassinate Lacerda in August of 1954; 

Lacerda escaped with a wound to his foot although an air force officer with him was killed. The 

event stirred the pot as more factions gathered against Vargas. A group of high-ranking military 

officers called for the president’s resignation on August 23 and Vargas committed suicide the 

next day, “blaming his death on national and international conspirators who sought to overturn 

his progressive policies” (Roett 47). 

 His suicide had aftershocks for both Lacerda and Bishop. Although Lacerda was 

eventually voted governor of the state of Guanabara by 1960 (created after the capital, formerly 

Rio de Janeiro, moved to Brasília), he left the country for New York City for a time of self-

imposed exile after Vargas’s suicide. This was in part for his own safety, for he also violently 

disagreed with Vargas’s successor (after short-term intermediary leaders), Juscelino Kubitschek. 

Bishop attempted to pave his way by sending letters of introduction to her friends in the city.  

 Bishop also feared for her own safety as an American after Vargas’s suicide, although 

she seems to have put confidence in the care of her Brasilian friends throughout the event. In a 

letter to Austin Olney dated “Sunday, August [?], 1954 she writes, “I am in my studio in the 

country now, and incredible as it seems to me, with a .22 at my side” (One Art 299). But in a P.S. 

she explains: 

I put in the remark about the gun just for its shock value but please do not repeat it. . . 
Brazil and my Brazilian friends have been very good to me. They are so good, as a matter 
of fact, that they concealed from me for two days the fact that there had been anti-U.S. 
riot, etc., for fear of hurting my feelings! And I have yet to be able to get a copy from any 
of them of Vargas’s suicide note in which, I finally gathered, he tries to put some of the 
blame on the U.S. (One Art 299)  
 

Bishop appears to be surrounded and protected by her Brasilian community. She also shows a 

sharp political curiosity here, as opposed to her distanced view of politics prior to her move to 
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Brasil, possibly because her current circumstances are much more dramatic than they ever were 

in the U.S. 

 This curiosity led her to stay in touch with newspaper accounts of current events. It is the 

newspaper motif that suggests Lacerda in the first and second stanzas of the poem. At first the 

“un-proof-read newspapers” in the first stanza might be interpreted as a jab against his 

journalism, but in the context of the president’s suicide, the news is so hot that the newspapers 

must be cranked out quickly, preventing proofreading of the story. In the second stanza, the fact 

that “[t]he newspapers are sold; the kiosk shutters crash down” is significant: newsstands are 

typically open from the early morning until early evening. The second stanza also deals with a 

reversal of workers in Brasilian society, although it is not clear to which specific classes of 

workers she alludes: “Today's a day when those who work / are idling. Those who played must 

work / and hurry, too, to get it done / with little dignity or none.” Conceivably the politicians are 

now idling while the journalists are working under deadline pressure, or perhaps political 

factions are now taking on different roles. But these first four lines of the second stanza are only 

a brief detour; she returns to the newspapers that sell out and observes how “the headlines wrote 

themselves,” appearing like magic early in the early hours without the work of human hands.  

 The final stanza has none of the obscurity of the first or the mystery of the second. 

Instead Bishop gives images of constancy and repetition from everyday life which continue even 

in the absence of anyone in power. She gives a weather report (“beautiful,” “warm and clear”) 

and an observational report (the usual dog-walking at 7:00 a.m. “along the famous beach”). The 

rainbow that hangs above the line of breakers (an image she has also used “On the Amazon” and 

“Song for the Rainy Season”) is hopeful, as is the final image of the kite, something which 
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Brasilian children often construct themselves. Clearly life goes on whether or not a certain 

dictator is in power, and whether or not a journalist works to expose his hidden evils.  

 In this closing stanza of “Suicide of a Moderate Dictator” Bishop leaves the political 

stage she has set up for herself via a back door. She appears uncomfortable focusing on politics 

for too long; daily observations are safer in their familiarity. Lacerda will ultimately be neither 

her hero nor the public’s. A. Olivetti notes that while Bishop was friends with Lacerda in her 

early Brasil years and considered him very intelligent, she also considered him crazy and 

somewhat dangerous, adding, “It appears that Bishop already knew what was going to happen: 

public opinion would go against Lacerda, his newspaper would be attacked by the people, and he 

would have to flee. Brasilians have a great deal of pity for suicides” (personal communication). 

This same pity will come into play again when Bishop loses Lota to apparent suicide in 1967 and 

Bishop’s long-time Brasilian community disintegrates. Her opinion of Lacerda, based on the 

changing politics of Brasil, will also change. In a  letter to Robert Lowell dated March 3, 1967, 

she writes, “One of the bigger items is that Carlos has betrayed everyone horribly—after all the 

years of fighting the old Vargas gang and corruption, he has suddenly, for political reasons, gone 

over to them (and the communists) again. I hadn’t been able to endure him for several years, at 

least . . . to hell with all politicians, anyway” (Words in Air 615). The ambiguity in the first line 

of the poem, “This is a day when truths will out, perhaps” may stem from Bishop’s earlier 

inklings about Lacerda’s being “dangerous;” in her Rio years she will learn how he changes his 

political tune once he gains power.  

 A more recent coda to this poem occurred in Brasil in 2006 when a Brasilian journalist on 

the editorial board of the newspaper Folha de São Paulo reproduced his commentary on “Death 

of a Moderate Dictator” in a blog entry. Marcelo Coelho assumes that Bishop abandoned the 
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poem expressly because she was assuming a political tone, something to which she did not aspire 

in her poetry:  

In dedicating the poem to Carlos Lacerda, the main political “executioner” of Vargas, 
Elizabeth Bishop appears to be investing above all in an idea of purification. It would 
carry out, in theory, the celebration of the end of a corrupt government and praise the 
activity of denounced journalists . . . At the same time, the picture of Copacabana Beach 
at dawn mixes images of daily purity with the sensation of neutrality, above the world of 
real political responsibilities. “Congratulations, the dictator is dead, but don’t feel like a 
murderer because of this”: if this interpretation is correct, the poem is embarking on 
emotional and ethical paths so tortuous it is not surprising the poem was abandoned. 
(Coelho 1)  
 

While Bishop never tried to publish the poem, its five drafts show that she had spent some time 

in crafting it and had not abandoned it outright. Thomas Travisano, in his bibliography of 

Bishop’s uncollected poems, lists the poem as “nearly completed,” a poem that Bishop seems to 

have almost finished to her satisfaction (3).  It is clear that in choosing and pursuing the suicide 

and its aftermath as a subject, she put her finger on one of the most problematic times and figures 

in Brasilian history.  

 Bishop experimented again with the political poem in her less developed fragment, “A 

Baby Found in the Garbage,” which prioritizes social justice over politics, in a return to some of 

her earlier glances at social justice in her U.S. poems. A newspaper again makes an appearance 

but in a different setting:  

  Wrapped in the very newspaper 
 whose [headlines] she would make that day, 
 newborn, she lay, 
 quite quiet, and the white fumes curled around her. 
 

Actual newspaper headlines inspired Bishop to pursue the poem, the tone of which is more 

sentimental than “Suicide of a Moderate Dictator” or “Brasil, 1959.” The baby, who was either 

“cast down” from a high rise via a garbage chute or was “placed upon that [pile]” of newspaper, 

makes a gradual journey to better conditions. She goes from lying on newspapers surround by 
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the “white fumes” of the garbage truck to being “dressed in a towel” and held by “five shocked 

and babbling men,” and finally makes it to the hospital, where she is “[wears] a diaper, inhaling 

strictest oxygen.” Despite the attention, the baby ultimately dies, resulting in the narrator’s 

address, “Yours is a classic death, my dear.”    

 The poem is concerned about the place of the poor in Brasil’s society and the 

consequences when the poor try to cross borders into rich territory. The fifth stanza, occupying a 

third of the poem, sketches the road not taken by the baby: the trip to the dump, the territory of 

the poor: 

So she was spared the longer ride 
out to the city limits and the dump, 
where the buzzards and the poor join forces 
in straggling double lines, and wait 
to rally to each new-arriving truck, 
to scrutinize, evaluate 
/                       /            varicolored muck. 
[and the birds flap up and settle back again 
And the people flap their arms to drive them off] 
 

Bishop, the geographic poet, charts the way here for later Brasil poems, such as “Burglar of 

Babylon” and “Pink Dog,” in how she delineates the land of the rich and the poor in the city of 

Rio. The rich dwell in the eighty apartments of the high-rise expressly built for them, while the 

poor populate the city dump, waiting “to rally to each new-arriving truck, / to scrutinize, evaluate 

/ varicolored muck.” The poor, like the buzzards, are reduced to scavengers. In their efforts to 

drive off the buzzards, they flap their arms, becoming the birds they mirror. In a similar way but 

in reverse, the poor dog in “Pink Dog” stands for the poor of the favelas of Rio. This fragment, 

though far from perfected, serves as a workspace for later Rio poems; the predicament of the 

poor reappears when Bishop has a better vision of how to work it into a completed, successful 

poem.  
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Into this rich/poor dichotomy falls the baby, who “[They think] must have been a 

servant’s.” The servant either has abandoned her baby or has sent it, like the mother of Moses, to 

be rescued, hopefully by a person of a wealthier class. It survives its passage down the chute, and 

even has a near miss with the dump. Yet when provided with “richer” conditions in the hospital 

“inhaling strictest oxygen” or, in another of the three drafts, “breathing pure, expensive oxygen,” 

it dies (Bishop, Edgar Allen Poe 316). The baby fails to thrive when it crosses from a poor 

environment to a rich one. In this draft Bishop toys with social boundaries via the news story, but 

crossing borders does not result in a happy ending. As Gloria Anzaldúa has noted, “Living on 

borders and in margins, keeping intact one's shifting and multiple identity and integrity, is like 

trying to swim in a new element, an ‘alien’ element” (Preface). The baby can’t survive in this 

alien element. As in many of the poems in which she lays her social conscience bare, Bishop 

puts her finger on the problem but does not find it her place to offer a solution. She may be 

reluctant to prescribe a remedy in a country where one complication leads to another. Beyond 

this, her view of poetry did not regard it as a place to create remedies for political problems. 

 About five years later Bishop was again moved by the political and social situation in 

Brasil to compose a political rant in “Brasil, 1959.” Millier observes that she wrote this 1959 

poem “after a year of struggling to write” and how “she again found the voice and tone in which 

to describe and comment” (300). While “Brasil, 1959” is a fragment that does not approach her 

more polished “Suicide of a Modern Dictator,”  it reveals a great deal about Bishop’s stance 

toward inflation, the poor and transients of her community, and the transported capital of 

Brasília.  

 The title of the poem is the only time in Bishop’s published and unpublished Brasil 

poetry that she spells “Brasil” with an “s” in Brasilian fashion. Though a seemingly small detail, 
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the spelling gives the poem an air of authenticity. Bishop probably would not have chosen the 

Brasilian spelling during her early Brasil years. In her correspondence with The New Yorker staff 

during the 1950s Bishop comments directly on how she spells the country. In a note to Howard 

Moss dated November 28, 1955, in which she gives last-minute corrections to her poem 

“Manuelzinho,” she adds, “Brasil, in Brazil, is spelt with an s. But in English I think it is correct 

with a z isn’t it? I like it better, if it’s right” (162). Bishop prefers the American spelling for 

“Brazil” here. When she mails The New Yorker her prose piece, “A New Capital, Aldous 

Huxley, and Some Indians” three years later on October 20, 1958, she comments, “I see I have 

spelt Brasil like that all the way through—that’s the way Brasil prefers it, but maybe you prefer 

Brazil” (205). Here Bishop unconsciously uses the Brasilian spelling, and then aligns herself 

with it after she realizes she has done so. “Brasil, 1959” may also unconsciously reflect Bishop’s 

preference.   

 The concerns of “Brasil, 1959,” which could only be conveyed by someone within 

contemporary Brasilian everyday life, all touch upon how the economic problems of the country 

influence its citizens—until the second-to-last stanza where Bishop turns to the natural gifts of 

Brasil’s landscape. She packs the first four lines with issues that plague both the speaker and the 

citizens of Rio de Janeiro: 

The radio says black beans are up again. 
That means five hundred percent 
in the past year, but no one quite believes it. 
They’re lying there, wherever they are raised, 
those that do get to Rio are full of worms. 
 

Here Bishop is attuned to both radio broadcasts and the opinions of the person on the street, and 

accentuates the disconnection between what is presented as “fact” and the daily attitudes of 

everyday people. She immediately touches on two major problems: skyrocketing inflation that 
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makes staples unaffordable and the transportation of goods throughout Brasil. She uses the staple 

of black beans as an example of food failing to reach its destination. Used in feijão or rice and 

beans, black beans were and are fundamental to the Brasilian diet.  

 Bishop tracks the reality of societal problems due to inflation in other genres. In a 1965 

article on Rio’s 400th anniversary that Bishop wrote for the New York Times, “On the Railroad 

Named Delight,” she traces the cultural changes and behaviors that inflation provokes: 

Inflation produces an atmosphere unlike any other . . . Bus conductors neither give nor 
expect exact change any more; there is no change. Shopkeepers give the customer’s child 
a piece of candy, instead. Taxi fares have gone up so many times that the meters are 
several adjustments behind . . . The poor take the inflation more stoically than any other 
class, since they have never had any savings to lose, anyway. Some of the rich are 
undoubtedly getting richer. It is the very small middle class that feels the pinch the most. 
(Elizabeth Bishop: Poems, Prose, and Letters 447)  
 

Rather than simply citing percentages, Bishop shows the social and behavioral effects of 

inflation, both here and in “Brasil, 1959.”  

 The first stanza of “Brasil, 1959” begins a pattern that other stanzas follow: it establishes 

the paradox of unequal distribution on many fronts. There are plenty of beans “wherever they are 

raised,” but due to poor transportation those that arrive in Rio are “full of worms.” In the second 

stanza the busses with “‘wash me’ written on their tails” indicate a long dry spell, but a torrential 

downpour results in “a woman drowned right in the city’s clogged old heart.” Despite all the 

needs of people in the cities, “a fairy palace” rises far inland. In the butcher shop “fly-blown 

meats” are available, but elsewhere the “starving cows [are] parched.” The repetition of this 

pattern builds frustration not only in the speaker, but also in the reader. The socioeconomics of 

Brasil are chronically beyond the control of its residents.  

 The brevity of each frustrated scenario results in what Martins calls “scenes and voices 

rich in encoded meanings” (166). Some American readers may not have the cultural and 
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historical tools to unpack the meanings behind the rapidly changing scenarios.  For example, “the 

‘interminable lines’ at the bus stops exemplify a long history of patience that Bishop articulates 

in a more detailed manner in Brazil” (166), which she worked on in the early 1960s following 

“Brasil, 1959.”39 Martins highlights an example from Brazil to demonstrate Brasilian-style 

patience:  

Everyone who visits Brazil agrees that the ordinary, average Brazilians are a wonderful 
people, cheerful, sweet-tempered, witty and patient—incredibly patient. To see them 
standing in line for hours, literally for hours, in lines folded back on themselves two or 
three times the length of a city block, only to get aboard a broken-down, recklessly driven 
bus and return to their tiny suburban houses, where like as not these days the street has 
not been repaired, nor the garbage collected, and there may even be no water—to see this 
is to marvel at their patience. (Bishop, Brazil 148)  
 

This excerpt, which begins the book’s final paragraph, receives the parting emphasis.  

 Bishop was known for sharing her Brazil book with friends only after she had taken a 

green pen and edited it according to her original text. In one of her green-marked volumes at 

Harvard’s Houghton Library, the marks proliferate everywhere except for one chapter, “Struggle 

for a Stable Democracy.” Titled by the editors (who overrode all of Bishop’s own chapter titles), 

it mainly features the Vargas and Kubitschek administrations. The strangely clean chapter tells a 

story we can only guess at. One possibility may be that Bishop, historically uncomfortable with 

politics, had no quarrels with her editors here. If this is so, it is even more significant that she felt 

moved to begin poems about social and political conditions during the times of these leaders.  

  Another scene “rich in encoded meaning: is the “fairy palace” rising in a “field of mud” 

in the third stanza, a metaphor for the building of Brasília. Martins notes, “During that time, 

more engaged than ever in the political questions of the country, Bishop severely criticizes not 

39 As her main foray into journalism it was painstaking labor, for she and the editors did not see eye-to-eye on the 
work’s focus. The editors promoted their own political agenda in depicting Brasil as a country headed toward 
democracy while Bishop was more interested in everyday life, the arts, and the flora and fauna of the country. 
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only the mismanagement of resources but also the sources of funding . . .” (167). The creation of 

Brasília “out of an empty stretch of savannah in the cattle state of Goiás,” was the pet project of 

Brasil’s new leader, Juscelino Kubitschek, or “JK” as he was called (Rohter, Brazil on the Rise, 

24). “Fifty years in five” was his well-broadcasted slogan as he attempted to propel Brasil into a 

more industrialized, progressive country.  Rohter notes,  

[Kubitschek] spent hundreds of millions of dollars, not just on the soaring buildings that 
became symbols at home and abroad of a new, progressive Brazil, but also on a network 
of highways that linked the new capital to the main population centers. With that, Brazil’s 
center of gravity, for the first time in its history, began to shift away from the coast, and 
the vast and backward interior was finally opened to modernization and development.  
(Brazil on the Rise 24) 
 

 Yet the cost of Brasília and Kubitschek’s other ventures was staggering, and inflation soared.40 

While national rhetoric championed the establishment of Brasília and industrial progress, 

and while international regard for Brasil began to rise, Bishop dramatizes the severe cost to the 

average citizen. The undisguised contempt of her critique here (“crooks crooks, stupid stupid 

stupid crooks” she bursts out after witnessing the same homeless families night upon night) 

contrasts markedly with the more diplomatic tone she adopts while writing about Kubitschek in 

her New York Times piece, “On the Railroad Named Delight”: “Although his enemies blame the 

worst of the inflation on Kubitschek’s industrial-progress-at-any-cost policy, and his building of 

Brasília, and believe his Government to have been hopelessly graft ridden, nevertheless they 

agree he did get things done” (Elizabeth Bishop: Poems, Prose, and Letters 447). The poem 

40 Kubitschek’s other achievements included establishing a domestic automobile industry, expanding steel mills and 
heavy industry, and constructing dams and power plants to support these industries. While his five years in office 
saw industrial production grow 80 percent and profits to Brasilian companies rise to 76 percent, the side-effects of 
this rapid growth were huge: Brazil’s foreign debt rose by 67 percent during his time in office and inflation began to 
surge from 25 percent in 1960 to 81 percent in 1963 (Rohter 24). Inflation remained a problem in Brasil for years 
afterward until Fernando Henrique Cardoso implemented the Real Plan in 1994.  
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reveals the underside of progress, the callous realities the government did not broadcast in its 

quest to move into the future. 

In the two stanzas Bishop dedicates to homeless families, her initial use of the first person 

in this poem (and only the second in these three political poems) creates a poetry of witness: “I 

saw the families camped in the old band-stand” she claims, and later, “I see the families who’ve 

come on foot.” She observes certain families “night after night / among their rags and with a tiny 

fire / and all the color of the dirt of the north,” witnessing the effects of migration on the poor 

from northeast Brasil (the “Nordeste”) as they move to the cities of the southeast. She sees 

families who have come on foot in search of better living conditions only to be stymied by lack 

of opportunity. This is a new “I” that has entered her Brasil poetry. It is no longer the meditative 

lyric “I” of her early Brasil poems, concerned with personal impressions or disappointments, nor 

is it the imaginative persona of the Riverman. Instead it is an “I” more attentive to the needs of 

the other than the concerns of the self. 

Her use of the Portuguese verb “passeando” in quoting one of the family’s reply to 

“What are you doing?” holds several ironies. She translates the verb first as “travelling” and then 

“taking a walk.” In addition it frequently means “sauntering” in recreational leisure, a misnomer 

for the unspeakably arduous journey from northeast to southeast Brasil. Martins gives yet 

another meaning for the verb: “The popular cliché ‘passeando’ . . . , used to express “nothing 

special,” gains a dramatic meaning in the mouths of the refugees, as if in a naïve word it 

summarizes a saga of generations” (166). Regardless of which meaning the family (or Bishop) 

intends, their response is an understatement of their difficult condition, an adaptation of attitude 

that has allowed some of the poor of Brasil to survive over time.  
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The penultimate stanza, however, departs from social and political problems—as if they 

have become too much—to comment on Brasil’s natural world, a movement similar to the last 

stanza of “Suicide of a Moderate Dictator:”  

Meanwhile, you’ve never seen  
a country that’s more beautiful  
—or this part of it, anyway— 
The delicacy of the green hills 
the new bamboos unfurl    the edges  
are all so soft against the pink watery skies  
below, the purple Lent trees 
 

Almeida comments, “Here the person takes refuge in the eroticized and stereotypical nature of 

the foreign country as a form of evading the political overtone of the first part” (111). While this 

may be momentarily true, this poem puts people first: those waiting in line for busses, a drowned 

woman, men and secretaries milling in stations, the families camped out who have come on foot 

from the Northeast. The scenery is a momentary stay against confusion (within a poem that is 

itself a momentary stay against confusion), but not the focus of the draft. 

But Bishop doesn’t end with nature’s blooming Lent trees, though that must have been 

tempting.41 She attempts to get back to politics, where no leader can solve the problems she has 

witnessed (neither “the playboy” nor “the honest madman”). With “It’s a kind of joke” she 

throws up her hands, appearing to abandon the poem. Yet, because of her kaleidoscopic view of 

diverse Brasilians in a variety of difficult situations, it is not a wasted effort. Millier, in calling 

the poem “the sort . . . that Elizabeth could never write and that she condemned when other poets 

did,” recalls the rhetorical question Bishop asked in her notes for a review of Denise Levertov in 

41 The Lent tree, “Quaresmeira” in Portuguese, is one of Bishop’s favorite Brasilian natural subjects. Her letter to 
Loren MacIver on March 21, 1953 includes one of her many references to them: “The ‘Lent’ trees—Quaresmas, 
because they bloom in Lent—are purple all over the mountains, mixed with pink and yellow acacias, and with those 
[pale blue] butterflies flopping slowly in front of one’s eyes, it is quite a sight” (One Art 255). The long-lived trees 
proliferate in the Serra do Mar mountains along the coast of Brasil from the state of Rio to Santa Catarina. Though 
they can bloom three times per year, their Lenten blooming in February to March is most prolific.  
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1970: “When has politics made good poetry?” (301). The question and its answer become more 

complicated when one considers “Pink Dog” and “The Burglar of Babylon” in addition to these 

sketches. Bishop’s foray into overt politics may not have resulted in immediately successful 

poems, but had she not experimented with them, “Pink Dog” and “Burglar of Babylon” would 

have not been possible. Overlooked until recently, these political poems are essential to Bishop’s 

poetic development and acculturation process.  

____________________ 

 By late 1959 and 1960, after real and imagined forays into greater Brasil, Bishop returned 

to the more intimate setting of Samambaia in her poetry, seemingly safer territory than politics. 

In her Petrópolis home with Lota which had been comfortable and treasured up until now, she 

had already composed “The Shampoo,” “Manuelzinho,” “Squatter’s Children,” and “The 

Armadillo.” The subject matter of these poems includes the situations she had experienced with 

Lota. When Bishop returned to two remaining Samambaia poems after being away 

(metaphorically, and to some extent physically), they exude a subtle sense of loss and unbalance, 

as if Samambaia were no longer a fully intimate, secure environment. Nature concerns her in 

“Electrical Storm” and “Song for the Rainy Season,” but within both poems lurks the presence of 

both natural threat (a thunderstorm/hailstorm in the former and a projected drought in the latter) 

and possibly, by extension, personal threat. These were the final poems Bishop wrote in this 

place of mist and mountains, streams and luxuriant vegetation, under the shadow of the 

expansive bare rock that overlooked their property. Her way of life at Samambaia with Lota, in 

which the two women lived in synchronicity, orchestrating their own comings and goings, would 

soon end. As Britto notes, Samambaia will become a kind of “lost paradise” (Poemas do Brasil 

51). The poems are intuitive, anticipating upcoming changes before their time and bidding a long 
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farewell to Samambaia. In tuning themselves again to domestic life they attempt to register the 

changes (both real and projected) not only in the natural environment but more subtly in the 

women’s interior landscape and relationship.  

 Nineteen-sixty was a year of domestic and professional transition for the women. The 

cook, Maria, and her daughter Betchy (Bishop’s goddaughter and namesake) departed and a new 

staff including a butler and cook arrived; at the same time Lota was becoming more estranged 

from her adopted son, Kylso (Millier 312, 316). In addition, Millier notes, “[c]ontinuous worries 

and negotiations over sales and development of [Lota’s] fazenda lands were troublesome and 

depressing to Lota and worrisome for Elizabeth” (312). More outsiders were coming to 

Samambaia, including busloads of foreign architects who Bishop entertained at short notice, now 

that the women’s one-of-a-kind residence was almost complete. Finally, after Carlos Lacerda 

was elected governor of the new state of Guanabara, he asked Lota to oversee the development 

of the Aterro on Guanabara Bay into a complex and multi-faceted public park. After Lota 

accepted his offer, life would never be the same. 

 “Electrical Storm” is an observational account of a storm outside the women’s home 

(with inside consequences), but it lacks the meditation that characterizes much of Bishop’s 

poetry. She submitted it to The New Yorker in October of 1959, but the magazine did not publish 

it until May 14, 1960. Thus, she composed the poem sometime in 1959 at the latest, earlier than 

the 1960 date usually attached to the poem. Critics have not paid “Electrical Storm” great 

attention, perhaps because it appears to be a simple recounting of an event. Yet Bishop’s choices 

of diction and imagery, her lack of resolution, and most importantly, what she chooses to remain 

unsaid (the poem leaves the problems caused by the storm unresolved) reflect her changing 

comfort level at Samambaia.  
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 The twenty-one line, free verse poem begins ominously: 
Dawn an unsympathetic yellow. 
Cra-aack!—dry and light.  
The house was really struck. 
Crack! A tinny sound, like a dropped tumbler. 

From here it follows the storm through thunder (that “began to bang and bump the roof”) and  

hail (“the biggest size of artificial pearls”) that builds up in deposits on the ground. In three 

compact lines near the end of the poem she outlines the problems that the storm has created: “We 

got up to find the wiring fused, / no lights, a smell of saltpeter, / and the telephone dead.” The 

poem ends soon after without resolving these problems. The single “we” in the poem implies the 

presence of Lota, though she characteristically stays out of sight, while Tobias, Bishop’s cat, 

momentarily takes the foreground. 

 As in “Arrival at Santos” the majority of adjectives of the poem contribute to a negative 

tone: “unsympathetic,” “tinny,” “personal and spiteful,” “dead-white,”  “wax-white,” “cold,” 

“old,” “stuck,” and “dead-eye.” As Goldensohn has remarked, the poem is “a stripped if not 

faintly malevolent cosmos” (40). The momentary reference to the “warm sheets” in the third to 

last line arrives too late to undo the cold detachment. The diction further distances the reader 

from the setting. When the speaker calls the lightning “[a] tinny sound, like a dropped tumbler,” 

it may not be too far-fetched to recall Bishop’s chronic drinking problem and how it will escalate 

in the near future as Lota becomes obsessed with her new work. “Personal and spiteful” to 

describe a neighbor’s child seems uncharacteristic of Bishop’s poems in which children have 

been favored. One wonders if Lota’s struggles with her adopted son play a role.  

The most persistent image, however, is the hail: 
Then hail, the biggest size of artificial pearls. 
Dead-white, wax-white, cold— 
diplomats’ wives’ favors 
from an old moon party— 
they lay in melting windrows 
on the red ground until well after sunrise. 
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The hail returns as the last image of the poem; this time the speaker refers to it as “dead-eye 

pearls.” Pearls, whether natural or artificial, are not a natural adornment in Brasil, which 

produces, in contrast, a greater variety of precious and semi-precious stones (amethysts, 

aquamarines, tourmalines, quartzes, and topazes) than any other country. The “dead-white, wax-

white pearls” seem foreign and undesirable in Brasil. The diplomats’ wives who wear them are 

not from Brasil either, intensifying the sense of foreign unbelonging. The frigidity of the hail 

(which still melts “until well after sunrise”) is equally off-putting in the tropical environment. 

Fittingly, Bishop relegates the pearls to a cheap party favor given (or received) by the diplomats’ 

wives, a strange currency exchange that has nothing to do with the surrounding environment.  

 “Diplomats’ wives” is a passing reference to another type of American (presumably) in 

Brasil. These women are expatriates like Bishop, but they would share little in common with her. 

Like the pearls they exchange, their relationship to Brasil may be artificially mediated and 

distanced by their diplomat husbands, who are in fact as foreign as they are. A typical diplomat, 

as a representative of another culture, would contrast from the speaker who expresses a dynamic, 

growing approximation to Brasilian culture across the poems. Perhaps not so surprisingly, 

Bishop never made the acquaintance of a well-known diplomat’s wife: Patricia Kathleen Page 

(1916–2010).42 A Canadian poet, her husband, W. Arthur Irwin, had a diplomatic post in Rio 

from 1957 to 1959. 

Bishop makes only fleeting references to women in her Brasil poetry. Men such as 

Manuelzinho, the Riverman, Balthazár (in “Twelfth Morning or What You Will”) and Micuçu 

42 Better known as “P.K.,” Page was the only other northern female writer in Brasil during Bishop’s time. While she 
was a poet preceding and following her time in Brasil, she could not find the words to write poetry while in the 
country. Instead she turned to a new artistic medium, painting, a sideline that Bishop also shared. Her Brasil years 
are chronicled in her prose Brazil Journal, and her collected poetry appears in two volumes entitled The Hidden 
Room. 
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(in “The Burglar of Babylon”) are the actors and subjects in poems. The women, largely 

nameless, are much more incidental: Miss Breen in “Arrival at Santos,” Manuelzinho’s wife in 

“Manuelzinho, a “specklike girl” in “Squatter’s Children,” and the Indian women at the close of 

“Brazil, January 1, 1502”. A later poem, “House Guest,” features a seamstress, who is “small 

and thin and bitter” and shrinks away from any attention. The real subject of Bishop’s Brasil 

poetry is the speaker as she develops across time, not only through Questions of Travel but into 

some of Bishop’s late poems.  

 Bishop’s cat, Tobias, makes a cameo appearance after the lightning flash: “Tobias 

jumped in the window, got in bed— / silent, his eyes bleached white, his fur on end.” His 

“electric” presence might serve as a counterweight to all the cold imagery, but his “eyes bleached 

white” oddly echoes the “dead-eye pearls.”43 While the cat is the main source of warmth in the 

poem, his presence does not allow the poem to become more intimate, even near its conclusion 

when he “stayed in the warm sheets.” Although these sheets suggest their former occupants who 

have left their bed to view the storm damage, as Goldensohn notes, “The twinings of the warm 

bodies that heated those sheets are going to stay safely out of sight forever” (41). The sheets, like 

the cat in them, do not exude enough of a powerful presence for the poem to convey a more 

human touch. 

 The effects of the storm: fused wiring, no lights due to a lack of electricity, and a dead 

telephone create a literal disconnection and reinforce the sense of a figurative disconnection. An 

isolated environment has become even more so. Neither member of the “we” moves to resolve 

these communication problems. Goldensohn quotes a letter Bishop wrote to the Barkers in late 

43 Millier notes that Tobias’ electrical charge actually had a precedent: during the summer of 1936 Bishop received a 
kitten she called “Minnow” during her stay with friends on Cuttyhunk Island off the coast of Massachusetts. “This 
cat ‘panicked’ in a storm on July 9 when the house was struck by lightning, with a ‘crash’ and a ‘ripping noise’ as 
the power went out” (104). 
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1959 which recounts either a related scenario or a later solution to the communication problems 

in the poem.44 In the letter Lota fixes some wires, possibly those that become fused in “Electrical 

Storm.” 

I like oil lamp light—but it was a great relief to stop cleaning all those lamps here when 
we got electricity up this far—of course nothing works very consistently here—it’s part 
of the charm, as I tell Lota when she nearly goes mad trying to get things working. She’s 
so good a repairman that once a while ago I held the ladder for her along the road while 
she climbed up the posts and twiddled with the wires—I thought she’d be electrocuted at 
any minute, of course—and when we got back to the house we did have both lights and 
the telephone again—. (Goldensohn 32–33)  
 

The image of the two women in physical proximity, working as a team to solve the problem, is 

expressly the human connection absent in “Electrical Storm.” The women’s success in solving 

the electrical challenge creates their own energy field: “Both danger and power course along a 

field of connections that two loving women, one grounded, and one mounting precariously in to 

the air, complete between them; as in a body of poetry, the properly twiddled wires secure both 

speech and sight” (Goldensohn 33). This image could have continued the vein of intimacy 

Bishop expressed in “The Shampoo,” but “Electrical Storm” is of another vein entirely. 

 Instead of two women sharing the work of a solution, the poem ends in loss: “The Lent 

trees had shed all their petals: / wet, stuck, purple, among the dead-eye pearls.” While the 

juxtaposition of the purple petals and white hail is striking, Bishop’s favorite Brasilian trees are 

now bare. By its close the poem hints at a loss beyond the modern conveniences: the lack of 

human intimacy. 

 “Song for the Rainy Season,” which also projects a future loss, instills both an intimacy 

with nature and with an unnamed Other, in contrast to “Electrical Storm.” Bishop creates the 

poem’s “song” through six ten-line, end-stopped stanzas (with the exception of the fifth stanza), 

44 Goldensohn does not share the letter’s source; it is not available in One Art.  
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all of which ring with rhymes and slant rhymes, though not in predictable patterns. Other than 

her unpublished fragment “Gypsophila,” a collage of undeveloped scenes from Samambaia, this 

is Bishop’s last poem written in Samambaia. Here she celebrates the intersection of her home 

with the details and catalogues of the natural surroundings. These elements, particularly in the 

first stanza, create a recapitulation of elements from several earlier poems: 

Hidden, oh hidden  
in the high fog  
the house we live in,  
beneath the magnetic rock,  
rain-, rainbow-ridden,  
where blood-black  
bromelias, lichens,  
owls, and the lint  
of the waterfalls cling,  
familiar, unbidden.  
 

The “high fog” recalls the scene of Manuelzinho, his family, and his donkey “twined in wisps of 

fog” as the speaker views them from below in “Manuelzinho.” The magnetic rock, “rainbow-

ridden,” brings back one of Bishop’s most beloved images, the rainbow, which has last appeared 

as “smudges of rainbow” in “On the Amazon.” The lichens connect to the lichens of the “The 

Shampoo,” (“still explosions on the rocks”) and perhaps more remotely to the barnacles on the 

mountains in “Questions of Travel” that suggest the hulls of capsized ships. Bishop revisits the 

owls, possibly related to the same ones that nest near the cliff behind the house and “shriek up 

out of sight” in “The Armadillo.” Finally, the waterfalls suggest the “too many waterfalls” that 

open “Questions of Travel,” though here they will soon be too few.  The recurring elements 

make nature familiar not only to those who dwell in the house, but also to Bishop’s readers.   

 Yet while readers of this poetry might connect these elements to her other renderings of 

the country, her detailed correspondence with The New Yorker poetry editor regarding “Song for 

the Rainy Season” communicates Bishop’s hope that her readers might read beyond the Brasil 
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setting. In a letter to Bishop dated July 5, 1960, Katharine White writes about the magazine 

“delightedly buying” the poem and then comments:  

It is perfection, really. We do, though, hope you will be willing to place this rainy season 
in the title, or in a subtitle, which we believe should carry the word “Brazil” or a 
recognizable Brazilian place name. The natural scene here is so exotic that the reader 
really craves to know the locale, and it is not given in the poem itself. I have just added 
the word “Brazil” to the title as a dummy wording for you to fix up, to suit yourself when 
you get your author’s proof . . . ( Elizabeth Bishop and The New Yorker 232) 
 

Clearly White believed that the reader’s identification with Brasil would enhance his or her 

appreciation of it. However, Bishop opposes the addition of “Brazil” to the poem’s title in her 

July 17, 1960 reply to White:  

I would very much like to avoid labeling more poems “Brazil” and in this case I don’t 
think it’s necessary really,—I think the poem is clear enough without it . . . I don’t want 
to become a local-color poet any more than I can help. If you wanted to change the title 
to ‘Song for a Rainy Season’ perhaps that would help disassociate it from Brazil in the 
minds of any readers who do associate me with Brazil? But I think it is better to let the 
reader make his own references whenever possible and by adding ‘Brazil’ I’m afraid of 
cluttering his mind with extraneous palm-trees, deadly snakes, etc. (Elizabeth Bishop and 
The New Yorker 233) 
 

Bishop’s reply speaks to how she wanted to be regarded as a poet and how she desired her 

Brasil-based poetry to be read. She wants neither the responsibility nor the niche of being a 

“Brazil” poet alone. In addition, she wants her Brasil observations to be applied to a more 

universal context—so much so that she welcomes readers’ outside references. She is guarded 

about overusing “Brazil” as an explicit location for her poems because she realizes the tendency 

of her readers to exoticize the country and to conjure up only stereotypical images that could 

overshadow their readings.  

 Bishop’s letter to White may demonstrate her own backlash against the acculturation 

process in which she has been enmeshed for almost a decade. While she wants to come closer to 

what she perceives as the essence of Brasil, and while her poetry is evidence for this journey, she 
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is cautious about losing her roots. In “Song for the Rainy Season,” a poem partly concerned with 

the intimacies of her domestic life, labeling that home “Brasil” would have been too far outside 

Bishop’s comfort level. 

Bishop actually managed her concern about becoming a regional Brasil-based poet quite 

slyly in Questions of Travel. While the majority of the eleven poems in first section (“Brazil”) 

point rather obviously to Brasil, and while three of the eight poems in the second section 

(“Elsewhere”) point to her childhood in Nova Scotia, the locales in the remaining five poems of 

the section are much harder to identify. She slips in “Filling Station,” which, as discussed, critics 

until recently thought had an American or Canadian background.  

Bishop submitted “Filling Station” to The New Yorker on July 30, 1955 at the same time 

that she submitted “Questions of Travel.” The magazine published both poems within a month of 

each other: “Filling Station” on December 10, 1955 and “Questions of Travel” on January 21, 

1956. The filling station in the initial lines of the poem does seem strangely familiar: 

Oh, but it is dirty! 
—this little filling station, 
oil-soaked, oil-permeated 
to a disturbing, over-all 
black translucency. 
Be careful with that match! 
 

This could be the same setting where Bishop heard the “disparate wooden clogs / carelessly 

clacking over / a grease-stained filling / station floor” and the “music of the fat brown bird / who 

sings above the broken gasoline pump.” As Bishop observes in her note that accompanied the 

poem’s submission, she is particularly observant of filling stations at that moment: “Here is 

another [“Filling Station”] and then there’ll be another of this particular batch. You’ll think I’m 

obsessed with filling stations, maybe, but I suppose it’s because having a first car I now notice 

them more” (Elizabeth Bishop and The New Yorker 151).  
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The initial condescending tone of the speaker also links these poems. “Oh, but it is dirty!” 

she begins, and her mission at first appears to be to point out the dirt and oil in the rest of the 

poem, much as the speaker of “Questions of Travel” repeatedly criticizes the excesses of nature. 

The dirt quickly extends to the human element, a father and his sons. As the speaker appraises 

the scene, allowing for the fact that the filling station is a “family filling station” and noting, in 

contrast to the dirt, some efforts at domestication (wicker furniture, a doily draping a taboret, and 

a begonia), no particular item indicates Brasil as the setting.  

Bishop indicates in a November 2, 1955 letter to Howard Moss at The New Yorker that 

she desires a neutral setting:  

About the title—I hadn’t thought of it as being an especially Brazilian poem—couldn’t it 
be equally true of an out-of-the-way filling station anywhere? The only difference is that 
here, of course, it’s on one of the 2 or 3 drivable roads in country . . . If you agree with 
me, I should think it could be called just “Filling Station,” if not, perhaps “Station #2, Rio 
to Bahia.” (No one would ever dream of driving to Bahia, but that’s what the signs say.) 
They do have a system of numbering the stations, as I see you have surmised, and I was 
just being literal about the one nearest me here. But I think it could be in many parts of 
the world, after all—don’t you? (Elizabeth Bishop and The New Yorker 158) 
 

Bishop’s concern in the early 1960s about becoming a regional poet may have its seeds here in 

the way she shields “Filling Station” from becoming a “Brazilian poem.” 

 Costello sees this poem in terms of gender: “From a fastidious, female perspective she 

observes the male world of greasy sons and their father with an initial response of disgust and 

caution . . .” (38) and later refers to the person responsible for the domestic touches (the 

embroidered doily draping the taboret, the begonia) as an “invisible mother” who is “a kind of 

poet, who makes a shabby beauty in and from filth” (38). Yet the poem can also be read as the 

speaker’s way of befriending a foreign environment after her initial condescension. In an 

unfamiliar scene she looks for touchstones of familiarity, giving credit to “Somebody” who 

oversees both the familiar and the unfamiliar (or even the repellent), connecting two cultures. 
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Critics have made much of the significance of the “Esso” cans of oil, arranged “so that 

they softly say: ESSO—SO—SO—SO / to high-strung automobiles.” Guy Rotella toys with 

their spelling to reflect his interpretation of anxiety in the poem: “As comforting details 

accumulate, so does the speaker’s distress about their source: ‘Why the extraneous plant? / Why 

the taboret? / Why, oh why, the doily?’” In psychoanalyzing Bishop, he cites the early loss of her 

mother as cause for some of this anxiety, and concludes, “[t]hose patterned ‘so’s’ almost spell 

S.O.S” (qted in Walker 68). In response, Cheryl Walker considers how the ESSO cans “offer 

soothing words to ‘high-strung automobiles’ and recalls how a nameless critic points out that 

“so-so-so” was used to calm horses in Nova Scotia (69). Considering the setting of Brasil, 

however, “Esso” is very close in spelling and pronunciation to the Portuguese demonstrative 

pronoun “Isso,” meaning “that.” While it is used in “Isso mesmo,” a phrase which means “That’s 

just it,” it is often shortened to “Isso,” uttered in heartfelt agreement by a listener in response to a 

speaker. Bishop may echo the language of the very setting she has tried to keep neutral.  In the 

poem’s context then, “Isso” or “Esso” affirms the careful touches of “Somebody” as well as the 

more cosmic “Somebody” in “Somebody loves us all.” It both affirms the speaker’s commentary 

and this off-putting dirty place, which can represent an aspect of Brasilian culture the speaker 

initially doesn’t like. 

In “Song for the Rainy Season,” however, the speaker does not need to search for the 

“somebody” who “loves us all.” That presence is built into both the house and the nature that 

surrounds it. Bishop wants to affirm Samambaia as both a physical and emotional home, 

characterized by both openness and permeable boundaries. The house, named after a popular 

species of Brasilian fern with coarse leaves, was built in an open plan. As recalled by Ashley 

Brown, “It was long and low but went off in several directions from a room, open much of the 
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time, where people breakfasted or dined. Indeed, most of the house could be open, and I 

remember with delight the hummingbirds that darted through” (Schwartz and Estess 224). This 

openness to surrounding nature accounts for all the sounds in the poem: “the brook [that] sings 

loud / from a rib cage / of a giant fern;” “the ordinary brown owl” that “gives us proof / he can 

count” who always stamps “five times” before he takes off; and, somewhat surprisingly, the “fat 

frogs that, / shrilling for love, / clamber and mount.” The frogs, like the lizards in “Brazil, 

January 1, 1502” introduce an erotic element into the poem. 

Bishop illustrates the openness of the house to both nature outside and human intimacy 

inside in the fourth and fifth stanzas: 

House, open house  
to the white dew  
and the milk-white sunrise . . . 
. . . with a wall  
for the mildew's  
ignorant map;  
 
darkened and tarnished  
by the warm touch  
of the warm breath,  
maculate, cherished;  
rejoice! 
 

 The house’s outside wall, “with a wall /  for the mildew’s / ignorant map” is an especially 

interesting phrase in relation to a poet whose earliest published poem is a study of a map. This is 

a different kind of map for Bishop—one created through the intersection of the house with the 

moistness of nature. It results in something most house-dwellers would remedy, yet the poem 

does not enact this impulse and appears content to let the mildew remain. This map of mildew is 

“ignorant,” after all, and thus does not create anything in particular. 

 While mildew infests the exterior wall, the interior wall is touched by the warmth of 

human contact: “the warm touch / of the warm breath, / maculate, cherished; / rejoice!” As 
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Kalstone notes, the language in the fourth and fifth stanza is syntactically complicated: “It is hard 

to separate the decay from the breath that gives it life or to disentangle the syntax enough to 

know what is cherished—the mildew or the house” (216). In addition, the description of the wall 

as “maculate,” spotted and stained by this breath, is not necessarily negative: the warmth of the 

touch and the breath are causes for rejoicing. In this fifth stanza Bishop celebrates the epitome of 

domestic pleasures, already hinted at in the frogs outside “shrilling for love,” in what Travisano 

calls “the emotional center of the poem and arguably the emotional center of [Bishop’s] stay in 

Brazil” (150). In tracing a personal meaning in these lines, he finds that although Bishop’s life is 

“maculate, with traces of guilt or uneasiness, it is also cherished, a product of sensuous intimacy” 

(150). Bishop celebrates the human connection with Lota that sparked her long stay in Brasil. 

 Yet the poem is unable to keep this joyous moment for long, “[f]or a later era will differ.” 

In a mind wandering through time, and for a perennially homeless poet, even the joys of the 

present are not enough stability. In choosing “era” Bishop takes the poem not only into the next 

chronological season, but into a forward leap of time, and both are marked by loss. In this leap, 

the language of cherishing turns into a language of aggression: “(O difference that kills, / or 

intimidates, much / of all our small shadowy / life!)” Up until now, anything that kills or 

intimidates has had no place.  

 Yet the “difference” is not the addition of something harmful, but the deletion of 

something crucial. A drought will force both physical and emotional landscapes into barrenness:  

. . . Without water 
the great rock will stare  
unmagnetized, bare,  
no longer wearing  
rainbows or rain,  
the forgiving air  
and the high fog gone;  
the owls will move on  
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and the several  
waterfalls shrivel  
in the steady sun. 
 
Absence of water also means the absence of rainbows, rain, fog, owls, and waterfalls. 

This part of the poem, as in “The Riverman,” shows how water creates the rainforest 

environment and allows it to thrive. McCabe notes how Bishop prefers liquid in her poetics:  

Rain and wetness appear throughout [Questions of Travel] as witness to the permeability 
of worlds, the warping and altering of boundaries, the questioning of the place of the self 
and the Other. ‘Song for the Rainy Season’ is an exclamatory kind of prayer to dew and 
moisture, as in ‘The Riverman,’ for the ecological balance and the imaginative fluidity 
they mirror (185).  
 

But now that fluidity which has coursed through Questions of Travel ends in the great, bare rock.  

The absence of water in these final lines also means the absence of the “forgiving air” of 

the place, created through the “warm touch of the warm breath” of her shared union with Lota. 

This loss is unspeakable and is perhaps traced only in “the owls [that] will move on.” Bishop and 

Lota do move on, spending increasing amounts of time in Rio, a city with which Bishop never 

felt a particular intimacy, returning to Samambaia only on some weekends. The sheltering haven 

of this part of Bishop’s Brasil journey was over.  

Yet even if the move to Rio had not happened, Bishop had already moved on beyond 

Samambaia’s borders. She had become more open to individual and national voices around her 

as exhibited in her political poems, and she shared some of the concerns of Brasilians 

themselves, rather than keeping her distance. Her imaginative journeys into Brasil’s roots and the 

life of a sacacá, along with her life-altering trip down the Amazon gave her a passion for part of 

the country that had not existed for her up until now. Perhaps she was not prepared for the fact 

that Rio would require its own kind of acculturation, but her writing up to this point shows that 

she possessed the ability to make this leap once again.  
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__________ 

These days, Bishop and Lota’s home at Samambaia has been extensively remodeled by 

the current owner, who also owns several adjacent properties. It is next to impossible to visit the 

estate which is fiercely protected by the owner, her large staff of workers, watch dogs, and an 

ominous metal coil with sharp protrusions that runs along the top of the extensive walls 

surrounding the property. However, a resident of Samambaia down in the valley from Bishop’s 

home extended a gift: a photograph of Bishop’s studio taken during the time that she worked 

there. Near the top of the photograph is the bare rock and below it is a rich profusion of 

vegetation, including palm trees above the flat roof of the long, horizontal studio, which is 

suspended several feet above the ground. The wooden sliding door is open to reveal a large 

bookshelf and Bishop’s writing desk which, rather than retiring in the middle or back of the 

room, has been pulled up to the edge of the large open doorway. The desk looks ready to sail out 

of the studio, taking Bishop into a new place of her Brasilian journey. 
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CHAPTER 6  

JOURNEY INTO RIO 45 

  In the fall of 1960, Bishop and Lota’s neighbor and friend, Carlos Lacerda, ran for and 

won the governorship of the State of Guanabara, the new state created when the capital of Brasil 

moved from Rio to Brasília. By the end of the year, he appointed Lota as the overseer of the 

Aterro project. She would be the landscape architect responsible for creating over three miles of 

a coastal city park.46 The women would take up full-time residence in Rio early in 1961, 

although they were already spending more time in Lota’s Rio apartment. In April of that year 

Bishop writes to her friend, Pearl Kazin, “ . . . We are leading such a strange life now. We go to 

Rio every Monday or Tuesday and come back every Friday, and all week long Lota talks on the 

telephone to brigadier generals, the heads of the Depts. of Transportation, Parks & Gardens, etc.” 

(One Art 396). This must have been a destabilizing year for Bishop; she was losing her haven of 

Samambaia and was being cast into an urban environment, itself experiencing transition and loss.  

Rio was in the midst of an identity crisis. The cariocas,47 natives of the city of Rio de 

Janeiro, detested the fact that Brasil’s capital was being transferred to the remote and barely 

formed city of Brasília, and diplomats balked at having to leave town. After all, in the late fifties 

Rio was one of the most sought after cities for diplomats in the world, after Rome and Paris (A. 

45 The analysis of “Pink Dog” in this chapter has been previously published: Neely, Elizabeth. “Cadela Carioca: 
Bishop’s ‘Pink Dog’ in its Brasilian Cultural Context.” South Central Review Spring 2014: 99–113. Reproduced 
with permission from Johns Hopkins University Press. 
46 Today the park extends for seven kilometers, over four miles. According to Carmen Oliveira, “In the victory 
celebration at Lacerda’s apartment in the Flamengo neighborhood, Lota pointed at the rubble below, due to the 
dismantling of the Morro de San Antonio [Hill of San Antonio] and said that was what she wanted: the aterro 
[landfill]” (“Jardim Iluminado” 55). 
47 carioca is used as both a noun—an inhabitant of the city of Rio—and an adjective—pertaining to Rio. It means 
“white man’s house” in the native Tupi language. It must be distinguished from the word referring to inhabitants of 
the state of Rio, fluminense. 
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Olivetti, personal interview). However, Przybycien indicates additional problems Rio was 

experiencing: 

Besides the political upheavals that shook the entire country, Rio also experienced the 
chronic urban problems of a great city whose population was growing day by day without 
an adequate infrastructure. The precariousness of  public services was exasperating and 
the cariocan, always ready to “Carnivalize” its own adversity, composed sambas and 
marches that delighted [Bishop], like this one: Rio de Janeiro, city of delight / by day 
there is no water / by night there is no light. (“Black Beans and Diamonds” 145) 
 

Beyond these inconveniences, however, Bishop felt disoriented and uncomfortable in Rio. Her 

sense of “home” was once again embattled, and she sought an escape. It was no accident that 

during her Rio years Bishop began to visit the town of Ouro Preto, north of Rio in the interior 

state of Minas Gerais, where she would eventually buy a home, though not until four years later 

in 1965. 

  Przybycien calls this time the “second phase” of Bishop’s Brasil stay, which incorporates 

the move from Samambaia to Rio, and an end of Bishop’s earlier enchantment with the country: 

“Bishop left the side of the picturesque and went on to address political and social questions 

more often, but her letters have a new tone: they are not so good tempered. In contrast, at times 

they betray weariness and exasperation” (“Black Beans and Diamonds” 38). There were other 

sources of exasperation, even though she was committed to supporting Lota’s new venture. 

Bishop had gained a venture of her own, composing the text of a Life World Library book on 

contemporary Brazil. The project turned out to be a terrible drain on her energy, due to continual 

battles with her editors whose agendas always trumped hers. In a letter to Harold Leeds and 

filmmaker Wheaton Galentine at the end of 1961 she writes, “We send each other increasingly 

nasty telexes every day or so. I thought everything was settled, but no indeed—they keep putting 

their favorite clichés right back in again . . .” (One Art 404).  
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 Bishop’s early Rio poems exude a similar spirit of exasperation and darkness. In a letter 

to Lowell on September 19, 1965 she summarizes some of her recent work and mentions “a 

group of horrid little Brecht-like (I think) poems about Rio” (Words in Air 589). These include 

“House Guest” and “Going to the Bakery.” The subject of “House Guest” is a dour seamstress 

who stayed with Bishop and Lota in Rio (589). Nothing her hosts can do or say can bring their 

sullen guest to life, not even their urging her to come see the knife grinder “who cleverly / plays 

the National Anthem / on his wheel so shrilly,” the only Brasilian reference in the poem. This 

must have been quite a feat, as the anthem’s melody is full of accidentals. The guest remains 

morose and unmoved, yet still stays on past the end of her scheduled visit. The negative aura she 

spreads is akin to the dark atmosphere of “Going to the Bakery.”  Like the seamstress whose 

mood won’t be swayed by her surroundings, the speaker of “Going to the Bakery” absorbs a 

variety of street sights in her nighttime Rio walk, yet remains captive to her own negative 

perceptions. 

Bishop struggled with “Going to the Bakery” over time; although she began it in 1960 

The New Yorker did not publish it until March 23, 1968. She submitted one version in early May, 

but then sent a letter to a Miss MacKenzie at the magazine on July 16 asking, “[W]ould you 

please hold [the poem] for a while? I have decided I don’t like it. I have made some small 

changes, but am not sure whether they improve it or not. I’ll let you know in about a week, and I 

may want to give you the money back and withdraw it” (Elizabeth Bishop and The New Yorker 

295). Ultimately Bishop was confident enough in her changes to send them through in a second 

version, but the poem remains on the fringe of her output and was never included in Questions of 

Travel. Although it has not been a favorite of critics, it sets the stage for how Bishop perceived 

Rio at the beginning of her stay.  
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“Going to the Bakery” narrates an everyday task: the speaker walks through the streets of 

Rio to purchase an item at the bakery and returns home, though apparently without a purchase. In 

the process the reader is overwhelmed with nighttime Rio as the speaker sees it: dark, diseased, 

hurting, impoverished, and alienating. The poem is concerned with how looking becomes 

painful, either because the object is painful to view or because the speaker’s gaze itself is 

infected. Her selective vision in the dim night world (both inside the bakery and out) can absorb 

only illness and pain. Although the poem is filled with much that disquiets and disturbs the 

speaker, by the end it modulates into her search for an “apt” and “bright” word, not only to share 

with one of Rio’s poor, but also to make sense of her own experience in this new city. 

 The moon’s gaze begins the poem’s preoccupation with looking: 
Instead of gazing at the sea 
the way she does on other nights,  
the moon looks down the Avenida 
Copacabana at the sights. 
 

 One wonders why the moon changes the direction of its customary gaze this night, away from 

the sea to peer down Avenida Copacabana. This is a busy commercial street, a block inland from 

the wider and fancier Avenida Atlântica along the ocean. In a city of tourist icons, the “sights” 

that the moon takes in are not Sugarloaf Mountain or the Cristo Redentor on Corcovado 

Mountain. Rather she sees “slack trolley wires,” “head-to-tail parked cars,” trolley tracks that 

“end in a puddle of mercury,” and streetcar wires that “snarl in distant nebulae.”48 These are 

vestiges of the transportation that moves Rio’s masses. The moon’s displaced gaze from the sea 

to the city streets is a figure for the poet’s own shifting gaze. She sees the moon from a different 

perspective because she is now in the city where her gaze also descends into the rougher sights. 

48 These descriptions are reminiscent of some of the darker images of the 1959 Brasilian film Orfeu Negro (Black 
Orpheus) which Bishop viewed. 
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Her act of looking is more daring than that of a newer inhabitant, and she will come face to face 

with disturbing sights and people. As the rest of Bishop’s Rio poems develop, they demonstrate 

the problem of where the speaker should situate herself, and what perspective she should take.  

Notably, in her next two Rio poems, both unpublished, the speaker will retreat up to her 

apartment balcony overlooking the ocean, as if this first encounter in the streets were too much. 

When she again emerges down in the streets of Rio, she will have arrived at a more culturally 

attuned understanding of the everyday life of this thriving but complicated city.  

Meanwhile, in the bakery, the speaker’s eye takes over from the moon’s gaze:  

the round cakes look about to faint— 
each turns up a glazed white eye. 
The gooey tarts are red and sore. 
Buy, buy, what shall I buy? 
 
Now flour is adulterated 
with cornmeal, the loaves of bread 
lie like yellow-fever victims 
laid out in a crowded ward. 
 
The baker; sickly too, suggests 
the “milk rolls,” since they still are warm 
and made with milk, he says. They feel 
like a baby on the arm.  
 

The round cakes, each with a “glazed white eye” and the gooey tarts which are “red and sore” 

evoke types of infected vision.  In choosing these diseases of the eye, one wonders whether the 

speaker is aware of her own limited and infected sight, but she does not linger here to give the 

reader any indication. Przybycien notes that the speaker’s strange vision is also influenced by the 

dim lights of the bakery, since this was a time of energy rationing in Rio (“Black Beans and 

Diamonds” 152). Both external factors (the effects of electricity rationing) and internal factors 

(the speaker’s psyche and mood) influence the speaker’s view. She interrupts her observations 

with a nursery rhyme ditty, “Buy, buy, what shall I buy?” This kind of chipper brightness 
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foretells the brightness at the end of the poem (“Not one word more apt or bright?”), but it also 

creates a contrast between the rhyme and what the speaker actually sees. Ironically the speaker 

wonders about what she will purchase among equally unappealing options. However, she never 

answers the question of what she will choose; instead she becomes lost in her extended disease 

catalogue: “[F]lour is adulterated with cornmeal” and loaves of bread “lie like yellow-fever 

victims.” The baker, like his goods, is “sickly too.” Only the warm milk rolls that “feel like a 

baby on the arm” offer a respite from the sickness. Are these rolls a disease-free choice? We 

never know whether the speaker takes up the baker’s recommendation and takes the rolls home,   

purchases something else, or returns home empty handed.  

The continued ill health and disease extends to the speaker’s impressions on the street as 

she walks home. First she notes a “childish puta [who] / [d]ances, feverish as an atom.” It’s easy 

to miss the Portuguese word here; this is a prostitute, or more accurately a whore, as puta is both 

slang and vulgar. The feverish dancing suggests a kind of delirium brought on by drug use or 

illness. Everyone the speaker meets is diseased or injured, and her own sickly gaze makes her a 

part of the overall epidemic. Here being a resident of Rio means that one is either filled with 

contagion or a carrier of it. Ironically, the only other object that is as pristine as the milk rolls is 

the bandage that “glares up, white and fresh” on the black man in front of the speaker’s 

apartment. The man sits in the “black shade” of the night and his “black, invisible side” would 

not be seen except for the bandage. His wound is what makes him visible. He is drunk on 

cachaça, as universal in Rio as it was for the Riverman in the Amazon. The beggar is the last 

straw for the speaker, a roadblock in front of her own domestic space. Monteiro connects this 

drunk to the reason that Bishop goes on her nocturnal errand: it could not have been for fresh 

breakfast rolls at this late hour, but rather to pick up some cachaça (73). “Perhaps this is why the 
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poem makes so much of the beggar redolent of cachaça standing outside the poet’s apartment 

building”; in her “zeroing in on the not-me” she finds self-recognition (73). While the poem’s 

details do not lend evidence for this theory, one can read the poem with the idea of alcohol as a 

distorting presence, manipulating everyday sights in bizarre ways.  

The speaker’s way of dealing with the beggar serves not only as the conclusion but the 

culmination of the poem:  

I give him seven cents in my 
terrific money, say “Good night”  
from force of habit. Oh, mean habit!  
Not one word more apt or bright?  
 

 At first her reaction seems automatic: a first-world person reaching for change to send the third-

world beggar on his way. Yet the phrase “my terrific money” is puzzling. The speaker almost 

mocks herself as a tourist in Rio with her freshly exchanged currency; her words echo the 

passenger, just off the boat, in Questions of Travel. Or is she just proud to be the owner of the 

cash? Her only words, “Good night,” are ironic; it has not been a “good night” for anyone, 

including herself. The words are habitual, a vehicle for her to dismiss the nightmarish evening. 

While she does not possess the same critical tone in this stanza as the early speaker of Questions 

of Travel, the speaker’s limited vision creates a similar barrier between herself and the culture. In 

warming up to the cariocan culture of this iconic Brasilian city, she experiences a similar process 

as the speaker in Questions of Travel. The process is more difficult to trace this time as more 

unpublished poems chronicle the journey, but the progression is certain: “The Burglar of 

Babylon” and the much later  “Pink Dog” (both begun in 1963) possess a familiarity and an 

affinity with Rio that “Going to the Bakery” cannot begin to approximate.  

 The poem does not end with the act of alms giving, but with words of self-correction and 

reproach: “Oh, mean habit! / Not one word more apt or bright?” The speaker checks her empty 
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speech and realizes that her greeting does not match the occasion. The poem opens up at the end, 

allowing her the chance to search for a word that is both more fitting (“apt”) but also more 

cheerful and more illuminating (“bright”). Ostensibly she desires this word to better fit the 

moment with the beggar, but she may also want to understand Rio better in her poetry; this 

particular view of the city is neither the only word nor the final word. In contrast, the newly 

arrived speaker in Questions of Travel possesses neither the kind of self-awareness nor the sense 

of responsibility that this speaker reveals in the conclusion.  

 Earlier versions of the poem that Bishop submitted to The New Yorker show an evolution 

in the speaker’s taking responsibility for her words. Originally the last two lines read, “from 

force of habit. The moon, perhaps, / could frame a phrase more apt or bright,” while a later 

version reads, “sheer force of habit. Senhora Moon / could coin a phrase more apt or bright” 

(Bishop, The New Yorker 297)? In these earlier drafts the speaker washes her hands of the 

incident by ignoring her responsibility for her own speech. In the final version, however, she 

shoulders the burden. “Oh mean habit! / Not one word more apt or bright?” presents a poetic 

problem that later Rio poems cumulatively seek to resolve.  

 In many ways Bishop’s sense of being a stranger in Brasil repeats itself as she comes 

closer to moving to Rio. “Going to the Bakery” epitomizes the way that the speaker’s 

strangeness, reflected in her vision, alienates her from her environment. Millier observes that 

Bishop “had felt her strangeness all her life, had escaped it for a time in Brazil, but now that 

sense was back.” By “strangeness” she references Bishop’s alienation from conventional life 

through her homosexuality, alcoholism, her mother’s illness, and even by her being a poet (388). 

These may form some of the background, but in the foreground are the nine years Bishop has 
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spent in Samambaia with the strongest sense of home that she had ever experienced. Relegating 

this to an occasional home and taking on an urban home in Rio was a struggle.  

As Bishop and Lota began to reside in Rio from 1961 onward in Lota’s penthouse 

apartment in Leme, a neighborhood at the north end of Copacabana, Bishop had to adjust to her 

new environs. With Lota’s time monopolized by the Aterro project, she was confronted with how 

to structure her days and how to interact with the city. Though Rio was not Bishop’s favorite 

Brasilian location, she admired its setting. In her New York Times article, “On the Railroad 

Named Delight” (1965) about the quatercentenary of the city, she writes, “Visitors to Rio de 

Janeiro usually exclaim: ‘What a beautiful city.’ But sooner or later, the more thoughtful are 

likely to say: ‘No, it’s not a beautiful city; it’s just the world’s most beautiful setting for a city’” 

(Poems, Prose and Letters 439). This observation among others in the article ignited the anger of 

a Rio columnist, Fernando de Castro, who wrote a scathing response in the Correio de Manhã in 

March of 1965: “The vitriolic columnist affirms that the city is pretty (‘What a beautiful city!’) 

but corrects the assertion through the mouth of a tourist to conclude that it is not exactly pretty 

but only the frame for a beautiful city ‘ . . . it’s the world’s most beautiful setting for a city!’ De 

Castro’s other attacks on Bishop, including her “pillory of severe criticism” regarding a 

competition of Carnival costumes, and her emphasis on the “low and immoral meaning of the 

material . . . of Brazilian authors” in her comments about the plays of Rio’s theater scene must 

have reinforced the barrier she felt between herself and the city.   

In the years preceding this article, however, Bishop views Rio in her poems from a safer 

and more removed setting: her apartment balcony. In absorbing the unobstructed view of the 

ocean, its shore, and in another direction, the mountain in the shape of a rudder for which 

“Leme” is named, she could delay taking on the social challenges and problems of later Rio 
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poems. In Bishop’s most substantial unpublished Rio poems, “All Afternoon the Freighters—

Rio” and “Apartment at Leme,” her perspective is from above, with the ocean, rather than urban 

Rio, as her focus.  

Bishop’s Brasilian scholars have been attuned to Bishop’s less than marvelous 

relationship with the “Marvelous City,” as Rio has often been called. Martins observes Bishop’s 

distance from the city and shows how Rio’s geography plays a role in her stance:  

In Bishop’s relationship with Rio, even as her familiarity matures, there are always 

reservations about intimacy. This perhaps may be the permanent tension generated by the appeal 

of contrasts. Markedly for Bishop, Rio is divided between “morro” [hills, but also slums] and 

“mar” [sea]—the “morro” instigating the rigid contours of the social differences; the “mar” and 

its coast a kind of extension of domestic space and at the same time an invitation to public 

domesticity. “The Burglar of Babylon” illustrates the first side of the division; “Apartment in 

Leme” the last. (177) 

Martins demonstrates that despite these distinctions, social differences do not fully escape 

Bishop even when she concentrates on the sea. Significantly, as Bishop encounters this new city 

with its own cariocan culture, she enters the culture through the “mar” side. She would rather 

take time as a new observer, in an “extension of domestic space” as viewed from her own 

balcony, before plunging into more extensive social concerns on the black-and-white tile 

sidewalks below.  

 Viewing freighters out at sea creates a safe way for Bishop to settle into her new location. 

After all, her original trip to Brasil was on the freighter SS Bowplate, bound for Tierra del Fuego 

and the Straits of Magellan before her stop in Rio changed her course. The freighter was a 
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consistent daily image for her in her middle to late years.49 “All afternoon the freighters—Rio,” 

begins with the speaker observing the ships, extends into an unexpected allusion to Ouro Preto, 

and concludes with a series of environmental concerns that link this fragment to earlier Brasil 

poems. The opening lines of the free-verse poem date from a notebook entitled 1962–1964 

(Bishop, Edgar Allen Poe 328). The poem is in its early stages, although eleven pages of drafts 

and notes exist (Bishop, Edgar Allan Poe 328). In the first of the three nine-line stanzas, Bishop 

compares the bridges of the freighters to the facades of old Brasilian churches: 

The high white bridges 
Caught the sun, 
[like calcimined] façades 
[of] old Brazilian churches: 
A diocese astray  
In frail blue pastures. 
 

Not by chance, Bishop may see in the freighters the Baroque and Rococo churches of Ouro Preto 

where she was spending increasing amounts of time. In 1960 Lota’s close friend Lilli Araújo 

turned a house that she had purchased into a small pousada, or inn, which Bishop and Lota 

visited when it first opened (Fountain and Brazeau 197).50 By 1965 Bishop would buy her own 

house in Ouro Preto and then spend interminable years having it renovated, often staying at 

Chico Rei during the process. Ashley Brown recalls taking a trip to Ouro Preto with her and how 

“Elizabeth knew every detail about [the churches]” (Fountain and Brazeau 198). The “diocese 

49 Bishop continued her freighter tracking in Boston, her last port of call, where she lived in an apartment on Lewis 
Wharf facing the sea. In the 1970s one of Bishop’s students at Harvard, Peggy Ellsberg, visited Bishop’s apartment 
and later recalled how Bishop showed her a journal she kept on ships: “Elizabeth lived to see the boats. She had a 
telescope and a small clock on the window, and she had this nautical diary. It was on a stand, like a Bible stand. She 
would write down the time of day, the name of the boat, the kind of boat and how many masts, and which way it 
was going. She liked to keep track of details like that” (Fountain and Brazeau 324). 
50 Chico Rei lives on today, run by Lilli’s son, Ricardo Araújo. One of its nine guest rooms where Bishop frequently 
stayed is referred to as “The Bishop Room.” 
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astray / in frail blue pastures” may continue the Ouro Preto reference, although the speaker 

reserves the word “blessed” for the whale that is being hunted down in the second stanza.  

 As the rest of the poem unfolds, the freighters become a false subject; the second stanza 

ushers in “fifteen whalers,” a “smoking factory-ship,” and most importantly, the persecuted 

whales in Bishop’s far-sighted “I-spy” game with the sea. For four lines she concentrates on the 

whales alone: “They kill the whales with cannon. Can’t / they leave the blessed whale in peace? / 

(Behemoth, ruminant, / goodbye, my dear:).” Bishop refers to this part of the poem in 1978 

interview with poet Elizabeth Spires. When asked, “Do you start a lot of poems and finish very 

few?” Bishop comments that she gives up on many thing she begins adding, “I remembered that 

I had another unfinished poem. It’s about whales and it was written a long time ago, too. I’m 

afraid I’ll never publish it because it looks as if I were just trying to be up-to-date now that 

whales are a ‘cause’ . . .” (Edgar Allen Poe 328). Despite her avoidance of trendy subjects, this 

poem reflects several environmental concerns, with the whale at the forefront.51  

 However, in the third stanza Bishop minimizes the whale hunting, almost as a parody of 

the hunters themselves: “The holds are full of dying animals. / Don’t worry, we’ll consume them 

all / sooner or later. But how you have roiled up the water!” Her ironic tone legitimizes the 

whales as fodder for a consumptive society. Later she highlights additional environmental 

problems: the “smear of grease” left by the “smoking factory ship” in the second stanza, and her 

final sound image of trash dumping into the sea: “Splash . . . / What was that sound? The trash. / 

51 The history of whaling in Brasil supports these concerns. Once abundant along Brasil’s 5,000-mile coast, whales 
began to be slaughtered in the seventeenth century as Portugal granted the first commercial hunting licenses; by the 
end of the eighteenth century whaling stations were in decline as so many whales had been killed. (“Brazil approves 
first whale sanctuary” par. 6–7). Yet whale hunting in Brasil continued as late as 1973, about a decade after Bishop 
sketched this poem, and was only abolished when President Lula da Silva signed a federal decree in 2008 
establishing a Whale and Dolphin Sanctuary along the entire Brasilian coast (“Brazil declares whale sanctuary along 
entire coast” par. 1). Bishop is, in fact, taking on a timely environmental concern in Brasil. 
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They throw it overboard at night.” Her concerns about the purity of the ocean water echo those 

about the Amazon and its river silt in “The Riverman” and the effects of drought on the 

landscape of Samambaia in “Song for the Rainy Season.”  

 In “Apartment at Leme” (1963) Bishop again focuses on the sea, but illustrates its effects 

on those on shore. Her gaze includes the social behavior of Brasilians during one of the country’s 

most celebrated festivals: New Year’s Eve (also called “Réveillon” or Festa de Iemanjá), the 

celebration of the African sea goddess. An earlier title of the poem is more exact: “Apartment in 

Leme, Copacabana (January 1st).” The specificity of location is somewhat surprising considering 

Bishop’s earlier correspondence with The New Yorker about “Song for the Rainy Season” and 

her desire to avoid labeling her poems with a specific Brasilian locale. Thirty pages of drafts 

make the poem more fully developed than “Freighters.” (Bishop, Edgar Allen Poe 330). Since 

she published no original poems in 1963, “Apartment at Leme” comes the closest to realization. 

The drafts show she was aiming for it to be included in Questions of Travel in 1965, but it barely 

missed inclusion along with another poem. According to Millier, of the two poems “one . . . was 

about Rio and would be dedicated to Lowell, and the other, called ‘Crusoe at Home,’ [which 

later became ‘Crusoe in England’] just would not let itself be finished. The Rio poem might be 

the draft of ‘Apartment at Leme’ or perhaps ‘Going to the Bakery’ . . .” (366). Because Bishop 

writes to Lowell while assembling Questions of Travel about possibly dedicating a “longer, 

grimmer” poem to him about Copacabana Beach (Words in Air 582), “Apartment at Leme” must 

be the Rio poem that barely missed the cut. This is a pity, because her cultural references to the 

Brasilian New Year and its African background are especially rich. 

The moderately long poem (61 lines) is divided into four sections arranged temporally: 

very early dawn following New Year’s Eve, later dawn as it begins to grow light, a flashback to 
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the night before, and finally the rising sun in the present. Bishop uses unrhyming tercets with a 

single shorter line completing each section. As a whole, the poem is an extended apostrophe to 

the sea beginning with the third stanza (“oh Sea, / with your cold breath blowing warm, your 

warm breath cold, / like in the fairy tale”). The title is misleading, for the poem only minimally 

deals with the apartment and mainly focuses on the sea and shore below. Yet the speaker keeps 

her distance from the sea.52  

 Central to the first stanza are the sea’s effects on the speaker’s domestic situation: 
Not only do you tarnish our knives and forks 
–regularly the silver coffee-pot goes into  
dark, rainbow-edged eclipse; 
 
the windows blur and mirrors are wet to touch. 
Custodia complains, and then you frizz 
Her straightened, stiffened hair. 
 

The speaker portrays the sea as a domestic nuisance. Bishop comments specifically on this 

tarnishing of silver in “On the Railroad Named Delight”: “Because the mountains are so close to 

the ocean the moisture in the sea winds condenses quickly and clouds float unusually low about 

them. This makes for considerable humidity; fussy people complain that their silver tarnishes 

quickly and their shoes mildew in the closets” (439). Apparently the speaker of “Apartment at 

Leme” is one of those “fussy people,” along with Custodia, either a friend or domestic help. 

Later the sea also makes its presence known through the “smell of codfish and old rain,” though 

Bishop’s choice of fish could be an oversight.53  

52 This is opposite Bishop’s daily experience in Rio which included a daily dip at Leme beach  across from her 
apartment building; perhaps then, as well as now, Leme was a good beach for swimming, characterized by the 
relative absence of undertow and smaller waves than many of Rio’s other beaches.  
53 Codfish, or bacalhau, is popular in Brasil, especially as the centerpiece of the Christmas (and sometimes New 
Year’s) meal, a tradition dating from the Portuguese. Ironically, however, while codfish proliferate in the Northern 
Atlantic (Norway is the main exporter of codfish to Brasil), it is not present off Brasil’s coast.  
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The second stanza moves from the sensory experience of the sea from within the 

apartment into the early morning scene unfolding on the beach below, including traces of the 

night’s celebration. The two men who “get up from shallow, newspaper-lined graves” along with 

a third who continues sleeping under corrugated paper might comment on Rio’s homeless. Their 

presence deters “two early bathers” and “one running dog” as they veer off in another direction. 

However, as the stanza unfolds, with specific pictorial evidence of the prior night’s celebration, 

it is possible that the men may have been leftover revelers who have slept off their festivities and 

now make their way home in the early hours. It is too soon in Bishop’s Rio stay to create the 

kind of social commentary about homelessness that she will later insinuate in “Pink Dog.”  

In the meantime, a reader unacquainted with the Festa de Iemanjá would probably find 

the traces of the celebration mysterious: 

Wisps of fresh green stick to your foaming lips 
like those on horses’ lips. The sand’s bestrewn: 
white lilies, broken stalks, 
  
white candles with wet, blackened wicks, 
and green glass bottles for white alcohol 
meant for the goddess meant to come last night. 
 

These green and white elements are remnants of the worship of Iemanjá in the African religion 

of candomblé (called macumba in Rio), which entered Brasil through African slaves. Followers 

of candomblé believe in seven deities, or orixás, each representing a different force in nature. 

One of the seven orixás, Iemanjá, is Queen of the Ocean and embodies the spirit of motherhood; 

her spirit presides over the New Year’s Eve ceremonies.  

 In a letter to Ilse and Kit Barker written December 28, 1960 Bishop describes in detail the 

Festa de Iemanjá: 

The whole length of the beach, about 2 miles, was filled with people dressed all in white. 
They dig great trenches in the form of crosses, etc. in the sand and fill them with big 
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white candles—thousands and thousands of candles—and white flowers, mostly white 
lilies. Then they march around and sing and finally all walk into the sea up to their necks, 
throwing flowers out into the water—This is all right at the edge of the breakers so the 
lights reflect in the breakers and on the wet sand—then the whole ocean is littered with 
lilies. The Goddess—Moon and Sea, too, I think—will bring good fortune for next year. 
Maybe at midnight I’ll go down (in my nightgown) and throw in a few lilies for all of 
us— (Millier 317) 
 

Regardless of whether or not Bishop actually descended to the beach in her white nightgown, the 

details of the ceremony in the second and third sections of the poem may attest to her presence 

on the beach during the night. Martins, in her analysis of Bishop’s divided treatment of Rio, 

makes an insightful commentary on Bishop’s letter: “In whatever form, the desire to descend in 

her nightgown confirms that for Bishop the sea coast is that extension of domestic space and 

also, in the celebration of white, a common ground where differences are diluted” (179). In this 

moment then, Bishop brings together some of Rio’s divisions. The sea that she addresses in the 

first section (concluding with “but you keep your distance”) becomes less important than the 

human, celebratory details of the second and third sections. 

 It is instructive to revisit the Festa de Iemanjá from the perspective of Manuel Bandeira 

in 1966, just a few years later. In a short excerpt, “Iemanjá na Praia” (“Iemanjá on the Beach”) 

published in 1966, he meditates on the African roots of the goddess and the racial diversity of the 

participants: 

. . . one time per year, on the night of December 31 until January 1, Iemanjá, the Yoruban 
mermaid, the mother-goddess, receives the veneration of her faithful, who fill all the 
extension of the southern beach, from Leme until Leblón, in a succession of small altars 
of sand illuminated by candles. Sometimes an image of Our Lady of the Conception 
reigns above the little altar, in a simplification of the religious Afro-Catholic syncretism. 
The mood of the faithful is of guilt and self-punishment. Upon the exploding of the 
rockets that announce midnight, the devotees of the mother-goddess go forward until the 
breaking of the waves and cast flowers in front of them, bathing their feet and hands . . . 
Don’t think that all the nocturnal worshippers of the great African goddess of the waters 
are blacks. The majority are light brown-skinned and white—white-skinned, at least. It is 
not rare to see a well-dressed natural blonde receiving the baptism of babalaô [the 
leading male priest]. (380) 
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Bandeira’s account reinforces the notion of the beach as common ground for Rio’s citizens of all 

backgrounds, which still holds true for many of Rio’s beaches today. Bishop’s poem makes no 

racial distinctions, mentioning simply, “[t]he assorted / lovers and worshippers.” 

 In the third stanza, Bishop replays some of the New Year’s Eve festival, framing the 

ceremony between the sea (“keeping quiet”) and the clear night with its bright stars. A divide 

exists between the speaker, who makes specific notes on the environment, and the worshippers 

who are ignorant of the night’s clarity and its stars as they partake in the ceremony:  

One cluster, bright, astringent as white currants, 
 hung from the Magellanic Clouds 
above you and the beach and its assorted 
lovers and worshippers, almost within their reach 
if they had noticed. 
 

During this worship, the sea, likened to the “one of those old bronze mirrors / in all the world’s 

museums” that cannot reflect “even the biggest stars” shares the same contradiction as the 

apartment mirrors that are “wet to the touch:” their basic quality of reflection is blocked. Yet 

Page and Oliveira point out, “[i]n another draft, though corroded, the sea was ‘capable, still, of 

reflecting the biggest stars’” and note, “[m]uch in this poem turns on what can or cannot be seen, 

what might once have been seen . . .” (130). Rather than filling in what she cannot see in an 

imaginative projection, as Bishop later does in “The Burglar of Babyon,” the obscurity of non-

reflection stops her vision. 

  The short fourth stanza’s rising sun, “metallic; two-dimensional,” harsh after the brilliant 

stars of the night before, neither illuminates new details of the beach scene below nor re-

examines, in daylight, anything the narrator has already noted. The sea’s breath “with [its] cold 

breath blowing warm, / [its] warm breath cold / like in the fairy tale / no—the legend” ends in 

one of Bishop’s characteristic self-corrections. A legend, as opposed to a fairy tale, implies at 
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least some level of historical belief in its listeners. But regardless of categorization, people 

subjected to the sea’s “open mouth” will age and tarnish like the silverware.  

 The speaker’s distance from Rio in this poem parallels the position of the speaker in  

Vinicius de Moraes’ poem dedicated to Manuel Bandeira, “Lapa de Bandeira.” Although his 

speaker lives in Lapa (a neighborhood in the center of Rio historically known as a meeting place 

for Brasilian intellectuals and artists), the setting recalls Bishop in Leme as well: 

Existia, e ainda existe 
Um certo beco na Lapa 
Onde assistia, não assiste 
Um poeta no fundo triste 
No alto de um apartamento 
Como no alto de uma escarpa. 
 
There existed and still exists 
In a certain alley of Lapa 
Where I watched, don’t watch 
A sad poet in the background 
Up in an apartment 
As if on the height of a cliff. 
 

Bishop may be like the sad, removed poet, looking down at cariocan life from above in 

“Apartment in Leme” though she may have come down into the festival for a moment. Later in 

“The Burglar of Babylon” she will hold a panoramic camera, convincingly portraying a 

multitude of perspectives, not just her own.  

First, however, she composed “Twelfth Morning; or What You Will.” Despite its change 

in setting to Cabo Frio, a coastal resort town some ninety miles from Rio, it is an extension of 

Bishop’s early Rio poems in terms of her distance from its subject. Though the speaker’s vantage 

point appears to be on the same level as her subjects—the boy Balthazár, a fence, a horse, and a 

house— she views them through a “thin gray mist.” Though it “lets everything show through” 

the speaker only observes her human subject, who gradually takes center stage, without 
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interacting with him. Yet the poem’s subtle shifts in perspective prepare the way for “Burglar of 

Babylon.”  

 Composed during the Brasilian summer months of January and February, 1964, 

following  “Apartment in Leme” and “All Afternoons the Freighters—Rio,” “Twelfth Morning” 

is a poetic sketch of muted sounds and a neutral palette until the young black boy Balthazár fully 

emerges in the final two stanzas. The poem has not received the critical examination and acclaim 

of many of Bishop’s other Brasil poems; its mist-covered setting and subtle shifts in perspective 

appear uncertain and mysterious. One can assume that the “rain and fog” of the poem are 

“person-cancelling” as Costello has noted (207), and yet, because the concept of a physical home 

has collapsed in the poem, the emergence of the young black boy Balthazár, singing in the 

subjective, creates a foil to the understated landscape. The poem’s subtle signs indicate a 

diminishing of power away from the real estate “Company” that attempts to turn the dunes into 

lots, and the final direct statement by Balthazár indicates that the poor will not be destroyed 

along with the landscape.  

Since Bishop composed “Twelfth Morning” during the time she had broken her first-

reading contract with The New Yorker, no publisher correspondence about the poem exists. The 

break occurred in 1961, coinciding perhaps not accidentally with the geographic and personal 

transitions she was undergoing. Millier hypothesizes that Bishop “thought that she could spread 

the few poems she was writing around [to other publications] and that the prose she planned to 

write about Brazil would be ‘unsuitable’ for such a genteel audience” (322). In lieu of the 

customary channel, Robert Lowell sent the poem to The New York Review of Books who 

published it on April 2, 1964. He gave the poem his characteristic praise: “The 12th Night poem 

is marvelous. It has the form, tightness and charm of some of your early poems, such as the one 
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about the little horse and rider, but translated into nature and direct observation. I carry it around 

in my bill-fold, and it seems comparable to ‘The Armadillo’ that I have long cherished” (Bishop, 

Words in Air 517). Through Bishop’s description of Cabo Frio in a letter from October of 1960, 

Lowell had some insight into the poem’s setting: 

Cabo Frio was marvelous as ever. The weather a bit windy and the water a bit cold, and 
no fishing—but we went swimming every day on those beaches I’d like so much to show 
you. One small one has a grotto at one side—the sand is mostly amethyst quartz, a deep 
lavender, streaked with white as the waves wash the other sand up into it, and sides full 
of quartzes and pot-holes with huge stones still whirling around in them as the waves 
come up—lots of sea-urchins in little niches, like ikons [sic], and huge pure white or 
black or lavender-ish rocks, very smooth, arranged in the shadows till you’d think an 
extremely good Japanese gardener had been at work. (345) 
 

Clearly Bishop treasured this beachscape, and when a real estate company attempted to claim 

“shopworn dunes as lawns,” it could not escape her attention. 

  “Twelfth Morning” (marking the last of the twelve days of Christmas, or the day of 

Epiphany as in Shakespeare’s “Twelfth Night”), is a tightly crafted poem of eight quatrains. The 

first three lines of each stanza are generally in pentameter (though are not always iambic), while 

the last line is shortened to four or five syllables. The exception is the two-syllable “I am” in the 

last line of the penultimate stanza. In addition to form, the color “white” unifies the poem: it 

begins in “whitewash,” continues in “white but shopworn dunes” and the “white horse,” and 

concludes in the implied whiteness of the pearl.54 

 In an almost discursive style, Bishop previews the elements she will trace throughout the 

poem:  

Like a first coat of whitewash when it’s wet, 
the thin gray mist lets everything show through: 

54 Of all the colors Bishop chooses to paint Brasil, she chooses white most often. In “Manuelzinho,” for example, 
she uses “white fog,” a mustache “like a white spread-eagled sea gull,” “white violets,” and “white thread.” In 
“Song for the Rainy Season,” in addition to “fog” and “a cloud” she specifies “white dew” and milk-white sunrise.” 
Later, in “The Riverman,” “the moon [is] burning bright,” and Luandinha dresses in “white satin.” White could 
signify purity or peace, or, in contrast, a blankness onto which Bishop can cast her own meaning. 
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the black boy Balthazár, a fence, a horse, 
a foundered house. 
 

She expands on each element in almost perfect reverse order (other than reversing the horse and 

the fence), beginning with the “foundered house” in the second stanza. When she notes “cement 

and rafters sticking from a dune” neither she nor the reader can tell whether a home is being 

constructed or deconstructed: do these new lots contain old or new homes? Bishop’s drafts 

reflect this open-endedness; in working out the second stanza she writes simply “an incomplete 

house” (Vassar College, Bishop Folder 67.5). The fact that she titled the drafts “Real Estate 

Development, 6 a.m.,” however, shows her concern about a change on the oceanfront, as does 

the capital “C” in “Company,” which both emphasizes and mocks its place in the landscape.  

In commenting on the rubble, Bishop uses the only “we” in the poem: “‘Shipwreck,’ we 

say; perhaps this is a housewreck.’”55 Is she with a companion, such as Lota, or is this the royal 

“we?” The poem incorporates a “you” in the third stanza “(or are you hearing things),” an 

implied “you” later in the fifth (“Don’t ask the big white horse . . .,”), and a direct “you” in the 

last stanza (“You can hear the water now . . .”). Despite the pronouns, the speaker murmurs to 

herself much of the time, without a particular audience. 

Before returning to the real estate development, the speaker turns to the natural 

landscape: the sea and the sandpipers, the only sources of sound in the poem other than the song 

of Balthazár. She observes, “The sea’s off somewhere, doing nothing,” an odd way to describe 

the constant movement of the ocean, though it may be at low tide and seemingly still other than 

“[a]n expelled breath.” This line recalls the moment in “Apartment  Leme” when the speaker 

addresses the sea, “but you keep your distance.” This distance from the sea, and the grey mist 

55 The shipwreck image here echoes that in “Questions of Travel”: “the mountains look like the hulls of capsized 
ships, / slime-hung and barnacled.” 
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that, although it “lets everything show through” obscures Balthazár, the fence, and the horse,  

gives the speaker a barrier behind which to hide. In this way “Twelfth Morning” extends the 

speaker’s early days in Rio, with her balcony as a shield.  

Meanwhile the sandpipers here, rather than running in a “state of controlled panic” or 

being “preoccupied” (as in “Sandpipers”), are marked solely by their “heart-broken cries.” 

Bishop arrives at this adjective after exploring “the peeping of sandpipers” and the “grief-

stricken cry of sandpipers” in her drafts (Vassar College, Bishop Folder 67.5) “Heart-broken” 

personifies the birds with human emotion, and yet “(or are you hearing things)” makes us 

wonder if their cry is only a sound mirage. 

The fence in the fourth stanza carries a similar personification as it “comes forward 

hopefully / across the lots; thinks better of it; turns / a sort of corner . . . ” Since it is “all pure 

rust,” it is a foil to the neutral palette of white, grey, and black in the rest of the poem. In terms of 

the “Company” and the division of the dunes in the second stanza, however, the fence appears as 

a very flexible boundary: its lines are dotted and in changing direction it “turns a corner,” a 

phrase which usually has positive connotations. Costello describes how the fence is part of a 

scene that “won’t be fixed in a certain point of view. The fence no longer defines fixed 

differences, but becomes ‘dotted lines’ which waver and turn, making a mockery of the 

company’s pretense of ‘lawns’” (40). The fence simply won’t “behave” as the rigid boundary 

that is expected; it follows its own mind. 

The horse who occupies the next two stanzas also challenges boundaries and 

perspectives: 

Don’t ask the big white horse, Are you supposed 
to be inside the fence or out? He’s still  
asleep. Even awake, he probably 
   remains in doubt. 
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Whether asleep or awake, the horse is an unconscious boundary crosser and has no sense of what 

a fence might mean. The horse’s position somewhere near the fence implies that there are 

insiders versus outsiders, but the speaker does not think it important whether his position is “in” 

or “out.”  “Out” and “doubt” create the one strong rhyme in the poem, emphasizing the horse’s 

indefinable position. In addition, the horse is not at he appears on first glance: in the fifth stanza 

he is “the big white horse,” but in the sixth, he is “[a] pewter-colored horse, an ancient mixture, / 

tin, lead, and silver . . .” Pewter, a metal alloy with tin as a chief component, is a hybrid mix; if 

the horse were a person, he would be a mulatto. Costello writes of the horse as “possibly a 

parody of the company . . . but that his dominance, indeed his placement, is dubious” (40). Based 

on its color hybridity, however, the horse stands for something the Company cannot wrap itself 

around nor label; it is not a black or white issue. The fact that he appears “bigger than the house” 

prompts the speaker to ask, “. . . is perspective dozing?” In other words, relative sizes, 

boundaries, and colors are not as they seem. The horse’s indefinable position (neither inside the 

fence nor outside of it), the admonition to the reader not to question this position, and the horse’s 

appearance which turns out to be different than at first glance all create an apt metaphor for 

Bishop herself in Brasil. 

 Into this scene of unfixed perspective and flexible boundaries comes Balthazár via the 

four-gallon can on his head filled with water:  

. . .But the four-gallon can 
approaching on the head of Balthazár 
keeps flashing that the world’s a pearl, and I, 
    I am 
its highlight! You can hear the water now, 
inside, slap-slapping. Balthazár is singing. 
“Today’s my Anniversary,” he sings, 
“the Day of Kings.”  
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We catch the flash before we actually see the boy underneath it or hear his song, and it trumps 

the horse that “gleams a little.” The can is emblematic of the poorer classes of Brasil who do not 

have running water in their homes. Balancing huge olive oil tins on their heads, adults and 

children will travel long distances to a public spigot, fill the can with potable water, and then 

return home with the infinitely heavier vessel. Bishop probably watched such an action with 

interest, as her drafts of the poem show a detailed progression as she tries to describe the can. 

She begins with “coffee sloshing in his tin; he brings the morning in” (which sounds more like 

an American coffee commercial). Then she progresses through: “ a gallon can,” “the oil can,” a 

“tin oil-can,” a “gallon gasoline can” and finally chooses “two-gallon can” on her final typed 

version, though she crosses out the “two” and handwrites “four.” This obviously has more 

impact, especially when one compares such a can to a gallon of milk. The can flashes the 

message, “the world’s a pearl, / and I, / I am / its highlight!” in a kind of visual telepathy. 

Although Balthazár has not yet spoken, the message is his.  

The shortest line of the poem, the two-word “I am,” is attributed to the can atop 

Balthazár’s head, yet it acts as a nucleus of power for Balthazár himself. The flashing tin on his 

head emphasizes his existence; he does not mutely blend into the landscape. “I am” contains the 

resonance of “I am that I am,” the Hebrew God’s response when Moses asked for his name. In 

her drafts, Bishop does not qualify “the boy” at first, but later calls him a “Negro boy” and a 

“black boy.” “Balthazár” does not appear until the final, typed version of the draft. This is one of 

the few times that Bishop, in so many words, specifies a black identity in her Brasil poems. She 

gives a short interaction between the speaker and the black beggar at the close of “Going to the 

Bakery” and notes the incidental small black boy transporting a pile of laundry down the street in 
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“Under the Window: Ouro Prêto,” but these are bit parts. In contrast, Manuelzinho is white, and 

the Riverman’s racial identity, while assumed to be a cabocló, is unspecified.  

In the prose pieces that Bishop composed in Brasil in the 1960s, Bishop regards Brasilian 

race relations as extending beyond American race relations, deserving praise, on one hand, and 

needing continued attention, on the other. For instance, in the Life World Library Brazil volume 

(1962) she writes, “Brazilians have great pride in their fine record in race relations. Their attitude 

can best be described by saying that the upper-class Brazilian is usually proud of his racial 

tolerance, while the lower-class Brazilian is not aware of his—he just practices it” (114). Later 

she admits, “It’s true that the Negro or mulatto in Brazil is usually a second-class citizen, rarely 

found in important positions or even good jobs and almost always poor,” but she adds that their 

situation mirrors that of most of the population and is not a specific racial problem (114). While 

she addresses race directly here, in her poems race is much more incidental.   

The most well-known moment when Bishop addresses race in Brasil is her comment that 

she placed at the end of “On the Railroad Named Delight” published in the New York Times on 

May 7, 1965, just a year later than “Twelfth Morning”: 

Recently  a large advertisement showed a young Negro cook, overcome by her pleasure 
in having a new gas stove, leaning across it toward her white mistress, who leaned over 
from her side of the stove as they kissed each other on the cheek.  
 
Granted that the situation is not utopian, socially speaking, and that the advertisement is 
silly—but could it have appeared on billboards, or in the newspapers, in Atlanta, Ga., or 
even in New York? In Rio, it went absolutely unremarked on, one way or the other. 
(Poems, Prose, and Letters 448) 
 

Here she takes pleasure in noting a portrayal of race relations that would not have been possible 

in any U.S. city at the time. Ironically, de Castro, the critic who lambasted Bishop’s description 

of Rio’s setting, called Bishop’s praise of unselfconsciousness an example of racism. He accuses 

Bishop of possessing a “motive of vilification, distain, debasement, and depreciation for our 
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brothers of color” and claims, “Mrs. Bishop cultivates racist convictions with care (held in the 

last part of her chronicle),” referring to her billboard example. Yet an American audience would 

probably have interpreted Bishop’s billboard vignette as a criticism of American racial relations. 

This must have been a terrible moment in the limelight for someone as private as Bishop.  

In light of Bishop’s prose comments in “On the Railway Named Delight,” Balthazár’s 

shining entry is a positive moment, a deliberate crossing into the “Company’s” territory by a 

member of a race and class for whom the lots are not intended. His appearance suddenly turns up 

the volume in the muted setting. The water, contained in the tin on his head is “slap-slapping” as 

opposed to the sea that was “off somewhere, doing nothing” earlier. The “faint, faint, faint” 

heart-broken cries of the sandpipers are now be drowned out by Balthazár’s singing: “Today’s 

my Anniversary . . . the Day of Kings.” His song, translated into English, connects him Epiphany 

on January 6, the celebration of the original magi.  

Of note, the original “aniversário” in Portuguese means both “birthday” and 

“anniversary.” However, Bishop chose “anniversary” in her translation of what she must have 

heard.  Britto, who has commented that much of the poem’s effect depends on this ending, notes 

how Bishop’s translation made it difficult to translate those lines back into Portuguese: “By 

rendering “aniversário” as “anniversary” and translating “dia de Reis” literally as ‘Day of Kings’ 

— for in Portuguese the Magi are known as “the Holy Kings” — Bishop achieves an effect that I 

was unable to recreate in Portuguese. If I backtranslated the boy’s words literally (‘Hoje é meu 

aniversário, dia de Reis’ or ‘Today’s my birthday, it’s Twelfth Day’) the poem would end with a 

whimper” (“My Six Days” 6). Because of this, Britto opted not to translate this poem. 

Balthazár sings of himself with a definition that the rest of the landscape lacks: the fence 

that does not act like a fence, the horse that dozes and cannot position itself anywhere in 
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particular, the weak sea that is only background. The water on his head, whether fresh or salt, is 

like a gift that he bears as he moves from one place to another. What then is the epiphany? His 

presence, his I am, his song that brings sound to a landscape that may try to keep him out. All of 

this creates a strong sense of proclamation and arrival for this boy with the name of a king. Yet 

in reality he is not a king; he wears an olive can not a crown. Like the mist that hides the full 

identity of the objects it covers, Balthazár’s dignity, though real, is only a momentary illusion.  

Bishop’s next poem, “The Burglar of Babylon” chronicles a much more public moment, 

for it is based on then-contemporary facts about a fleeing vagabond in the Morro da Babilônia, 

the favela on one of the hills above Bishop’s apartment. It has captured the Brasilians’ 

imagination and admiration more than any of Bishop’s Brasil poems but “Pink Dog.” Carlos 

Drummond de Andrade, Bishop’s Brasilian poet contemporary who also wrote a poem about one 

of the morros above Rio, called it “the most moving poem about the social condition of the 

favelas in Rio” (Martins 160). Back in the U.S., Lowell reported that Bishop’s former mentor, 

Marianne Moore, stated that “Burglar” was Bishop’s “finest poem” (Bishop, Words in Air 560). 

This is one of Bishop’s few poems to be published simultaneously in Brasil and the U.S., and in 

Portuguese as well as English. Flávio Macedo Soares, Lota’s nephew and a precocious teenager 

for whom Bishop had great admiration, translated the poem for the November-December edition 

of Cadernos Brasileiros in 1964 (Bishop, Elizabeth Bishop and The New Yorker 266). It 

appeared in The New Yorker on November 21, 1964. In her letter to Howard Moss at The New 

Yorker on December 6, 1964, Bishop recounts, “You’d be amused by the reception of the 

‘Burglar’ poem here—it has been mentioned in the newspapers and by the ‘columnists.’ Some 

think I’m helping Brazil, some harming Brazil—one thinks I’m morbid” (Elizabeth Bishop and 

The New Yorker 267). Now, almost fifty years later, the verdict is overwhelmingly positive. 
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Britto calls it a “splendid ballad” (30) and has added, “It’s full of insights about Brazil. Of 

course, she saw the whole thing from the eyes of someone who lives in an apartment on Avenida 

Atlântica56 . . .  but she has this insight for the people who were there” (personal interview). 

Other Brasilian critics such as Martins have joined him in praising Bishop’s nonjudgmental 

treatment of the vagabond Micuçú (Duas Artes 157). 

 Composed from a combination of first-person witnesses, newspaper accounts, and 

imaginative projection that contribute to its kaleidoscope of changing perspectives, this poem is 

of the people. Bishop is able to achieve this is by allowing the speaker to step out of the way of 

the poem. She does this in two ways: first, in unchartered ground she keeps the “I” is at bay in 

the poem; it does not occupy a central place. Second, for the first time the lyric perspective is 

decentralized; in its place is a panning camera with an unfixed perspective. In addition, “Burglar 

of Babylon” is “Brasilian” in ways that Bishop’s poetry had not yet approximated. No traces of 

the tourist linger, nor does the prolonged distant perspective of Bishop’s earlier Rio poems. This 

ballad, much like Carnaval lyrics that Bishop admired, sings the song of a contemporary urban 

legend while simultaneously depicting the long-term effects of the favela, the source of the anti-

hero’s misery.  

Here Bishop places the reader in the middle of everyday urban Brasil and in the process 

removes herself as mediator and commentator. She is as much in the city as above it, and the 

only vestige that can be traced to the tourist or timid new inhabitant is the speaker’s reference to 

the favelas as a “fearful stain.” Beyond this, she lets the action unfold with no moralizing or 

editorializing. Bishop placed “Burglar of Babylon” last in the “Brazil” sequence of Questions of 

56 Avenida Atlântica, approximately 2.5 miles long, spans the length of the neighborhoods of Copacabana and 
Leme. One of the highest rent districts of Rio today, it was even more so during Bishop’s time. It is known for its 
high-rise hotels and apartments ocean views and its wide sidewalks with a black and white wave pattern, the stones 
painstakingly placed manually. 
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Travel, where it acts as a point of arrival. From now on, each of the half dozen published poems 

with Brasil as their setting will appear alone, interspersed with Bishop’s other poems. After the 

exploits and death of Micuçú, “Brazil” as a collective theme will also cease to exist.   

 In her Leme apartment Bishop composed the poem uncharacteristically rapidly. In her 

1966 interview with Ashley Brown she states, “. . . I sat down and wrote it almost straight off, 

with a few additions and changes. Most of it was written in a day. It naturally seemed to present 

itself as a ballad. It’s a true story, taken from the newspaper accounts; I made only two minor 

changes in the facts” (Monteiro 29). One wonders whether Bishop’s drive to record and 

complete the poem on the spot bolstered her confidence in placing it last in the sequence. When 

Brown asks if she actually saw Micuçú being hunted down in the morro of Babylon in Rio, she 

replies, “No, but I saw the soldiers. We could watch them through binoculars from the terrace of 

the apartment house” (29). This statement has caused some critics to align Bishop with the rich 

apartment building dwellers. McCabe, for instance, claims, “If Bishop is anyone other than the 

anonymous speaker, she must identify with those watching the scene of action from binoculars” 

(179). Yet the structure of the poem, with its envoy about the genesis and permanence of the 

favelas and its midway pause in the action that incorporates the ambiance of daily life in Rio 

reveals a poet who is not content to remain with her binoculars at a distance.  

 The first five stanzas of the 47-stanza poem mirror the growth of the favelas themselves, 

from transient shacks or “nests” into permanent communities that “cling and spread like lichen.” 

They bookend the poem in an envoy and linger beyond the narrative action concerning Micuçu: 

On the fair green hills of Rio 
  There grows a fearful stain: 
The poor who come to Rio 
  And can’t go home again 
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Despite Bishop’s reference to the favelas as “fearful stain[s],” she has not been taken to task for 

her diction, perhaps because Brasilians themselves would say the same. She describes the favelas 

in more neutral language in her Brazil volume:  

The topography of Rio is fantastically beautiful, but it defies any kind of systematic city 
planning. The city has penetrated like the fingers of a hand between the granite peaks and 
the precipitous conical hills. Although poor people have always lived on the morros, it is 
only during the last 20 years or so that these hills have become covered with the groups 
of shacks called favelas, most of which are inhabited by immigrants from the northeast of 
Brazil. It is roughly estimated that 700,000 of Rio’s 3.3 million inhabitants now live in 
these slums, thereby creating the worst of the city’s many problems. (Brazil 55–56) 
 

Her account here chronicles the migration of the poor from the Northeast to the Southeast, as 

does her poem in the second and third stanzas, which liken the newly arrived poor to sparrows in 

a “confused migration” that have been forced to rest and in so doing begin to build “nests, or 

houses / Out of nothing at all, or air.”57 Bishop makes at least two subtle allusions to the 

Northeast as the source of this migration that has taken over the “green hills of Rio.” In the 

poem’s single footnote she shares some folklore for the first time since “The Riverman”: 

“Micuçú [“Me-coo-soo”] is the folk name of a deadly snake, in the north.” This snake that has 

invaded the pristine Eden of Rio appears not only in the form of a vagabond, but also in the 

hoards of people pouring from the same region. When the soldiers summon a priest in the midst 

of the narrative action to tend to the dying officer in command, Bishop notes he is “[a] man from 

Pernambuco, / The youngest of eleven.” The state of Pernambuco, in the heart of Northeast 

Brasil, remains one of the poorest regions of the country today. The priest may represent a 

mitigating influence from the region to counterbalance the poisonous snake. 

57 In the 1970s, the favelas I saw as a child on stone cliffs in Rio were composed of cardboard and plywood that 
made them teeter precariously. However, during subsequent stays in Rio in the  late nineties and beyond, the favelas 
had become more permanent: bricks, mortar, concrete blocks, and satellite dishes had become the norm. 
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 The names of the hills that Bishop lists at the end of this section contribute to the ensuing 

action. These were actual names of favelas at the time, including “Babilônia” behind her Leme 

apartment, which still exists today. As Martins notes, “In listing the names of the favelas in Rio 

the poet is not only contextualizing geographic and historical relations, but is preparing a 

frightening scene for the tragedy that follows—frightening for what the names suggest and for 

the complicity of all [the favelas] with that type of tragedy” (156). “Babilônia” carries overtones 

of the place of captivity of the Jewish people in the fifth century, B.C. In “Chicken” we might 

see the standoff between Micuçú and the soldiers. Axel Nesme suggests that “Astonishment” 

may refer to the police officer’s accidental death in stanza 21 (100). Even without these 

connotations, Bishop maps out the geography of the poor of Rio, rather than the wide avenues of 

the rich in Copacabana or Ipanema.  

 Into these foreboding hills flees Micuçú, escaping from the authorities. At first glance he 

is a formidable presence: 

Micuçú was a burglar and killer, 
   An enemy of society. 
He had escaped three times 
   From the worst penitentiary. 
 
They don't know how many he murdered 
   (Though they say he never raped), 
And he wounded two policemen 
   This last time he escaped. 
 

However, Bishop begins a pattern here that she continues whenever Micuçú is “on stage:” when 

his actions are most formidable, she undercuts their severity with less harmful aspects of his 

character. He is a “killer,” but no one knows his actual death count, and he has never raped. As 

Nesme has observed, the “quasi-mythical identification of the burglar” falls short; although he 

has “wounded two policeman” the last time he escaped from the penitentiary, the only policeman 
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who actually loses his life does so under friendly fire (101). The reverse is also true: when 

Micuçú reveals a softer side of his character, Bishop contrasts it with threatening behavior. For 

instance, when he finds his aunt and claims, “You were good to me, and I love you, / But I’m a 

doomed man,” we almost believe that the man hides a kind heart where women are concerned. 

However, immediately afterwards he encounters a mulata bearing water and bullies her: “If you 

say you saw me, daughter, / You’re as good as dead.”  The man’s threats take on more life than 

his actual deeds. After Micuçú fires at the soldier who then kills him, “[missing] for the last 

time,” a man comments, “He wasn’t much of a burglar, / He got caught six times—or more.” 

These paradoxes make Micuçu more complex than a typical villain. 

 Micuçú represents a type of Brasilian national character called the “malandro,” a mix of 

trickster/vagabond that Brasilian readers recognize. His status comes from his exclusion from the 

middle and upper classes and his nonconformity with the lower classes: 

Hovering in the air of the morro is the stereotypical trickery. The figure of the 
“malandro” appears in Brasilian reading with a mix of disapproval that we are obligated 
to express in regard to the illegal activities committed; however, [also] with a hint of 
national pride for the “cleverness” of the poor. The malandro, incurably marginalized, no 
longer recognizes the legitimacy of the rules since a simple intrinsic hierarchy of the 
social system has determined that he—and all the community of the favela—has no 
place. (Azevedo 171) 
 

A malandro operates outside of legal limits, much like the heroes of the border corridos of the 

Southwest. If he is marginalized enough, he can create his own rules. Yet Bishop projects “no 

one single moral position in [her] text,” as Britto notes (Elizabeth Bishop Poemas do Brasil 31). 

In her lack of finger pointing Bishop allows the reader to approximate the action without any 

interpretive barrier. As Micuçu views the ocean from above in a meditative moment during the 

ensuing stanzas, this is not Bishop’s meditation, but rather her character pausing to take stock. 

Without Bishop reflecting on the story, the reader can arrive at his or her own conclusions.  
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  Before the police enter the poem, time seems to stand still in stanzas 14–16 as Micuçú 

takes in the perspective of the ocean from above:  

Below him was the ocean. 
   It reached far up the sky, 
Flat as a wall, and on it 
   Were freighters passing by, 
Or climbing the wall, and climbing 
   Till each looked like a fly, 
And then fell over and vanished; 
   And he knew he was going to die. 

Bishop’s beloved freighters appear here again, but they disappear as they climb the ocean wall, 

dying like flies. We have seen this foreshortened, flat perspective before: the rainforest as a uni-

dimensional tapestry in “Brazil, January 1, 1502” and the mist like a coat of wet whitewash in 

“Twelfth Morning.” In these poems Bishop uses a flat canvas before she introduces a crucial 

image: the lizards in “Brazil, January 1, 1502l” and Balthazár in “Twelfth Morning.” Here is no 

exception: a buzzard suddenly flaps into the foreground by Micuçú, followed by an army 

helicopter that “[noses] around and in.” The reader now senses Micuçú’s end. However, 

Bishop’s way of looking here is different: in the earlier poems she is outside the frame of the 

scenery, peering in. Now she allows Micuçu to both take on the view and become part of it; she 

has internalized his position. In this section the imagery of doom is reinforced by repeated 

sounds. Nesme notes the repeated “ai” end rhymes in stanzas 14 through 16 (“sky,” “by,” “fly,” 

“die, “cry,” and again, “die”) which become resonant with the first person pronoun “I” (96). 

However, for a Brasilian reader, the exclamation “Ai!” often expresses physical and emotional 

pain, making these sounds a possible foreshadowing. 

 When the military police or “soldiers” enter the poem in stanza eighteen, Bishop chooses 

diction that undermines the power they might wield. Despite the entrance of the Army helicopter 

(which never spots Micuçú and to which Bishop never alludes again) and the fact that soldiers 
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are “all over, / On all sides of the hill,” no one can find Micuçú, who waits out the rest of the day 

and the night at the top of the favela. Bishop describes the soldiers in diminutive language both 

before and after Micuçú’s death. Soon after their initial appearance in stanza 19 they stand “right 

against the skyline / A row of them, small and still.” They are far from heroes in action. Even 

after Micuçú’s death when the soldiers return to the favela to pursue other vagabonds in stanza 

44, Bishop refers to them as “the little soldiers.” This recalls the conquistadors in “Brazil, 

January 1, 1502” who are “tiny as nails.” The soldiers’ size is partly due to perspective, 

particularly the perspective of those below who watch from their apartment buildings. Yet more 

than size undercuts their power; Bishop showcases their ineptness when, out of nerves, one 

soldier shoots his commanding officer three times followed by additional shots that go wild. By 

the moment of reckoning, when a soldier corners Micuçú on the top of the favela the next 

morning, either party is likely to make an error. Micuçú’s missed shot costs him his life, but the 

soldier could also have easily missed.  

 Just as Micuçú pauses on the morro to take on the perspective of the ocean, the rich in 

the apartment building below pause in stanzas 26 and 34 to take on the perspective of the morro 

from below:  

Rich people in apartments 
   Watched through binoculars 
As long as the daylight lasted. 
   And at night, under the stars. 
 

The rich gaze at whatever part of the action they can see as if watching a movie, but they make 

no commentary. As Martins observes, “In contrast to the multiplicity of voices there is the 

silence of the rich . . .” (158). These two stanzas also mark time: the apartment dwellers watch 

throughout the first day even as it fades into night, and they reappear the next morning. By then, 

however, they have moved a step closer, “standing on the rooftops, / Among TV antennae.” Had 
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the speaker of “Arrival at Santos” just arrived in Rio, she might have stayed here, gazing at the 

action from far outside the picture frame, aligning herself with the rich, seeing only what they 

see. 

 Bishop has been a resident in Brasil for over a decade now, however, and her narrator 

becomes a camera held not by the rich but by Micuçú himself as he views Rio from above in 

stanzas 30-33: 

He saw the long white beaches 
And people going to swim, 
With towels and beach umbrellas, 
But the soldiers were after him. 
 
Far, far below, the people 
Were little colored spots, 
And the heads of those in swimming 
Were floating coconuts. 
 
He heard the peanut vendor 
Go peep-peep on his whistle, 
And the man that sells umbrellas 
Swinging his watchman's rattle. 
 
Women with market baskets 
Stood on the corners and talked, 
Then went on their way to market, 
Gazing up as they walked. 
 

In these stanzas life goes on; whatever happens up in the morro and whatever the rich might 

catch through their binoculars ultimately does not disturb the everyday patterns of the city: 

people swimming in the ocean, peanut and umbrella vendors attracting customers, and women 

going to the market. Martins describes these stanzas as having “the rapid movement of one 

instantaneous snapshot to another” and adds, “the variety of angles, distance, and sounds imply 

the continuity of life according to its natural flux, alongside the tragedy. In this exercise of the 

camera, Bishop opens space for the voices of the world . . . voices that juxtapose those of 
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Micuçú, his aunt, the agonized soldier, [and] the voices of the people at the beginning and end of 

the tragedy” (158).  These “voices of the world,” such as “babies crying” and “the mongrels 

barking and barking” comprise the soundtrack that Micuçú hears as he dies.  

 The panning gaze of these stanzas recalls Christopher Isherwood’s “power of objective 

perception” as described by Thomas Gunn: 

Too much has been made of his phrase “I am a camera,” as Isherwood himself knew, but 
nevertheless . . . a camera is not a bad thing to emulate . . . There is no danger of the 
writer’s ever tuning into a real camera, but the imitation of the camera may be good 
training. And its faithfulness of attention to the physical imagery is valuable because 
through it we may learn about the appearance of the world outside of us, or in other 
words about things we didn’t know before. Doing so helps us to escape from the 
singleness of our minds, which if lived in exclusively, become prisons. (8) 
 

In imitating a camera then, our vision is different than it is without it. Most importantly, we have 

a means of seeing “things we didn’t know before” because the camera makes us focus outside 

ourselves, outside “the singleness of our minds.” This is what Bishop achieves when she allows 

the reader to witness the everyday scenes of Rio that Micuçu might have seen in his final 

moments. With the camera pointed at these subjects, the poet is never in the way.   

When Micuçu leaves this life he possesses only his Taurus revolver and the clothes he 

wears, with “two contos in [his] pockets.” Since Bishop does not italicize “contos,” it is easy to 

skip over it. In Portuguese it refers both to an unofficial Brazilian monetary unit that was worth 

1000 cruzeiros, (a currency which the Real has since replaced), and to a “tale” or “yarn.” On a 

metaphorical level Micuçú leaves the world stories about himself which have circulated as 

legends ever since.  

 Although Micuçú’s aunt may be the only person who mourns his absence, her words 

reflect her desire to protect her own reputation and that of her family more than they lament the 

loss of her nephew. She claims, “We have always been respected. / My shop is honest and clean. 
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/ I loved him, but from a baby / Micuçú was always mean.” Through establishing her own 

business, a neighborhood bar, his aunt has found a legitimate way to survive, as opposed to her 

nephew. Honesty and dishonesty cover the favela like alternating patches of a quilt. Britto cites 

the aunt’s speech as a perfect insight Bishop has into the Brasilian character: “At the same time 

that she’s defending him, she’s [dismissing] him. It’s the picture of affection and recognition of 

somebody’s fault. That’s typical of Brasil” (personal interview). The aunt’s three-stanza 

commentary gives her more speech time than any other female in Bishop’s Brasil poems; 

Bishop’s insight into the Brasilian character lasts long enough to sink in.  

In the reinstatement of stanzas one and five as conclusion for the poem, Micuçú is gone, 

but the presence of the poor, “a fearful stain,” expands. This is an image with staying power, one 

that Bishop must have consciously chosen for repetition in the ballad form. Martins sees this 

poem as a manifestation of not only Bishop’s social concerns, but also as evidence for Bishop’s 

appreciation of Brasil’s popular culture: “The use of the lyrical ballad, a familiar form in cordel 

literature as much as in samba, reveals Bishop’s interest in popular culture . . . also in the 

tradition of the time in singing about the saga of popular heroes or anti-heroes. (159) 

“Cordel literature” refers to simple pamphlets with woodcut covers that feature folk novels, 

songs, and poems. Literally translated as “string literature,” the pamphlets are attached to strings 

with clothespins, where they are displayed and sold in markets. They still proliferate in 

Northeastern Brasil, but not as often in the Southeast where Rio is located. Bishop had her own 

collection of cordel literature. In addition, she had a passion for Carnaval, as evidenced by her 

collections of lyrics. The semester in 1966 that she taught at the University of Washington she 

wrote to James Merrill, “Oh dear, it is Carnival now in Rio. Sunday night was the ‘samba 

schools,’ the night I always attend, staying up all night and driving back to Petrópolis at dawn. 
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Here I played a few samba discos I brought with me and samba-ed about all by myself” (One Art 

445). Bishop’s ballad, in particular, may be her own nod to Carnaval and the lyrics that she 

valued.  

 Przybycien has noted a third influence on the poem based on Bishop’s then-recent  

translations of Death and Life of a Severino by the then-contemporary Pernambucan poet, João 

Cabral de Melo Neto, whose work  

tells the saga of refugees fleeing drought in northeastern backlands, draws heavily on the 
cordel literature that Bishop admired. The poem results, therefore from the joining of 
popular poetry of two cultures [the English ballad], translating one into the other. 
Thematically is seems to be a continuation of Cabral’s saga: it shows the destiny of the 
refugees in the big city. (“Feijão Preto” 148) 
 

Bishop not only internalized Rio’s culture at large in writing “The Burglar of Babylon,” but she 

also incorporated the literary culture in which she was taking part as translator.  

 Within the context of Bishop’s Brasil poems, “The Burglar of Babylon” reaches the peak 

of narrative poems that begin with “Manuelzinho.” McCabe links “Manuelzinho,” “The 

Riverman,” and “The Burglar of Babylon” as “central narratives” in her Brasil time that “attempt 

to venture into the interior, without claiming ownership, to extend beyond the tourist’s arrival 

and hesitation on the borders, to seek some kind of ‘membership’” (182). In tracing the 

progression from poem to poem, Bishop’s point of view becomes increasingly sophisticated and 

multifaceted. In “Manuelzinho,” with the “friend of the writer” speaking, Bishop can observe 

interactions between her companion and her worker while remaining on the sidelines as a silent 

intermediary. In “The “Riverman” she takes on a native subject with no intermediary; although 

she almost inhabits him, she creates him from imaginative channels rather than her own personal 

witness. In both of these poems she takes on a dramatic persona. In “The Burglar of Babylon” 

she moves away from the masks she has worn and becomes a more removed omniscient narrator, 
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although she witnesses part of the famous chase after the criminal. She imaginatively inhabits 

Micuçú, using the comments of his aunt and others to recreate him as a complicated character 

rather than inserting herself into the story to mediate the action.  

How does Questions of Travel progress to the point where Bishop can create a poem that 

becomes more “Brasilian” than the others, a poem that allows her to disappear while a slice of 

everyday life speaks for itself? We know that for three of the eleven poems, more than a quarter 

of the sequence, her concerns are about arrival and first impressions. In these elongated threshold 

moments the first person in “Arrival at Santos” dominates with the tone of a superior first-world 

tourist while the implied “I” in “Questions of Travel” cannot settle into Brasil due to its 

preoccupied philosophical debate about travel. In the five poems that follow with Samambaia as 

the setting, Bishop approximates the culture, but she continues to mediate it through a distancing 

element, preventing her from aligning herself with it fully. Her friend Lota gives voice to 

“Manuelzinho” with Bishop an intermediary, and when Bishop observes his children, it is at a 

distance. “Electrical Storm,” “Song for the Rain Season,” and “The Armadillo” reflect Bishop’s 

concerns about her new home, its intimacy and the threats to that intimacy. However, these 

personal concerns emanate from a location high above and far removed from everyday Brasilian 

culture. Petrópolis is not a typical Brasilian city; it was settled by German immigrants who lived 

apart from the Brasilian community and it served as the summer home of the Portuguese royal 

family in the nineteenth century and several Brasilian presidents thereafter. 

By “The Riverman” we find ourselves in the “interior” that Bishop was driving toward at 

the end of the first poem, yet this was an imagined encounter before she traveled to the Amazon 

herself, with borrowed information from Charles Wagley. In “Twelfth Morning” we come closer 

to the common people of Brasil, though fleetingly, through Balthazár and intricate boundary 
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crossings that play out in the scenery of Cabo Frio. Now with “The Burglar of Babylon,” we 

ingest a tale that unfolds right in the middle of the city of Rio, by a narrator whose lyric “I” has 

transformed into an “eye.” The poem’s position as last in the sequence may reflect Bishop’s 

confidence in allowing Brasil to speak for itself for the first time. Here she is the closest she has 

come to Brasil unmediated. 

 As a postscript, the Morro da Babilônia still exists as part of the Leme neighborhood 

coupled with another favela, Chapéu Mangueira. Both have a commanding view of the city. 

Today the combined favelas have seven thousand residents; eighty percent of them have lived in 

the community more than twenty years (“Chapéu Mangueira and Babilônia” par. 2). Like many 

favelas in Rio anticipating the World Cup in 2014 and the Olympics in 2016 , it was formerly 

run by drug groups, but was reordered through a “police pacification unit” in 2008—a modern 

Micuçú-style event with mixed results. While this brought some peace to the favela, real estate 

has increased approximately 35% in value since the 2008 event; gentrification has its own 

problems (“Chapéu Mangueira and Babilônia” par. 5) .  

Bishop may have profiled a resident of Babilônia or another favela in “Pink Dog,” though 

she did not know the origins of her homeless subject. None of her poems has reached the pitch of 

enthusiasm from her Brasilian audience that “Pink Dog” has. This is Bishop’s direct route into 

not only Brasilian culture and attitudes at large, but specifically into the cariocan culture of 

Rio—and “Pink Dog” catches the cariocan attitudes even more than “The Burglar of Babylon.” 

Rio must have been persistent in Bishop’s memory: “Pink Dog” was the last poem she 

completed before she died in 1979, although its original impetus had been brewing since Rio’s 

Carnival in 1963. As the speaker in “Pink Dog” Bishop occupies a liminal position: she separates 

herself from the cariocan culture in her keen observations of an animal off the street and in her 
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desire to find a place for it, yet in her final conclusion, fueled by the carpe diem of Carnival as 

“cover” for the dog, she employs a wholly Brasilian solution in an attempt to find a survivable 

context for it. 

However, the Brasilian literary audience only gained access to the poem in the early 

1990s, first with the Costa’s translation and later that of Britto, while American critics have been 

reading it since 1979. As one of Bishop’s most often anthologized Brasil poems, it has caught the 

imagination of American readers who are attracted to the tropical setting, the exotic in references 

to Carnival, or to the shock value of learning how some of the undesirables in Rio once 

disappeared. Certainly readers experience simultaneous curiosity and repulsion toward the 

poem’s protagonist: a garishly pink naked dog trying to survive on the streets of Rio. American 

critics, however, tend to minimize the cultural aspects of the poem and instead concentrate on the 

gendered animal body. Costello notes, “We are embarrassed here by nakedness and by its 

opposite. In ‘Pink Dog’ [Bishop] urges a costume on a naked dog (a dehumanized image of the 

body) for the sake of its survival in a culture that wishes to deny the mortal body” (85). 

Goldensohn points out that the pink dog is “only the second major female animal emblem 

allowed into Bishop’s work” (279), while Mitrano goes further: “Bishop’s female dog, clothed in 

nothing but the socially offensive pink bareness of its/her aging body, is not simply a dog but a 

signifier that keeps the poem (and us) oscillating between two semantic clusters: ‘woman’ and 

‘dog’” (33). These critics emphasize the significance of the female body (and its ramifications 

for Bishop) rather than the whereabouts of that body, which actually moves between three 

distinct cultural contexts in Rio. 

 Brasilian Bishop scholars read the poem differently, tending to think that “Pink Dog” 

possesses a unique connection to Brasil that is different than Bishop’s other Brasil poems. 
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Przybycien comments, “From the criticism that I read, I had the impression that it is a poem that 

is somehow strange in relation to the opus of Bishop’s work as a whole. It seemed like 

something different, in another tune” (personal interview).  Elsewhere she states, “Paradoxically, 

it is in this poem, in which the person sympathizes with outcasts and shows extreme forms of 

rejection, that Bishop has gone native. She finally wrote a Brazilian poem” (“Elizabeth Bishop in 

Brazil” 71). Britto labels the poem “exceptionally powerful” and “well-realized” and proceeds to 

find explanations for this, including the way “Pink Dog . . . is paved in geographic, historical, 

and Brasilian and cariocan cultural references” (Elizabeth Bishop Poemas do Brasil 48). While 

he gives a few of these references, the prefaces of Poemas do Brasil and Poemas Escolhidos do 

not lend room for their extensive development. Schwartz, who has spent time in Brasil, has 

stated, “[T]he attitudes that Bishop expresses are more thoroughly Brazilian in this poem than 

anywhere else in her poetry” (“Elizabeth Bishop in Brazil” 96). The issue, however, is that most 

other Americans don’t know what Brasilian or cariocan attitudes are, nor are they familiar with 

the kinds of geographic and historical references to which Bishop alludes rather cryptically in 

this poem. To date, no single analysis corrals and explicates these references or endeavors to 

bridge the cultural gap between American and Brasilian perspectives of this poem: the 

Americans’ preoccupation with the dog’s gender and appearance that Bishop observes so 

acutely, and the Brasilian solution to the dog’s homelessness in Carnaval.   

 When “Pink Dog” appeared in The New Yorker on February 26, 1979, Howard Moss 

timed its appearance quite strategically: “the closest to Carnival on one hand and to Ash 

Wednesday on the other” (Bishop, Elizabeth Bishop and The New Yorker 392). Bishop referred 

to it as “a rather ghastly Carnival poem” in a letter to Ashley Brown dated January 8, 1979, 

(Bishop, One Art 629), but two months later in another letter to him was concerned that her 
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meaning not be misconstrued: “Well, I meant my Carnival poem was ‘ghastly’ as to subject 

matter—not such a bad poem!—at least I hope not” (631). This, for Bishop, was high self-praise; 

perhaps she even liked the poem. 

 Her poor hairless subject, negotiating its way across an avenue in Rio but failing 

miserably to go unnoticed, is not the only female dog that Bishop wrote about in Brasil. During 

her Amazon trip in February of 1960, she stopped in the town of Parintins and noted, “[A] 

female dog-passenger started out in the boat and jumped over and swam the rest of the way—

then immediately (like Mimosa) found a place in the grass and relieved herself with an air of 

great pleasure—I suppose she had been down with the hammocks all night long, poor dog—” 

(Vassar College, Bishop Folder 55.2). This dog was probably a far cry from the cariocan dog “so 

bare! / Naked and pink, without a single hair . . .,” but she observes both dogs with empathy 

regardless of their circumstance. However, Bishop is decidedly not cariocan in how she observes 

the pink dog, strangely attracted to its predicament, while the passersby recoil from it. Once they 

recover, the cariocans will ignore the dog and go about their business; the speaker, in contrast, 

will continue to muse about the dog’s appearance and welfare and then address it directly. 

 Before the dog even appears, however, Bishop places us in the first of a series of three 

cariocan settings with their distinct cultural features—the beach: 

The sun is blazing and the sky is blue. 
Umbrellas clothe the beach in every hue. 
Naked, you trot across the avenue. 
 

The beach is more than a backdrop for the action; it is the first cultural context for the dog before 

it crosses the avenue into a busy commercial district. It is also the first scenario in which the dog 

has presumably tried to blend without success. The fact that “clothe’ is the first active verb in the 

poem creates a great irony. The poem will soon be full of the dog’s appearance: “naked,” “bare,” 
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“naked and pink, / without a single hair,” “a- / n eyesore,” and “depilated.” The “[u]mbrellas 

[that] clothe the beach in every hue” are a direct foil to the dog. And if the stereotype about 

Brasilians on their beaches holds true, “clothe” appears to be an odd choice of diction.  

As a setting, the cariocan beach has its own rules and characteristics. Rohter notes that of 

Brasil’s 200 million people, more than three-quarters still lived within a hundred miles of the 

coastline in 2010 (83); undoubtedly this number was even higher in the 1960s when some 

interior cities such as Brasília were only just becoming established. Of all the Brasilian places to 

see and in which to be seen, the beach is the most public, and according to some, the most 

“democratic” as “[t]he beach has traditionally been seen as a great social leveler” (84). The 

Brasilian anthropologist, Roberto DaMatta, has commented about the Brasilian beach: “There, 

bodies [are] all made equally humble” by the near naked proximity of “one body with others, all 

of them without defense or disguise” (qted in Rohter, Brazil on the Rise 84). This sounds like a 

safe haven for the pink dog to go about her business; here she might not be gawked at nor have 

to “dress up and dance at Carnival” (as the poem’s final line advises) to survive. However, things 

are not as bare on the beach as they appear; the Brasilian puts great emphasis on the difference 

between “near naked” and “naked.”58 Rohter refers to the “toasted golden brown” shade 

idealized by beach goers and how those who are too dark or too light miss the mark (84). So the 

beach does, in fact, have its own dress code and skin tone ideals, as “democratic” as it might 

appear, not to mention the associated brutal sun rays than can harm the fair skinned and 

overexposed. The dog, already pink (from its skin disease, but a sunburn is also possible), cannot 

survive here despite the potentially egalitarian setting. The umbrellas can “clothe” the beach, but 

58 The beach, at least until just over a decade ago, has required a minimum of cloth in strategic places. Brasilians 
regard the bikini fio dental (the minimalistic “dental floss” style) as a token piece of clothing; it is further away from 
nudity than Americans might regard it. 
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nothing can clothe the dog. When it “trots across the avenue” to the next setting, its presence on 

the city block will hopefully be less obtrusive.  

In Bishop’s handwritten notes for “Pink Dog,” before the official “Draft 1” (as designated 

by Vassar College), she double underlines and brackets two phrases at the top of the paper: one 

is “my good dog” which is the only mention of the dog in the draft other than the title. The other 

is “Avenida Princesa Isabel,” the street where Bishop apparently spotted the dog. By Draft 1 the 

specific name disappears, but knowing its identity reveals something about the boundary the dog 

has crossed. Avenida Princesa Isabel is one of the largest avenues in the Copacabana area. It runs 

perpendicular to Avenida Atlântica (the main beachfront avenue) and its central median makes it 

a boulevard, grander than the small streets that feed into it. It is a commercial street of tall 

buildings; specialty stores line both sides of the street, with businesses and apartments on the 

upper floors. Residents and visitors are fully clothed, going about their shopping and daily 

business, despite the proximity to the beach. Here the hairless dog will jut out in marked relief. 

“Naked and pink” conjures up an image of a newborn baby, but this dog is not “a baby found in 

the garbage”; it is on display in the midst of one of Rio’s bustling districts. When the passersby 

“draw back and stare” the dog is already an “Other,” which makes the narrator’s extended 

personal address exceptional for the setting.  

The image of the dog crossing the avenue with all eyes fixed upon it creates an ideal 

parody of “The Girl from Ipanema,” the second most recorded pop tune ever recorded 

(Vinciguerra par. 6). Vinicius de Moraes, who wrote the lyrics in 1962, became a good friend of 

Bishop’s during her later years in Ouro Preto, and she translated some of his sonnets for her 

Anthology of Brazilian Poetry. Both Przybycien and Schwartz have commented on the 
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possibility of this parody,59 but neither has examined the translation of the original Portuguese 

lyrics alongside “Pink Dog.” Of note, the lyrics with which Americans are most familiar (“Tall 

and tan, and young and lovely / The girl from Ipanema goes walking / and when she passes, each 

one she passes / goes A-a-ah.”) are not a translation of the Brasilian original, but were penned a 

year later by Brooklyn native, Normal Gimbel. “Pink Dog” inspires the polar opposite of each 

adjective, and “each one she passes” can only go “A-a-ah” if that utterance is a scream. The 

parody works just as well when juxtaposed with this loose translation of the original Portuguese: 

 Look, such a sight, so beautiful, 
So filled with grace, 
It’s her, this girl who comes and who passes, 
With a sweet swing, on her way to the sea. 
Girl with a golden body 
From the sun of Ipanema, 
Her swing is more than a poem, 
Is a sight more beautiful 
Than I have ever seen pass by. 
 

Here the beauty of the woman and her graceful movements supersedes the power of a poem. 

Bishop, on the other hand, finds a poem a suitable vessel to immortalize the pink dog, but the 

inspiration is the dog’s shocking appearance and utter homeliness. However, in her writing on 

Brasil, Bishop mentions the bossa nova musical style in which “The Girl from Ipanema” was 

composed less than she does samba. This fusion of jazz with Brasilian samba was at its peak in 

the early sixties (it began with João Gilberto’s Chega de Saudade in the late 1950s), but Bishop 

gravitated toward the traditional samba rather than its newer successor. As early as the Carnival 

season of 1954 she notes in a letter to Ilse and Kit Barker, “We’ve been hearing the sambas for 

this year’s Carnival. They make a new batch every year, all the samba clubs, and sometimes they 

59 See Przybycien, Regina. “Elizabeth Bishop in Brazil: Traveler, Ethnographer, and Castaway.”  The Art of 
Elizabeth Bishop. Eds. Almeida, Gonçalves, and Reis. Belo Horizonte, Brasil: Editora Universidade Federal de 
Minas Gerais, 2002 and Schwartz, Lloyd. Remarks, “Dazzling Dialectics: Brasil in the Eyes of Elizabeth Bishop,” 
Ouro Preto, Minas Gerais, Brasil, November 9–11, 2011. 
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are terribly clever. Their political wit and love-affair wit here is better than ours, I think, but the 

Latin approach to LIFE in general is much more serious—less self-conscious, I suppose” 

(Bishop, One Art 291). While one can hear the strains of “The Girl from Ipanema” in what could 

be Bishop’s parody of a non-preferred musical style, the wit in the poem—including the retelling 

of a contemporary joke—along with the tercet rhymes, make “Pink Dog” much closer to a 

samba.    

 Back on the avenue, the speaker, after noting the general effect of the dog on the people 

of the city block (“Startled, the passersby draw back and stare.”) separates herself from the other 

passersby in how she interprets what she sees: 

Of course they're mortally afraid of rabies.  
You are not mad; you have a case of scabies  
but look intelligent. Where are your babies?  
 
(A nursing mother, by those hanging teats.)  
In what slum have you hidden them, poor bitch,  
while you go begging, living by your wits?  
 

Since the cariocans are “mortally afraid of rabies” they withdraw in fear, but the speaker’s 

curiosity transcends that fear and allows her to draw closer, at least figuratively, to the animal. 

Her reaction differs from those around her in several ways: 1) She observes that the dog is not 

mad, and therefore is unaffected by rabies, 2) She identifies more accurately the dog’s affliction, 

scabies, which affects the skin, not the brain, 3) She judges the dog to be intelligent, 4) She takes 

the time to identify the dog’s gender through its “hanging teats,” and finally, 5) She addresses the 

dog’s motherhood with sympathy: where are her puppies while their mother is out fending for 

their survival? The speaker’s tone here differs from that of the earlier speaker in “Going to the 

Bakery” who would have only registered the dog’s sickness and gone quickly in the other 

direction.  
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One can argue that the speaker would not extend the sympathy she does toward the “poor 

bitch” if part of herself were not also marginalized. Costello has noted the following in some of 

Bishop’s carnivalesque poems:  

Bishop takes on the stance of someone living within the fragile norms of the dominant 
culture, but susceptible to the challenge of the misfit, who embodies the expelled 
elements of the speaker’s life . . . [Bishop’s misfits] are ‘eyesores,’ like the deviations of 
nature itself, in a cultivated garden . . . They are not strictly antithetical but rather live 
within the community, not across some well-defended boundary. (81)   
 

This explains quite aptly how Bishop was able to write a poem that on one hand invests in 

Brasilian culture and on the other, separates that speaker from that culture because of her 

attention to the poor dog, which stands as both a metaphor for the poor class and for whatever 

Bishop finds “poor” in herself.  

 In aligning the pink dog with the beggars of Rio, Bishop makes it susceptible to the 

beggars’ potential fate, the seemingly sensational but true details of which occupy a third of the 

poem: “Didn't you know? It's been in all the papers, / to solve this problem, how they deal with 

beggars? / They take and throw them in the tidal rivers.” Bishop’s initial notes for the poem, pre-

Draft 1, center on this very issue, and offer proof that it was the impetus for the poem. Though 

all the words are not decipherable, enough of them point toward the content of this stanza:  

 be careful, the police 
 Don’t you know they are ________ing beggars? 
  They pick [most?] & throw them in the 
           river.— 
  if they do this . . . 
  what will they do to you, a single bitch? 
                 beast? 
             animal? (Vassar College, Bishop Folder 60.6)  
 
The fact that this act is documented in 1960s Rio is almost unbelievable, and Bishop, in 

anticipating this disbelief, reiterates, “Yes, idiots, paralytics, parasites / go bobbing in the ebbing 

sewage, nights / out in the suburbs, where there are no lights.” Martins comments, “In an ironic 
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tone, the poet . . . registers a black page in the history of Rio” (180). Britto, in translating “Pink 

Dog” into Portuguese, goes a step further in registering this black page: he names the actual river 

into which the beggars were thrown. The stanza, translated literally back into English reads, 

“And not only beggars were those flung / in the River of Guarda: idiots, the crippled, / 

vagabonds, alcoholics, drug addicts” (Britto, Elizabeth Bishop Poemas do Brasil 155). Now the 

act that inspired Bishop’s poem has an explicit location. By adding the name of the river that 

received the bodies, Britto wants his Brasilian audience to recognize this more sinister chapter of 

their history. A Brasilian and an American reader at this point in the poem will have different 

experiences: the former will view the fate of the undesirables as part of history, while the latter 

will probably relegate it to rumor. 

 Bishop never identifies the “they” who “do this to anyone who begs,” so the American 

reader has only a sense of a disembodied act. The Brasilian reader knows the culprit and the 

history, which makes the act even more ominous: 

One of the scandals of Governor Lacerda (in 1962) was the discovery that the Beggar 
Recovery Service was “recovering” in a style that was not orthodox: drowning them in 
the Rio da Guarda—one of the many episodes of summary execution common . . . in the 
suburbs of Rio de Janeiro. Except in this case there appeared to be an official sanction to 
this practice of “sanitation” in the problem of begging. The international repercussion of 
the scandal motivated investigations on the part of the government and the punishment of 
some of the guilty. The event, however, gave ammunition to Lacerda’s enemies who 
began to refer to him as the “governor [who] kills beggars. (Przybycien, “Feijão preto e 
diamantes” 153–154) 
 
The fact that a government agency, rather than a street crime group, was behind the 

drownings, constitutes a scandal that Bishop does not fully explicate. This marks a local 

reference, the full impact of which is often lost on American readers.60  

60 The close friendship Bishop and Lota had with Lacerda during his rise to political power as governor of 
Guanabara shifted once Lacerda achieved his political goals. Bishop became disenchanted with his attitudes and 
policies, especially his favela relocation projects which forcibly moved residents from their homes in the southern 
section of Rio into remote districts. 
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 Bishop’s recounting of the beggars’ enforced drownings is shocking enough for 

American readers, but the joke she retells at the beggars’ expense projects from a vein of humor 

that is even more so: “In the cafés and on the sidewalk corners / the joke is going round that all 

the beggars who can afford them now wear life preservers.” First there is the passing irony that 

in the midst of the thriving beach culture of Rio de Janeiro, a large number of citizens apparently 

cannot swim. However, as A. Olivetti notes, there is a big difference between swimming in the 

Atlantic and swimming in a turbulent river, not to mention the fact that the beggars were killed 

or mortally wounded first before being thrown in (personal interview). Making a joke in the 

midst of life and death matters seems unpardonably gauche. Martins gives some cultural context 

for this: “Irreverent humor in the face of tragedy [is] common in the Brazilian soul” (182), and 

she shows Bishop’s interest in the joke as a cultural phenomenon (182). Bishop understands the 

Brasilian soul here. Such a keen appreciation of humor in a borrowed culture usually arrives late 

in an ex-patriate’s stay, or not at all. Britto observes that this cruel joke and its power at this 

point in the poem would inevitably be lost on a foreign reader (Elizabeth Bishop Poemas do 

Brasil 48). But for Bishop to listen to something as individualistic as this particular shade of 

Brasilian humor, process it, and replicate it within its cultural context shows a sophisticated 

understanding of the cariocans. 

 By now, Bishop has painted the potential fate of the dog in great detail; it is time for a 

solution to the dilemma, at least as a means to protect the dog from threat of the Beggar 

Recovery Service. Only a Brasilian solution will work for this uniquely Brasilian problem: 

. . . the sensible 
 solution is to wear a fantasía.   
 Tonight you simply can’t afford to be a- 
 n eyesore . . . But no one will ever see a  
 
 dog in máscara this time of year. 
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Ash Wednesday’ll come but Carnival is here. 
 

Bishop’s split “a- / n,” of course, illustrates the most graphic line break eyesore to appear in any 

of her poems and comes across as a tongue-in-cheek jest. The solution she outlines may share 

this tone, or on the other hand, it may be a deadly serious, culturally-mandated necessity. 

Perhaps it is no accident that upon the point of giving a solution Bishop chooses two first-time 

Portuguese words: fantasia (costume) and máscara (mask). In the poem’s drafts, fantasia 

appears early, in the margin notes on the second page of Draft 1 where Bishop handwrites, 

“Where are your clothes? Where is your fantasía?” and it remains until the final draft. Máscara 

appears later as a more conscious but debated decision. In Draft 4 Bishop handwrites “máscara” 

over “costume” in “dog in costume,” while in Draft 5 she plays with “a masquerading dog” but 

crosses it out and keeps “dog in máscara” until the end of the drafts. This forces the reader to dig 

further than face value in processing the poem’s cultural context. Eliana Ávila points out that 

Bishop’s use of these two words: 

invites any reader, indeed all readers—including herself!—to do some learning about the 
foreign culture. This is to say that Brasilian cultural contexts are central to this poem, 
which implicitly instructs the reader to share the poet’s acknowledgment of the 
specificity and untranslatability of the words fantasia and máscara (232).  
 

While Bishop does provide an asterisk and the phrase “Carnival costume” for fantasia to assist 

the reader, she does not share the other meaning of the word: “illusion” or “fantasy,” although 

this can be gleaned from the English cognate. Indeed, the creation of an illusion is key for the 

dog to escape its reality, at least until Ash Wednesday. Bishop lets máscara stand alone without 

English translation, however. Under everyday circumstances, wearing a costume makes someone 

stand out; in the context of Carnival, ironically, the only way to blend in is by donning a 

costume. Carnival has the power to transform an outsider into an insider. 
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Bishop has at least figuratively taken the dog from the beach, across the city avenue, and 

into Carnival, the third Brasilian cultural context of the poem, where the “poor bitch” might be 

able to stay for five days of festivities. After all, samba, which dominates Carnival, began with 

the poor, in black neighborhoods in the 1930s. “Samba schools” from each neighborhood “took 

their rhythms, their songs with satirical lyrics, and their elaborate costumes to the streets and 

quickly found favor with the city’s other residents,” eventually making samba synonymous with 

Carnival (Rohter, Brazil on the Rise 91). In competitions in each neighborhood, composers 

submit their samba de enredo, the theme song that will eventually premier for Carnival each 

year, and the crowds learn these songs quickly by rote during Carnival. And what sambas could 

the pink dog dance? While there are eight to ten different styles of samba music, the top sambas 

de enredo in 1963 had minimal comment on social justice: “The Exultação da Bahia,” (about the 

Northeastern Brasilian state), “Três Capitais” (about the three capitals of Brasil, including the 

new capital of Brasília), and “Xica da Silva” (about an 18th century slave who rose to be rich and 

powerful, a rare event).  

It is surprising, considering the context of the Portuguese fantasia and máscara, that 

Bishop does not use the Brasilian Carnaval spelling the four times it appears in the last three 

stanzas. Ávila posits that the English equivalent of the word “reflects the very Carnival of 

consumption” that Bishop outlines (241): 

They say that Carnival’s degenerating 
—radios, Americans, or something, 
Have ruined it completely. They’re just talking. 
 

In this stanza Bishop switches for a moment from her second-person address to the dog to the 

third person, “they.” Those who say Carnival is degenerating are probably the Brasilians, 

especially if the Americans are possible culprits. In fact, Britto attributes the “saudosistas 
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jornalistas” [journalists with nostalgia for the “good old days”] who used to say the same thing 

year after year (personal interview). When she lists “Americans” along with “radios” or 

“something” as a cause of Carnival’s decline, Bishop positions herself alongside the Brasilians, 

at least for a moment. However, she is again in a liminal position as she quickly notes, “They’re 

just talking,” making the list a product of gossip rather than full truth. 

 Yet Bishop had much more to say about the changes in Carnival than she expressed in 

these finite lines. The sixth chapter of Brazil, on the country’s arts, reads like extended footnotes 

to the cryptic comments in the poem: “Carnival is one of the greatest folk spectacles left on 

earth,” she claims, “or perhaps one should say that it was, because in the big cities, at least, 

Carnival unfortunately is rapidly being spoiled (Brazil 88). She laments how the government has 

limited the subjects for Carnival’s satire and how commercialism has resulted in the radio 

broadcasting the year’s songs before Carnival has even begun:  

Much of the fun at Carnival has also been spoiled by the government’s forbidding 
costumes or floats that make sport of politicians, the Church or the military. Some of the 
cleverest displays of wit were formerly inspired by these old reliable objects of satire. But 
radio and loudspeakers have done the most damage. The virtue of Carnival has always 
been its spontaneity and the fact that all the songs, music and dances came directly from 
the people themselves. When commercial songwriters start composing songs for it, and 
when these songs are broadcast long before Carnival, all charm is lost. (88)  
 

For the degenerating influence of the “Americans,” Bishop cites Hollywood and takes as an 

example a popular Biblical epic, resulting in “thousands of Davids and Bathshebas samba-[ing] 

in the streets in monotonous and unoriginal getups” (88). Considering that the 1950s was the 

peak era for Old Testament films, she probably refers to David and Bathsheba which premiered 

in the U.S. in 1951 and arrived in Brasil later.  

 Bishop shares the opinion of the journalists that Carnival is degenerating, but for the 

purposes of this poem she dismisses that voice to defend Carnival and to urge the dog to 
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participate. She buys into a specifically cariocan phenomenon: using Carnival as a temporary 

measure to get the poor off the streets in their present form and into a more acceptable guise. 

This is the Brasilian solution. Yet she may deplore this solution even as she advocates for it: 

“Carnival is always wonderful!” is less of an exultation and more of a hollow encouragement in 

which the speaker is trying to convince herself—even this expatriate who enjoyed watching the 

festivities and buying records of the sambas. Britto observes that one of the aspects of the poem 

that makes it so Brasilian is Bishop’s understanding that below the surface, “behind all the glitter 

and merrymaking, Carnaval is a wistful, melancholy affair” (personal interview). Ultimately the 

dog can only become part of a band-aid solution; there is no other. But for these five days, at 

least, the dog will have its day.   

__________ 

Back in Samambaia in 2011, down the hill from Bishop’s first home at the Instituto 

Samambaia de Ciência e Ecoturisma (ISCA, or the Samambaia Institute of Science and 

Ecoturism), I viewed a small art exhibit arranged to honor the hundredth anniversary of Bishop’s 

birth. It contained few works that referenced her directly, with the exception of a simple oil 

painting that opened the exhibition. It portrayed Bishop in profile from the chest up, a pose 

copied from a well-known photograph of Bishop at Samambaia. To her right on a raised 

sidewalk is a garish hot pink dog, also in profile, panting. A hot pink mask lies in front of it on 

the sidewalk; between it and Bishop rests an empty green glass bottle. Bishop’s face appears 

much more angular and rigid here than in the photograph that must have inspired it; in fact, for 

viewers who know this photograph, the painted face is a mask that must be removed to reveal the 

customary softer curves of her face.  
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Perhaps this is her own máscara, something from the culture that allows her to endure the 

realities of Rio from a separate stance. Yet the mask also allows her to participate in the cultural 

life of the cariocans. In a larger context, she could wear it in her mind’s eye years later in her 

apartment on Lewis Wharf in Boston, as she finally finished what she started. As Schwartz has 

said so succinctly, “Having given up Brazil, she could finally become a Brazilian” (“Bishop in 

Brazil” 97).  

Meanwhile, back in Rio Bishop proved she was able to re-enter the city streets that she 

fled after her fretful nocturnal explorations in “Going to the Bakery.” After her retreat to her 

Leme balcony, where she viewed the ocean and beach from above in more meditative poems, 

she was able to move from a view of Rio as a nightmarish apparition into a direct look at its 

realities. As she raised her binoculars as a witness to Rio’s then-contemporary history and 

scrambled to write “The Burglar of Babylon,” she either consciously or unconsciously realized 

that she could have an unmediated experience without the anxieties that shaped her early poems. 

She began to imagine multiple encounters from manifold perspectives in the city, regardless of 

whether she was a participant or not. Then, rather than taking on the city’s poor as a group once 

she returned to Rio’s streets, the pink dog assumes the burden. The dog may be garish and its 

associated history disturbing, but the speaker addresses it directly and attempts to find a solution 

for its predicament. In making this progression, Bishop came to terms with a city that was not 

hers by choice. In so doing, she gained an eye-to-eye proximity to Brasil that was absent in her 

early poems.  “I can’t get much done here. It’s one thing after another, to coin a phrase,” Bishop 

laments about her time Rio in a letter to Loren MacIver on January 25, 1964 (One Art 424). And 

yet she accomplished a great deal: she came the closest to Brasil that she would ever get. From 

here, her view of the country would still be clear but more distant, mediated by memory.  
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CHAPTER 7  

BRASIL IN MEMORY 

 Ouro Preto (“Black Gold”), a Baroque town founded at the end of the seventeenth 

century in the state of Minas Gerais and site of Brasil’s gold rush in the eighteenth century, is a 

place where one should wander and get lost on purpose. In meandering through the cobblestone 

streets, some of them achingly steep, one can feast on the colonial architecture of the houses and 

twelve elaborate Baroque churches which have given the town its identity. The buildings are 

white, cream, or gold with contrasting trim in primary colors, and the churches are lined with 

brown soapstone. The renowned artist Antonio Francisco Lisboa (or “Aleijadinho,” the little 

cripple) carved this stone into dramatic sculptures of cherubs, prophets, and saints, both inside 

the churches and out, even as his body began to betray him to a skin disease similar to leprosy. 

At times the town seems to exude a whiff of Europe, but just hearing two towers of church bells 

in a jubilant, syncopated two-against-three rhythm reminds one that this place is its own, still 

largely undiscovered by many despite its status as a UNESCO World Heritage site. 

 Bishop chose Ouro Preto first as a getaway from Rio, 320 miles south, and later as the 

setting for the only house that she ever owned herself. In Rio she felt increasingly oppressed as 

she witnessed Lota’s well-being deteriorate (she was “killing herself with work,” Bishop said), 

and in response she suffered relapses of drinking and attacks of asthma and bronchitis (Millier 

367–68). Not only did she find the manageable size and charm of Ouro Prêto refreshing, but she 

also found a welcoming presence in Lilli Correia de Araújo, the owner of the Pouso do Chico 

Rei, the inn where Bishop sometimes stayed. Bishop’s relationship with Lilli created a kind of 

threshold between her disintegrating relationship with Lota and what would become a future life 

without her. Lilli was instrumental in managing the renovation of the 1720s house Bishop 
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eventually bought in the town,61 overseeing the troupe of workers required to restore it to a 

functional state. 

As Bishop invested more time in Ouro Preto, she became conscious of its limitations. 

This was a provincial town in an interior state, without the cultural diversity of a cosmopolitan 

city like Rio. There were few who Bishop could call friends in the town. Even today in Brasil, 

the stereotype persists that the mineiros, residents of the state of Minas Gerais, are 

“desconfiados,” (distrustful of others), and “fechados” (closed). Her long friendship with Lilli 

experienced a series of ups, downs, and misunderstandings. Lilli’s grandson, Ricardo, who runs 

the Pouso do Chico Rei today, recalls, “The people here were very gossipy in this small town. 

They were very religious and discriminated against [Bishop, saying] ‘Oh, she doesn’t have a 

husband, she doesn’t like men. Poor thing, she was very discriminated against’ (personal 

interview). Bishop eventually became a part-time resident of Ouro Preto once she accepted a 

post at Harvard in 1970, but for years afterward she debated the fate of her home. Ironically the 

homeless poet who had finally found her own spot would eventually attempt to sell it and finally 

close the door on her Brasil chapter.  

 Lilli’s own house (as opposed to her inn) was located across the street from the 

crumbling house that Bishop bought and renovated. During January, May, and August of 1965 

Bishop stayed with Lilli at her home; her last visit extended to two-and-a-half months from her 

intended two weeks (Millier 369). During her May visit, Bishop noted, “there is also a small 

water-fall right under my bedroom window—the house sits up high on a ledge overlooking the 

town—and it is good water, so every passerby, every car and truck almost, stops for a drink of 

61 While secondary sources date the house as 1720, Bishop dated it earlier: In a 1977 interview with David 
McCullough she said, “The Ouro Preto house was built in 1690, and from the front porch you can see seven baroque 
churches” (73). 
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water, and I lean out and eavesdrop on their conversations—mostly talk of sicknesses, funerals, 

babies, and the cost of living” (Millier 369). Rather than drawing a portrait of an individual as 

Bishop had in “Manuelzinho,” “The Riverman,” and “The Burglar of Babylon” her observations 

create the communal scene that she would shape from the overheard and “overseen” into “Under 

the Window: Ouro Prêto.” It was her only poem in more than a year. In fact, Bishop’s output 

from Ouro Preto consists of only two short love poems discovered much later (“Dear, my 

compass still points north” and “Close, close all night”), a few light verse notes she wrote to 

Lilli, and the unpublished poem, “A Trip to the Mines,” which is virtually unknown. 

Bishop submitted “Under the Window: Ouro Preto” to The New Yorker with strong 

opinions about the dedication that she attached in honor of Lilli. At that time the magazine had a 

policy of no dedications, so Bishop pushed her case in a letter to Howard Moss on November 8, 

1965: 

[I]f it is at all possible I do want to keep that dedication. In this case I know the name 
means nothing to the reader—however it is obviously a Brazilian name (although a Dane 
bears it) and so I think gives just a bit more color, mystery perhaps, etc. . . . it is almost 
the only re-turn my friend Lilli will let me make for endless hospitality and kindness and 
she is so proud and pleased that I can’t bear to disappoint her . . . It is out my window at 
her house, and when I showed her the poem she took a long time to read it and then said 
it was the first poem she had ever understood in her life—and I was so touched I 
immediately said I’d dedicate it to her. (Elizabeth Bishop and The New Yorker 281) 
 

As with “The Armadillo,” Bishop does not set out to dedicate a poem to a specific individual, but 

chooses to do so only after the fact when the dedicatee expresses admiration for the poem. 

However, unlike some of her Brazil poems in which Bishop does not want to identify the country 

(“Filling Station,” for example), here she plays up the Lilli’s “Brazilian name” to appeal to her 

editor.  

Moss gently tries to dissuade Bishop in his reply dated October 12, 1964:  
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One tiny thing: We are against dedications, as you know, and they have been cropping up 
more and more frequently on poems. The simple theory is that the dedicatee means 
nothing to the reader and is only relevant in magazine publications when it is relevant to 
the poem . . . Would you mind terribly if we removed the dedication? I’m speaking here 
for the policy of the magazine. Do let me know. (Bishop, Elizabeth Bishop and The New 
Yorker 279) 
 

Though Bishop sent the poem to The New Yorker in September of 1965, the magazine waited 

fifteen months to publish it until December 24, 1966, a longer interval than any of Bishop’s 

Brasil poems other than “Houseguest.” When it finally did appear, Bishop had won: the 

dedication was attached.  

 As Bishop’s last major poem composed on Brasilian soil, on the border of Brasil as 

everyday life and Brasil in memory, “Under the Window” is a curtain call featuring a holistic 

cast of the “seven ages of man,” or “all the world.” It is not difficult to hear the Brasilian parallel, 

“todo mundo” here as Bishop notes the characters’ salient visual features, overheard comments, 

and unique personalities. Though on one level the poem unifies and celebrates Bishop’s diverse 

Brasilian experience as the cast of characters approaches the flowing water of the fountain, on 

another level, it hints of fragmentation that undercuts this unity, especially by the poem’s coda 

which concludes with the image of a tattered Morpho butterfly. The final lines exude a tension 

that is not wholly felt earlier. Bishop was on the brink of passing into a time of fragmentation 

herself; soon she would not have Lota as a touchstone. In addition, she experienced insecurities 

about her place in Ouro Preto’s social order as she attemped to make it a more permanent home. 

Part of the fragmentation in the poem results from Bishop’s physical perspective as she 

views the comings and goings of her subjects from above, rather than around the fountain itself. 

In her seat at the window looking down at the community fountain, Bishop returns to her 

position at the beginning of her Rio poems. However, unlike those poems, where she turns away 

completely from the city and concentrates on the ocean, Bishop does not retreat from human 
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subjects but makes their business her business. From her position, however, not all details are 

visible, so she must prioritize some over others. As a consequence, the “seven ages of man” are 

more fragmentary than they first appear, both in their physical appearance and in their dialogue. 

For the first time in her Brasil poems, several of Bishop’s observations concentrate on 

female subjects, as in her first overheard remark: “When my mother combs my hair it hurts.” She 

focuses first on women and their babies at the fountain: 

“Women.” “Women!” Women in red dresses  
and plastic sandals, carrying their almost 
invisible babies—muffled to the eyes 
in all the heat—unwrap them, lower them, 
 
and give them drinks of water lovingly 
from dirty hands, here where there used to be  
a fountain, here where all the world still stops. 
 

This focus on women returns in the third to last stanza, before the coda, with the overheard 

speech, “She’s been in labor now two days.” In fact, in Bishop’s first draft of the poem this late 

line appeared as the third line of the first stanza; all the feminine subject matter clustered 

together.  

The flowing water, which we learn is “a single iron pipe,” not a traditional fountain, 

serves as a gathering place, much like a river. The act of the women “unwrapping” their babies 

from their layers and exposing them to the water begins a pattern that continues throughout the 

rest of the poem: humanity reveals itself when it meets the water. When the first truck driver and 

his assistant arrive later, they wash “their faces, necks, and chest. They wash their feet, / their 

shoes, and put them back together again” revealing their body parts as a matter of course. Yet the 

fountain’s presence does not fall neatly into Judeo-Christian symbolism. Monteiro notes, ‘The 

poem is replete with signs that do not have any significance or at least not the expected 

significance. . . Feet are washed but the act, carried out by truck drivers on their own feet, seems 
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to have nothing to do with the Scripture it may evoke in a reader sensitive to Christian images 

and meaning” (48). For much of the poem, Bishop’s observations appear to be straightforward, a 

“what you see is what you get” mentality, rather than indicating symbolic acts. 

  Although Bishop appears to be less concerned about history and more concerned about 

the present tense of the people who are “all the world” at the fountain, she pauses to 

acknowledge the fountain’s more ornate roots, which now belong to a museum:  

The water used to run out of the mouths 
of three green soapstone faces. (One face laughed 
and one face cried; the middle one just looked. 
 
Patched up with plaster, they’re in the museum.) 
It runs now from a single iron pipe, 
a strong and ropy stream. “Cold.” “Cold as ice,” 
 
all have agreed for several centuries. 
 

It is significant that the fountain, even as it brings together the population of Ouro Preto, has a 

fragmented history. The water used to run from three sources, the “three green soapstone faces,” 

but these were removed and now their mouths are “patched up with plaster” blocking the 

conduits of the original flow. While the fountain is still functional, it only flows from a single 

pipe. This reconstructed fountain, with its original parts dispersed, subtly injects the 

fragmentation that the poem will echo in its final stanzas. De Oliveira notes how from here 

Bishop focuses more on humanity than the fountain’s history: “[T]he actual concern is with 

people rather than with the historical landmark. The fact is cleverly disguised by the deceptively 

accurate description of the baroque fountain, but certain details contradict the impression that the 

artistic object, rather than the people surrounding it, mostly attracts the poet’s eye” (42). She 

reads the poem as changing focus from the museum object to one living creature in particular: 

the black child underneath the bundle of laundry:  
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Here comes some laundry tied up in a sheet, 
All on its own, three feet above the ground. 
Oh no—a small black boy is underneath. 
 
This image is not as straightforward as the others. The foregrounding of the laundry and 

the initial avoidance of the young boy, whose burden is to support and transport it, are the result 

of Bishop’s perspective, and they can trip up an attentive reader. The rhythm reinforces this: the 

first two lines of the stanza lilt along in a predominantly dactylic rhythm which the spondee of 

“Oh no—” interrupts. But Bishop’s ever-changing descriptive catalogue, which moves on in the 

next two stanzas to the appearance and behavior of a group of donkeys, does not invite 

contemplation at this point in the poem. De Oliveira, however, takes a moment to look further: 

“The image of a black boy half hidden in the bundle may well convey Bishop’s ironic vision of 

human troubles behind the dazzling scenery” (43). Two stanzas later there is another almost 

hidden moment that might work in tandem with the black boy: When the drover’s mare trots up 

to the group of donkeys veering toward the fountain to get them back on their course, Bishop 

records a detail that critics have overlooked: the mare’s “whiplash-blinded eye on the off side.” It 

is puzzling that Bishop spots the eye if it is on the “off side” from her perspective. It is also an 

uncanny parallel that the donkey, like Bishop, is suffering from partial vision. While it is easier 

to move on to the arrival of the Mercedes-Benz in the next stanza, this discomforting image 

commands attention: an eye that has suffered so many repeated lashes that it can no longer see. 

As in the case of the diseased pink dog, Bishop pauses to regard the hurting. However, the 

meaning of the wounded eye is not clear. Must there be a punishment for looking, and if so, 

exactly who is being punished? Does this image connect to the black boy bearing his burden? 

The potential answer to these questions may lie outside “Under the Window.” Bishop left 

two drafts of a rarely referenced poem, “A Trip to the Mines—Brazil,” which gives a wider 
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context for the hidden black boy and the whip lashes.62 She begins with her main concern: 

The slaves, the slaves have disappeared.  
In all their thousands, millions, even. 
They came in black and     waves 
from Angola, from 
Where could they hide so many graves? (Vassar College, Bishop Folder 67.20) 
 

While the drafts are undated and the setting of the poem is not entirely certain, it is most likely 

either Ouro Prêto or Diamantina, two historical mining towns in Minas Gerais where Bishop 

spent time (the latter was the setting The Diary of Helena Morley which Bishop translated). 

Bishop spends the rest of the poem tracking the traces of slavery: in nature, in the gems from the 

mines, in architecture, and in the museum. She pinpoints “a certain kind of fine green grass” that 

marks slave encampments that can be “seen from the plane” and wonders whether it was planted 

or was a by-product of a grain that the slaves ate. She takes stock of all the gems with their great 

spectrum of colors that the slaves mined, but interrupts the catalogue to ask, “But where are the 

three million slaves?” This becomes the concluding line of her second draft. She notes how “the 

churrch [sic] they built is still the finest” and gives another catalogue of items that attest to the 

slaves’ existence (but now in the museum, like the three green soapstone faces): 

In the museum 
   silver stirrup, some for ladies, three sedan chairs, one for a bishop 
A clumsy ltter [sic] with wicker sides and fans 
And rusted manacles rusted chains 
iron neck-rings, O on O 
iron points, for prods, and worse and worse . . . (Vassar College, Bishop Folder 67.20) 
 

In these drafts Bishop seeks more immediate vestiges of slavery, but she never finds an answer 

to her question about the whereabouts of the slaves or their descendants. It is not unreasonable 

to consider that Bishop’s eye seeks traces of slavery when she spies the small black boy’s 

62 I have only seen this poem referenced in passing in Victoria Harrison’s Elizabeth Bishop’s Poetics of Intimacy 
(165). 
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burden and the mare’s whiplashed eye. After all, in this town of “Black Gold” gems were mined 

for hundreds of years using slave labor.  

 When the Mercedes-Benz truck “arrives / to overawe them all” there is no time to ponder 

even a hint of slavery: this is the twentieth century and the fountain attracts modern 

conveyances. Martins comments on how the Mercedes truck “functions in this play as the main 

counterpoint to the provincial setting” (159). It was a relatively recent counterpoint in the mid-

1960s as Mercedes Benz began its production in Brasil in 1956. The truck brings a refreshing 

vein of humor into the poem with its “throbbing rosebuds” and bumper slogan, “HERE AM I 

FOR WHOM YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING.” Any apocalyptic overtones are outdone by the 

tongue-in-cheek commentary on the driver’s ego.63 Equally amusing is Bishop’s evolution in 

choosing the make of truck in her first draft. She begins with: “A huge new truck by Ford but 

repainted;” moves on to, “A big new truck, by Chevrolet;” and then crosses out “Chevrolet” and 

writes in “Mercedes Benz” which remained in subsequent drafts. The older truck that “grinds up 

/ in a blue cloud of burning oil” is likely the culprit for the leaking oil that gathers in the ditch at 

the end of the poem. The “gallant driver” tells the crowd, “NOT MUCH MONEY BUT IT IS 

AMUSING,” although this sounds more like another hand painted bumper message. This slogan 

sounds more awkward:  does “it” refer to the truck or something else? The phrase sounds 

unnatural in English, as if Bishop translated it from the Portuguese. 

 This is a possibility, for nearby in the next stanza is a phrase that directly translates from 

the Portuguese: “For lunch we took advantage / of the poor duck the dog decapitated” (italics 

mine). As Monteiro notes, the phrase “took advantage of” stems from the Portuguese word 

63 Truck drivers in Brasil take pride in decorating their own bumpers with a variety of scenes and slogans; I once 
saw a colorful truck bumper that proclaimed, “100% Caipira,” (“100% Hick”). 
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aproveitar, which in English we might more naturally say “made use of” or “made good use of” 

(48). The slight awkwardness in English attunes us to the Portuguese. Had Bishop used another 

expression, she might have lost the flavor of this overheard comment. “Aproveitar” appears to 

have been one of her pet Portuguese words. In a letter to Lowell dated September 24 1956, 

Bishop writes about the virtues of a guest at Samambaia: 

Well, Maria Cecilia is a fiend for “altering” clothes, darning and mending, and she’s got 
my wardrobe in better shape than it’s been in years . . . there’s a nice Portuguese word 
meaning to make the most of or take advantage—aproveitar—and we’ve been 
aproveitar-ing shamelessly. (One Art 185) 
 

Bishop too knew how to aproveitar, creating this poem from the scraps of life in the scenes 

around her. 

 By the time Bishop reaches “The seven ages of man are talkative / and soiled and thirsty” 

she appears ready to exit the stage she has created as she finishes dramatizing Jacques’ speech 

from As You Like It. She has observed characters from every stage of the speech: the infant 

(babies with their mothers), the child (the boy under the laundry), the lover (the women in their 

red dresses), the soldier and the justice (the assorted truck drivers), and the weak man and old 

man (condensed into the old man with his stick and his enameled mug). Yet Bishop never exits a 

poem on a pat summary. Here she interrupts the flow by fragmenting one of the tercets, focusing 

on a detail outside the scope of the poem thus far:  

The seven ages of man are talkative 
And soiled and thirsty. 
      Oil has seeped into 
the margins of the ditch of standing water 
 
And flashes or looks upward brokenly, 
like bits of mirror—no, more blue than that: 
like tatters of the Morpho butterfly. 
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The large space created from the dropped tercet focuses the reader’s attention. Bishop has 

brought us somewhere unexpected: a place off-stage among fragments of oil that she compares 

to tatters of the Morpho, a once dazzling butterfly marked by iridescent blues in its eighty-plus 

species.64 Schwartz notes that “for all the vitality of its contact with Brazil, [the poem] ends with 

a vision of destruction and fragmentation” (95). And yet, despite the parade of humanity, Bishop 

has already hinted at this fragmentation in the pile of laundry that moves by itself without a 

body, in the driver’s mare with the “whiplash blinded eye on the offside,” and in the truck 

drivers whose individual body parts become the focus as they wash. Even before these images, 

the fountain itself with its missing faces has already set up this pattern. While the oil “looks 

upward, brokenly,” Bishop has spent the poem looking downward, brokenly, because of her 

perspective. The “blue cloud of burning oil” from the truck has pooled into fragments that have 

already been present in the poem, but due to the bustle and variety of people, we may not have 

seen them.  

The coda recalls a similar rerouting of tone and focus as in “Song for the Rainy Season” 

when a time of intimacy suddenly shifts: “For a later / era will differ. / (O difference that kills, / 

or intimidates, much / of all our small shadowy life!)” and the lushness turns into bareness and 

drought. This moment in “Under the Window” shares a similar prescience about the negativity of 

another dimension. The oil that “flashes or looks upward brokenly, / like bits of mirror” reminds 

the speaker of something that was once lovely, but is now damaged. Yet these scattered remnants 

of oil seem to be undergoing a transformation: the tatters reminiscent of the Morpho butterfly 

must gain their brilliant blue through reflecting the sky. In this reflection, a pollutant (oil) reflects 

64 Bishop was an amateur visual artist. In an undated collage construction entitled “Anjinhos” (“Little Angels”), 
inspired by the drowning of a young girl in Rio de Janeiro, she attached the remains of a tattered Morpho butterfly in 
the upper left-hand corner.  
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something of natural beauty. As in so many moments of the poem, the interpretation of the final 

image becomes a matter of perspective.  

One wonders what this might say about Bishop in Ouro Preto and Brasil at large, for her 

own biography in Brasil was becoming more and more fragmented. She left the country 

temporarily in 1966 to teach two semesters at the University of Washington (filling in for poet 

Theodore Roethke) and began a relationship with a young woman, Roxanne Cummings,65 who 

became her companion. When she returned to Brasil she no longer had the unified base of 

Samambaia with Lota but a series of treks to the apartment in Rio and to the inn in Ouro Prêto; 

her own home there would be under construction for a long time. In the meantime, Lota had 

become more and more overcome by the stresses of her unending work and frustrations with the 

Aterro. Just a year later, in 1967, she overdosed on tranquilizers while she was visiting Bishop, 

who was staying in New York for a time. Bishop’s life in Brasil became even more disjointed as 

she worked through the aftermath of Lota’s death and found herself in the midst of blame by 

Lota’s friends and relatives. In addition to questioning whether such blame was hers, she began 

questioning her stay in Brasil.  

After a stint in San Francisco (where she was mainly concerned with compiling the 

Anthology of Twentieth-Century Brazilian Poetry), Bishop returned with Cummings to Ouro 

Preto in 1969. Their stay there was disastrous; they did not fit in the small own, their relationship 

disintegrated, and Roxanne had a complete mental collapse. When Bishop received an offer to 

teach at Harvard University in 1970, the time once again seemed ripe for her to leave Brasil 

completely. Yet she held on to her Ouro Preto home, living there alone part-time and trying to 

65 Historically Bishop critics used the pseudonym “Suzanne Bowen” for Roxanne Cummings, but in recent years her 
given name has come to light. 
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determine whether to keep it or sell it, often reversing her opinion. In an unpublished letter 

Bishop wrote to her Ouro Preto friend, Linda Nemer, from Boston on January 4, 1972, she 

chronicles her decision to finally put her house on the market: 

I yearn to be sitting on the back steps in Ouro Preto, drinking cheap, sweet orange 
juice, getting a sunburn—even giving handouts to the mendicantes [beggars]. . .  
. . . The house is now listed for sale—with an American company—but they have offices 
in Europe and an agent in Rio, São Paulo, etc. I hate to do it—it took me months to make 
up my mind to sign the papers—but it is really the only sensible thing to do. Especially if 
I get asthma now every time I go there—Of course, it will probably take a long time to 
sell, and I’ll probably have to return more than once—” (Bishop, Pouso do Chico Rei). 
 

Yet the house didn’t sell, a connection to Brasil that Bishop possessed, for better or for worse, 

for the rest of her lifetime. Eventually Alice Methfessel, Bishop’s companion at the time of her 

death, sold the house to Linda Nemer, who had acted as its caretaker (Schwartz, personal 

communication).  

 Ultimately, without actively living in her Ouro Preto home, Bishop spent the last years of 

her life in Boston with Brasil only in memory. Her American friends, like Schwartz who was a 

graduate student at the time, don’t remember Bishop referring to Brasil in conversation (personal 

communication). Yet Bishop’s Brasilian friend, Ricardo Sternberg, whose family was friends 

with Bishop in Brasil and who retained his friendship with her while a Fellow at Harvard, feels 

that Brasil retained its hold on her in her final years. “Brasil was a constant presence, be it music, 

be it poetry. It was a reference all the time . . . and it was absolutely obvious in her house” 

(personal interview). He recalls some of the Brasilian artifacts that Bishop kept, such as a 

beautiful sculpture, “Nossa senhora de Flores” (“Our Lady of the Flowers”) with a descriptive 

paper underneath about the artist (personal interview). Regardless of whatever Bishop projected 

in person, her writing life held onto Brasil in her last poems. 
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Published a year before “Pink Dog” by The New Yorker on February 20, 1978, 

“Santarém” shares a similarly long evolution. Bishop writes to Howard Moss on October 1, 

1977, “Here is a poem—or maybe just an endless ‘description’—I don’t know, and I haven’t 

been able to get much done the past few months” (Elizabeth Bishop and The New Yorker 386). 

But up to this point—over the past sixteen years, in fact—she had been fussing over more drafts 

of “Santarém” (also sixteen) than exist for most of her Brasil poems.  

The poem was inspired by Bishop’s unforgettable Amazon trip, one of the few Brasil 

trips that inspired her to take her own photographs and even prepare them to present for others. 

In a letter to Lowell on April 22, 1960, the same one in which she tells him she dreams of the 

Amazon every night Bishop writes,  

Did I tell you that I have been taking photographic slides? I always thought it was too 
bourgeois for words but they really are lovely and I have a small Amazon lecture and a 
small Cabo Frio lecture, etc. . . . I have some of passengers going ashore in a pouring rain 
and up a steep ladder—it is like the Israelites. (One Art 383).  
 

Photographs become a direct channel into memory, one of the main concerns of the poem. 

Bishop also left traces of her trip in one of her few surviving letters to Lota: “And Santarém—I’d 

like to go there for a rest cure or something—no pavements—just deep orange sand, beautiful 

houses and absolute silence” (Millier 308). Something about this town at the meeting of two 

rivers was a balm for Bishop’s soul:  

That golden evening I really wanted to go no farther;  
more than anything else I wanted to stay awhile  
in that conflux of two great, rivers, Tapajós, Amazon,  
grandly, silently flowing, flowing east.  
 

This “conflux of two great rivers, Tapajós, Amazon” is actually a phenomenon that Bishop 

witnessed twice on her 1960 trip from Manaus (situated roughly in the center of the Amazon 

River as it crosses Brasil), to Belem (which lies at the mouth of the river as it pours into the 
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Atlantic Ocean). In Manaus, the lighter Rio Solimões meets the darker Rio Negro to form the 

Amazon River—in name, at least, even though it has existed in the form of tributaries since Peru. 

A similar meeting of the waters (“encontro das águas”) occurs in Santarém as the emerald green, 

clear waters of the Rio Tapajós meet the clay waters of the Amazon and the two parallel 

unmixing for miles. But Santarém, then a much smaller city than its current population of almost 

300,000, captured Bishop’s attention over Manaus.66  

Bishop opens the poem with a two-line disclaimer:  

Of course, I may be remembering it all wrong  
After, after—how many years?  
 

 She doubts her capacity to remember, a doubt echoed by critics. Their general consensus is that 

the reader should proceed with caution as these descriptive lines may not project how it really 

was; everything should be taken with a grain of salt. McCabe’s claim is representative: “The 

introductory question . . . conditions everything to follow, shrouding all statements with 

reservation and doubt” (247). Yet, in a letter to Jerome Mazzaro on April 27, 1978, Bishop 

states,   

 . . . You say you are ‘reading about wasps’—in reference to my poem ‘Santarém.’ Now 
if I’d written ‘beehive’!—I have read about bees, but know nothing of wasps except for 
being stung once. ‘Santarém’ happened, just like that, a real evening & a real place, and a 
real Mr. Swan who said that—it is not a composite at all. (One Art 621) 
 

This is the most insistent Bishop ever was about the veracity of one of her Brasil poems. Her 

confident, assertive tone is a foil for, “Of course I could be remembering it all wrong.” What if, 

in fact, Bishop’s disclaimer is a customary manifestation of her own reserve, of not wanting to 

sound her own trumpet or her own memory too loudly? What if she carried a vivid representation 

66 Even today, the clear waters of the Tapajós and its fine sand deposits along the shore create striking beaches 
which have earned the region the title “the Amazonian Caribbean.” 
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of Santarém in her memory? If Bishop’s readers believe that she may be remembering Santarém 

inaccurately, then they may not hold onto her words very tightly. As a consequence, Bishop may 

still have been able to possess the sanctity of her own memory without having the footprints of 

the public through it. Memory can be fallible, yet the vibrant particulars of Bishop’s observations 

and recollections make her memory appear quite effective.  

 Yet, in more places than one among the six stanzas of this associative, free verse poem, 

Bishop’s imagination must be at work, not as a separate entity from her memory, but wound 

through it. Since both are vivid, one does not have to detract from the other. As Besner has 

observed, “Imagination and memory in Bishop are finally not separable but convergent qualities 

of mind and in language; and time, either chronologically, ‘after all these years’ or prehistoric 

and shamanic [as in ‘The Riverman’], is not ultimately distinguishable or entirely separable into 

these registers” (“Where Rivers Meet” par.10). It is impossible to remember without the 

imagination becoming engaged at some level, even with the aid of photographs from the moment 

(like Bishop’s shot of passengers going ashore), or with the crispest of recollections (the sound 

of the zebus hooves in sand, the nuns waving gaily from the stern-wheeler, the zigzag crack in 

the church—Cathedral, rather!). Bishop’s claim, “I liked the place. I liked the idea of the place” 

(italics mine) is deceptively straightforward. The first statement shows her opinion of Santarém 

at the time. The second shows that she liked the associations of the place at the time. This 

suggests that her immediate experience is already fused with imagination even before memory 

enters the equation later in time. Bachelard’s illustration of the intertwining of imagination and 

memory, noted by Przybycien in her conference presentation on Bishop’s “Arrival at Santos” 

and “Santarém” (2011), comes into play here:   

In their primitive psyche, Imagination and Memory appear in an indissoluble complex. 
We analyze them wrongly when we attach them to perception. The remembered past is 
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not simply a past of perception. [ . . . ] The imagination adorns from the beginning the 
pictures that it would like to see again. To go into the archives of memory it is important 
to re-encounter, beyond the facts, values. [ . . . ] To relive the values of the past, it is 
necessary to dream, accept this great psychic dilation that is reverie, in the peace of a 
great tranquility. Then Memory and Imagination compete to return us to the images that 
attach to our lives. (Bachelard 81) 
 

Bishop’s perception of the past then, whether “right” or “wrong,” does not matter so much where 

memory is concerned. The mixture of memory and imagination is not only legitimate, but 

inevitable. In the same vein, critics should not have to spend much time debating whether 

Bishop’s perceptions of the past are correct or not. James Longenbach reminds us that “the poem 

once again dramatizes the self-revising process of a mind thinking,” and how Bishop’s initial 

disclaimer along with later self-corrections (calling the cathedral a church, for example) show 

“the mind resisting its own mistakes” (31). To return to the meeting of the rivers in the poem 

itself, it is only fitting that memory and imagination make their own conflux as a result of these 

self-negotiations, which are themselves constantly in motion.    

 “Santarém” is unique in all of Bishop’s Brasil poems for its forefronted “I,” making it 

extremely personal. She is frank about her own preferences: “I really wanted to go no farther,” “I 

wanted to stay awhile,” and later in the stanza, “I liked the place; I liked the idea of the place.” 

Aside from the dramatic monologues of “The Riverman” and “Crusoe in England” where the 

personas are unmasked, this is Bishop at her least distant and most forthright in her Brasil poems. 

Her narrator has a different stance from the earlier, more performative newcomer-to-Brasil 

poems which mark the place from which the narrator moves into Brasil. As the speaker voices 

her preferences, the reader also learns that Santarém is especially sacred in Bishop’s memory; 

nowhere else in her poetry does she claim, “I really wanted to go no farther.” The ship’s whistle 

blowing at the end of the poem interrupts both her impressions of the place and her preference 
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for this place. In his preface to Words in Air Travisano affirms the stronger personal element in 

Bishop’s late poems:  

Particularly in Geography III (1976) . . . and in the handful of subsequent poems—‘Pink 
Dog,’ ‘North Haven,’ ‘Sonnet,’ and ‘Santarém’—that she completed just before her death 
in 1979, Bishop produced a compelling series of self-exploratory poems that provide 
readers with a window into the latent yet powerful personal element that informs all of 
her writing. (xviii) 
 

Significantly, three of these four late poems are memory poems: “Pink Dog” and “Santarém” 

finish some of her own business in Brasil from almost twenty years earlier, and “North Haven” 

memorializes Robert Lowell, who died on September 12, 1977, a year before Bishop wrote 

“Santarém” and two years before her own death. As Bishop writes about people and place in 

memory, her speaker becomes most fully present.  

 As “Santarém” moves forward, several dualities in image and in diction fill the poem. In 

addition to the obvious two rivers, Bishop repeatedly chooses the colors of blue and yellow, 

beginning with the buildings (“one story high, stucco, blue or yellow”). The doublings continue 

through the team of zebus; the passengers of various river vessels who are either embarking or 

disembarking; the two towers of the Cathedral and the two lightning hits (one on a tower, the 

other in the priest’s house); and finally two other characters who are culturally opposed: the local 

pharmacist and Mr. Swan, the Dutch fellow-passenger. Repetitive diction begins early with the 

second line (“after, after—how many years?”) and litters the second stanza in lines 3-4 (“I really 

wanted to go no farther” and “I wanted to stay awhile”), line 6 (“flowing, flowing east), line 12 

(“I liked the place; I liked the idea of the place”), line 13 (“Two rivers. Hadn’t two rivers sprung 

. . . ?”). The speaker’s self-correction, “ . . . the church, the Cathedral rather,” occurs twice, at the 

beginning of the third stanza and again at the beginning of the fifth stanza.  
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 Bishop’s use of blue and yellow is worth a closer look. In these choices, she harnesses the 

energy of primary colors, both of which, incidentally, appear in the tri-color Brasilian flag; their 

mixture produces green, the flag’s third color. More significant, however, is the consideration of 

Goethe’s Theory of Colors (1810) in relation to Bishop’s color choices. He writes, “Yellow is a 

light which has been dampened by darkness; blue is a darkness weakened by light” (14) which 

sets up the colors as opposites. In “Santarém” the blues of the houses extend to several other 

elements: first, surprisingly, to the zebus: “teams of zebus plodded, gentle, proud, / and blue, 

with down-curved horns and hanging ears . . . ,” then to the Southern families who came to 

Brasil who “left occasional blue eyes,” the “blue pharmacy” in the final stanza, and even, as 

McCabe has observed, to the ship’s whistle that “blew” (249). She calls the color the “mystic 

blue of meditation and imagination” (249). Blue has also been associated with memory, which 

relates more directly here than the stereotypical “blue” of depression.    

 Yellow or gold, blue’s opposite in some versions of the color wheel, creates the backdrop 

of the whole scene. “That golden evening” sets the mood and the time of the poem, most 

probably in the late afternoon before dusk when everything is “gilded, burnished along one side.” 

Like blue, yellow is first mentioned as a house color and soon extends to the exterior tiles on 

“one house faced with azulejos, buttercup yellow.” These decorative tiles, which also have a 

cooling function, have been used inside and outside structures without cease ever since the 

Moors introduced them to the Portuguese in the late fifteenth century.67 Martins notes that 

Bishop’s use of the Portuguese “azulejos” and the expression, “Graças a deus” (“Thank God”) 

illustrate a cultural duality in the poem along with the traces of the post-Civil War Southern 

67 Since Santarém was founded by the Jesuits in 1661, the tiles Bishop observes could conceivably date from “the 
golden age of the azulejo” (late 17th to early 18th centuries) and be designed in the ornate Baroque manner, but they 
are probably a more modern pattern. 
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culture; these are “integrated into the local scene” that reflects back to the duality of the rivers 

(210). From the azulejos the yellow continues to gold in the environment as the “dark-gold river 

sand” of the street (“golden sand” is repeated twice later in the second stanza) matching the 

golden aura of the late afternoon. Goldensohn comments that the repeated references to gold 

“make it a fairly deliberate effort . . . to render a precise lighting as essential to the scene” (271) 

and later notes, “[I]f longing, unslaked, but full of resigned acceptance, has a color it is probably 

the gold of ‘Santarém’” (272). If the poem is a good-bye to Brasil, the backdrop of the golden 

time of day before sunset is fitting.   

 In tracing all of the dualities of image and diction in the poem, one is most central:  
Two rivers. Hadn’t two rivers sprung 

 from the Garden of Eden? No, that was four 
and they’d diverged. Here only two 
and coming together. Even if one were tempted 
to literary interpretations 
Such as life/death, right/wrong, male/female 
—such notions would have resolved, dissolved straight off 
in that watery, dazzling dialectic. 
 

Bishop is not one to mention “literary interpretations” in relation to her own work, yet here she 

wants to record some options, even if only to show that any dichotomy one might invent to 

describe the meeting of the waters will ultimately hold no water at all. These lines have a 

fascinating evolution, as referenced in the sixteen existing drafts of the poem.68 Throughout this 

time, Bishop returns again and again to the literary interpretations, tinkering incessantly with the 

diction at the end of this second stanza, which is deceptively smooth in the final version. 

Meanwhile, the rest of the poem falls into place without struggle; it is only a question of Bishop 

arranging the poetic building blocks. Millier is the only critic to observe that in the drafts “[t]he 

68 In contrast to most of the other Brasil poems, not all drafts are labeled or arranged chronologically in the Vassar 
Collection. 
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poem . . . resembles ‘One Art’ and ‘Questions of Travel’ because it ends up saying nearly the 

opposite of what Elizabeth started to say” (536). This is not just an evolution of Bishop’s desired 

diction but an evolution of her central intent. Millier highlights the relatively early Draft 5 to 

show how this comes about; I include a larger context of six drafts (between Drafts 1 and 16) in 

Table 3 to track Bishop’s thought process throughout the passage: 
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Table 3: Evolution of “Literary Interpretations” in “Santarém” Drafts 

Draft Number  Text 
One “Chice[sic]Choice / whatever grand interpretation you like 

best” 
 
[Later alternative:]  
“Whatever grand interpration [sic] / suited it best, or you 
best, in the golden afternoon” 

Five Two rivers:  
Right & wrong; male and female; life and death— 
Whatever interpretation one might choose. 
Choice, a Choice! That evening, one might choose. 
[Italics mine.] 

Seven Two rivers: right and wrong,  
male and female, life and death, any apposites-[sic] 
joined and pouring along together.  
A choice. But that evening one didn’t have to chose [sic].  
[Italics mine.] 

Ten Here it was easier, two apposites [sic] 
whatever unimportant interpretation 
one chose to put on them: Right & Wrong; 
Male & Female; Life and Death—here inextricable. 
That               evening one didn’t have to differentiate. 
 
[Italics mine.] 
 
[By the next draft (11) she has crossed all this out and 
after she has gone through the rest of the poem, isolates 
this part of the stanza to work on it.]  
 

Thirteen . . . Here only two 
& a coming together; it made things that much simpler 
whatever interpretation 
one chose to put on them: Right and Wrong, 
Male and Female, Life and Death—became unimportant— 
They weren’t contradictory—here they were apposite [sic]. 

Fifteen . . . even if one tried 
literary interpretations 
such as life/death; right/wrong; male/female 
--straight off such notions were resolved, dissolved 
in the watery, dazzling dialectic.  
 
[ She is very close here; by Draft Sixteen the section is in 
place.] 

Vassar College, Bishop Folder 60.4 
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Since Bishop deems “Santarém” fit for publication once this section is finally in place, it 

is possible that this roadblock is what held the poem back over the years. The most dramatic 

movement is between Draft Five, when the speaker emphasizes the need for a choice (in both 

choosing rivers and choosing interpretations) and Draft Seven when the speaker revises that 

need: ‘But that evening one didn’t have to chose [sic].” From here on, the speaker is free from 

the mental gymnastics and deliberation of choice, a fact that has ramifications for the rest of the 

poem. As Millier has noted, “In the final draft, even the idea of choice has disappeared, and the 

place offers only resolution” (536). Contrast this with the newly arrived tourist in “Questions of 

Travel,” who feels hemmed in by her choices which are not freeing at all, as the choice of 

location “is never wide and never free.” 

Here it is worth pausing to consider other comparisons between these two poems which 

are not often positioned side by side; “Questions of Travel” as part of the set of Brasil poems is 

more often compared to other poems within the set than to “Santarém.” Yet comparing the 

speakers of these two poems reveals a great deal about Bishop’s progression in the way she 

regards Brasil. Imagination, for example, is important in both poems, but in very different 

capacities. The speaker in “Questions of Travel” asks, Is it lack of imagination that makes us 

come to imagined places, / not just stay at home? Here imagination is not strong enough; the 

person has to come and fill it in the real details. In Santarém the speaker’s disclaimer, “Of course 

I may be remembering it all wrong” opens the way for imagination to fill in the poem. Memory 

and imagination can coexist without the speaker fretting about which details are the domain of 

which. Though not directly stated, imagination is assumed a positive force, while in “Questions 

of Travel” it is a limiting force. 
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In other areas “Santarém” supplies a serene answer for many of the issues that unsettle 

the speaker of “Questions of Travel,” for here Bishop is at her most relaxed of all her Brasil 

poems. In the latter, nature is excessive and overwhelming; in the former, the speaker witnesses 

the dramatic meeting of two rivers without being overwhelmed, stating that here, “more than 

anything else I wanted to stay awhile.” In “Questions of Travel” the speaker experiences anxiety 

about “watching strangers in a play / in this strangest of theatres,” viewing people as a single 

mass while the speaker of “Santarém” not only gazes at many kinds of people without worrying 

about the ethics of people watching, but also receives and shares information that could only be 

gleaned by interacting with them. The speaker in “Questions of Travel” often frets about the 

legitimacy of what she is seeing, bringing up Pascal’s quote at the end of the poem about 

whether one could do as well sitting in one’s room, while the speaker in “Santarém basks in what 

she sees and experiences, calling everything “bright, cheerful, casual.” She even dismisses the 

notion of assigning literary binaries to the two rivers at the meeting of the waters, curtailing 

further symbolism and instead showing she is content just to sit with “that watery, dazzling 

dialectic.” The speaker in “Questions of Travel” does manage to leave her own agenda to absorb 

Brasilian culture in the middle of the poem, but the artifacts she highlights suggest the colonial 

history of Brasil; here the speaker notes with delight the activity of her surroundings with no 

agenda other than her enjoyment of them.  

The fourth stanza in particular highlights not only this activity, but the cultural diversity 

that accompanies it:  

Two rivers full of crazy shipping—people 
all apparently changing their minds, embarking, 
disembarking, rowing clumsy dories. 
(After the Civil War some Southern families 
came here; here they could still own slaves. 
They left occasional blue eyes, English names, 
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and oars. No other place, no one 
on all the Amazon's four thousand miles 
does anything but paddle.) 
A dozen or so young nuns, white-habited, 
waved gaily from an old stern-wheeler 
getting up steam, already hung with hammocks 
—off to their mission, days and days away 
up God knows what lost tributary. 
 

These are not just run-of-the-mill locals going about their business; people with their minds in 

flux who keep changing their plans cannot be natives of Santarém. Even among those who may 

be native to the region are people with “occasional blue eyes.” The mixing of post-Civil War 

American culture with the cultures of Santarém is a curve ball, resulting in the unique presence 

of “oars” and Anglo names in a place that should have neither of those things. The nuns, “off to 

their mission,” may also not be part of the local population but are rather en route to more 

remote populations in the region as missionaries from the exterior, rather than the interior.  

In their cheerfulness the nuns reinforce Bishop’s earlier observation of “everything 

bright, cheerful, casual—or so it looked.” In highlighting the cultural diversity in the commerce 

Bishop may well be testing out her reservation of “or so it looked” to see if the place is truly as 

cheerful as it seems. The cow “being ferried, / tipping, wobbling, somewhere, to be married” 

later in the stanza not only reinforces this cheerfulness but adds overt humor to the activity. Gary 

Fountain refers to Santarém as a “cultural intersection” and observes how “[t]he intersecting 

rivers create an indeterminate, fluid playful borderland [in reference to the cow being ferried] . . . 

Such borderland behavior, such constant interchange between places, is the ‘idea of the place’ 

that Bishop likes, her idea of order or, rather, of interactive disorder” (“Elizabeth Bishop’s ‘Idea 

of the Place’” 269). This again is in marked contrast to the speaker and her actions in “Arrival at 

Santos,” as she descends the ladder “gingerly” and shows great caution in the transition from 

ship to tender (“do be more careful with that boat hook!”), afraid of any kind of cultural disorder 
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or interchange. Here the speaker thrives in the midst of cultural interchange. As Przybycien has 

noted, “If in the poem ‘Arrival at Santos’ the gaze is of deception: nature is not grand, the colors 

of the warehouses are faded, and a great confusion reigns, in ‘Santarém’ the scenery, equally 

confusing, seems to delight the poet” (“Dois olhares sobre o Brasil” 76).  

The short penultimate stanza, in which the speaker references the Cathedral for the third 

time, recounting how it was saved from a lightning strike, introduces a new, subtle, yet crucially 

important component: the speaker’s communication with the local community:  

  A week or so before 
there'd been a thunderstorm and the Catheral'd 
been struck by lightning. One tower had 
a widening zigzag crack all the way down. 
It was a miracle. The priest's house right next door 
had been struck, too, and his brass bed 
(the only one in town) galvanized black. 
Graças a deus—he'd been in Belém. 
 

The background of the almost-destroyed Cathedral, and the almost-destroyed priest next door 

cannot be gleaned by observation alone, but through stories that the speaker could have only 

gathered through conversations with members of the community. Her reactions to these 

anecdotes (“It was a miracle” and “Graças a deus”) are either direct quotes from the original 

stories of the townspeople or her own additions as she retells their stories. This is a decisive 

moment for the speaker. One can convincingly infer that she acts as a cultural participant in 

learning and sharing these stories, not just an observer. The speaker in “Under the Window: 

Ouro Preto” absorbs many details about the lives of people in her town, but physically she is not 

at their level, the level of the fountain itself, exchanging information. In her position above she is 

probably invisible and unheard. In Santarém the speaker becomes part of the fabric of the town, 

even if only for a limited stay; she absorbs and exchanges information concerning this place that 

has such a strong hold on her.     
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The next stanza again implies further conversation, this time between the speaker and a 

resident of Santarém, the pharmacist: 

In the blue pharmacy the pharmacist 
had hung an empty wasps' nest from a shelf: 
small, exquisite, clean matte white, 
and hard as stucco. I admired it 
so much he gave it to me. 
Then—my ship's whistle blew. I couldn't stay. 
 

This interaction with the pharmacist is more scripted than the implied conversations in the prior 

stanza. The only way the pharmacist would relinquish something of his own (or the pharmacy’s) 

to a stranger would be through prior dialogue, initiated by the speaker. It is worth a backward 

glance at Bishop’s Brasil poetry to see how these subtle interchanges in “Santarém” differ. The 

early Brasil poems are concerned with the speaker’s interiority. Even in “Manuelzinho” the 

speaker receives information through observation with the squatter/worker’s interactions with 

others, namely Lota; her own interactions with him are missing. In “Going to the Bakery” the 

speaker simply bids the beggar “Good night” (and then chides herself for not saying something 

more apt). While “The Burglar of Babylon” includes a good portion of dialogue, it is all 

imagined, and while the speaker does address the dog in “Pink Dog,” this is not the same as 

person-to-person dialogue. All the dialogue in “Under the Window: Ouro Prêto” is overheard; 

the speaker is not a participant. The speaker’s interaction with the pharmacist, as in her earlier 

implied interactions with townspeople regarding the town’s near deliverance from the lightning 

strikes, incorporates dialogue as part of Bishop’s acculturation. This is a journey on which the 

other poems are not ready to embark. 

 This interaction is cut short, however, by the ship’s whistle indicating the end of the 

speaker’s time in Santarém and the continuation of her original journey: “Then—my ship’s 

whistle blew. I couldn’t stay.” Departure is not only imminent, but inevitable, a fact of life that 
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the speaker must have kept in the back of her mind throughout the duration of her stay in 

Santarém. The boat departing from Santarém is the natural bookend for the boat arriving at 

Santos; in between these two journeys the speaker has changed indelibly from an unimpressed, 

alienated critic to an admiring, engaged cultural participant who clearly would have both 

“stayed” in her extended conversation in the pharmacy and stayed in the town itself were she 

able.  

 When she leaves, the wasps’ nest is an unlikely memento. It has been a favorite symbol 

of critics, each with a slightly modified take. The material of the nest, “hard as stucco,” recalls 

the building material of the one-story buildings in town. Like the buildings, the nest is a home, 

now uninhabited. The nest may represent a means for Bishop to attempt to encapsulate Brasil 

and take it with her. After all, at least two of the “three loved houses [that] went” in “One Art” 

refer to her Brasilian homes that she had to give up. This is the only “home” from Brasil that is 

portable. Goldensohn refers to how “The nest . . . fits Brazil itself in Bishop’s life: something 

beautiful, now empty, once full of potential sting; a home of absent pain, both pain and home 

having to be relinquished” (274). The small former home of the wasps is a way for Bishop to 

befriend her own loss.  

Yet, the wasps’ nest has its limits. According to Longenbach, 

The anecdote of the wasps’ nest merely offers one memory among several others, and its 
irony cannot account for the poem at large: it offers just the kind of ‘literary’ 
interpretation (‘right/wrong’) that the poem rejects. Similarly, if the wasps’ nest itself 
functions as an emblem for what we value and retain from any place—an emblem for 
poetry itself—it is also an emblem for how much of the world poetry leaves out or leaves 
behind. ‘Santarém’ both includes the anecdote of the wasps’ nest and sloughs it off, 
unable to assimilate it into a complete pattern of meaning, just as the Brazilian landscape 
diffuses any effort, physical or ideological, to tame its wayward energies. (32–33) 
 

The nest, in other words, is simply not enough to summarize or symbolize either Santarém or 

Brasil at large. It is a natural artifact that the speaker will keep for aesthetic reasons; it can 
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contain some meaning, whether it rests in Brasil or back in the States, but other meaning will 

dissipate, uncontainable. Even now, 28 years after her arrival in Santos, Bishop strives to put her 

finger on something elusive: what exactly in this corner of Brasil made her want to stay? Her 

Brasil poems, like the wasp’s nest, are efforts to contain the uncontainable.  

 Bishop’s earlier poem, “Crusoe in England," begun in 1964 but not published by The 

New Yorker until November 6, 1971, shares this concern with the artifact and its meaning, but 

here the artifacts are of daily practical significance to the speaker, Crusoe, on his island. His 

flute, introduced in the fifth stanza, shares the oddness of wasps’ nest: It “had the weirdest scale 

on earth” and must have sounded particularly strange when Crusoe would “whoop and dance 

among the goats.” Yet the flute introduces the term “home-made” into the poem; the line, 

“Home-made, home-made! But aren’t we all!” almost sounds like the refrain of a song in this 

strange key. On this lost island, the flute is a means to provide both entertainment and ritual, 

crucial to the emotional well-being of the shipwrecked speaker.  

 The knife, introduced in the eleventh stanza, is not only a practical artifact crucial to 

survival, but a kind of companion: “It reeked of meaning, like a crucifix. / It lived.” While 

“reeked” is an unusual choice of verb, the knife has both symbolic and everyday functions while 

Crusoe is on the island. He demonstrates an intimate knowledge of all its features: “I knew each 

nick and scratch by heart, / the bluish blade, the broken tip, / the lines of wood-grain on the 

handle . . .” This makes the knife’s inertness late in the poem, once Crusoe is back in England, 

almost tragic: “Now it won’t look at me at all. / The living soul has dribbled away. / My eyes rest 

on it and pass on.” The flute and the knife join other former artifacts: ‘the shriveled shoes,” 

“shedding goatskin trousers,” and a self-made parasol (“it still will work but, folded up, / looks 

like a plucked and skinny fowl”). The speaker, who designed these home-made objects and used 
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them to survive now asks, “How can anyone want such things?” a comment ironically tied to Mr. 

Swan’s “What’s that ugly thing?” in “Santarém.” Both Mr. Swan, a “real” speaker, and Crusoe, 

an imaginary speaker, see no functional or aesthetic use for the artifacts outside of their original 

settings. 

 Crusoe’s artifacts are only useful in memory, and his island can only live in his own 

recollections. He laments, “But my poor old island’s still / un-rediscovered, unrenamable.” The 

only other carrier of the island’s memory, Friday, has died. Unlike the speaker of “Santarém,” 

who questions her own memory of the place, Crusoe never doubts his own memories of the 

island. In contrast, he has a memory lapse as he tries to recite a Wordsworth poem from his pre-

island world; this plagues him enough to look up the poem upon his return home:  

They flash upon that inward eye, 
Which is the bliss . . . The bliss of what? 
One of the first things that I did 
When I got back was look it up. 
 

His memory lapse is terribly ironic: The bliss of what? The bliss of solitude. He forgets the part 

of the poem that describes the very state in which he has been for so long. Yet, as Costello 

observes, “Crusoe remains ‘lonely as a cloud’ on this cloud-dump of an island. His loneliness is 

never converted to ideal solitude, which has the power of metaphor to make an absence present. 

Memory erases more than it fills in” (205). The opposite is true for “Santarém,” with its 

retrospective speaker, whose memory fills in more than it erases.  

 “Crusoe in England” contains a memory that is communal in nature which suggests to 

many readers Bishop’s shared life with Lota in Brasil: 

Just when I thought I couldn’t stand it    
another minute longer, Friday came.    
(Accounts of that have everything all wrong.)    
Friday was nice. 
Friday was nice, and we were friends.    
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If only he had been a woman! 
I wanted to propagate my kind,    
and so did he, I think, poor boy. 
He’d pet the baby goats sometimes, 
and race with them, or carry one around.    
—Pretty to watch; he had a pretty body. 
 
And then one day they came and took us off.  
 

The communal joy is extremely short-lived, and Friday only reappears in the last two lines of the 

poem: “—and Friday, my dear Friday, died of measles / seventeen years ago come March.” The 

speaker clearly marks the occasion of Friday’s death each year. The bulk of the relationship with 

Friday, as with Bishop’s with Lota, lives between the lines of this part of the poem. Renée Curry 

notes, “the story tells a tale of Lota de Macedo Soares and Elizabeth Bishop’s lesbian 

relationship, de Macedo Soares’s suicide, and Bishop’s emotional life after the death” (qted in 

McCabe 196–97), while McCabe calls Curry’s observations “explicit and convincing 

correlatives between the poet’s life and ‘Crusoe in England’ (196–97). Yet this is hardly a 

singular revelation; the parallels are readily apparent to anyone acquainted with Bishop’s 

biography in Brasil. Millier ties the unspecified ‘they’ in “And then one day they came and took 

us off” to Bishop’s hypothetical Brazilian government that had killed Lota (444), while Britto 

sees the short-lived joyful time that Friday and Crusoe experienced as paralleling Bishop’s 

Samambaia years (personal communication.) One wonders if the parenthetical “Accounts of that 

have everything all wrong” might refer only to the relationship or to other aspects of Bishop’s 

life and work during her Brasil years.  

The natural habitat of the island, however, is not Bishop’s beloved Brasilian landscape. 

Millier pieces apart the landscape, attributing different features to different sources: the 

waterspouts and blue snail shells from her canoe trip in Florida in 1939, the goats and volcanoes 

from her trip with Lota to Aruba in 1957, with other details possibly stemming from Bishop’s 
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more recent trip to the Galápagos Islands (448). Clearly the conglomerate setting and the masked 

personal details do not make “Crusoe” an explicitly Brasil poem, but as in the case of “One Art,” 

the after-image of the Brasil years resides inside of it, just as for the speaker of “Santarém,” 

some piece of Brasil lies inside the former wasps’ home that she is taking away.   

 Mr. Swan’s brusque question about this home, however, elicits no reply from the speaker: 

Back on board, a fellow-passenger, Mr. Swan, 
Dutch, the retiring head of Philips Electric, 
really a very nice old man, 
who wanted to see the Amazon before he died, 
asked, "What's that ugly thing?" 
 

Mr. Swan is a typical tourist who wants “to see,” but without the effort of investing in any kind 

of cultural exchange or interaction in the process. It is easy to see him ticking off his list of a 

thousand places he wants to see before he dies. Something as odd and seemingly unattractive as 

the wasps’ nest would not make the cut. What might the speaker have replied to, “What’s that 

ugly thing?” If she would have mumbled, “Oh, just something I found downtown” she would be 

more closely aligned with Mr. Swan. On the other hand, if she had replied, “I couldn’t believe 

how gorgeous this nest was that Senhor Ferreira gave to me,” she would have been more aligned 

with the pharmacist. Harrison shows how Bishop closes “Santarém” with “a confrontation of 

cultures by three ordinary people” and how the American bridges this gap, at least until the 

whistle blows: 

The gift, the appreciation, the leave taking, and the shipboard condescension depend in 
part on a set of cultural assumptions given to and accepted by each of the members. Yet 
at the same time the poem recognizes the blurring of any cultural conclusion: the speaker 
is complicitous with the pharmacist in the face of Mr. Swan’s disdain; at the same time 
she allies herself with Mr. Swan, ‘fellow-passenger,’ aboard their mutual tourist ship. 
These inconclusive relationships hardly answer to the spliced oppositions she posed 
earlier---‘life/death, right/wrong, male/female’; rather, they reveal that ordinary 
individuals quietly crossing the slash marks that define cultural difference can shift the 
boundaries or change the definitions so as to make room for the work of daily 
relationships. (187)  
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“What’s that ugly thing?” could have easily been a comment of the newly arrived tourist 

in Santos, who saw only weakness and inferiority in everything, who was afraid to emotionally 

invest in anything she saw. This later speaker’s interest in the wasps’ nest reveals how her 

growth during her Brasil years has brought a change of perspective: not only does she treasure a 

local natural object, but she acquires it through conversation with its owner, who apparently 

gives it to her out of his own free will. The speaker has “[made] room for the work of daily 

relationships” to which Harrison refers. In so doing, she has crossed the largest boundary within 

the context of the Brasil poems: she has moved from cultural abstinence to a willing cultural 

participation, even at a temporary destination where engaging with others could prove more 

difficult. In addition, her attraction for the nest is not because it fulfills some standard of 

recognizable beauty. Costa comments, “This final sequence of the poem can be interpreted as a 

sign, consciously manipulated by the poet, an indicator of her propensity to reflect and absorb 

the ‘other’ that is us, our landscape and our culture, at the same time that that she affirms her 

individuality” (14). Bishop hasn’t lost her knack of seeing, of spotting something lost to other 

viewers, but now she has gained this “propensity to reflect and absorb the ‘other.’” Most 

importantly, her initial vision and her absorption of the Other can coexist because of her 

longtime residence in Brasil. 

In Portuguese the word for “souvenir” and “memory” is the same: “lembrança.” The 

word possesses a third meaning: a  person can send a “lembrança” to someone absent by asking 

someone present to convey a greeting to the absent person (“mandar lembranças”). This is 

somewhat similar to asking a third party to send one’s regards to another person, but a 

lembrança is often less formal and more affectionate in tone.  There is no better word to describe 

the wasps’ nest. A “souvenir” describes a trinket that is purchased, but the wasps’ nest is a gift  
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the speaker receives because she conveyed her admiration of it in a conversational exchange. 

When the speaker looks at the nest it will never be just a curiosity, but instead be imbued by the 

memory of this human interaction. Ultimately, the poem itself is a vessel to “mandar 

lembranças” to Santarém, as it both sends greetings back to the place and summons memories of 

the past.  

 But what about those “spliced oppositions” of  “life/death, right/wrong, male/female” and 

the earlier drafts of the poem in which Bishop felt she needed to choose between the rivers, 

between the kinds of choices the rivers symbolized? Now, with Brasil in memory, Bishop simply 

does not have to choose anymore. For years she consciously and perhaps unconsciously chose 

Brasil as her home. She approaches Brasil in “Questions of Travel” within the debate of whether 

she really needed to be there. How long was she going to stay? And then once a resident of 

Brasil she had to keep renewing the choice to make Brasil her home. Even after Lota’s death, a 

natural junction for Bishop’s departure, she kept renovating her home in Ouro Prêto, returning 

there as a point of reference though with decreasing frequency. Now with Brasil in memory she 

can summon up those rare occasions when she could simply “be” and not have to choose 

anything. Brasil in memory is has become a place of dissolved choices.  

 These days Bishop’s house in Ouro Preto is only inhabited part-time by the now elderly 

Linda Nemer and her brother, José Alberto Nemer. It has been on the market several times but 

has never been sold. The side that faces the street shows the house’s age: some of the white 

stucco has dropped off in patches, and the cornflower blue trim around the door and windows, 

the latter hidden by a cross-cross of wooden shutters, is noticeably peeling. The roof tiles, once 

an orange-red, are now turning black. Bishop named her home “Mariana” partly with its location 

mind (it sits on the road that leads to the next town of Mariana), but also to honor her mentor, 
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Marianne Moore. Like many of her poems, the name encompasses both cultures. Passersby today 

do not give the house a glance, however, and it is easy to miss the small silver plaque by the 

door: “In this house in the decades of the 1960s to 1970s lived the poet Elizabeth Bishop (1911–

1979), a name expressive of North American contemporary poetry. She translated and published 

works of Brasilian literature in addition to marking her literary production with a sensitive and 

original vision of the country.”  

 Like Bishop’s legacy in and from Brasil, Casa Mariana makes the most impact not head-

on near the front door plaque but from a different perspective further down the road. One needs 

to keep heading down the street in the direction of Mariana, passing “a strong and ropy stream” 

of water, still flowing from a “single iron pipe” on the opposite side from the house. Passersby 

still stop to fill their cupped hands or douse their faces with the water that flows from a timeless 

moon face carved in the rock (or perhaps not so timeless; it is not one of the original green 

soapstone faces). A slight bend in the road allows a backward look at the house from its side and 

rear. From here it is almost unrecognizable. The house itself is only the third of a substantial 

structure; the other two-thirds consist of a massive foundation composed of sand-colored stones 

of all sizes that somehow arrange themselves into strong walls. Because the property slopes 

down at a precipitous angle, the foundation has to not only support the house but also keep it 

level. This is a complicated support structure; one wonders how often it has been reworked since 

the late seventeenth or early eighteenth century. The perspective also showcases a walled-in 

garden, which bursts forth with an array of different flowers according to season, including lilies 

of all possible shades in the spring.   

 Bishop left Brasil after she had reached the peak of her poetic activity in the country and 

after she experienced most sustaining relationship she would ever have in her life. And yet, like 
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the foundational walls of her home in Ouro Preto, Brasil gradually created an infrastructure 

underneath her life and poetry, a presence that would not be moved for the remainder of her 

years. “I have no theories about Brazil, unlike so many people,” Bishop commented in an 

interview for the Jornal do Brasil on May 8, 1977, less than two years before her death. 

“Immediately upon arriving I did have theories and they were sharp ones. Little by little those 

theories evaporated. Brazil became my home” (Schiller 80).   
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APPENDIX A  

TRANSLATION OF FIVE UNPUBLISHED LETTERS FROM 

ELIZABETH BISHOP TO LINDA NEMER, 1970–1972
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Translator’s Note: Bishop wrote these five letters to her friend, Linda Nemer, in Portuguese 
during 1970–1972. They appear only in the Brasilian version of One Art (Uma Arte) on pages 
748–756. To my knowledge they are the first translations of the letters in English. 
 
 
To Linda Nemer∗ 
 
E.B. called on the Nemer siblings—Linda and José Alberto—during her stay in Ouro Preto, in 
1969. In her trips to Belo Horizonte, E.B. frequently stayed with the Nemer family: Linda is 
Professor of Management at the School of Economics at the Federal University of Minas Gerais. 
      
          August/70 
 
Dear: 
 

A morning of serração69 (says E.—I think that there should be a better word) very thick. 
From the windows. I can’t see anything. everything70 is white and cold—only some spiderwebs 
covered by large drops of water. No. I can see the head of a languid palm tree. green-grey. and. 
occasionally a bird flies close to the glass. I hear the two clocks of the city ringing. Santa 
Iphigenia and that of the museum. There isn’t a ten minute difference this week. 

At three I go out to call you. I stop on the wet sidewalk. by the stone wall. to listen. I 
can’t see anything. but I can hear many small distant sounds: children playing. sounds of birds 
that I don’t recognize. music from radios. everything confused. dogs barking. a rooster and a 
chicken. she has laid an egg . . . 

In the telephone booth. I discover that the number you gave me is wrong. or at least. it 
doesn’t answer. I do my shopping and return home. a little sad. I tell the taxi driver to return at 
seven o’clock. 

At seven. I go out again. The serração is more thick. The streetlights look yellow and 
weak. Hardly anyone in the square. and I can’t see the clock. Silence and beauty. A white horse. 
very old. thin. It is going up the street of Flowers. very slowly. zig-zagging. breathing deeply. In 
reality. maybe he is not a horse. I telephone. You had already gone out. I leave. 

Someone is singing a child’s song. very far away. very pure. While I go up the street. a 
boy descends quickly. uncertainly. on the other side. and in front of me crosses the street. He 
seems drunk. maybe. or high. He descends quickly and. in the moment that he encounters me. in 
the darkness. he says an incoherent phrase and—truly—points at his heart.  
      [Postcard with a picture of a building,  

University Hall, Harvard, constructed in 1815] 
      September 26—Sunday—70 

∗ Note from the Editors: The letters to Linda Nemer were written in Portuguese, a language that E. Bishop did not 
master very well. We chose to correct only the spelling and the gender of the words to avoid major interference in 
the original text. 
69 Bishop apparently made up this word. “Serra” means either a mountain range or a saw, but “serração” is not a 
Portuguese word. 
70 In her first two letters to Linda, Bishop uncharacteristically uses lower case letters to begin several sentences and 
phrases. She also puts periods where commas would usually appear. 
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Dear Linda: I arrived Friday. very late—my lawyer met me. I don’t know how . . . I slept 

that night at Bill’s house and Friday he helped me a lot in all the details—bank, registration etc. 
etc.—it was hot as the devil—and is still . . . today it’s raining a little—And I left my light 
dresses in Rio . . . I am, provisionally, in the “Graduate Center”—and it’s horrible . . . small 
bedroom & bathroom, completely without air—but I have a fan that Bill loaned me, thank god. 
So far I only like the trees, and I want to return immediately—but things should improve. 
Tomorrow, a new typewriter (without accents for now), & I will write another time &, I hope, 
better. I can’t remember why I am doing this . . . (I don’t like the USA). 

Write, please . . .  
This house is pretty—I was inside Friday. I’m going to have dinner with Bill, big 

KISSES— 
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       November 9, 1970 
 

Dearest Linda [in English]: (a little English each time, to begin your education . . .) 
 
 I am ashamed of not having written in so long . . . At the same time, I think that you 
would like to know that I am doing all the things that I need to do, I am working all the time—
not my work, not poetry, naturally, but all the other things . . . Now I can’t remember—
imagine—if I wrote you about the weekend [in English] in NY or not . . . I don’t think so??? If I 
repeat myself, sorry . . .   
 I received this minute a letter from you—pink paper. I am not going to try to send 
anything to you or your family for Christmas—it’s better to bring my gifts with me, isn’t it? (I 
have one I like very much for you, already—and many ideas for others . . . ) I am only going to 
send one to José Alberto. The news from Brasil is not very good these days. I didn’t see today’s 
paper yet. I hope that you are well and safe etc . . . occasionally I am very worried about you, 
Linda. R.71 called one night—she seems better—it’s strange—and now she wants to write to 
J.A.—and she spoke about you, the same thing, but much less violent . . . Thank god, she is at 
her mother’s house now—I don’t have any more fear that that she will appear here.  
 Last night it began to snow (?)72—the first time, seriously, today there is a lot of snow, it 
is so pretty—and FRIA! (COLD) [in English] Alice, the secretary, brought me rubber boots this 
morning—I didn’t have time yet to buy boots—nor pants from there [Brasil], “slacks” [in 
English]—Alice has the shoe size 8 here and not 8 ½--I don’t know, I think it’s 40??? And mine 
is size 6. I have socks, and two pairs of socks [in English] (short socks?) from there and a suit, 
blouse from there, and, above all, a heavy cloak that a friend gave me—old . . . Or maybe my 
mink coat . . . The nose is the worst—it aches with the cold. The trees are marvelous—I will 
send a photograph—maybe . . . I am playing Bethania73 on the hi-fi from San Francisco. I want 
to send it to Brasil—perhaps during January I can send things to you—a large box, things for the 
house. And afterwards I can give you the hi-fi that I have in Ouro Preto.      
 Well. I went to New York—arriving late at night on Thanksgiving Day—oh [in 
English]—I think that I already wrote all this information? How everyone is—like Canadá—
dying of acute alcoholism, or cancer or paranoia etc. etc.? My weekends [in English] up until 
now haven’t been very happy: San Francisco. 2 Jane Dewey. 3 Canadá. 4 NY . . .! Emanuel is 
very well, thank god—and we bought74 many Brasilian things and cooked a big Brasilian lunch . 
. . (No—I think that I didn’t tell about this???) his kitchen is tiny and with me inside, him, and a 
jumping cat on top of the closets—Emanuel ate the farofa75 quickly (while I was making it—we 
invited Loren and Lloyd (a painter and her husband), two of my friends, Harold & […], and two 
youths—friends of Em.—a young woman and a young man—and played sambas, and the record 
that you sent to Em. A huge success. Em. very happy these days. Loren has an exposition in the 

71 This is probably a reference to Roxanne Cummings, Bishop’s American companion in Ouro Preto for a time. 
72 Bishop questions the Portuguese verb “never” she chose for “snow.” The verb is actually “nevar.” 
73 Maria Bethânia (1946--), a Brasilian singer of MPB (Música Popular Brasileira) and sister of singer-songwriter 
Caetano Veloso. She released her first single, a protest song called “Carcará” in 1965. 
74 Actually Bishop uses the present tense, “are buying” here and continues in the present for much of the rest of the 
paragraph. For the sake of continuity I have kept the past tense in English.  
75 Farofa accompanies many Brasilian meals. Composed of manioc flour and other ingredients (such as bacon, 
onion, and diced meats), it is often served with beans and meats. 
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Pierre Matisse Gallery—I went to see it, more or less. (I didn’t see them for 12 years.) He 
(Lloyd) is sick—probably dying—mysteriously—almost a skeleton—Probably it is the last stage 
of alcoholism—no one knows exactly—horrible, poor thing. I ate dinner with dr. Baumann—we 
spoke until 11:30 p.m.—a Japanese dinner—I went to visit Marianne Moore—in bed all the time 
now, with three nurses, blacks, good—she spoke a little, but I couldn’t understand anything—the 
nurse interpreted for me. She is so weak—small—white—dressed elegantly in a bed jacket—
blue ribbons in her hair—like a flower—(And now I’m going to speak about her for an hour. 
Strange, isn’t it?) 
 I have to go to my class—I only have two more. Everything is going very well. 
Tomorrow I go to New Haven—Yale—and after reading, I go with Jim to his house for two 
days. But now there is a strike—railroad—I don’t know how I am going to arrive in New Haven 
. . . Tonight [there is] a dinner—“Academy of Arts & Sciences.” I don’t know anything about 
science, and very little about arts, but I’m going—with a friend. More, more later, Linda—if I 
can—I don’t forget you—don’t be afraid—never. Hugs and kisses. 
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        February 22, 197176 
 
Dear Linda, 
 

I received your letter this morning . . . Thank God—I was very worried. But why didn’t 
you send it air mail?—Or is it air mail? I can’t see—but it took six days to arrive here . . . 
Probably you aren’t going to receive this letter . . . I don’t know when you are going to return: 
Maybe you told me, but I remember hardly anything from the eighth and the ninth—it’s very 
sad. I think that I was so tired—and everything like a dream, and I’m afraid that I appeared (??)77 
very strange, didn’t I? I remember that we spoke—but I don’t remember about what . . . Return 
quickly and we can have the same conversations again. I have so many things to tell—and I 
don’t know if I already told them or not . . . I’m sorry. That trip was too long—and I was tired 
and very distracted with my friends from New York and all their problems before going . . . and 
the storm on the flight didn’t help either—we didn’t eat dinner until midnight—I couldn’t go to 
the bathroom etc.—many [passengers] were sick (I wasn’t, but I was a little afraid). 
 It is very boring here without you. Can’t you spend a few days here before returning to 
work? (At the same time, I think it’s good, probably, that you left me here immediately, as you 
did—you can understand, probably . . .) I’ve seen hardly no one—days and days—in the past 
few days I saw Lilli and her friends—a little—but it is always a little difficult—and not very 
interesting . . . I think that I’ve stayed completely alone, without seeing anyone, more than a 
week . . . There’s a man, a little sad—staying in L.’s house, the large house—without a bed, 
stove—nothing—and I loaned him a portable bed—an alcohol lamp to make coffee. His name is 
JIM—also not interesting, but very polite with me at least—he gets my mail and paper etc. . . 
American. Lost—poor thing. Friday I invited the four women to lunch . . another time, not very 
interesting—and yesterday I went to eat lunch there—the little house nearby—Ninita cooked (?) 
a roast (?), but a duck . . . MANY women. It’s true that I like you very much, and you are a   
woman, without a doubt—but I prefer parties that are a little more mixed.  

Don’t burn yourself too much, please—your color was perfect when you were here . . . 
N.’s sister is here, very burned, from Copacabana, and it’s too much—I thought she was a black. 
But you aren’t as dark as she is— 

Vitória is doing things very well—she doesn’t have much “style,” but she is learning all 
the time and she works  a lot—three times more than Eva. She’s also very happy—I need this 
(???)—Eva’s mother arrived at my door asking for a month’s salary for Eva—why, I don’t 
know, because everything was arranged with Donald a long time ago . . . I refused. Then, she 
asked for money—simply money. (She has a son, or two, working, a husband that works in Belo 
H.78, I don’t know how many daughters working—Eva has another job . . . but she wanted 
money, principally(?) I refused. Jandira, the washerwoman that was robbing me (said Zenith) 
arrived—wanted money, simply . . . starting with thirty or forty cruzeiros and went down until 
ten—I gave it to her, finally . . . Many people people come to the door, wanted simply MONEY. 
They stop me on the square, for MONEY. João Bosco returned to “work”—after five hours, 
more or less, wanted money—the next day ten cruzeiros more—I refused. The third day—

76 Bishop is back in Ouro Preto for a time. 
77 These parenthetical question marks and those following all seem to show Bishop questioning her grammar in 
Portuguese. 
78 Belo Horizonte, major city about an hour and a half’s drive from Ouro Preto where Bishop was living. 
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more—I refused. (I already paid for two days—without any work at all . . .) Yesterday his little 
brother arrived at the door, wanting money for João Bosco to go to the cinema! (I refused). I am 
becoming hard, really hard . . . I refuse to be a gold mine here any more . . . I worked a lot for the 
money and the U.S. government took almost a third for taxes—I need to earn more now to live 
until September . . . Donald did a lot here—or his wife—the books are well arranged—the papers 
are more difficult—he more or less separated them and wrote what they had inside—now it will 
be easy . . . Very well done. The house isn’t clean—at least, he doesn’t have the same ideas of 
cleanliness that I have—but, poor thing, he can’t do everything . . . Little by little we are 
cleaning all the closets, throwing away rotten potatoes, rotten towels, old newspapers—and 
washing and ironing all the linen (?) there isn’t much, but it was filthy—and the beds all with 
dirty sheets!—one each—they only use one . . . poor things. They had a “life-style”—a very 
cliché and horrible expression from the USA—very different than mine . . . (What a snob79  I am 
[…]) 

I hope that Vitória will stay with me. I am afraid that my life isn’t interesting enough for 
her . . . She is going to see SIMPLY MARIA, TV […] neighbors—vagabonds—every night—
and they continue throwing trash on my land—mountains now—Why don’t they throw trash in 
the street like everyone else?  

I invited two girls to eat dinner now—the best of the harem chez L . . . One I already 
knew—she studied in the USA—she speaks English very well—and a friend—Very young—and 
not very interesting, but I can’t bear many more nights completely alone . . . and it’s good for V. 
to work and learn how to serve dinner etc. 

I mailed a catalogue for you from Cambridge, and information about the scholarships 
etc.—and maybe my student will remember to also send the pamphlets80—he promised me. 
But—he needs to learn ENGLISH! 

I have so many letters to write, so much work to do—I started—I’m sad, and too alone. I 
am thinking again about selling the house—but I don’t know where I want to go. I want to talk 
with you about this (???) I feel very guilty—about this machine [typewriter]—and other things—
but you know, I was born guilty of everything . . . Please, return quickly and visit me—I am 
jealous of these friends in Bahia . . . but perhaps a wedding always comes first—I have a box at 
the customs house in Belo H.—I don’t know what day you are going to return—I will call your 
house this week, after Carnival—if you are not there—I will rent a car and go only for a day—I 
have a lot of things to do, naturally. Good-bye, dear—return quickly, and for the love of God, 
come here—Hugs— 

[Handwritten] I went to “Marília” yesterday—first time—with Jair and Zenith—I saw the 
Carnival fashions—“Chicão” was there—he hugged me and he is very happy because he 
received a card from Paris from J.A.—Shall we eat dinner at “Chicão”?—and perhaps I can 
drink some cocktails with you, to celebrate. (I am taking pills faithfully—) 

 
P.S.—morning of the 23rd—I was too snobby—The girl was very good—timid—but 

interesting when she took courage and spoke . . .  
  

79 “snob” is in English.   
80 “pamphlets” is in English. 
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       March 2, 197281 
 

Dear Linda: 
 
 Yesterday I received a letter from you saying that you are going to leave Brazil in the 
beginning of March! This is an enormous surprise—I was expecting you later—and also you 
haven’t spoken about your trip for a long time . . . Now, I don’t know if it’s worth it to write 
more to Brazil or not . . . Maybe you are in Mexico or Lima or up to New York . . . Well—my 
telephone number here is (617) 876-4993 (the 617 is the area code of Boston), first always dial 
“1”—after the area code, and after seven more digits. My number is not in the book—it’s secret, 
because of the students who telephone too much . . . [. . . ] 
 I don’t understand very well why you are going to leave your job—don’t you like that 
work anymore? But—I will be very happy to see you here. I hope you have friends in these 
countries? And in New York?—Naturally Emanuel will be radiant to see you—but what a pity 
that now he probably doesn’t have a room for you. But—maybe he has—I don’t know . . . I hope 
that you wrote him . . . And Mexico—I hope you have friends there? 
 The letter before this one of yesterday: I began to reply and didn’t finish. I can only say 
that for me to stay in Ouro Preto is a very different thing than for you, naturally . . . I can 
understand you’re your feelings about O.P. very well—but I arrived there already very old, with 
almost everything, perhaps, of work and my life already done—and as a tourist or “ex-
patriate”—etc.—not like you who had to work a lot, and hard, to escape and to climb in the 
world now . . . I think O.P. is very bad for me now because of the solitude; it is too isolated and 
life is too difficult—difficult here too, but not so much—and when I am older still—O.P. has a 
lack of good doctors, maids, etc., etc. . . It isn’t the place for me—but the reasons are completely 
different than your reasons, aren’t they? I don’t know now where I want to live—I have no 
idea—and I am becoming very depressed with this problem . . . But—I have to return to O.P.—
probably in June—to arrange things—and this appears to be an enormous work, almost 
impossible . . . 
 I have many things to tell—but when you arrive we’ll talk—it’s easier. I am dying to 
show you a SUPERMARKET . . . How is the English going? Do you speak well now? Hugs—
kisses— 
 P.S. I have a very important request but probably impossible to do . . . I left a poem—
parts of a poem, it isn’t finished—in O.P. in the office. Unfortunately it’s a poem I would very 
much like to finish, and read for that ceremony in June . . . I don’t know if you or José Alberto 
can find it . . . In the desk drawer, in the office, probably on the left—or maybe in the tall, thin 
closet behind the work desk . . . maybe it is inside a notebook—these notebooks that I always 
use—Coleção Civica—with color pictures etc. Maybe only a small mountain of loose papers . . . 
Anyway—the first lines are (English, naturally) 
 
 All afternoon the freighters 
 ________________________ 
 ___________________________ 

______________________________ 
_________________________________ 

81 Bishop is back in Boston. 
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The shape is a little narrow, a stanza with short lines—and it has the words “whale” and 

“whalers”—there are many copies of first lines—and some notes—I hope very much that you or 
José A. can go to O.P. to find it—it is ideal for the occasion . . . but I have another here I hope I 
can finish too.  But that poem in the office in O.P.—is about ecology, more or less—very much 
in fashion here now— 

If you can—you can bring other poems or notes for poems—there are two or three 
notebooks in that closet . . . 

Now—raining—sad—but not cold—almost like spring—a very strange winter. I am 
going to the movies with Alice—a Truffaut* I haven’t seen, and a Bergmann** I saw in Rio—
There are many good films all the time in Cambridge—a Brazilian film festival is coming—
Good-bye—hugs—E.  
  

 
 

* Don’t shoot the piano-player [sic]. 
** Smiles of a summer night [sic]. 
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APPENDIX B  

SUPPLEMENTAL PHOTOGRAPHY AND POETRY
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         Elizabeth Bishop, 1951.       Lota de Macedo Soares, undated.   
         (Vassar College Folder 100.3)            (Courtesy of Jean Charles Barreto)    

               

  
      Bishop and Lota’s home at Samambaia,  
 Petrópolis, undated. (Courtesy of Jean Charles  
 Barreto) 
 

     
Bishop’s study at Samambaia, undated,    Bishop in Samambaia, 
but during her time there. (Courtesy of Jean    undated. (Vassar College, 
Charles Barreto)       Folder 100.25) 
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Painting depicting Bishop’s “Pink Dog,” at    Bishop and Lota’s penthouse 
Samambaia, 2011, Bishop’s centennial (EN)   apartment, Leme, Rio de Janeiro (EN) 
      

 
 Aterro do Flamengo Park, Rio, designed by Lota de 
 Macedo Soares. (Grupounicad.com.br) 
   

     
    Bishop’s original “Anjinhos ” (“Little 

Angels”), undated. (Benton 51)  
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          View of Ouro Preto on the way to Bishop’s home. (EN) 
 

    
Front view of Casa Mariana, Bishop’s home    The fountain just  
in Ouro Preto. (EN)       down the street. 

(EN)    

    
         Side and rear view of Casa Mariana, Ouro Preto. (EN)  Premiere of Flores Raras,  

April 25, 2013, Rio de 
Janeiro (Laurinda Maciel) 
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From the Burle Marx Room, Pouso do Chico Rei, Ouro Preto 

                       Elizabeth Neely  

 1. 

Church spires catch the mist on the closest hill, 

twirling it like the embroidery threads of the table runners 

and pillow cases stitched by women in town. 

Pão de queijo drifts through the window from the kitchen 

as two petite green parrots sporting orange-red patches 

dart into the palms. When my eyes trace the desk’s worn 

wood and look up again, only the branches remain. 

A quarter century and nine more years for this return. 

 

 2. 

I am ten, in a red-checked top and skirt, double buckles 

on each sandal, eyes fixed not on the church ahead, 

nor on the one crowning the hill, but on each step 

across cobblestones laid through every street, every alley— 

paralelepípedos—the first Portuguese word that makes 

me laugh, but not in the aching balls of my feet from uphill 

stones, not in my overstretched hamstrings from down- 

hill stones, my walking out of rhythm, out of tune. 

 

I arrive at a cream exterior, like sculpted butter or the curve 

of a round cake, freshly iced, but under my palm the walls 

are hard stucco. Soapstone wraps around doors, windows, 

even the bell tower—a brown foil, grounding the church  

while the cream lifts it up. Above the front door gardens 

scroll outward, wild trees almost heave their ripe fruit, 

cherubs careen in swells to the syncopated bells: two rings 

from one tower, three from the other—I’m too close to the ground.  
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 3. 

When I look up inside, I lose balance: swirling gilt of angels’ wings, 

thunderous fists of prophets, serpentine-carved wood pillars framing 

saints in ecstasy. I don’t recognize Jesus, even with real hair 

 the guide says someone in town gives each year. 

The altar drips a syrup of gold, but I turn away;  

my eyes crave rest on a calm space. They find the marble floor 

in squares, but even here graves swarm underneath— 

the guide says those buried closest to the altar paid the most. 

 

In here the Spirit may not roost more than any other place, 

but it hovered around Aleijadinho, whose hand chiseled 

and shaped stone and wood, freed these cherubs, prophets,  

and saints with living eyes that gaze from every church in town.  

On his back atop scaffolding he painted ceilings with more 

at stake than his European brethren: a skin disease 

withered away his fingers and toes, so he strapped his tools 

to his forearms. His course was set: he kept going. 

 
 4. 
 
I want something carved to carry in my hand, to keep 

when I am far away. From a vendor older than the rest 

I find a small pitcher, with a narrow neck and broad lip. 

It fits in my palm, but as I gape at a jutting rock on a hill 

above town—a giant’s paunch or a whale’s head surfacing— 

the soapstone slips. Its base meets cobblestone, a chalky bit 

breaks off; even on hands and knees I can’t find it for fixing.  

I pull myself up and continue my uneven cobblestone walk 

 

as I search for a poet’s fountain where she overheard  
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streams of human life. Down from her house, Ivone and I find  

the single pipe from the soapstone moon face, its strong 

and ropy stream still flowing. Is it clean—after how many years? 

“Com licença.” A man has come by, compact and ropy himself, 

and we part to let him in. His hands cup the water: 

he douses his face and dabs his arms before he disappears 

down the bend. We do the same, with open hands. 

 

 5. 

I stare down at this desk as light broadens into bare day,  

in this crystal chameleon room of window panes— 

fifty-two—a changing nuance in the view each week. 

My fingertip traces watermarks left by those who 

have composed and worked on this surface, drafting 

their plans for the slivers of their lives in this place, 

unmindful of how the townscape will seep into their spirits 

after they leave, after their glasses have sweated into wood. 
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